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This study investigates the nature and intensity of ancient Maya agrarian production 

systems at the site of Buena Vista, Cozumel as an adaptive response to regional market demands 

occurring during the Late Postclassic period (A.D. 1200-1518). I argued that production systems 

are cultural adaptations resulting from the interplay between cultural selection of resource 

primacy, motivated by local and larger economic institutions in which the group participates, 

historically available technology and natural resource opportunities and limitations. Therefore, 

understanding the relationship between land resources, farming technology and cultural priorities 

is essential to understanding how agrarian production systems operate. 

My study focused on investigates ways in which settlement pattern data offer insights to 

understanding agrarian production systems in agrarian communities. A settlement agroecological 

approach that combines methods and theories of settlement ecology, landscape ecology and 

agroecology was selected as the best approach to investigate agrarian production in Buena Vista. 

Following this approach, I conducted survey and mapping at the site, based on field methods and 

models I designed specifically to recover information on ancient farming systems. 

Through survey and mapping of a study area of approximately 5.2 km² centered in the site 

core, I identified four distinct microenvironmental zones in the local landscape and assessed their 
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agricultural capability. Subsequently, I identified the surface evidence of agrarian technologies, 

cultivable parcels, houselots, and residential organization in each zone and analyzed these data 

employing an idealized model of agrarian settlements known as the Orchard/Garden-Infield- 

Outfield Model (OGIFOF).  

The patterned relationship that emerged among settlement features and land resources 

allowed for the interpretation of land management strategies and agrarian production systems 

implemented in different zones of the site. Buena Vista’s local landscape is characterized by a 

complex distribution of land resources of varying agricultural potential, that were stratified and 

adapted for agricultural production employing various technologies including terraces on ridges 

and troughs, water-control dikes on wetlands, wind breaks near the coast line, and stone 

demarcation of special productive soils in rejolladas, huayás and upland areas. Remarkably, 

large tracts of rich agricultural land were employed for extensive beekeeping activities indicating 

the importance of production of this commodity in Buena Vista.  

Results of this study demonstrate how a Late Postclassic farming community stratified 

land resources and built its local landscape into a complex diversified agrarian production center 

specialized in the production of marketable commodities. This demonstration contributes to a 

better understanding of regional Maya Late Postclassic economics and particularly adds 

information to understanding the economic system of Late Postclassic Cozumel. My study 

contributes to anthropological theory by presenting a case study of how regional commercial 

systems affect the structure and organization of local farming communities. 
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CHAPTER 1 
AGRARIAN PRODUCTION IN BUENA VISTA, COZUMEL 

Introduction 

The Postclassic Period (A.D. 1200-1518) in the northern Maya Lowlands, characterized as 

a period of decadence and disintegration (Proskouriakoff 1955; Thompson 1966), is now 

interpreted as a time of new political and economic order focused on long distance mercantile 

activities (Andrews 1993; Sabloff and Rathje 1975) covering long-distance maritime and river 

routes along the Yucatan peninsula and Central America (Scholes and Roys 1948; Thompson 

1970). According to this mercantile interpretation, the economy of the island of Cozumel has 

been interpreted as relying heavily on trading activities with all communities on the island 

focused on providing services and maintaining facilities for foreign merchants using the island as 

an independent port of trade (Freidel and Sabloff 1984; Sabloff and Rathje 1975).  

I believe that this interpretation of Maya economics, and more importantly, how regional 

economic systems affect local communities, is incomplete and fails to represent the complexity 

of Postclassic economic systems. Particularly in the case of Cozumel, it ignores substantial 

archaeological evidence indicating a complex and extensive system of land management and 

fixed intensive farming covering most of the island’s surface. I suggest, that to better understand 

how Postclassic economic systems operated, it is necessary to investigate the relationship 

between regional commercial systems and production systems at the community level, 

specifically how local Postclassic communities adapted their production strategies to cover an 

increasing regional demand for trade goods. In this study, I focus on understanding how Buena 

Vista, a Postclassic Maya community in southern Cozumel, adapted land use patterns and 

production strategies in response to market demands generated by regional commercial systems 

in which Cozumel participated.  
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Regional Economics in Postclassic Yucatan 

The study of economic systems or economics in modern anthropological research has been 

divided into three distinct, but interrelated phases: production, distribution, and consumption 

(Haviland 1993:177; Kottak 1996:118; Schultz and Lavenda 1995:400). However, 

anthropologists and archaeologists differ in the importance they feel each phase has in the 

economic life of a given society and often they emphasize only one of these phases in their 

studies. The economic system of Postclassic Northern Yucatan (A.D. 1200-1518) has been 

interpreted as relying heavily on long distance trade (Andrews 1990; Gasco and Berdan 2003; 

Kepecs et al. 1994; Masson 2000; Rathje and Sabloff 1973; Sabloff et al. 1974; Smith and 

Berdan 2003), meaning distribution was given priority, rather than production or consumption. 

This long distance trade system is conceived as having operated through coastal and river routes, 

used to transport a diversity of goods from the Gulf of Mexico to Central America (Andrews 

1983, 1993; Chase and Rice 1985; Gonzalez and Andrews 1999; MacKinnon 1989, McKillop 

and Healey 1989; McKillop 2005; Rathje and Sabloff 1973, 1977; Sabloff and Andrews 1986). 

More recently, a number of scholars consider the Postclassic Maya world as part of a larger 

system involving all Mesoamerican cultures, exchanging not only commodities, but also 

religious and political ideologies in a cultural and economic “World System” (Blanton and 

Feinman 1984; Kepecs et al. 1994; Kepecs 2003; Masson 2000; Smith and Berdan 2003), which 

recognizes the existence of different functional areas in the structure of regional commercial 

systems (Smith and Berdan 2003:21-31). 

More generally, research on Postclassic Maya economy has been focused on the study of 

long distance trade routes, trade goods varieties and consumption and production zones 

(Andrews 1983; Peniche 1990; Thompson 1970; see McAnany and Isaac 1989). Therefore, 

knowledge of Postclassic economics is concentrated on distributive and consumptive factors, 
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with limited understanding of production systems. Even when the pervasiveness of mass 

production, standardization of products (Rathje 1972, 1975; Sabloff 1977:77) and agricultural 

intensification (Freidel 1983) have been suggested as some of the main features characterizing 

the Postclassic, these themes have received little scholarly attention. 

In this study, I seek to contribute to a broader understanding of Postclassic Maya 

economics by focusing on the study of agrarian production, rather than distribution or 

consumption, at the level of the local community. By investigating production systems at the 

community level, I aim to contribute to a more complete interpretation of how long-distance 

commercial systems operating during the Postclassic period affected local farming settlements 

and how these communities adapted their production strategies in response to regional market 

demands. I demonstrate how a Postclassic farming community stratified land resources and built 

its local landscape into a complex diversified agrarian production center specialized in the 

production of market commodities.  

The context of my study is the Postclassic Maya site of Buena Vista in Cozumel, Quintana 

Roo, Mexico (Figure 1-1). Cozumel Island, located about 16 km off the northeastern coast of  

Yucatan, has been interpreted, following a commercial approach, as an important Postclassic 

trading center, strategically located in the middle of the long-distance coastal route between 

Tabasco in the Gulf of Mexico and Honduras in Central America (Rathje and Sabloff 1973; 

Sabloff et al. 1974; Sabloff and Freidel 1975). Trading centers like Cozumel are believed to have 

served exclusively to facilitate the transport, storage, further manufacture, and exchange of non-

local commodities between geographically dispersed wholesale merchants (Rathje and Sabloff 

1975:7).  
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Generally, Cozumel’s postclassic economy has been interpreted as relying heavily on 

trading activities. Under the dominant trading-center model, the whole island is considered a 

single economic unit or “trading port,” with facilities, usually located in a single large coastal 

site, dispersed in different sites throughout the island (Sabloff et al. 1974:410). San Gervasio, the 

largest site in north-central Cozumel was interpreted as the island’s administrative center, and 

Buena Vista, the second largest site located 18 km south from San Gervasio, was believed to 

have been the largest storage area of Cozumel (Rathje and Sabloff, 1973:227, Sabloff and 

Freidel, 1975:399). 

 

Figure 1-1. Location of Buena Vista, Cozumel, Quintana Roo, México. 

I argue that current interpretations portraying Cozumel as a trading center oversimplify the 

nature of Postclassic economic systems on the island by ignoring the role of production in the 
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entire economy. Moreover, these interpretations fail to explain extensive archaeological evidence 

distributed all over the island indicating the existence of a complex system of land management 

employed during the Postclassic period. Evidence of this elaborate system has been noted by 

almost all archaeologists previously working on the island and it consists of an extensive system 

of field walls parceling most of the island’s surface (Arnold and Frost 1909: 182-183; Freidel 

and Leventhal 1975:67-68; Freidel and Sabloff 1984:84-90; LePlongeon in Salisbury 1877:88; 

Mason 1940:83; Sierra 1991).  

Although it has been suggested that lots enclosed by the system of walls on Cozumel are 

relic agricultural fields probably representing an intensive form of agriculture (Escalona Ramos 

1946:614; Freidel and Sabloff 1984:88; LePlongeon in Salisbury 1877:88; Marcus 1982; Silva 

and Hernandez 1991), no further investigations have been carried out to evaluate this hypothesis 

prior to this study. The strength of the mercantile model overshadows other archaeological 

evidence found on the island. 

Stone walls, known locally as “albarradas,” have also been reported demarcating large 

extensions of land in other Postclassic sites on the east coast across from Cozumel, including 

Tulum (Vargas et al. 1986; Velazquez 1975, 1985), Xelha (Barrera 1977), Xcaret (Goñi 1993), 

Punta Piedra and Rancho Ina (Terrones 1990, 1994), Xamanha (Goñi 1998; Silva and Hernandez 

1991), Muyil (Witschey 1993, 2005) and Tancah (Miller 1982), suggesting a ubiquitous use of 

this enigmatic system of features on the landscape of coastal Quintana Roo during the Postclassic 

period (Figure 1-2).  

Likewise, similar field wall systems have been reported further inland at other Classic and 

Postclassic sites like Coba (Fletcher and Kintz 1983), El Eden in the Yalahau Region (Fedick 

1998; Fedick et al. 2003), Emal, San Fernando and Loche in the Chikinchel Region (Kepecs and 
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Boucher 1996), Ejidos Tixcacaltuyub, Chacmay, and Vallarta (Gomez-Pompa et al. 1987), 

Chunchucmil (Dahlin 2000; Vlcek et al.1978), Dzibilchaltun (Kurjack and Garza 1981); Uxmal 

(Barrera 1981), Chichen Itza (Kurjack and Garza 1981; Schmidt 1981; Smith 1962), Mayapan 

(Bullard 1952; Masson et al. 2003; Smith 1962), Sayil (Sabloff and Tourtellot 1991:17), Muna, 

Cuca, ChacChob, Dzonot Ake, San Mateo (Kurjack and Garza 1981; Vlcek et al. 1978; Webster 

1978), Becan (Prentice 1981:87), Rio Bec (Turner II 1974); Dzibanche and Kinichna (Nalda et 

al. 1994), and Isla Cilvituk (Alexander 2000) (Figure 1-2).  

 

Figure 1-2. Maya sites reporting stone walls (Albarradas). 
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Functional interpretations of albarradas in these sites range from boundary walls, 

delimiting houselots (solares) and orchards (Bullard 1952; Gomez-Pompa et al. 1987; Goñi 

1998), to complex hydraulic (Barrera 1977; Fedick 1998, 2003) and agricultural intensification 

works demarcating cultivation fields (Silva and Hernandez 1991; Turner II 1974), defensive 

barricades and intersite communication paths (Dahlin 2000; Kurjack and Garza 1981; Vlcek et 

al. 1978, Webster 1978). The various, non-mutually exclusive interpretations offered for 

albarradas indicate that the extensive presence of these stone features in northern Yucatan and 

the east coast was an important cultural practice in much of the entire Yucatan peninsula from 

Classic to Postclassic times.  

Limited mapping of parcels delimited by albarradas in Cozumel indicates that their size 

ranges from less than a tenth of a hectare within communities to about one hectare outside of 

them (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:88). Likewise, there is a lot of variation in the size and form of 

these demarcation walls, ranging from simple to larger and massive walls. The simple types of 

walls occur everywhere in Cozumel, but the large massive walls have only been reported in the 

sites of Chen Cedral in the northeastern coast of the island and in Buena Vista on the 

southeastern region (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:86). In addition to the complex network of 

albarradas, probably demarcating agricultural fields, archaeological evidence of beekeeping 

activities has also been reported in Cozumel and other mainland sites across from the island 

(Flores and Perez 2002; Freidel 1976; Freidel and Sabloff 1984; Perez 1994; Sidrys 1983; 

Terrones 1994; Wallace 1978).  

Honey and beewax production is today, as in prehispanic times, one of the most important 

agrarian activities of the northern Yucatan (Güemes-Ricalde et al. 2003). The practice of 

beekeeping is mentioned in early colonial documents as one of the most extensive and intensive 
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production activities practiced by the Yucatec Mayas at the time of European contact (Ciudad 

Real 1976 T-II: 318-19; Diaz 1988:41; Fernandez de Oviedo 1941 T-III: 245-246; Landa 

1978:96).  

In Cozumel, archaeological evidence of ancient beekeeping has been based on the presence 

of distinctive stone circular structures associated with the wall network; these structures have 

been identified as ancient apiaries (Freidel 1976; Sierra 1991; Wallace 1978). The largest 

number of these circular structures reported on the island was discovered in the central core and 

immediate vicinity of Buena Vista (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:33; Wallace 1978).  

The extensive distribution of demarcated parcels in Cozumel, and particularly the evidence 

in Buena Vista, of various forms of demarcation walls and associated beekeeping structures 

indicated the existence of a complex fixed system of land use and agrarian production in this 

Postclassic site. Study of the wall systems, demarcated areas and associated structures is 

therefore essential to understanding  land management strategies, agrarian production systems 

and organization of production during the Postclassic period.  Likewise, understanding the nature 

of Postclassic agrarian production systems in Buena Vista will allow a better characterization of 

how regional market demands operating during the Postclassic period affected the organization 

of production in local farming communities.  

Postclassic Market Demands 

Archaeological and ethnohistoric investigations indicate that during the Postclassic period 

the Yucatan Peninsula Mayas participated in a complex long-distance network using land and 

water routes that link Yucatan with other areas of Mesoamerica (Andrews 1993; Robles and 

Andrews 1986; Smith and Berdan 2003). A full review of the routes, production and 

consumption zones is beyond the scope of this dissertation, and further details can be found in 

the works cited above. It is important here is to emphasize the large number of exotic 
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commodities found at Postclassic Maya sites on the Yucatan peninsula and the historical 

information on the principal trade goods produced in this area. Significantly, the evidence of 

long-distance trade during the Postclassic period indicates an increase in the volume of long 

distance exchange and a greater diversity of trade goods with respect to previous periods (Berdan 

et al. 2003a:315). Likewise, the use of currency during the Late Postclassic period indicates the 

standardization and specialization of commercial activities during this period (Berdan et al. 

2003b:102; Piña Chan 1978:43).  

During the Postclassic period Yucatan imported more than 75 different products from 

distant areas of Mesoamerica (Gonzalez and Andrews 1999). Large quantities of obsidian were 

imported from Ixtepeque, Guatemala (Escamilla 1999; Proskouriakoff 1962) and from Pachuca 

in central Mexico (Andrew et al, 1989). Turquoise came from distant areas in northwestern 

Mexico (Gonzalez and Andrews 1999; Thompson 1970), jade was brought from the Motagua 

Valley in Guatemala (Lange 1993), and metal artifacts including gold (Andrews 1993; Bray 

1977) and copper (Root 1962) from Central America and Oaxaca, respectively. Some pottery 

wares were also imported from distant places including Tohil plumbate ceramics from 

southwestern Guatemala and fine orange pottery from Gulf coast sites (McKillop and Jackson 

1989; Nelson 1985).  

In return, the Mayas from the Yucatan peninsula exported primarily salt (Andrews 1983), 

slaves, cotton, honey, wax and copal (Kepecs 2003; Piña Chan 1987; Roys 1943; Thompson 

1970) and probably cacao produced in the Chetumal zone (Gonzales and Andrews 1999). Salt 

was collected in the northwestern salt beds near Rio Lagartos, the richest natural deposits of salt 

in Mesoamerica (Andrews 1983; Robles and Andrews 1986; Kepecs 2003), and cotton, honey 
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and cacao were probably produced extensively in the Chikinchel region (Kepecs and Boucher 

1996; Kepecs et al. 1994) and in other areas suitable for these crops in the peninsula. 

Evidently, during the Postclassic period, the internal productive economy of the Yucatan 

Peninsula was based primarily on the production of agricultural goods (Robles and Andrews 

1986:74), suggesting that during this period domestic production for local consumption and 

specialized production for trading coexisted in the area (Kepecs 2003). Despite recent 

archaeological interest in prehispanic Maya agriculture and some indication of agricultural 

intensification and production standardization in northern Yucatan during the Postclassic period 

(Freidel 1983; Rathje 1972), very little is known about agrarian production strategies during this 

period.  

The Postclassic Context of Cozumel 

As mentioned above, the Postclassic period in northern Yucatan is interpreted as a period 

of increasing participation in long distance trade through coastal and river routes, used to 

transport a diversity of trade goods from the Gulf of Mexico to Central America (Andrews 1983, 

1993; Chase and Rice 1985; MacKinnon 1989; McKillop 2005; McKillop and Healey 1989; 

Rathje and Sabloff 1973; Sabloff and Andrews 1986). 

Spanish colonial documents indicate that at the time of European arrival, the Yucatan 

Peninsula was densely populated and politically divided into at least eleven independent small 

polities immersed in a complex relation of disputes and alliances (Andrews 1984; Okoshi 1994; 

Quezada 1993; Roys 1957; Vargas 1997).  Ethnohistoric research shows that the east coast was 

probably divided into four independent provinces, including the provinces of Chactemal around 

the Chetumal Bay, Ecab in the north and central east coast, Uaymil in the south-central area, and 

the province of Cuzamil that unified all settlements on the island of Cozumel as a single political 

and economic unit (Figure 1-3) (Vargas 1997:18).  
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Figure 1-3. Sixteenth-century Yucatan provinces (Roys 1957). 

Consequently, Postclassic Cozumel is generally interpreted as a single polity with its 

capital located in San Gervasio, the largest settlement on the island. In this interpretation, San 

Miguel, El Cedral, and Buena Vista are secondary settlements administered by local elite groups, 

and other smaller sites, such as Aguada Grande and La Expedición, are considered tertiary 

settlements that were probably directly administered by the elite from San Gervasio (Freidel and 

Sabloff 1984). 

As mentioned above, economically the island is interpreted as a unified trading center with 

trading facilities distributed at different points on the island. Buena Vista and Chen Cedral are 
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believed to have been the main storage areas for the island. This interpretation is based on the 

presence of agglutinated stone platforms at both sites that were preliminarily interpreted as 

substructures supporting perishable warehouses (Freidel and Sabloff 1984). Importantly, the 

participation of Cozumel in long-distance commercial activities is clearly indicated by the large 

amounts of exotic artifacts excavated on the island during the 1970s by the Harvard-Arizona 

Project directed by Jeremy Sabloff and William Rathje (Table 1-1) (Phillips 1979a). Likewise, 

the significant quantity of artifacts such as coral and limestone disks and pottery net sinkers 

associated with beekeeping and fishing, indicates the importance of these activities in the 

island’s economy (Table 1-1).  

Moreover, the main role of Cozumel as a commercial center on the east coast of Yucatan 

during the Postclassic period is attributed to the importance of the island as a religious center 

during this period. The housing in Cozumel of the sanctuary of the mother goddess Ixchel is 

mentioned in several colonial documents (Landa 1978:55; López de Gomara 2000:68; Roys et al. 

1940:5). Trading activities on Cozumel were probably associated with regional religious 

pilgrimages to the island and the organization of fairs associated with this activity (Freidel 1981; 

Patel 2004). 

Table 1-1. Artifacts excavated in Cozumel in the 1970s (Phillips 1979a:229). 
Materials Total   Materials Total
Pottery net sinkers 1385  Jadeite 242
Limestone/coral disks 238  Quartzite 4
Shell artifacts 1585  Quartz Crystal 17
Bone artifacts 166  Iron Pyrite 4
Stucco artifacts 17  Hematite 3
Chert  223  Malachite 1
Obsidian 832  Turquoise 9
Travertine 13  Slate 1
Sandstone 2  Glass 27
Pumice 26  Metal gold/copper 46
Basalt metates/manos 8    
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Maya Agrarian Production Systems 

The relationship among ancient settlements, land resources, and the spatial organization of 

agrarian activities has long intrigued archaeologists studying agricultural systems in the Maya 

Lowlands (Adams 1980; Beach 1998; Drennan 1988; Dunning 1992; Dunning and Beach 1994; 

Fedick 1988; Freidel 1981; Killion et al. 1989; Kunen 2004; Liendo 2002; McAnany 1995; 

Meggers 1954, 1957; Puleston 1973, Sanders 1977, 1981; Turner II 1978b; Vlcek et al. 1978; 

Vogt 1983) of eastern Petén Guatemala, Belize and the Mexican states of Yucatan, Quintana Roo 

and Campeche. Before the 1960s, this region was characterized as a uniform, harsh tropical 

environment with irregular rain fall and poor agricultural land resources suitable only for long-

fallow swidden agriculture focused on maize (Meggers 1954, 1957; Morley 1946; Thompson 

1966). Land-demanding swidden agriculture was believed to be the only agricultural system 

employed by a sparse, dispersed population of independent Maya farmers, congregating only for 

public and religious activities at otherwise vacant ceremonial centers (Bullard 1964; Vogt 1961, 

1964; Willey 1956). These early interpretations were actually based on scant archaeological data, 

misunderstanding of tropical lowland environments, and application of historic and 

contemporary Maya analogies to all periods of prehispanic occupation (see Hammond 1978; 

Turner II 1978a, 1983). 

During the 1960s, however, the introduction of settlement pattern studies in the Maya 

Lowlands generated an increase in the number of archaeological surveys conducted on large 

Classic period monumental centers and their surrounding areas (see Ashmore and Willey 1981; 

Haviland 1966). These surveys produced new data indicating that a large number of people 

actually dwelt in centers previously believed to have been empty and also that those presumed 

sparse countrysides were, in fact, densely inhabited areas (see Culbert and Rice 1990). 

Consequently, these new population estimates were incompatible with a subsistence based solely 
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on long-fallow swidden maize agriculture. In response, researchers began hypothesizing about 

agricultural forms of intensification and dietary supplements probably used by the prehispanic 

Maya, including cultivation of alternative crops such as tubers (Bronson 1966) and tree cropping 

(Puleston 1968), as well as intercropping, multi-cropping, and short-fallow swidden cultivation 

(Cowgill 1961, 1962; Wilken 1971). However, archaeological evidence for these alternative 

methods was scarce or nonexistent.  

Large scale obtrusive earth and stone works, likely the remains of intensive agricultural 

systems, were first reported in the Maya Lowlands in the early 1970s. Archaeologists working in 

the area began reporting the existence of complex agricultural methods including raised and 

drained agricultural fields in wetland environments (Adams 1980; Siemens and Puleston 1972; 

Turner II and Harrison 1981), agricultural terraces in hilly terrains (Healy et al. 1983; Puleston 

1978; Turner II 1974, 1983) and stone wall demarcations in flatlands (Harris 1978; Sabloff and 

Rathje 1975; Turner II 1978b, 1983). Newly discovered obtrusive works provided evidence that 

the ancient Maya were not restricted to long-fallow swidden agriculture, but they employed a 

number of fixed intensive agricultural methods adapted to regional variations in topography and 

land resources (Adams 1981; Sanders 1977; Turner and Harrison 1981). Consequently, the new 

interpretation during the 1970s and 1980s was one of densely populated centers relying for 

subsistence upon intensive agricultural methods on previously believed marginal lands such as 

steep terrains and wetlands (Flannery 1982; Harrison and Turner 1978).   

Although some well documented cases demonstrated a spatial relationship between the 

location of large Maya centers and proximity to lands suitable for the implementation of 

obtrusive agricultural works (Adams 1980; Sanders 1977; Turner II 1978b), with continuous 

examinations of lowland settlements and agricultural practices, we have begun to realize that 
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such obtrusive forms of agriculture were not always implemented near dense populated 

archaeological sites on lands appropriate for such developments (Dunning 1992, 1996; Fedick 

1996). Also, some of those intensive agricultural methods were apparently employed in the 

absence of high population levels during the Preclassic period (1500 B.C.-A.D.250) (Bloom et 

al. 1983; Freidel and Scarborough 1982; Pohl 1990; Pohl et al. 1996) and Postclassic period 

(A.D 1200-1518) (Alexander 2000; Freidel and Sabloff 1984; Goñi 1998; Siemens and Puleston 

1972; Sierra 1991; Silva and Hernandez 1991). This evidence questions the theoretical link 

between population growth and the development of intensive methods of agriculture (Boserup 

1965), but more important, it indicates that intensive agrarian strategies were probably employed 

to satisfy demands beyond subsistence needs. 

In recent years, a number of archaeologists interested in settlement patterns and agriculture 

have focused their study of variations in land resources and patterns of agricultural land use at 

the scale of the site or community rather than that of the large region (Alexander 2000; Baker 

2003; Hughbanks 1998; Kepecs and Boucher 1996; Killion 1992; Kunen 2001, 2004; Levi 1996; 

Liendo 2001, 2002; Lohse 2001, 2004). Spatial analysis at this scale has generated information 

on a greater microenvironmental diversity of variant agricultural potential within sites and their 

immediate surroundings than previously assumed, and also that prehispanic agricultural practices 

were highly adapted to this microenvironmental variation in the landscape. The Maya Lowlands 

are now increasingly characterized as a heterogeneous patchy landscape in which a mosaic of 

intensive and extensive agricultural methods was implemented (Dunning 1996; Fedick 1996; 

Kunen 2004). Likewise, these studies revealed that a great number of these agrarian strategies 

are spatially organized within settlements and their immediate surroundings (Alexander 2000; 

Killion 1992; McAnany 1995). 
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One thing that is evident in looking at these studies is that any understanding of 

Prehispanic settlements, land resources, and patterns of agricultural land use depends in large 

part on the spatial scale of analyses (Fedick 1996; Kunen 2004; Lohse 2004). In this study, I 

suggest that a continuous reevaluation of Lowland Maya agrarian land use patterns is in order 

and propose, from the perspective of landscape ecology, that a better understanding of the nature 

of agrarian systems in heterogeneous landscapes can be obtained by first assessing ecological 

variability (Fedick 1996:335-347; Forman 1997; Forman and Godron 1986; Turner et al. 2001) 

and then evaluating the relationship between land resources and farming strategies. At the scale 

of the community and its immediate surroundings it is essential to first assess the distribution of 

land resources and identify how agrarian strategies vary across different microenvironmental 

zones and then to evaluate the variety of agrarian land use practices in the local landscape 

(Farrington 1985:5).  

Given the above characterization, it is my contention that regional commercial systems 

characterizing Postclassic Mesoamerica motivated the practice of various intensive and extensive 

forms of production in local communities; however, such strategies were also restricted by 

environmental possibilities and the suitability of local microenvironmental variations for the 

adaptation of known technologies. Therefore, I decided that the investigation of agrarian 

production systems in Postclassic Buena Vista should focus on understanding how local Maya 

populations organized and intensified production in areas of diverse agricultural capability 

within the settlement zone and immediate surroundings. Identifying and implementing 

archaeological approaches best suited for the study of farming settlements and intensification of 

agrarian production in the Maya Lowlands forms the conceptual and methodological foundation 

of this dissertation. 
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Settlement Patterns and Agrarian Land Use  

In this study, agrarian production systems are viewed following a holistic cultural 

ecological approach.  From this perspective, agrarian systems are cultural adaptations resulting 

from the interplay between cultural selections of resource primacy, motivated by local and larger 

economic institutions in which the group participates, but also from historically available 

technology, and natural resource opportunities and limitations (Brookfield 1984, 2001a; Butzer 

1982; Steward 1955). Therefore, understanding the relationship between land resources, farming 

technology and cultural priorities is essential to understanding how agrarian production systems 

operate.  

 A settlement agroecological approach, which considers the importance of cultural and 

environmental factors in agricultural practices and settlement decisions, was adopted in this 

study as the most appropriate means to investigate agrarian production systems and settlement 

structure in agrarian communities. Under this theoretical framework, the site’s settlement pattern 

is considered the direct result of both the ecological nature of agricultural activities and the social 

relations involved in them (Stone 1996:5). Local environmental conditions can present 

constraints to the ecology of agrarian practices which have to be overridden before bringing 

otherwise marginal lands into production.  However, agrarian settlements are not simple artifacts 

of ecology; cultural and historical factors are also important to explain variability in rural 

settlements (Stone 1996:11). 

Archaeological investigations often employ several complementary forms of evidence to 

identify prehistoric agrarian systems. Presence of farming implements, plant and faunal remains, 

and changes in soil chemistry may be indicators of agrarian activities, which can be interpreted 

with the aid of historical records and ethnographic information on agricultural production of 

certain places and periods (Donkin 1979:1-16; Gleason 1994:14-22; Wilken 1987). However, in 
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fortuitous situations, when the physical remains of ancient fields, agricultural facilities, and other 

agrarian obtrusive features are preserved in the archaeological record, these are obvious material 

indications of past agrarian activities at a site (Farrington 1985:4; Fedick 1988:28; Gleason 

1994:1-24; Morrison 1994:141). 

As mentioned above, the site of Buena Vista, and Cozumel in general is traversed by 

prehistoric stone walls demarcating houselots and cultivable fields (Freidel and Sabloff 1984). 

Also, a number of circular beekeeping structures or apiaries have been identified in Buena Vista 

(Freidel and Sabloff 1984; Wallace 1978). Preservation of the physical remains of these practices 

in Buena Vista presents an opportunity to investigate the spatial distribution of these activities in 

the local landscape.  

One of the most common research methods in archaeology for reconstruction of ancient 

agrarian systems has been to turn to settlement pattern data to generate arguments concerning 

site structure and agrarian land use patterns. More recently, studies of settlement and agriculture 

have demonstrated a close relationship between the distribution of land resources, the nature of 

farming activities and the distribution and structure of agrarian communities (Alexander 1999, 

2000; Killion et al. 1989; Kunen 2004; McAnany 1995; Tourtellot 1993). 

A recent theoretical model linking the structure of agrarian settlements and the concurrent 

practice of intensive and extensive forms of production within the settlement zone and at 

different distances from residences (Alexander 1999, 2000; Killion et al. 1989; Kunen 2004; 

McAnany 1995; Tourtellot 1993) was chosen as the most appropriate model to assess the nature 

and intensity of agrarian systems in Buena Vista. This model, known as the Orchard/Garden-

Infield-Outfield model (OGIFOF), is of special relevance for the site under study, since it 

postulates that the intensity or extensity of cultivation on agricultural fields located at different 
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distances from residences has a measurable effect on the size and structure of house lots and in 

the spatial arrangement of the entire settlement (Alexander 2000; Killion 1987, 1992; Santley 

1992). Details and implications of this model will be presented in Chapter 2. 

In order to assess the nature and intensity of agrarian systems in different areas of Buena 

Vista, a suite of traditional archaeological methods is combined with functional and structural 

analysis of settlement features, interstitial space and the distribution of land resources in different 

parts of the site. In addition, settlement data are contrasted against the idealized OGIFOF 

analytical model, designed to assess the diversity and intensity of agrarian practices at different 

distances from the residence by analyzing houselot size and structure (Alexander 1999, 2000; 

Killion 1987, 1992, McAnany 1995). 

Methodology 

In order to investigate agrarian production systems in Buena Vista, three main research 

operations were implemented: archaeological field survey, creation of a Geographical 

Information Systems (GIS) database of settlement features, and testing of the idealized OGIFOF 

model.  

First, I undertook archaeological survey and mapping of the site core and its immediate 

surroundings. The survey strategy combined a traditional settlement archaeological survey with a 

fine-grained assessment of land resources in order to obtain pertinent data to assess agrarian 

production systems in their microenvironmental context.  

Geomorphology, soil resources, and hydrology are biophysical variables traditionally used 

in archaeological studies to evaluate agricultural land resources (Dunning 1992; Fedick 

1988:113; Kirkby 1973:7; Whitmore and Turner II 2001:8; Wilken 1987:3). Therefore, the 

survey in Buena Vista included recording of general topographic variability, water deposits, and 

geological karstic features (dolines, caves and cenotes). In addition, limited soil testing was 
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implemented in different microenvironmental zones within the survey area in order to assess 

land agricultural capability in these zones (following Dunning 1989, 1992; Fedick 1988; Wilk 

1997). Results of this assessment allow for the classification of the total survey area into four 

discrete microenvironmental zones of diverse agricultural capability: the akalche zone, the tzekel 

zone, the broken ridges zone and the upland zone. The traditional settlement survey focused on 

documentation of structures, stone walls, demarcated lots and other agricultural features.  

During the second research operation, I created a GIS database of settlement features, 

including main characteristics of structures and demarcated lots. These data allowed me to 

conduct functional analysis of structures based on comparison of their metric, morphological and 

contextual characteristics, with already known typologies in the area and also to implement 

agrarian functional analysis of demarcated lots based on their microenvironmental context, 

internal structure, metric and morphological attributes. Functional interpretation of agrarian 

systems was accomplished with a combination of traditional archaeological methods including 

direct historical analogy from ethnohistoric Spanish records on local agrarian practices, 

agroecological information of contemporary farming in northern Yucatan, and archaeologically 

known intensive agricultural technologies in the northern Maya Lowlands (see Chapter 3).  

Finally in the third operation, the OGIFOF model was compared against the structure of 

houselots in different microenvironmental areas of the site in order to evaluate deviation from the 

idealized structure of houselots presented in the model. Deviations from the model are discussed 

in Chapter 8 and the conclusions of this study are presented in Chapter 9. 

The patterned relationships that emerge among settlement features and land resources 

allowed for the interpretation of land management strategies and agrarian production systems 

implemented in different zones of the site. Buena Vista’s local landscape is characterized by a 
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complex distribution of land resources of varying agricultural potential that were stratified and 

adapted for agricultural production employing various technologies including terraces on ridge 

areas, water-control dikes on seasonally inundated zones, and windbreaks near the coast line.  

Likewise, a number of wells were dug in intensively cultivated areas probably for pot-

irrigation, and sinkholes and shallow depressions were demarcated for cultivation within the 

settlement zone. Remarkably, large tracts of land of high agricultural capability were employed 

for extensive beekeeping activities indicating the importance of production of this commodity in 

the site. Results of this study demonstrate how a Postclassic farming community stratified land 

resources and built its local landscape into a complex diversified “agrarian production center” 

specialized in the production of marketable commodities. This study contributes to a better 

understanding of Maya Postclassic economics and how regional commercial systems affect the 

structure and organization of local faming communities. 

Organization of this Dissertation 

This dissertation is organized in nine chapters. In this chapter I presented an introduction to 

general interpretations of northern Yucatan economic systems during the Postclassic period and 

summarized early and more recent interpretation of ancient Maya agriculture, emphasizing major 

changes in these interpretations. The research problem guiding this dissertation was introduced 

during this introduction. I also presented a brief summary of previous interpretations on the 

economic function of Cozumel and Buena Vista during the Postclassic period, together with a 

discussion of the archaeological evidence employed to support these interpretations. Specific 

research questions addressed in this study were also introduced during this discussion. I ended 

this discussion by presenting the research methods employed in this study and general results 

obtained in this investigation.  
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In the second chapter, I present the conceptual and theoretical background for the study of 

agrarian settlements and agrarian production systems. This chapter includes recent advances in 

agroecological theory based on world-wide studies modifying previous unilinear conceptions of 

agriculture intensification and accounting for the complexity and multilinear nature of the 

process of intensification and its different agrarian strategies.  Further, I discuss in detail the 

OGIFOF model employed in this study. The model accounts for changes in the arrangement and 

structure of agrarian settlements and the relationship of these changes with diverse agricultural 

practices at different locations. This model is based on tenets of spatial economics, but was 

originally framed under a perspective of subsistence production farming households independent 

of higher order political or economic institutions. Here, application of the model is intended to 

monitor deviations from the known pattern of subsistence farmers, suggesting to what degree 

environmental heterogeneity and Postclassic commercial systems affect settlement structure and 

agrarian production systems in Buena Vista.  

Chapter 3 presents the background for the identification and further analysis of the nature 

of agrarian production systems in Buena Vista. Background information includes historic data on 

agricultural practices in Cozumel during early contact and colonial times providing information 

on main crops cultivated on the island and basic insights into production systems noted in 

historic documents. Ethnographic and historic information of agricultural strategies in northern 

Yucatan and the evidence of these practices in prehispanic times is presented to assess 

environmental and ecological demands of given crops and agricultural systems and to evaluate 

the relationship of environmental variables to settlement patterns and community structure. The 

chapter closes with a description of prehispanic intensive agricultural technologies reported in 
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the northern Maya Lowlands, focused on technological and functional aspects of those systems 

that will help to identify the function of stone walls in Buena Vista.  

Chapter 4 serves as an introduction to the research site. First, I present a detailed 

examination of the natural setting, focusing on relevant agroecological aspects and the 

distribution of agricultural land resources in the research area. Next, I present a discussion of the 

occupation history of the site and a description of the settlement during the Postclassic period. 

Previous interpretations of economic, political and social organization and contact period 

ethnohistorical data are included where relevant to the research problem. Cultural links are 

explored between Buena Vista and other sites in Cozumel and northern Yucatan as a background 

to the field study and data analysis. 

In Chapter 5 I describe the design and implementation of the archaeological survey land 

resources assessment and mapping strategies at Buena Vista, together with a justification of the 

sampling design and field methods. Chapter 6 presents the results of the settlement and land 

resource survey. This chapter starts with a description of microenvironmental zones and their 

main physiographic and ecological components and delimitation of these zones within the study 

area. Next, I present the settlement data including description of structures and other settlement 

features and the functional interpretation of structures based on metric and morphological 

analysis compared with previous settlement studies in Cozumel and the Yucatan east coast. Land 

demarcation techniques are presented in their environmental context, providing interpretation of 

their agricultural function based on data presented in Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 7, I present a structural, metric and morphological analysis of demarcated lots 

by microenvironmental zone, providing interpretations of main agrarian production strategies 

implemented in each zone. This chapter also presents the residential pattern in each 
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microenvironmental zone and focused on the description of grouping and arrangenet of 

structures. In Chapter 8, I compare the results obtained in each microenvironmental zone with 

the idealized OGIFOF model presented in Chapter 2. Deviations from the idealized model will 

be discussed and interpretations of agrarian production systems implemented in each 

microenvironmental zone will be presented. Interpretations will be aided by general 

agroecological theory presented in Chapter 2 and specifics on local agroecologies derived from 

data presented in Chapter 3. 

Finally, Chapter 9 concludes with a synthesis of the results of this investigation and 

suggests some lines for future research. The results of this study demonstrate that during the 

Postclassic period  Buena Vista was an agrarian production center with specialized production in 

microenvironmental areas most suitable for selected crops, but with a high diversity in the local 

landscape given the heterogeneity of land resources in the area. My study presents a case for 

Postclassic Maya agrarian communities as production specialists exploiting all available land 

resources for subsistence and commodity production motivated by their participation in regional 

commercial economic systems.     
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CHAPTER 2 
INTENSIFICATION AT THE LOCAL LANDSCAPE 

Introduction 

Intensive long-distance trade systems, operating during the Late Postclassic along the 

Yucatan east coast, generated a demand for trade goods in local agrarian communities, as was 

discussed in Chapter one.  The production of these commodities entailed a complex system of 

agrarian land use as indicated by the extensive network of land demarcation implemented in 

Cozumel and in other coastal sites across from the island on the east coast of the Yucatan 

Peninsula. This study argues that settlement patterns in Buena Vista indicate that Postclassic 

Cozumel Maya responded to regional commercial demands by intensifying agrarian production 

through extensive landscape modification, adapting a number of agrarian technologies to the 

irregular distribution of cultivable soils and local environmental conditions. Therefore, my 

investigation in Buena Vista focused on understanding how local Maya farmers organized and 

intensified agrarian production in these areas of diverse agricultural capability forming the local 

landscape. 

This chapter introduces the conceptual, theoretical and methodological framework 

employed in this study to assess the nature and intensity of agrarian strategies in the complex 

landscape of Buena Vista. In the first part of this chapter, I present a summary of agriculture 

intensification theory, focusing on conceptual definitions of intensification and the principal 

variables involved in the process as well as the main problems using a linear progressive model 

which views intensification as a single event to assess agrarian systems. Then, in contrast to 

linear models, and in order to show the multivariate and multitrajectorial nature of the 

intensification process, I present a number of different causes that can motivate agrarian 

intensification followed by definitions of forms of intensification.  Intensification has been 
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defined in different ways based on the variables held constant within the particular study; 

however, what is evident is the existence of multiple methods of intensification. This section 

concludes with explaining problems in studies of agricultural intensification that result from 

ignoring the concept of scale and I explain the local landscape scale employed in this study that 

includes the settlement and its immediate surroundings. Importantly, at the scale of the local 

landscape, I argue that the intensification process can also involve a diversity of agrarian land 

use strategies rather than a single agrarian component. 

Next, I present the theoretical and conceptual frame employed in this study to investigate 

and discuss the diversity of agrarian land use strategies in Postclassic Buena Vista, which entails 

a settlement agroecological perspective that combines concepts and methods from theories of 

settlement ecology (Stone 1996; Killion 1992), agroecology (Altieri 1987) and landscape 

ecology (Forman and Godron 1986; Turner et al. 2001).  This perspective was adopted for this 

study as the best approach because it considers the possibility of the simultaneous practice of a 

diversity of agrarian strategies in the local landscape as an adaptive response to a number of 

social demands, including market participation (Farrington 1985; Fedick 1996; Morrison 1994, 

1996).  However, it also acknowledges that these strategies are limited by the local distribution 

of land resources (landscape ecology) and the agroecology of selected farming activities (Stone 

1996:181, 2001; Stone and Downum 1999).  

Consequently, the variety of agrarian strategies practiced in Buena Vista can be studied by 

incorporating local environmental and agroecological data to the functional analysis of 

settlement features (Stone 1996). In addition, settlement structure can be analyzed as an indicator 

of the intensity and diversity of agrarian practices within settlement zones and their immediate 

surroundings by employing a settlement ecological model based on ethnohistorical and 
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ethnoarchaeological studies conducted in other Mesoamerican sites (e.g. Alexander 1999, 2000; 

Killion 1992). This section concludes with definitions of agrarian strategies that might be 

employed to intensify agrarian production.  

In the last part of this chapter, I present the tenets and limitations of the settlement 

agroecological model employed in this study to analyze the intensity and diversity of agrarian 

practices in Buena Vista. This model, known as the Orchard/Garden-Infield-Outfield model 

(OGIFOF), reconciles the practices of diverse intensive and extensive agrarian strategies within 

settlement zones and at different distances from residences. Ethnoarchaeological and 

ethnohistorical data indicate that the intensity of these strategies directly affects the size and 

structure of houselots and residences within settlement zones (Alexander 2000; Killion 1992; 

McAnany 1995). In Chapter 8, changes in size and structure of houselots and residences on 

different environmental zones in Buena Vista, are contrasted against this model to assess the 

nature and intensity of agrarian practices in different areas of the site. Results of this analysis are 

complemented with the functional analysis of obtrusive agricultural features to provide an 

interpretation of localized farming strategies and further understand the variety of productive 

activities in the site.     

Agriculture Intensification Theory 

Modern agricultural intensification theory has its origin in the work of Danish economist 

Esther Boserup, "The Conditions of Agricultural Growth," published in 1965. In her seminal 

publication, Boserup saw agricultural intensification as the natural outcome of population 

growth. She defined intensification in terms of frequency that land is cropped and/or left fallow, 

considering agricultural land use as a continuum from forest that is never cropped to land 

cropped at shorter intervals (Boserup 1965: 13).  
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Boserup’s theory has been challenged by a number of scholars from different disciplines 

criticizing the model principally for 1) being an evolutionary theory of cultural change; 2) 

presenting a reduced definition of intensification; 3) not defining the technology associated with 

each intensive stage; 4) accepting uncritically the law of least effort; 5) assuming that 

intensification is only possible with a decrease in labor efficiency; 6) assuming population 

growth as the only cause of intensification; 7) ignoring environmental variables and crop 

ecologies; and 8) not considering diversity as an intentional economic strategy (Brookfield 1972, 

1984, 2001; Morrison 1994, 1996; Netting 1993).  

Despite the harsh criticism of Boserupian theory, the model has found empirical support in 

cross-cultural studies (see Netting 1993; Turner II 1993) and a number of scholars recognize 

Boserup's Model as a basic foundation for the analysis and understanding of agricultural 

intensification in pre-industrial farming societies (Stone 2001; Stone and Downum 1999). 

However, as with any model, Boserup's theory cannot account for all of the complexity 

associated with intensification, but it does provide a theoretical starting point for isolating other 

variables involved in the process of intensification (Stone 2001:164).  

In this study, it is not my intention to discuss all of the arguments against Boserup's model; 

these have been previously presented by other scholars (Brookfield 1972, 1984; Morrison 1994, 

1996; Netting 1993). Rather, I focus on presenting some of the important concepts and 

elaborations of Boserup's model which are useful to assess agricultural intensity in this study.  

Further, I present other possible causes of agrarian intensification and purposes of production not 

considered by Boserup that expand the possibility of variant productive responses to certain 

production demands.  
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Boserup proposed a five-class classification of land use systems based on crop frequency, 

namely: forest-fallow cultivation, bush-fallow cultivation, short-fallow cultivation, annual 

cropping, and multi-cropping (Boserup 1965:13-17). The first, forest-fallow cultivation refers to 

a cultivation system where plots are cleared in the forest each year and planted for one or two 

years. After that period, the land is left fallow long enough for the forest to re-generate, typically 

between 20 and 25 years. The second system, bush- fallow cultivation, has a shorter fallow 

period of about six to ten years. Due to this shorter period, the forest can not fully re-generate. 

The land left in fallow is only covered by bushes or small trees before being cultivated again.  

In the third system, known as short-fallow cultivation or grass-fallow cultivation, the 

fallow length lasts only one or two years. In such a short period, only grasses can grow in the 

fallow land before cultivation occurs again. The fourth system is known as annual cropping, and 

is considered a fallow system because it implies a fallow period of several months between the 

harvest of one crop and the planting of another. Finally, the last system, multi- cropping, is the 

most intensive of Boserup's systems of land use. Multi-cropping refers to a system in which the 

same plot bears two or more successive crops every year. The fallow period is very short or 

nonexistent (Boserup 1965:15-16).  

Boserup's model further implies that pre-industrial societies lacking modern technologies 

require increased inputs of labor to cultivate the land more intensively (Boserup 1965:43). Thus, 

labor efficiency gradually declines from forest-fallow to multi-cropping systems. It is because of 

this decrease in labor efficiency associated with intensification that some researchers affirm that 

farmers rarely intensify agrarian production without strong motivations (Stone 1996:29).  

Boserup also suggested that producers always exert the minimum effort possible to meet 

their needs. Therefore, the most extensive regime possible will always be preferred (Boserup 
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1965:53-55). This Boserupian assumption has been known in subsequent studies as the “law of 

least effort” (Erickson 2006 335; Morrison 1994:117). Her model also indicates that 

intensification requires specialized tools.  Consequently, changes in agricultural technology 

result from needs of cropping the land more frequently. Boserup considered technological 

development as a dependent variable of population growth and subsistence demands (Boserup 

1965:26; Morrison 1994:135).  

Boserupian Intensification Reconsidered 

Boserup's intensification theory has been continuously enriched with contributions and 

elaborations by researchers from different disciplines (Blaikie and Brookfield 1987; Brookfield 

1972, 1984, 2001a; Brush and Turner 1987:3 1; Erickson 2006; Farrington 1985; Kirch 1984, 

1994; Stone 1996, 2001; Wilk 1985). For instance, Brookfield (1972) refined Boserup's 

definition of intensification, noting that rather than simply define intensification as frequency of 

land cropping, it should be defined as the addition of inputs up to the economic margin and 

measured only by inputs of capital, labor and skills against constant land area. Brookfield's study 

introduced new concepts to better understand agricultural intensification, including labor 

efficiency and production concentration. Production concentration can be defined as the 

combination of output per unit of land and per unit of time (Turner II and Doolittle 1978; Turner 

II and Harrison 1978:345); and labor efficiency as the ratio of agricultural production output to 

labor input (Stone 1996:29). Brookfield clearly considered the relationship between inputs, time 

and fixed land, differing significantly from Boserup who defined intensification as the increase 

of production disregarding labor efficiency (Netting 1993:27 1) and from other scholars, who 

define intensification as either increasing of outputs or increasing of inputs regardless of time 

and land area (see Stone 1996:30). 
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Specifically, Brookfield argues that intensification is logically linked to the concept of 

efficiency through consideration of marginal or average productivity obtained by added inputs, 

and that the primary purpose of intensification is the substitution of these inputs for land. So, to 

gain more production from a given area, it is necessary to use the land more frequently and 

therefore create a greater concentration of production (Brookfield 1972). Brookfield also asserted 

that rising production concentration changes the nature of farming, and that these changes often 

induce agricultural technological innovations and/or changes in the social organization of 

production to increase efficiency (Brookfield 1984; Stone 1996).  

Diversity of Causes  

In addition to Boserup's tenet of population growth as the main reason motivating 

agricultural intensification, other causes of intensification have been identified by other scholars.   

These additional causal factors include risk minimization, market demands, tribute or tax 

demands, and social production (Brookfield 1984; Morrison 1994: 124-130; Stone 1996; Wilk 

1985).  

Risk minimization refers to agrarian intensification as a strategy for the reduction of risk 

associated with environmental unpredictability. In regions with high environmental variability, 

farmers intensify production as a strategy for coping with uncertainty and risk of crop failure 

(Morrison 1994: 138, Wilk 1985). Brookfield (1984) suggested that any analysis of 

intensification should consider environmental variability. He pointed out that although the degree 

and nature of risk varies from place to place, no agricultural system is without it (Brookfield 

1984). In addition, Morrison (1994) noted that although risk is mainly considered in relation to 

inconstancies within the physical environment, social factors (or risks) such as periodic invasions 

and wars may be of equal importance to motivate agrarian intensification in response to a 

socially risk-prone environment (Morrison 1994:138).  
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Another cause of intensification can be the result of market incentives.  For instance, 

farmers participating in a market economy may intensify production in response to increasing 

trade demands. These farmers are economic agents that allocate production in response to market 

economies to maximize profits (Brush and Turner 1987:34; Grigg 1982:49). Cash crops can be 

grown for sale or barter for the purpose of obtaining subsistence goods or some unavailable 

commodity (Brookfield 19723 8; Morrison 1994:125). Stone (1996) noted that market incentives 

can produce intensification in the absence of land shortage or population growth. In addition, 

market participation can also expose farmers to unpredictable price fluctuations and demands, 

resulting in a need to raise production to mitigate risk (Stone 1996:34).  

Agrarian production is also embedded in economic as well as social systems. Complex 

societies with stratified economic and social sectors have unequal relations which allow one 

sector to extract surplus or some other benefit from another sector (Brush and Turner 1987:37). 

Elite demands for tribute, tax or rent are often enforced by legal sanctions and threats of violence 

(Erickson 1996:336). Some political economic models postulate that agrarian intensification can 

result from the demands of the elite for agricultural surplus, both to support the chiefly class of 

non-food producers and to finance the political actions of the chieftainship (Kirch 1985:449). 

The main assumption in these models is that the relationship between different economic sectors, 

economies and political systems are fundamental in determining local productive dynamics.  

Finally, an additional cause of agricultural intensification can be seen as a product of social 

reproduction. In this case agricultural intensification for social reproduction refers to goods 

produced for reciprocity exchange, prestations, ceremonies or rituals (Brookfield 1972:38). 

Social reproduction needs vary between groups according to cultural norms, and between 

individuals according to the desire for status and prestige.   Stone (1996:34) noted that 
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intensification to satisfy social reproduction demands may appear fully uneconomic when 

measured by caloric returns, yet is wholly reasonable when measured against social returns.  

Forms of Intensification  

Central to the evaluation of agricultural strategies is Brookfield's distinction of measurable 

input variables. These are not differentiated in Boserup’s model and include labor, skills and 

capital investment, to assess production concentration. Considering these input variables and 

their effect on fixed land and the production cycle, some general forms of intensification can be 

identified, including field labor intensification, landesque capital intensification, and capital 

investment intensification.  

Field labor is the type of intensification assumed in Boserup's model. It implies an increase 

in the amount of work invested in the land and crops with the expectation of raising output in the 

current cropping cycle. Agricultural change from long fallow periods to a more frequent use of 

the same plot of land implies more effort in field preparation, including a diversity of tasks such 

as tilling, plowing, and weeding. Also, additional skills and techniques ranging from 

transplanting, mulching, and hand irrigation can be employed. An important scheduling 

distinction between field labor and other forms of intensification is that most of the work of field 

labor intensification occurs during the growing season (Stone 1996:31).  

Landesque capital intensification refers to the investment of infrastructure with the purpose 

of enhancing or removing constraints on production. It includes the construction of irrigation 

canals, terraces, elevated fields, ditches, dikes, field walls, or any permanent modification of the 

agricultural landscape (Blaikie and Brookfield 1987; Brookfield 1984; Kirch 1994). Once such 

permanent modifications to the landscape are in place, the labor required for maintenance of the 

system may be comparatively minor in relation to the initial construction of these modifications. 

The creation of landesque capital necessarily involves substantial saving of labor and other 
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inputs for future production (Kirch 1994:19). Also, the work of constructing and maintaining 

infrastructure is mostly done between growing seasons (Stone 1996:31).  

Capital investment intensification is characteristic of industrial farming. This form of 

intensification does not necessarily rely on increased labor to increase production, but relies on 

financial investment to increase return. As noted by Stone (1996), in capital intensification, 

farmers own expensive farm equipment and invest money each year in buying fuel, pesticides 

and fertilizers to increase production. Indirect costs of this form of intensification include 

expenses related to agricultural research and costs of military intervention to protect oil prices 

(Stone 1996:30).  

As important as it is to distinguish different forms of intensification based on the nature of 

inputs and their effect on fixed land, it is also important to distinguish alternative purposes of the 

outputs of production other than for subsistence purposes. Use of outputs for subsistence refers 

to production for food consumption to satisfy biological demands. This is clearly the type of 

production considered in Boserup's model, in which a growing population demands increases in 

production of subsistence goods. The primary goal of subsistence production is not maximum 

production, but some level of production that satisfies subsistence needs. Thus, agrarian 

production is variable depending on subsistence demands in relation to population needs (Brush 

and Turner 1987:3 1).  

In contrast to output of subsistence goods, agricultural commodities are for other purposes 

than subsistence (Brush and Turner 1987:33; Morrison 1994: 125). This type of production is 

generally related to the generation of surplus production that extends beyond the sphere of 

individual households subsistence needs (Kirch 1984: 161) including subsistence goods and/or 

cash crops for trade (Morrison 1994:125).  
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Important in the distinction of different forms of agricultural intensification and purposes 

of agrarian production presented above is that neither is mutually exclusive. They can occur 

simultaneously in what Brush and Turner (1983) have called dual farming, meaning a production 

system in which both subsistence and exchange goods are produced, likely employing different 

strategies of farming (Morrison 1994: 137). From this perspective, the whole agrarian production 

system results from a mix of different purposes and strategies (Brush and Turner 1983:33). 

Defining the Scale of Study 

The use of cropping frequency as a measure of intensity in Boserup’s model brings diverse 

production strategies into a single analytical scheme that misrepresents the diversity of 

agricultural strategies in time and space (Morrison 1994, 1996). In her model, the coexistence of 

diverse agricultural strategies is seen as transitional periods from one level of cropping to the 

other, ignoring the possibility of diversification as an intentional economic strategy (Boserup 

1965:56-64). Likewise, by characterizing agricultural intensity in terms of fallow lengths, 

Boserup ignored land quantity as a variable that needs to be specified in order to measure 

production concentration (Brookfield 1972:31). In doing this, Boserup brings diverse spatial 

scales of analysis into a general analytical scale, making it possible to classify communities, 

regions and even countries according to a single system of classification based on cropping 

frequency. 

As noted by Brookfield (1972), in order to standardize and measure the complexity of 

intensification for comparative purposes it must be measured by inputs only of capital, labor and 

skills against constant land. Therefore, before assessing component strategies of intensification, 

it is necessary to define the spatial scope and also the methodological scale of the archaeological 

study.  
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  Methodological scale is the scale selected by an investigator in order to obtain the 

information necessary to approach a research problem (Harris 2006:41).  On the other hand the 

spatial scope of study refers to the physical area under study. In this study, the spatial scope 

encompasses an area of approximately 5 km² including the settlement core of Buena Vista and its 

immediate surroundings (see Chapter 6). The methodological scale is defined as the local 

landscape and is deemed to represent the agrarian community and adjacent cultivation areas 

(infields). Stone (1996:5) defines the agrarian community as a settlement characteristically 

inhabited by a few hundred persons, mostly or exclusively farmers, and excludes from his 

definition communities in which a significant proportion of the members are non-agrarian 

producers. Investigation at the scale of the local landscape differs significantly from studies at 

finer methodological scales, such as the cultivation field or plot, and also differs from studies 

conducted at broader scales such as the region.  

Intensification at the Local Landscape Scale 

In order to examine processes of agrarian intensification at the scale of the local landscape, 

it is necessary to examine the diversity of agrarian land use practices as component parts of the 

total agrarian production system at this scale. This approach has been advocated by Athens 

(1999), who suggests that intensification is better defined in a general form under the concept of 

land use intensification, meaning the extraction of increasing amounts of agricultural resources 

within a defined area, which most often will be the territory of the society under study (Athens 

1999:322).  

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the Maya Lowlands are now recognized as a heterogeneous 

landscape of patchy land resources. Such localized patches of land shaping the landscape have 

the potential to be used differentially based on their feasibility for cultivation or adaptation of 

selected crops. Likewise, as mentioned in Chapter 1, a large proportion of Maya agrarian 
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activities were practiced within the limits of settlements and their immediate surroundings. 

Therefore, to assess agrarian strategies within the local landscape, I follow a settlement 

agroecological approach that combines concepts of settlement ecology, agroecology and 

landscape ecology. This approach looks at settlement areas as important components of the 

agrarian production system and recognizes the heterogeneous nature of landscapes. Therefore it 

seeks to understand farming management strategies of spatially heterogeneous land resources as 

part of the local agrarian production system, an aspect not considered in Boserup’s model. From 

this perspective, the local agrarian production system is seen as a system of production 

accommodating crops to the variability of the natural environment and making use of available 

inputs and ecological resources within cultivated fields, fallow areas, and surrounding vegetation 

(Hecht 1987:1).  

A Settlement Agroecological Approach  

A settlement agroecological perspective analyzes agrarian settlements as integral 

components of a system of agrarian production aiming to understand the linkage between the 

spatial ecology of agrarian practices and settlement patterns. This perspective was adopted for 

this study as the best approach because it considers the possibility of the simultaneous practice of 

a diversity of agrarian strategies in the local landscape as the result of individuals or groups 

adaptive responses to a number of social motivations (Farrington 1985; Fedick 1996; Morrison 

1994, 1996).  From this perspective, the process of intensification is composed of multiple 

strategies that also entail the distribution of local land resources (landscape ecology) and the 

agroecology of selected farming activities (Stone 1996:181, 2001; Stone and Downum 1999).  

Relevant to agroecological studies is the holistic cultural ecological approach as is 

suggested by Julian Steward (1955). Steward suggested that an indispensable aspect of cultural 

ecological studies is the role played by particular historical conditions and larger social and 
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economic institutions affecting cultural patterns. He noted that in complex societies, the nature of 

cultural ecological adaptations will be determined not only by environmental conditions but also 

by the historical contingencies of social arrangements and available technology (Steward 

1955:39). Likewise, Steward mentioned that the nature of a local group is determined by these 

larger institutions no less than by its local ecological adaptations (Steward 1955:32). Thus, a 

holistic cultural ecological approach considers local environmental adaptations, but also looks at 

historical contingencies and larger social and economic institutions in which the group 

participates.  

The nature of agrarian intensification has been a main theme in agroecological studies 

(Altieri 1987, Netting 1974). Intensification has been recognized as a complex process which can 

be motivated by multiple causes and can originate from different patterns of land use and 

landscape modification (e.g. Boserup 1965; Brookfield 1972, 1984, 2001b; Erickson 2006; Kirch 

1994; Leach 1999; Morrison 1994, 1996; Netting 1993; Stone 1996, 2001, Stone and Downurn 

1999; Turner and Brush 1987). For instance, the range within which local constraints can be 

favorably transformed by human intervention can vary sharply, even within short distances. 

Evaluation of landscape heterogeneity is necessary to better understand farmers' decisions in 

particular cases (Netting 1993:276; Stone 1996:37-39).  

Agroecology or agrarian ecology is defined as a discipline that approaches the study of 

agrarian production from an ecological and social perspective. It considers the ecological 

conditions of specific cultigens and the sociopolitical context of crop production. Agroecological 

research aims to understand farming productive practices in the broadest manner, focusing 

research in the complex interaction among and between people, crops, soil, and livestock (Altieri 

1987; Netting 1974). Agroecology incorporates ideas about a more environmentally and socially 
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sensitive approach to agriculture, one that focuses not only on production, but also on the 

ecological sustainability of agrarian practices (Altieri 1987:4)  

The agroecological approach regards the farming production system as the fundamental 

unit of study. Following a cultural ecological perspective, farming production systems are seen 

as resulting from the complex and dialectic interplay between biological and environmental 

features and social and economic processes (Altieri 1987:5-6). 

Therefore, the method for examining intensification in Buena Vista is contextualized 

within the historical circumstances of the regional economic system. At the local landscape level 

this study assesses the diversity of production strategies employed within local micro-

environments, specifically looking at the agroecological substrate of these strategies. An 

introduction to concepts of agrarian land use strategies that can constitute the intensification 

process, presented in the next section, provides the basis for the analysis of agrarian production 

and intensification in Buena Vista. 

Agrarian Land Use Strategies  

Looking at agricultural intensification in its landscape dimensions, Farrington (1985), 

Morrison (1994, 1999), and Stone (1996) have described a number of intensive strategies and 

their spatial consequences. Individuals or social groups may employ one or a combination of 

these strategies in the same region. Some of these agrarian land use strategies include shifting 

agriculture, intensification proper, expansion, diversification and specialization.  

Although Boserup considered shifting agriculture as a non-intensive strategy, it can be 

considered an intensive strategy based on its input-output ratio. It consists of planting a given 

plot for a short period when productivity is rich and shifting to a new plot when yields decline. 

Under this system, productivity is high in relation to labor investment. However, shifting 

cultivation requires availability of cultivable land for famers to move into unoccupied areas. It is 
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because of the high demands of land required for this strategy that Boserup considered it an 

extensive rather than intensive system.  

Stone (1996), looking at the landscape implications of shifting agriculture distinguished 

two types of strategies and noted different spatial consequences associated with each. In the first 

strategy, shifting to a new plot includes shifting of the settlement.  In the second strategy, the 

settlement locus is fixed and only the cultivable plot is shifted periodically. He also noted the 

existence of satellite settlements in the landscape, occurring when the cultivable plot is at great 

distance from the main settlement requiring construction of a field house where farmers, and 

sometimes the whole family, stay during periods of intensive agricultural labor (Stone 1996:40-

52).  

Intensification proper, as defined by Morrison (1996:587) is the process by which the yield 

per unit of land and/or labor of an existing resource base is increased. Specifically, it refers to 

increases of labor and/or capital inputs to a plot of land. Intensification proper may include 

changes in the types and combination of crops produced and may take the form of increases in 

labor investments such as plowing, seed bed preparation, weeding, transplanting, mulching, 

fertilizing, manuring, and the construction of soil and water control facilities (Morrison 1994: 

142).  

Boserup’s intensification definition of increasing frequency of cropping could be a form of 

intensification proper, but intensification proper also includes landesque capital and capital 

investment intensification. Thus, some of the various forms of intensification proper require 

large outlays of capital or access to specific resources, such as water, tools, draft animals, or 

building materials, but others only require increases in labor (Morrison 1994:143).  

Expansion is the extension of an existing agricultural system into new areas. It does not 
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include the employment of new techniques, but merely a replication of existing ones (Farrington 

1985:4). Expansion can be considered in some cases as a component strategy of intensification. 

Although expansion, by definition, does not concentrate production in a given plot of land, 

expansion and intensification can occur at the same time during the intensification process.  A 

further distinction of types of expansion discriminate between lateral expansion, referring to an 

extension of the area under cultivation within the same microenvironment; and vertical 

expansion, meaning expansion across the landscape extending cultivation into previously 

marginal lands, such as steep hills, wetlands, or very dry lands (Hammond 1978:25-26).  

Diversification refers to an increase in the number of components of a productive system, 

including changes in the organization of that diversity (Morrison 1996:587). Diversification may 

involve both spatial and temporal agricultural diversity, including various strategies such as 

multiple fallow regimes, use of spatially fragmented field locations, extensive arrays of cultigens 

and wild plants, and/or staggered planting and harvesting times.  

A diversifying strategy may include polyculture or cultivation of a range of crop varieties, 

planting of crop mixes and of multiple varieties of a single crop. Also, diversification might 

involve integration of agricultural and non-agriculturally productive activities, such as craft 

production, hunting, fishing, animal husbandry, or wage labor. Non-agricultural strategies of 

diversification include the forging of social or other ties within and across regions, and changes 

in agrarian labor organization (Morrison 1994:144; Stone 1996:53-56).  

As suggested by Brookfield (2001b), studies of agrarian diversity must include the many 

ways in which farmers use the natural diversity of the environment for production, considering 

not only management of the fields but also management of the fallow, soil fertility, slopes, water 

and the great range of agrotechnologies used for these purposes, including selection of ecological 
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habitats and indigenous knowledge in which management of diversity is based (Brookfield 

2001b: 42-43).  

Finally, agrarian specialization, often defined as synonymous with monoculture or the 

reduction of diversity, need not refer simply to the employment of one single strategy or the 

cultivation of a single crop. Crop varieties may be developed as specialized responses to 

localized environments and often farmers employ a number of different locally adapted varieties 

(Morrison 1994:143). Specialization has been defined as a permanent regularized production 

system in which producers depend on extra-household exchange relationships (Costing 1991:4). 

Thus, agrarian specialization implies exchange, and is better understood in the context of the 

entire economic and social system. It must be considered in relation to the structure of productive 

diversity (Morrison 1994: 144).  

In economically complex societies, specialized productive strategies may be related with 

production for markets or the desire to maximize profit in exchange relations (Farrington 1995). 

In addition, non-producers may be involved in agricultural decision making at various degrees, 

affecting farmers’ access to specialization practices (Morrison 1996: 144).  

A Spatial Model of Settlements and Agriculture  

 Archaeological study of agricultural intensification can use several lines of evidence as 

mentioned in Chapter 1. Settlement patterns are one line of evidence useful for the examination 

of agrarian land use strategies.   Settlement patterns represent the archaeological evidence for the 

modification and subsequent use of the landscape.  They can be analyzed to test models of 

agrarian production strategies within settlements and at different distances from the settlement 

core.  
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The Orchard/Garden-Infield-Outfield Model  

The concept of agrarian land use is most useful to spatially define and evaluate agrarian 

strategies at the local landscape scale. The Orchard/Garden-Infield-Outfield OGIFOF model 

reconciles the practice of extensive agricultural methods with the evidence of intensive 

agriculture in the Maya lowlands. Based on similar models, used to describe the spatial 

organization of agriculture in other temperate (Palerm 1961; Sanders 1981; Wolf 1959:60, 

1966:21) and tropical regions of the world (Netting 1977; Stone 1996; Turner and Sanders 

1992), it involves three spatially continuous components. The first component is the 

orchard/garden and is located in the land immediately adjacent to the residence within the 

houselot or solar.  This area is typically used for the cultivation of herbs, medicinal plants, 

flowering plants, vegetables, some staple grains and other economic species such as agaves, 

cotton and tree crops (McAnany 1995:77).  The second component is the infield area.  This area 

which is cultivated intensively is located outside the houselot, but within or adjacent to 

settlements within an average of forty-minute walk.  This area often requires landscape 

modifications, such as elevated fields and terraces. Finally, the third component consists of 

outfield areas, which are located at greater distances from the residence. These areas are beyond 

the infield area and usually more than a forty-minute walk from the residence.  These areas are 

often only used for swidden agriculture (Alexander 2000; Killion 1992:8; Santley 1992; 

Tourtellot 1993). 

Santley (1992), in his study of Olmec settlements, transformed travel time to distance, 

assuming a walking rate on level ground of 4.02 Km per hour, calculating a distance of 2.68 Km 

per forty minute walk. In his study of agriculture in the Tuxtlas Mountains of Veracruz, he found 

that a great proportion of infields actually occur between 1400 m of the settlement core (Santley 

1992:164). In the Maya lowlands, Tourtellot (1993) noted that during the Classic Period (A.D 
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250-1000) in the Maya lowlands, characterized by densely populated settlements, the agricultural 

system would include orchard/gardens within houselots or solares and various cultivated infields 

within an easy walk around settlements, but no true outfields were conceived possible due to the 

close distribution of settlements. He suggested a more spatially restricted system focused on 

intensive farming of houselot orchard/gardens and more intensively cultivated infields. The 

result of this agricultural system is the relatively open “garden city” appearance of many lowland 

Maya sites (Tourtellot 1993:222-223; see also Farrell 1997, Chase and Chase 1998; McAnany 

1995:74). 

In an evolutionary perspective, the orchard/garden-infield-outfield model idealizes three 

stages of settlement distribution of agrarian communities depending on the levels of population. 

The model maintains that in a first stage, under conditions of low population density and low 

production demands, shifting cultivators are able to expand into virgin territory by moving 

settlements and fields whenever nearby agricultural land becomes exhausted (Killion 1992:4).  

However, in a second stage, when population levels increase and landscape becomes more 

crowded, the alternative of migration into uninhabited regions is constrained and the problem of 

continuous agricultural production must be solved within smaller and more tightly bounded 

territories. This problem is solved by stratifying available territory into zones of differential use. 

Agricultural lands located close to permanent settlements, or infields, are more easily worked 

than are more remote plots.  Hence,  land within or directly adjacent to residential areas is often 

more intensively farmed, employing short fallow systems, than land along the periphery of a 

community’s territory, or outfields, which are cultivated using extensive swidden strategies 

(Killion 1992 4-5). 
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In a third stage, under the condition of higher agricultural demands, the practice of 

compartmentalizing available land into areas of differentiated agrarian use may not have 

provided sufficient supplies, and more uniformly intensive systems of production would have 

replaced the infield-outfield structure. Higher production demands most often put pressure on the 

infield component of the agricultural system, which could be transformed into areas of high 

intensive agriculture by employing more intensive techniques such as irrigation, raised fields, or 

terracing, among others. However, where prime agricultural land has been the focus of infield 

production, settlements may shift from a nucleated component at the core of the settlement to a 

dispersed pattern of individual or small clusters of residences spread out across an agricultural 

landscape, transformed into an intensively cultivated infield-residential mix (Killion 1992:6-7). 

House Lot Structure and Infield-Outfield Production 

In contemporary Yucatan, as in other Mesoamerican areas, the fundamental residence unit 

within settlements is the house lot or solar. Solares are large areas, usually demarcated by stone 

walls or albarradas, containing at least a dwelling and other ancillary residential/subsistence 

structures. This area also contains a cleared space or patio where diverse domestic tasks are 

conducted, including preparation of farming implements, food processing, and small craft 

activities among other chores.  Importantly, solares also have a garden and orchard area where a 

number of economic, medicinal, and ornamental plants and trees are cultivated (see Deal 1985; 

Killion 1987, 1992; Hayden and Cannon 1983; Smyth 1990, 1991). 

Ethnoarchaeological research conducted in the Tuxtlas Mountains of Veracruz (Killion 

1987, 1992) indicates that the size and structure of solares are related to the kind and intensity of 

activities conducted at different distances from the residence, especially the degree of reliance on 

infields and outfields. Large houselots were observed as resulting from the need of ample staging 

areas for agricultural or other production activities conducted on intensively cultivated infield 
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areas, whereas small houselots were observed as resulting when residents derive most of their 

agrarian production from extensively cultivated outfields (Killion 1992:132). 

Likewise, the number of ancillary structures within a houselot has been noted to be related 

with population density and access to cultivable land (Alexander 1999). In situations of land 

stress during the nineteenth century in northern Yucatan it was found that solares were used 

more intensively, not only for farming, but for the tending of domestic animals, increasing the 

number of ancillary features used as animal pens within the houselot area (Alexander 1999:91-

93). 

The distribution of cultivable land within a settlement also affects residential structures 

within the solar. A homogeneous distribution of farming land motivates the constitution of 

independent small task groups, often nuclear families, probably dwelling in a single residence. 

On the other hand,  more heterogeneity on land resources motivates the constitution of large task 

groups, usually extended families that require larger residences or a greater number of them 

(Alexander 2000:365-366). At the settlement level, distribution of cultivable land can also 

motivate the nucleation or dispersion of houselots within the community. Areas of the settlement 

containing rich cultivable lands may be occupied by dispersed farmsteads situated at the center 

of their infield areas and gardens, whereas areas containing poor cultivable soils may be 

occupied in a nucleated form by large residential groups extensively cultivating infield areas or 

working in alternative productive activities (Alexander 2000:369). 

Limitations of the Model 

The orchard/garden-infield-outfield model was originally based on economic location 

models, such as those of Johann Von Thünen’s (1875), Christaller (1933), Weber (1929) and 

Chisholm (1979) and previous archaeological application of catchment area studies (Flannery 

1976; Vita-Finzi and Higgs 1970). The main assumption of these models is that people make 
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choices and solutions which minimize cost and maximize profits (Clarke 1977:19). Applied in 

energetic terms to the spatial organization of agriculture, the model holds that non-industrial 

farmers generally locate their most labor-demanding sites of cultivation as close to the residence 

as possible in an attempt to minimize labor efforts and maximize agricultural returns; in other 

words, the labor intensity with which land is cultivated declines as the distance from the houselot 

increases. The resulting idealized pattern is one of houselots within concentric zones of land, 

defined by decreasing intensity of use (Killion 1992:7; Kunen 2004:98; Stone 1996:43). 

However, in considering distance the only variable affecting land use pattern, the model holds a 

constant environmental condition which, in the Maya lowlands, as mentioned above, is not the 

case. 

 A second important assumption of the orchard/garden-infield-outfield model is that 

changes in the labor intensity with which land is cultivated depend on production demands 

motivated by population increases (Killion 1992:5-8; Netting 1977; Stone 1996). Therefore, 

changes in land use patterns and location of residences within the idealized pattern depend on 

agricultural responses to production demands stimulated ultimately by population growth (see 

also Drennan 1988; Farriss 1984; Sanders 1981). However, population growth is not the only 

reason for intensification (Stone 1996:33-34). Intensification can be motivated by other reasons, 

such as risk avoidance, market participation, and social returns. Likewise, intensification is not 

the only response to population growth. Population pressure can generate different responses, 

such as migration to different areas, delay in increasing family size or expeling part of the 

population (Stone 1996:37; Stone and Downum 1999). 

I suggest that the orchard/garden-infield-outfield model, and its correlations with houselot 

size and structure found in other investigations, together provide a workable hypothetical model 
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for the heuristic spatial analysis of settlement and agrarian production in Buena Vista. However, 

taking into account that the model rests on specific agroecological processes not occurring 

everywhere and that it holds the environment constant, I suggest incorporating into the analysis 

local agroecological and microenvironmental information to assess the conditions under which 

the model does or does not fit. A better understanding of how different agroecological 

circumstances affect the implementation of intensive agricultural strategies will help to evaluate 

how intensive agrarian production was implemented at the site. 

Summary 

I began this chapter presenting the foundations of agriculture intensification theory and its 

further development in the understanding of intensive systems, indicating a greater variability 

and complexity than previously assumed by Boserup. I then presented major problems resulting 

from employing a univariate linear progressive model to investigate what is actually a 

multivariate process. Therefore, I proposed to examine intensification as a multicausal, 

multivariate and multitrajectorial process composed of multiple possible strategies. Then I 

specified the spatial scope and methodological scale employed in this study as the local 

landscape, including the settlement and its immediate surroundings assumed to represent the 

agrarian community. I argue that the intensification process at the scale of the local landscape 

involves a diversity of agrarian land use strategies rather than a single agrarian component. 

A settlement agroecological perspective that combines concepts and methods from 

theories of settlement ecology, agroecology and landscape ecology was presented as the 

approach adopted in this study to investigate diversity of agrarian strategies.  This perspective 

was adopted because it considers the possibility of the simultaneous practice of a diversity of 

agrarian strategies in the local landscape as an adaptive response to a number of social demands, 

and also, because it acknowledges that these strategies are limited by the local distribution of 
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land resources and the agroecology of selected crops. I proposed the employment of the 

Orchard/Garden-Infield-Outfield model (OGIFOF) to assess the diversity of agrarian strategies 

in the local landscape by contrasting the model against local settlement data. For instance, to 

provide a guide for comparative analysis, I listed and defined a number of agrarian strategies that 

might be employed to intensify agrarian production at the local landscape level. 

To conclude this chapter, I presented the details of the OGIFOF model and identified a 

method to assess the intensity and diversity of agrarian strategies by analyzing house lots 

(solares) and settlement structure. In subsequent chapters, the results of this analysis will be 

complemented with the functional agroecological analysis of obtrusive agricultural features to 

provide an interpretation of localized farming strategies and further understand the variety of 

productive strategies in Buena Vista.     

I then presented the OGIFOF model and its implication in houselot structure, as an optimal 

analytical tool for the analysis of settlement structure and agrarian strategies in the landscape of 

Buena Vista, Cozumel. However, I noted the limitations of the model and suggested enriching 

my analysis with local agroecological and microenvironmental data, in order to examine the 

agroecological conditions under which the model does and does not fit, and to evaluate how 

intensive agrarian production was implemented in Buena Vista. 

The next chapter presents ethnographic data on the agroecology of the principal agrarian 

practices in northern Yucatan and a description of prehispanic intensive agricultural technologies 

reported in the Maya lowlands. This agroecological and technological information provides a 

basis for the functional analysis of demarcation walls in Buena Vista.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 MAYA AGRARIAN STRATEGIES 

Introduction 

Employing a settlement agroecological approach (Chapter 2), the location and structure of 

agrarian settlements are determined by rules as to where and how to farm, which in turn are 

influenced by locally available technologies and social and economic institutions in which 

farmers participate (Stone 1996). As mentioned in Chapter 1, I argued that long-distance 

commercial activities along the east coast of the Yucatan Peninsula during the Postclassic period 

created a demand for marketable commodities in local communities of the region. However, 

production in the Yucatan Peninsula and Cozumel in particular was limited by a mosaic 

distribution of cultivable land resources and its suitability for selected crops.   

In this Chapter, to provide a comparative basis for the functional analysis of stone walls 

and demarcated areas in Buena Vista as the result of the organization of farming activities, I will 

review first what is known about Maya past and present agrarian production systems. This 

chapter thus provides an introduction to the agroecology of contemporary Maya farming and the 

evidence of these practices in prehispanic times as well as archaeological evidence of intensive 

methods of agriculture employed by the prehispanic Maya, but not employed in the region today. 

The comparative functional agroecological analysis of stone walls and demarcated areas of 

Buena Vista will be presented in Chapter 6.  

The first part of this chapter presents ethnographic and historical data of contemporary 

agrarian practices in northern Yucatan, focusing on the agroecology and spatial implications of 

long-fallow swidden farming, high performance sustainable milpa, tree orchards, orchard-garden 

solares, beekeeping, and silviculture.  In the second part of the chapter, I present a number of 

intensive agricultural methods documented in other parts of the Maya lowlands including 
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terracing, wetlands cultivation, water management systems and field demarcation. The 

discussion that follows focuses on the functional details and the agroecological and spatial 

entailments of these agricultural methods.  

Contemporary Maya Farming Practice in Northern Yucatan 

Agriculture was the foundation of Maya civilization (Coe 1999; Demarest 2004; Farris 

1984; Harris 1978; Netting 1977). Prior to European contact, ancient Maya farmers lacked metal 

implements and draft animals; they cultivated the tropical forest with the exclusive aid of stone 

tools (Donkin 1979; McAnany 1992; Whitmore and Turner II 2001). However, they used a 

variety of farming methods, each adapted to local landforms and soil resources (Dunning and 

Beach 1994; Fedick 1996; Flannery 1982; Harrison and Turner II 1978). Agricultural techniques 

and cultigens were adapted to tropical ecology and localized microenvironments by mimicking 

the diversity and the dispersion of the rain forest (Demarest 2004:128), resulting in complex and 

multicomponent farming systems of variable spatial and temporal dimensions (McAnany 

1995:68-69).  

However, it is important to note that prehispanic Maya farmers did not depend exclusively 

on agricultural production for subsistence and/or commercial enterprise; they also partially relied 

on wild resources. A number of animal species were available for hunting in the Maya lowlands.  

Faunal remains of deer, peccary, tapir, rabbit, iguanas, and agoutis among other species have 

been recovered in a number of archaeological sites (Carr 1986; Emery 1997; Hamblin 1975, 

1984).  Aquatic resources also contributed to Maya diet, including large aquatic fauna such as 

manatees and sea turtles and a number of large and small fish species (Hamblin 1985; Moholy-

Nagy 1985; Phillips 1979b). Evidence of animal consumption in the Maya diet has also been 

found by isotopic and chemical analysis of human bones (White and Schwartz 1989).  Likewise, 

ancient Maya farmers domesticated a few animals including some dog species, turkey and other 
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fowls; and probably kept wild peccaries and deer in pens for consumption and for use in 

ceremonial activities (Carr 1985; Emery 2002; Hamblin 1981). 

Contemporary Maya people raise chickens and pigs in coops and pens built in the 

backyard near the house. These domesticated animals are primarily tended by women and fed 

with maize and human food refuse (Nimis 1982; Pohl and Feldman 1982). They also contribute 

to cultivation in solares by cleaning the area of weeds and fertilizing the soil with their feces 

(Teran and Rasmussen 1994:306-309). Archaeological evidence of faunal use in Cozumel, and 

Buena Vista in particular, is presented in Chapter 4. 

Archaeologically, pollen and botanical remains of 118 domesticated plant species have 

been identified in Classic Maya sites (Lentz 1991, 1999:6-9). Archaeobotanical data indicate that 

the ancient Maya, like modern farmers in the area, cultivated maize (Zea mays) as their principal 

staple and a number of additional crops, including beans (Phaseolus vulgaris), squashes 

(Cucurbita moschata) and chile peppers (Capsicum annuum) (Coe 1999:192; Lentz 1999; Pohl 

and Miksicek 1985). Likewise, other important plants such as gourds (Lagenaria siceraria) were 

cultivated to use as containers; and henequen (Agave fourcroydes) and cotton (Gossypium 

hirsutum) were cultivated as a main source of fiber (Pohl and Miksicek 1985).  

Other important trees cultivated by prehispanic Maya farmers include avocado (Persea 

americana), cacao (Theobroma cacao), mamey (Calocarpum mammosum), zapote (Manilkara 

zapota), nance (Byrsonima crassifolia), plum (Spondias), guava (Psidium guajava), copal 

(Protium copal), and ramon (Brosimum alicastrum) among others (Gomez Pompa et al. 1990; 

McKillop 1994). Useful palm species include coyol (Acrocomia mexicana), cohune (Orbignya 

cohune) and coconoboy (Bactris major) (Pohl and Miksicek 1985; McKillop 1994, 1996). Main 

edible roots were sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas), jicama (Pachyrrhizus erosus), macal 
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(Xanthosoma spp.), and cassava or yucca (Manihot esculenta) (Bronson 1966; Hammond and 

Miksicek 1981; Miksicek 1983).  

Cultivation of such a variety of cultigens in the area involved the implementation of a 

complex agrarian system that incorporated a mosaic of intensive and extensive agricultural 

strategies that made the entire system one of intensive agriculture (Fedick 1996; Sutton and 

Anderson 2004:179). Many of these agrarian strategies were in use during early colonial times 

and are described in a number of Spanish accounts (Clendinnen 1987; Farris 1984; Jones 1982; 

Landa 1978; Restall 1997). Likewise, contemporary Maya farmers still employ a number of 

these agrarian methods in the area (Anderson 2002; Ewell and Merrill-Sands 1987; Faust 1998; 

Gomez Pompa 1991; Gomez Pompa and Kaus 1990; Nations and Nigh 1980; Netting 1977; 

Redfield and Villa Rojas 1934; Teran and Rasmussen 1994; Wilk 1997; Wilken 1971).  

Long –Fallow Swidden Agriculture 

Swidden, or slash and burn, agriculture is the most common form of cultivation practiced 

by modern Maya farmers. In its simplest form, this system can be described as an extensive land-

demanding system that follows a basic sequence of cutting down the large trees in a given area, 

slashing the small trees and shrubs, sun drying and burning the resulting slash, cultivating the 

cleared area for a few years, and as crop productivity declines, shifting to a new location to start 

the process again. The abandoned area is then left fallow for a number of years depending on the 

local natural system of soil regeneration and the number of seasons it was cultivated. In most 

cases, recovery of soil nutrients requires at least two years of fallow for each year of cultivation, 

after which the farmer may return to the same plot and begin the process again (Conklin 1954, 

1961; Ewell and Merrill-Sands 1987; Gomez-Pompa and Kaus 1990; Terán and Rasmussen 

1994).  
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Based on different aspects of the swidden cultivation process, this system of agriculture is 

also referred to in the literature as shifting farming, field forest rotation, slash and fallow (roza y 

barbecho) or milpa (Netting 1986:61; Turner II and Brush 1987; Whitmore and Turner II 2001). 

Since a third or more of the available land rests in fallow in a given year, swidden agriculture is 

considered an extensive system, requiring large extensions of land, which promotes settlement 

dispersion and expansion to zones of primary forest, and precluding the concentration of large 

and dense settlements (Alexander 2000:363; Drennan 1988; Sharer1994:435).  

Agroecologically, the swidden agricultural process is well adapted to tropical regions. 

Tropical forests are characterized by a great diversity and high density of vegetation. In these 

environments nutrients are stored in biomass, whereas soils are relatively nutrient-poor. The 

main function of the slash and burn process is to transfer nutrients stored in the vegetation 

biomass to the soil (Whitmore and Turner II 2001). Typically, plots to be cultivated are selected 

during the dry season (or winter months) taking into account the age of the vegetation and 

distance from the farmer’s residence. Secondary forest is preferred rather than primary or mature 

forest (Gomez Pompa and Kaus 1990:48; Nations and Nigh 1980:9), and the plot has to be 

accessible, not too far from residential areas. Contemporary Yucatec farmers plant about 2 to 3 

hectares (50-75 mecates) per family (Teran and Rasmussen 1994:188) and a mean size of 2.15 

hectares is typical in Belize (Wilk 1997:90). In colonial Yucatan, each married man was required 

to plant a milpa of 60 mecates (2.4 hectares) (Farriss 1984:127). A mecate is a plot of land of 

approximately 20m x 20m. 

After choosing the plot, vegetation is cut and slashed and left for a period of time to be 

fully desiccated for a complete burn before the start of the rainy season (May-October).  After 

clearing the plot of vegetation, a good burning is essential for the success of the agricultural 
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season for three main reasons. First, a good burning kills pests and their eggs and increases soil 

friability (Weischet and Caviedes 1993:59). Second, it kills many weed seeds and leaves a thick 

cushion of ash rich in phosphorus, potassium and other nutrients, which the rain integrates into 

the soil (Ewel and Merrill-Sands 1987:101).  Finally, during a good burning on stony terrains a 

great amount of limestone is converted to quick lime that washes into the soil, increasing soil 

alkalinity, which is especially useful in areas of acidic soils, common in the Yucatan peninsula 

(Faust 1998:137). Similarly, scheduling of burning is critical in swidden agriculture. If burned 

too early, ash is lost to wind, and weeds invade the plot before planting. On the other hand, if 

burned after first rains, wet vegetation fails to combust sufficiently, and then, neither sufficient 

ash nor quick lime is produced (Whitmore and Turner II 2001). 

Planting begins with the first rains, which release lime, nitrogen, potassium, and 

phosphorus from the ash to the soils. Various crops can be planted during this season. Modern 

Yucatec farmers typically intercrop maize (Zea mays), beans (Phaseolus vulgaris), and squash 

(Cucurbita spp.), and they are planted together in holes made with a digging stick. There is a 

premium on scheduling planting at the beginning of the rainy season. If the seeds are planted too 

early, before the rains become well established, a single downpour may stimulate germination. If 

the rains then stop, the seedlings will wither and die and seeds will have to be replanted (Ewell 

and Merrill-Sands 1987:103). In northern Yucatán, the harvest of maize begins in late August or 

early September. However, the majority of the crop is actually left in the field to dry, and 

harvesting is conducted as needed for consumption. Harvesting tasks often overlap with the next 

year’s cycle. Typical swidden plots are cultivated for 1-3 years and then abandoned for 4-20 

years (or more) due to productive declines owing to depletion of soil nutrients, pests, and weed 

competition (Whitmore and Turner II 2001). 
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Prior to the 1960s, prehispanic use of a long-fallow swidden system was assumed to have 

been the only form of subsistence agriculture in the Maya Lowlands (Morley 1946; Thompson 

1966). This interpretation was based on direct analogy to modern farming in the region and 

reliance on colonial descriptions of farming in northern Yucatan (Tozzer 1941). In addition, 

prehispanic Maya codices and murals depicting maize gods, corn plants, and deities planting 

with digging sticks were used to support this interpretation (Turner II 1978a). However, no 

archaeological evidence supports this interpretation.  

Archaeologically, prehistoric swidden plots are not detectable using traditional survey 

methods. On the other hand, extensive archaeological surveys in the Maya lowlands in the last 

half of the 20th century indicate a dispersed and continuous distribution of prehispanic residential 

areas throughout the region with scarce or no vacant terrain between settlements in the entire 

region (Tourtellot 1993; Turner II and Sanders 1992). Because most areas containing cultivable 

lands were also occupied by ancient residences, there was no vacant terrain on which to place 

distant swidden fields. Therefore, a long fallow swidden form of agriculture may have been an 

uncommon practice in most of the Maya Lowlands (McAnany 1995:74). Opposite to the early 

studies’ interpretation, only isolated settlements with plenty of vacant terrain for cultivation 

would have been able to subsist based solely on long-fallow swidden practices. 

High Performance Sustainable Milpa 

High performance sustainable milpa refers to an agrarian strategy that allows permanent 

use of fixed-plots with longer periods of cultivation and shorter fallow recovery intervals, 

compared to long-fallow swidden systems. Such a system has been proposed as the basic 

cultivation system employed by prehispanic Maya farmers (Demarest 2004:131-132; McAnany 

1995:78-79; Netting 1977; Wilken 1971). Most of the elements of this system are still partially 

employed by contemporary farmers in the Maya Lowlands (Ewell and Merrill-Sands 1987; 
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Gomez Pompa 1991; Nations and Nigh 1980; Teran and Rasmussen 1994; Redfield and Villa 

Rojas 1934; Sutton and Anderson 2004:279-289). 

A high performance and sustainable fixed-plot agriculture requires a less destructive slash 

and burn system of cultivation that keeps the benefits of ash fertilizing and preserves the tropical 

forest for a quick recovery of soils. Likewise, it requires optimization of available land resources 

by employing a diversity of techniques and cultigens better adapted to the patchy distribution of 

soils in a given plot.  

 To preserve the forest, during the slash and burn process contemporary Maya farmers 

selectively cut vegetation. They identify useful species, mainly fast growing secondary plants 

that they slash at a height of about 50 cm, leaving the stumps for faster regrowth after burning. In 

addition, they leave some useful trees standing, including trees producing edible fruits, seeds, or 

leaves, medicinal and nectar-producing plants, and trees that can be used for building materials 

and for shade in the field. The trees spared from cutting are also protected from burning by 

clearing all the area around them (Ewell and Merrill-Sands 1987:101; Gomez Pompa 1991:339; 

Gomez Pompa and Kaus 1990:48; Teran and Rasmussen 1994:193-195). Likewise, farmers cut 

firebreaks in all field boundaries to prevent fire from reaching the surrounding forest (Nations 

and Nigh 1980:9; Teran and Rasmussen 1994:197-198). Together, these forest management 

techniques preserve seed-banks, facilitating the regeneration of the natural ecosystem, and they 

protect soils from irreversible damage (Gomez Pompa 1991:339). 

 Milpa does not refer to a system of maize monoculture, but rather to a polycultural field 

where a variety of cultigens are intercropped (Nations and Nigh 1980; Teran and Rasmussen 

1994).  After burning the milpa plot, the farmer may wait a few weeks before planting maize. 

During this period, soil erosion and nutrient leaching are prevented by planting roots and tree 
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crops, including macal (Xanthosoma spp.), sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas), jicama (Pachyrhizus 

erosus), papaya (Carica papaya), and chayote (Sechium edule) among other species. When the 

rain begins, maize, squash, and beans are planted. The beans climb the corn stalks and fix 

nitrogen that fertilizes the soil (Brady and Weil 1999:372-375). The squash leaves shade the soil 

in between, impeding weeds and conserving moisture (Sutton and Anderson 2004:287).  

Small areas within the milpa plot with very fertile soil, known in the Yucatan as pet patch, 

are often used for horticultural crops (Teran and Rasmussen 1994:183). Some of the species 

planted in pet patch are yucca (Manihot esculenta), chilies (Capsicum spp.), tomatoes 

(Lycopersicum esculentum), and chives (Allium spp.). 

 Additional techniques to enhance milpa productivity include weeding and fertilization. 

Contemporary Yucatec farmers normally weed a first year milpa once, and a second year milpa 

twice (Ewell and Merrill-Sand 1987:103). Soil fertility can be improved by adding to the field 

naturally available fertilizers, including weeds, night soil, lime, and organic matter from 

wetlands (Dahlin et al. 2005:239). Use of these fertilizers puts back into the soil nitrogen and 

phosphorus to be consumed by maize and other crops.   

During the 1930s the productive capacity of swidden maize agriculture in the Yucatan was 

evaluated as part of the Chichen Itza archaeological project.  Experimental research from this 

project focused on the impact of successive cropping, weed competition, the loss of soil fertility, 

and declining yields (Benedict and Steggerda 1936; Steggerda 1941). This study concluded that 

through effective weeding and mulching, the period of average maize cultivation of modern 

Maya farmers could be lengthened from three to seven or perhaps as long as eight continuous 

years (Johnston 2003).  
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The simultaneous practice of  land management strategies including the preservation of 

perennial productive trees, cultivation of root crops and other plants, and the seasonal 

intercropping of maize, squash and beans, indicates that the fallow period,  normally considered 

an unproductive period in classic swidden systems, is actually a productive time for the high 

performance sustainable milpa.  Therefore, the milpa is not only a seasonal cultivation field but 

is also a continuous source of root crops, fruits, and other plant resources even when it is not 

under maize cultivation (Teran and Rasmussen 1994:183). 

Prehispanic practice of a high-performance sustainable milpa is supported by analogy with 

some modern Maya groups that intensively cultivate milpas (Cowgill 1961, 1962; Reina 1967; 

Wilken 1971) and ethnohistorical accounts of continuous milpa cultivation in the area (Hellmuth 

1977). Archaeologically, Killion (1987) and McAnany (1995) argue that a sustainable productive 

milpa implies a “fixed plot variable-fallow” system of cultivation (McAnany 1995:78) whereby 

fields tend to stay under the same family for many generations and as a result, permanent 

boundaries are materially delimited (McAnany 1995:78). Remains of these boundaries may be 

identified through archaeological survey and analyzed in their agroecological context.  

Orchards 

Orchards are spaces cultivated with domesticated tree species. In prehispanic 

Mesoamerica, usually one or only a few species were cultivated in orchards located at varying 

distances from farmers’ residences (Turner II and Sanders 1992:266). Carbonized tree remains 

recovered in Classic Maya archaeological sites indicate a large number of tree species were 

probably domesticated in these areas (Lentz 1991, 1999; McKillop 1996). Cacao was the most 

important prehispanic tree crop in the Maya lowlands. During early colonial times, cacao 

orchards were cultivated near the Chetumal Bay and in the Acalan region near the Candelaria 

River in Campeche and Tabasco (Jones 1982; Thompson 1970:154; Scholes and Roys 1948). 
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Cacao was cultivated in scattered patches between milpas and also in well irrigated terraces 

along rivers in northern Belize and in sinkholes (or rejolladas) in northern Yucatan (Demarest 

2004:144; Gomez Pompa et al. 1990). Other trees probably cultivated in orchards include copal, 

balche, ramon, and some palm species (McKillop 1994; Puleston 1982; Thompson 1970:155). 

The modern distribution of useful tree species on Maya archaeological sites led to the 

hypothesis of prehispanic Maya reliance on tree cropping (Folan et al. 1979, 1983; Puleston 

1968, 1982). A number of historical accounts mention Maya cultivation of cacao orchards at the 

time of Spanish contact and during colonial times in the Soconusco region of Chiapas, the 

valleys of the rivers New and Hondo along the Belize-Mexico border, and in northern Honduras 

(see Jones 1982; Roys 1943; Scholes and Roys 1948; Thompson 1970). Archaeological 

investigations of prehispanic cultivation of cacao along the Belize River have found optimal 

places where cacao orchards were most probably located (Healy 1983; Kirke 1980, Millon 1955; 

Muhs et al. 1985).   

Likewise, colonial cultivation of small cacao orchards in the bottom of sinkholes in 

northern Yucatan is recorded in sixteenth century Spanish documents (Sanchez de Aguilar 1937; 

Tozzer 1941:164, 230). Evidence of contemporary cacao growing within depressions has been 

recently reported (Gomez Pompa et al. 1990). Archaeological evidence of this practice is 

reported in the Chikinchel region of Yucatan, where sinkholes were demarcated with stone walls 

and small stone structures were built on the upper rims of these depressions during the Late 

Classic and Postclassic periods (Kepecs and Boucher 1996). Most of the small structures at the 

edge of demarcated sinkholes are now collapsed and resemble rock piles known locally as chich 

mounds. 
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Similar chich mounds, composed mainly of gravel stones, have been reported in a number 

of archaeological sites in the northern Maya lowlands (Ringle and Andrews 1988).  The modern 

practice of protecting economic trees with gravel stones around their trunks in contemporary 

Yucatan villages suggests that some of the chich mounds documented in archaeological sites 

likely served a similar purpose, to support trees cultivated in shallow soil areas and to conserve 

moisture near their trunks (Fedick and Morrison 2004; Kepecs and Boucher 1996). 

The Orchard-Garden Solar 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, contemporary Yucatec solares are large areas, usually 

demarcated by stone walls or albarradas, enclosing residential and other structures and 

providing space for everyday domestic activities, including food preparation, storage, washing of 

clothes and dishes, social interaction, domestic ceremonies, recreation and a variety of home 

industries and farming activities (Deal 1985; Hayden and Cannon 1983; Killion 1987, 1992; 

Santley and Hirth 1993; Smyth 1990; 1991). Therefore, the solar is a space where many 

household economic, social, and ceremonial activities take place (Johnston and Gonlin 

1998:158).  The following discussion focuses on orchards and gardens cultivated in modern 

solares to help explain how prehispanic farmers cultivated these areas as part of an important 

agrarian strategy. 

The terms dooryard garden, houseyard garden, or kitchen garden refer to areas adjacent or 

close to the residence used for the cultivation of multiple plant and herbal species. Gardens are 

by definition smaller than agricultural fields. They are relatively high in labor requirements and 

are usually tended by women (Turner II and Sanders 1992:265). Hence, orchard-garden solares 

are cultivated spaces in which the function and characteristics of a garden are mixed with those 

of an orchard (Turner II and Sanders 1992:265-266). Orchards in solares include one or a few 

tree species and are dissimilar in dimension and structure from monocropped orchards described 
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above. Contemporary solares in Yucatan range from 600 to 1200 m² in area, but some solares as 

large as 5000 m² have been reported (Caballero 1989 in Farrell 1997; Teran and Rasmussen 

1994:111). At Coba in northeastern Yucatan, modern solares range from 1000 to 1200 m² (Barba 

and Manzanilla 1987; Folan et al. 1983). Contemporary Yucatec farmers have been shown to 

domesticate more than 90 different species of plants within a single solar (Anderson 2002:293; 

Rico-Gray et al. 1990; Teran and Rasmussen 1994). 

The planting structure of the orchard-garden mimics patterns of the tropical forest, making 

optimal use of horizontal and vertical space. Based on previous research in the region (Caballero 

1989 in Farrell 1997; Deal 1985; Dunning 1992; Fletcher and Kintz 1983; Gomez Pompa et al. 

1987; Hayden and Cannon 1983; Hostettler 1996; Killion 1992; Smyth 1991; Teran and 

Rasmussen 1994; Wauchope 1938), a typical solar can be divided horizontally into four main 

areas:  

1. The dwelling, including domestic and ancillary structures, food processing, washing and 
storage areas. 

2. The largest area that includes raised beds containing chilies and other condiments, and 
perennial plants, usually fruit trees and other plants such as tobacco, cotton and agave. This 
area is also the place for open air toilets, poultry corrals, pig pens and sometimes apiaries. 

3.  An area containing maize and other annual vegetables. 

4. An area of ornamental planting (e.g. flowers and medicinal herbs). 

Vertically, the orchard garden solar follows the tropical forest pattern. Tall shade trees 

such as ramon, zapote, coconut and legume trees, among others, shade the lower trees such as 

cacao and coffee.  In some corners are the large, soft-trunked papayas and bananas. A still lower 

stratum includes short plants, such as cotton, tobacco, guayaba and ornamentals. Lower still are 

herbs and vegetables such as tomatoes, onions, and greens (Anderson 2002:292).  
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Microenvironmental differences are carefully managed within solares. Water-loving plants 

are planted in sinkholes and around wells. Plants that can grow in small pockets of soil, such as 

chilies and chives, are planted in the hollows of the limestone outcrops. Deep rich organic soils 

are used for vegetables. Germination of seeds takes place in elevated seedbeds known locally as 

kaanches, constructed with wood and covered with organic soil (Anderson 2002:292; Gomez 

Pompa 1987:338; Sanabria 1986).  

As mentioned in Chapter 1, a number of archaeological sites in the Yucatan Peninsula have 

stone walls enclosing settlement areas. Some of these demarcated lots with evidence of domestic 

structures have been identified as prehispanic solares (Alexander 1999, 2000; Goñi 1993; 

Fletcher and Kintz 1983; Pérez Rivas 1994).  Archaeological studies in these areas often report 

the existence of a variety of dwelling and ancillary structures within these demarcated spaces. 

These settlement features have been studied as indications of the social organization of the 

prehispanic inhabitants of these sites (Alexander 2002, 2005; Bullard 1954; Hutson et al. 2004, 

2006). Likewise, soil analysis within dwellings and adjacent areas has been used to identify 

different productivity and domestic activity areas within these spaces, including areas of 

intensive cultivation (Ball and Kelsay 1992; Dunning et al. 1997; Killion et al. 1989; Manzanilla 

and Barba 1990; Perez Rivas 1994). 

Beekeeping 

The importance of keeping stingless bees in the Yucatan peninsula at the time of European 

contact is noted in many colonial Spanish accounts (Landa in Tozzer 1941:193-194; Alonzo de 

Avila in Fernández de Oviedo, 1853, T-III:245-246; Ciudad Real 1976: T-II:318-319; Cogolludo 

1957:173). Likewise, investigations of contemporary beekeeping in Yucatan have documented 

relevant information about the production process, ecological management, labor organization, 

and rituals related to this ancient agrarian practice (Brunius 1995:5-30; Poot and Bocara 1980:2-
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24; Redfield and Villa Rojas 1934: 48-50, 116-117,144-147; Teran and Rasmussen 1994:73-75, 

265-274; Villa Rojas 1945:57-58, 117; Weaver and Weaver 1981:7-19). 

Contemporary Maya farmers prefer to build their apiaries within the limits of solares or in 

nearby fields (Teran and Rasmussen 1994:268). The hive used for stingless bees is a section of a 

hollow log about 60-80 cm long and 20 cm diameter, with an entrance hole located midway 

between the ends and carefully fitted with wooden or stone stoppers to plug the ends. These 

beehives are locally known as jobones. Jobones are usually stacked on an A-shaped wooden 

frame constructed under a thatched roof (Weaver and Weaver 1981:8) (Figure 3-1). 

 

Figure 3-1. Traditional stingless-bee apiary in northern Yucatan (Teran and Rasmussen 
1994:265). 

    Recent studies on plant phenology of Yucatan and its relation with beekeeping and the 

honey production cycle (Chemas and Rico 1991; Porter 2000, see also Ewell and Merrill-Sands 

1987:95-129, on the milpa-beekeeping relation) show that Maya beekeepers have a specialized 

knowledge of the flowering cycle of local plants. They either located their apiaries near selected 

plant species or planted honey-flowering species near their apiaries. There are four critical 

ecological factors influencing modern beekeepers in the selection of apiary locations. First is the 
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active radius of bees (500-600m for stingless bees) in which there should be no other apiaries.  

Second is the availability of year-round flowering plants, preferably within an area having a 

mixture of plants at different stages of regeneration and flowering at different times of the year. 

In addition, the location of corn milpas near apiaries is important because during the dry season, 

bees are fed with corn tassels. The third factor is the apiaries’ proximity to a permanent source of 

water.   Finally, it is necessary to have an area surrounding the apiary depleted of thick tree 

trunks, because the queen could crash against big trunks and die during the nuptial flight 

(Chemas and Rico 1991). 

The management of the forest by the selection of useful species, elimination of others, 

introduction of new species from outside sources, and protection of the forest from fire and 

destructive use is commonly practiced by modern Maya farmers. Different sizes and forms of 

forest belts surrounding a cultivated field are known in Yucatan as the tolche system (Flores and 

Ek 1983; Remmers and Koeijer 1992). The tolche system is the practice of clearing a plot for 

cultivation and requires the management of forest at different stages of regeneration (Remmers 

and Koeijer 1992:156). Contemporary Maya farmers assign different names to the forest at 

different stages of regrowth (see Gomez-Pompa 1991). Location of apiaries is preferred in areas 

with year-round flowering plants. Generally these areas occur near the oldest forest known as 

kelenche or ka’anal’kaax, or near an area of vegetation no younger than 15 years, known as 

hubche (Chemas and Rico-Gray 1991:17). 

  Archaeological evidence of beekeeping in northern Yucatan was first reported in the 

1970s at several sites on Cozumel, with most of this evidence observed at the sites of Aguada 

Grande and Buena Vista (Freidel and Sabloff 1984; Rathje and Sabloff 1973; Sabloff and Rathje 

1975). Survey and excavation on the island in the 1970s yielded 255 limestone and coral disks 
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ranging from 10 -15 cm in diameter.  These disks were mainly surface collected from areas 

located inside stone circular structures ranging from 5-15 m in diameter (Freidel and Leventhal 

1975:69). A detailed analysis of these artifacts conducted by Wallace (1978) suggests that they 

are stone plugs used to cap hollow logs that functioned as bee hives, similar to those described in 

ethnographic and historical accounts (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:33-34; Wallace 1978).  

Therefore, the circular structures were interpreted as apiaries. 

More specifically, the circular structures containing stone disks are delineated by stone 

walls of about 1 m in width and an average height of 1.5 m. They are composed of inner and 

outer retaining walls standing on bedrock and built with roughly hewn limestone blocks filled in 

between with rubble and gravel (Freidel and Leventhal 1975:69). In some cases, they were 

observed to have a low parapet running around the base of the outer retaining wall about 50 cm 

above ground level. In the center of some of these circular structures is an altar-like platform. 

Sometimes stone niches are present in these circular structures. Sherds of Postclassic censers 

have been also recovered from these structures (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:33). Circular structures 

are found isolated or in groups of two or three, sometimes attached to other structures such as 

rectangular platforms, half circles and straight walls. Cenotes are often found close to these 

structures (Freidel and Leventhal 1975:69).  

    Further investigation in Cozumel at the site of San Gervasio reported circular structures 

near the site center. Four varieties of circular structures were noted in San Gervasio: a) circular 

with an empty interior, b) circular with an open entrance and an empty interior, c) circular with 

an empty interior and adjacent small room, and d) circular with a central altar (Robles et al. 

1986a, 1986b; Sierra 1991:110-115). 
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On the mainland across from Cozumel, beekeeping structures have been reported in 

Rancho Ina, Punta Piedra (Terrones 1990, 1994) and Xamanha (Playa del Carmen) (Goñi 1998; 

Perez 1994; Silva and Hernandez 1991). In Rancho Ina and Punta Piedra, stone disks were found 

associated with structures quite different from those in Cozumel. These are linear structures built 

of dry masonry walls 1-1.2 m thick, ranging from 3-20 m long and standing to a height of about 

1 m. Some of these structures are connected, forming an open-sided square. Sometimes they are 

in association with domestic platforms and cenotes all enclosed in a stone-demarcated lot 

(Terrones 1994:53-55). 

In Xamanha, circular structures similar to those reported in Cozumel were found about 1 

km inland from the coast. Circular structures were also located in association with linear 

structures like those reported in Rancho Ina and Punta Piedra, enclosed in demarcated lots (Silva 

and Hernandez 1991). Excavations of these structures in Xamanha yielded a concentration of 

more than 200 stone disks (Perez 1994: 19, 211-213). 

    Further south in northern Belize, excavations on the sites of Chan Chen and Cerros have 

reported stone disks similar to those found in Cozumel and the east coast of the Yucatan 

Peninsula (Freidel 1977, 1978; Sidrys 1983). In Cerros, 101 burned stone disks were found in a 

secondary deposit not associated with any structures (Garber 1981:67-68). However, in Chan 

Chen, excavation of two structures located above a large low platform, yielded 33 stone disks. In 

addition, two more stone disks associated with a barrel-shaped stone approximately 18-21 cm in 

diameter and 31cm long, were found in an adjacent small rectangular platform (Sidrys 1983). 

Silviculture 

Silviculture or agroforestry, as defined by Whitmore and Turner II (2001), refers to the 

careful management of forest species or a set of species, which implies the deliberate 

management of the ecosystem by culling, selective preservation, and other strategies that 
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preserve or foster the growth of desired species (Whitmore and Turner 2001:77-78). The 

variability in modern species composition of forests in northern Yucatan has been used as 

evidence for an anthropogenic floral landscape created by prehispanic silvicultural practices in 

the area (Gomez Pompa 1991; Gomez Pompa and Kaus 1990). Gomez Pompa (1991) suggests 

ancient Maya silviculture consisted of a series of activities of protection, cultivation, selection, 

and introduction of trees in their milpas, fallow fields, houseyards, orchard gardens, and urban 

centers. The practices of these silvicultural strategies imply, by logical necessity, the presence of  

protected natural forest areas that served as seed-banks from which desired species could be 

drawn from time to time (Gomez Pompa 1991:339).      

Evidence of protected natural forest areas is reported in the ejidos of Chacmay and 

Tixcacaltuyub in the state of Quintana Roo, where arboreal patches of forest, taller than the low 

primary vegetation dominating the region, have been found in locations distant from villages and 

milpa cultivation areas. Some of these tall vegetation patches are delimited by low stone walls 

known locally as pet kotoob. The date of construction of these pet kotoob is unknown; however, 

local Maya farmers indicated these features were built by their prehispanic ancestors (Gomez 

Pompa et al. 1987:10). Pet kotoob delineate round or circular areas ranging from 19 to 24,000 

m², and the walls are made of dry-laid limestone boulders standing to a height of 40 to 120 cm 

(Gomez Pompa et al. 1987:11).   

Prehispanic Intensive Farming in the Maya Lowlands 

Prior to the 1960s, intensive forms of cultivation in the Maya lowlands were practically 

unreported, with a few outstanding exceptions (Blom 1946; Ricketson and Ricketson 1937; 

Ruppert and Dennison1943). However, by the late 1970s most Maya scholars rejected the 

hypothesis of Maya subsistence based solely on long-fallow swidden cultivation (Hammond 

1978; Harrison 1977, 1978; Harrison and Turner 1978).  In its place a new model of Maya 
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agrarian subsistence known as the “new orthodoxy” was supported by a number of scholars (see 

Turner II 1993). This model assumes that Maya urban centers relied heavily on intensive 

methods of agriculture for subsistence, while long-fallow system of agriculture were practiced in 

non-populated areas.  

The new orthodoxy was based on the discovery of extensive relic field systems associated 

with more intensive methods of agricultural production not employed today in the Maya 

lowlands. These methods include obtrusive landscape modification of wetlands, sloping terrains, 

and flatlands, with the construction of canals and drained fields, raised fields, agricultural 

terraces, and demarcated fields (Adams 1980; Fedick 1996; Harrison 1977; Harrison and Turner 

II 1978; Healy et al. 1983; Kepecs and Boucher 1996; Kunen 2001; Pohl 1985, 1990; Puleston 

1977; Turner II 1974, 1978a, 1983; Turner and Harrison 1978, 1981, 1983). The discussion that 

follows focuses on the functional details and the agroecological and spatial consequences of 

these agricultural methods. 

Terracing  

Although terracing does not imply a more frequent cropping of the cultivation area, the 

construction of terraces is often interpreted as an intensive method of agriculture based on the 

assumption that the investment of labor in the construction and maintenance of these features 

involves greater inputs and, in turn, a higher cropping frequency. In addition, evidence of aquatic 

organisms found in Maya terraces suggests they may have been filled or at least fertilized with 

alluvial soils to permit a continuous cropping within these features (Hansen 1991; Hansen et al. 

2002; Turner 1978b:170). 

In the Maya area, terraces have been reported covering large extensions of land in the Río 

Bec zone (Turner II 1974), the Vaca Plateau region around Caracol in Belize (Chase and Chase 

1998; Healy et al. 1983), the upper Belize River region (Fedick 1994), the Petexbatun region 
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south of Tamarindito in Guatemala (Dunning and Beach 1994), Palenque (Liendo and Vega 

2000; Liendo 2001), and the Río Bravo zone around La Milpa in northern Belize (Kunen 2001). 

In most of these areas, a relatively high number of domestic structures occur among the terraces 

(Eaton 1975; Healy et al. 1983; Pohl and Miksicek 1985:11; Turner II 1983). 

Terraces are mainly used to overcome the problems of cultivating in sloped terrains by 

creating a cultivation area where soil, nutrients, and rain water are retained, creating adequate 

soil depth for cropping and increasing soil moisture (Turner II 1978:169) (Figure 3-2). In the 

Maya lowlands, three basic types of terraces have been reported.  The first are cross-channel 

terraces, also known as weir terraces or check dams, which are constructed across gullies, 

drainages, and other similar channels of moderately sloping terrain of about 5-6º. These features 

serve to check runoff, concentrating the soil and water resources in trapping areas (Figure 3-3) 

(Dunning and Beach 1994; Kunen 2001).  

 

Figure 3-2. Schematic profile view of a terrace (Healy et al.1983:405) (use with permission of 
Dr. Paul Healy). 

The second type are dry slope terraces, including both contour terraces that change 

direction to conform to hill topography, and linear terraces which do not follow the natural 

terrain. These types of terraces have been found in areas of sloped terrain ranging from 4º to 47º; 
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generally slopes exceeding 50º are void of terraces. This type of terrace effectively increases soil 

depth by trapping eroding soil on slopes (Turner II 1974). A variant of dry terraces found in the 

Maya lowlands, also referred to as “box terraces” (Dunning and Beach 1994; Fedick 1994), 

consists of small rectangular enclosures, oriented with the longer side perpendicular to the slope. 

Based on their association with relic dwellings, box terraces are thought to have served as seed 

beds or intensive cultivated gardens (Dunning and Beach 1994; Kunen, 2001). The last type of 

terrace is known as footslope terraces. They are situated at the base of long or steep slopes that 

are left otherwise unprotected. These features capture colluvium, creating a large planting 

surface at the foot of the slope (Dunning and Beach 1994). 

 

Figure 3-3. Cross-channel terraces in the upper Belize River area (Fedick 1994:122) (use with 
permission of Dr. Scott Fedick) 

Terraces generally create step-like soil beds held in place with retaining stone walls. In the 

Maya area, these walls usually consist of either a single or a double wall of unshaped boulders 

stacked atop bedrock, with a fill of smaller stones placed behind the single wall or between the 

double walls (Kunen 2001). However, the form of these walls is related to the gradient of the 
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slope on which they are constructed, with tall walls and narrow planting surfaces on more steeply 

sloping areas, and low walls and broad surfaces on gentle slopes (Pollock 2006). 

A component part of the systems of terraces reported in the Maya lowlands are linear 

ridges or stone walls connecting terraces (Turner II 1974; Healy et al. 1983; Fedick, 1994). 

These ridges are constructed of two parallel lines of dry-laid stone walls separated by rubble fill. 

They range from 80 to 130 cm in height and 2 to 3 m in width. These features have been 

interpreted as interconnecting walkways, water deflection devices, and/or property division walls 

(Healy et al. 1983:402; Turner II 1974:120, 1978:169).  

Maya cultivation of terraces is reported in some Preclassic sites (Hansen et al. 2002); 

however, it was during the Classic period that terraces were extensively cultivated in the Maya 

lowlands. Analysis of pottery excavated from terraces in Becan, Campeche, indicates that these 

features were constructed during the early Classic period (A.D 300-600), but were intensively 

used during the late Classic period (A.D.600-900) (Turner 1974). Similarly, pollen and 

radiocarbon dates from terraces in Caracol indicate that these features were built around A.D. 

550, and continuously used until approximately A.D. 800 for maize cultivation (Chase and Chase 

1998).  

Wetland Cultivation  

Cultivation of perennial and seasonal wetlands or river banks requires the creation of 

cropping surfaces above the level of inundation by draining the zone and/or constructing raised 

beds (Turner II 1978:172). These artificial cultivation areas are referred to in the archaeological 

literature as raised, channelized, ridged, drained, ditched or riverbank fields. Early evidence of 

these fields in the Maya lowlands was reported in the 1970s along the Candelaria River in 

Southern Campeche (Siemens and Puleston 1972), the Río Hondo region in northern Belize 

(Pohl 1990; Puleston 1977; Siemens 1978), the Río Bec zone in Campeche (Turner II 1974), 
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southern Quintana Roo (Harrison 1974), and Pulltrouser Swamp in northern Belize (Turner II 

and Harrison 1983). 

In the lowlands, raised fields have been identified in the landward slope of river levees and 

within inundated depressions known locally as bajos or akalches. The field system consists of 

parallel drainage canals dug a few meters apart, with the material excavated from the canals piled 

in between them, creating a terrain rising above the water table. Periodic cleaning of the canals 

served to deposit organic matter onto the raised beds, increasing their elevation, preventing 

erosion, and fertilizing the cultivation area (Hammond 1978:27). Likewise, canals between 

raised fields may have served as drainage for the cultivation areas during the rainy season and 

were a source for dipper or pot irrigation during the dry season (Pohl and Miksicek 1985).  

Studies in the Pulltrouser swamp bajos identified two types of raised fields: border fields 

and island fields (Turner II and Harrison 1981). Border, or channelized fields, are situated along 

the mainland edge of the bajo, while island or true raised fields are located directly inside the 

depression, often aligned with the adjacent channelized fields (Turner II and Harrison 1981:401). 

Channelized fields are created by the construction of short canals, not exceeding 10-20 m 

in length and 2-3 m in width.  The construction of these features does not significantly elevate 

the cultivation area. On the other hand, island fields have more elevated areas and are larger and 

more numerous than the channelized fields. They range from 80 to 750 m² in area (Turner II and 

Harrison 1981:402). 

Material analysis from raised fields at Albion Island, Belize, and Nakbe and El Mirador in 

Guatemala (Hansen 1991; Hansen et al 2002) indicates an early date of construction in the 

middle Preclassic (1000-250 B.C.), whereas raised fields in Pulltrouser swamp and other sites in 

northern Belize, have a Late Preclassic period of initial construction (250 B.C.-A.D.250 A.D.) 
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and a Late Classic period of most intensive use (A.D. 600-830). Pollen found in raised fields 

indicated prehistoric cultivation of yucca (Manihot esculenta), maize (Zea mays) and cotton 

(Gossypium) in these areas (Baker 2007; Pohl 1990; Pohl and Miksicek 1985; Pohl et al. 1996, 

Scarborough 1983a, 1983b, 1986; Turner II and Harrison 1982). A Postclassic construction date 

for raised fields at the site of El Tigre, along the Candelaria River, Campeche, has been 

suggested; however, no excavations have been conducted to confirm this (Siemens and Puleston 

1972). 

In addition to the construction of canals and raised beds for the cultivation of bajos, other 

water management features have been reported in the interior and margins of seasonal wetlands. 

Remains of these features are rock alignments, probably used as a foundation for earthen berms. 

However, their prehistoric function has not been totally clarified (Fedick and Morrison 

2004:211; Gunn et al. 2002; Hansen et al. 2002; Kunen 2001:333-334). 

Rock alignments built at the edge of seasonal wetlands controlled water flowing into these 

depressions and at the same time held soil and sediments behind their walls (Figure 3-4). 

Consequently, they created terrace planting surfaces at more elevated areas at the edge of 

wetlands that could be cultivated when depressions were inundated. On the other hand, during 

dry periods and a lower water table, the depression may have been used for cultivation, with the 

rock alignments controlling rainwater runoff into cultivation areas (Fedick and Morrison 

2004:213). 

In the Yalahau region in northern Quintana Roo, rock alignments were built with limestone 

boulders (30-40 cm diameter) and slabs (40-60 cm diameter) located within shallow channels 

that flow into two large depressions (Fedick et al. 2000). The longest alignment, measuring 

approximately 700 m, apparently worked as a water brake or dike that made possible a flood-
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recessional system of cultivation within the depression, allowing cultivation of this area at the 

close of the rainy season or as a late dry-season crop (Fedick and Morrison 2004; see also 

Culbert et al 1990). Similar wall alignments were built in the Cayo district, Belize (Healy 1983), 

Tamarindito in the Petexbatun Region (Beach and Dunning, 1997), Copan (Turner II and 

Johnson, 1979), Kinal (Scarborough et al, 1994), and La Milpa (Scarborough et al 1995). 

However in these sites, walls have been interpreted as check dams constructed to direct and 

retain water into reservoirs. Intensive cultivation of wetland margins has also been reported in 

the far west bajo near the site of La Milpa, Belize (Kunen 2001; 2004), near Nakbe in northern 

Guatemala (Hansen et al. 2002), and at Calakmul in Campeche, Mexico (Gunn et al. 2002). 

 

Figure 3-4. Ancient wetland Rock alignments in the Yalahau region (Fedick et al. 2000:137) (use 
with permission of Dr. Scott Fedick) 
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Water Management Systems 

In addition to wetland canals, terraces, and earthen berms constructed to create planting 

surfaces and manage water in cultivation areas, other water management systems have been 

reported in the Maya lowlands (Ashmore 1984; Faust 1998; Harrison 1993; Matheny 1976, 

1978; Scarborough 1993; Scarborough and Gallopin 1991). In the Yucatan Peninsula, where 

water was scarce during the dry season due to lower rainfall and lack of rivers, management 

systems to provide a continuous water supply were necessary. Archaeological evidence of 

reservoirs and canals providing water for human consumption and probably for pot irrigation 

(Flannery et al. 1967) have been reported from several sites in the Yucatan Peninsula (Faust 

1998; Matheny 1976, 1978; Zapata 1990). 

Prehispanic reservoir systems reported in northern Yucatan include aguadas, chultunes, 

and wells, which sometimes are found together in a composite well-chultun-aguada system 

(Stephen 1962). Aguadas are natural ponds that form at the foot of limestone ridges or at the 

bottom of natural depressions containing clayish soil.  Rainwater accumulates in these areas, 

forming a seasonal shallow pool that dries up during the dry season (Velasquez Morlet et al. 

1988:82). Aguadas located near populated areas were frequently modified. To increase storage 

capacity, and conserve water for longer periods, wells lined with cut stones and/or chultunes 

were often constructed at the bottom of these aguadas (Faust 1998:82). Sometimes, the whole 

aguada bottom was lined with cut-stone, and radiating shallow canals were excavated to direct 

water runoff towards the reservoir (Faust 1998:83). A large number of modified aguadas have 

been reported in the Puuc region of Yucatan (Stephens 1962:148; Zapata 1990), the valley of 

Edzna in Campeche (Matheny 1976, 1978), and at Coba in Quintana Roo (Folan et al. 1983).  

Chultunes are bottle-shaped chambers excavated into the soft limestone bedrock and lined 

with clay or stucco for water storage (Zapata 1990).  These reservoirs were constructed at the 
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bottom of aguadas and sometimes within urban centers. In urban areas, the plazas surrounding 

civic buildings were paved with stone and stucco and were sloped towards the entrance of 

chultunes (Faust 1998:84; Matheny 1982:163-164; McAnany1990). Paved collection areas are 

reported to be 14 to 15 m diameter in the Puuc area (Thompson 1897). The mouths of chultunes 

range from 40 to 50 cm in diameter and were sometimes closed with a stone or wooden cap 

(Zapata 1990). Similar underground chambers have been reported in the southern Maya 

Lowlands, but there chultunes have been interpreted as granaries (Puleston 1968). 

Wells are manmade perforations in the limestone bedrock to access the water table. They 

are usually vertical shafts about 90 to 100 cm diameter with a protective ring of stones made 

without mortar around the mouth (Matheny 1982:166; Nelson 1973:33). Depth varies depending 

on the local hydrology. In southern Quintana Roo prehispanic wells were as deep as 23 m below 

ground surface (Harrison 1993:78). In Xamanha (Playa del Carmen) in the mainland across from 

Cozumel, wells are reported as deep as 10 m and with an opening of 1 to 1.5 m in diameter. At 

this site wells were recorded within demarcated lots in which evidence of domestic occupation 

was scarce or absent. These lots were situated at some distance from the coastline and from 

natural sources of water in the area (Silva and Hernandez 1991:33). In southern Quintana Roo, 

wells were constructed with mortared stones surrounding the shaft to a depth of 5.4 m (Harrison 

1993:78). At the site of Quirigua, Guatemala, where sandy soils characterize the river bank, 

wells were lined with ceramic cylinders (Ashmore 1984). 

Large-scale water management systems in the northern Maya lowlands include two types 

of canals: drainage canals and canals designed to collect and store rainwater. Drainage canals 

were described above as part of the wetland cultivation system. Canals constructed to collect and 

store water have been reported at the sites of Edzna (Matheny 1976, 1978), Cerros (Freidel and 
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Scarborough 1982; Scarborough 1986, 1993), Uxmal (Barrera 1987), Calakmul (Gunn et al. 

2002), and in the Río Bec region (Turner 1974). In the southern lowlands they occur at Tikal 

(Scarborough and Gallopin 1991), Kinal (Scarborough et al. 1994), La Milpa (Scarborough et al. 

1995), Copan (Turner II and Johnson 1979) and Caracol (Chase and Chase 1987, 1998; Healy et 

al. 1983).  

Large canal systems, such as the Edzna and Calakmul systems in Campeche, measure 

about 50 m wide and several km long (about 20 km in Edzna), and were excavated to a depth of 

about 3 m below surface level.  These canals may have been constructed to provide water for 

human consumption and irrigation, as well as to serve for transportation and as a defensive 

system. Likewise, canals were probably artificial water deposits for fish farming (Demarest 

2004:141; Harrison 1993; Scarborough and Gallopin 1991). 

Field Demarcation  

 

Figure 3-5. Ancient demarcated fields in the Rio Bec Region, Campeche, Mexico (Turner II 
1974:121) (use with permission of Dr. B. L. Turner II). 
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Fields demarcated with limestone walls are the least understood agrarian features in the 

Maya lowlands. They are usually located on large tracts of relatively level or gentle sloping 

terrain in the karstic Yucatan plains where limestone is abundant. However, they also have been 

recorded on hillsides in the Rió Bec region, where limestone walls of diverse width and height 

demarcate the irregular landscape into rectilinear and curvilinear plots (Turner II 1978b:170) 

(Figure 3-5). 

In the Yucatan peninsula stone walls used for land demarcation in contemporary villages 

are known as albarradas (Goñi 1998:91-102). Prehistoric albarradas have been registered in a 

number of large Classic sites in Yucatan (Fletcher 1978; Fletcher and Kintz 1983; Gallareta 

1984; Kurjack 1974; Kurjack and Garza 1981; Thomas 1981 Vlcek 1978). However, these 

features appear to have been more widely employed during the Postclassic period at many sites 

in the interior of the peninsula (Barrera 1981; Bullard 1952, 1954; Kepecs and Boucher 1996; 

Smith 1962); and prominently in sites situated on the eastern coast (Andrews IV and Andrews 

1975; Goñi 1998; Miller 1982; Perez Rivas 1994; Sanders 1960; Silva and Hernandez 1991; 

Terrones 1990, 1994; Vargas 1997), including the island of Cozumel (Freidel and Sabloff 1984; 

Sabloff and Rathje1975; Sierra 1991). 

Generally, prehistoric albarradas are mentioned in archaeological reports as varying from 

simple to complex (Turner II 1978:170). Simple albarradas were built of dry-laid slabs or 

boulders piled to a height of about 1.3 m. This type of albarrada is predominant in most sites on 

the Yucatan east coast (Silva and Hernandez 1991:29). Complex walls were constructed with 

two parallel lines of the simple type of albarrada separated at a distance of 1 to 2 m and filled in 

the middle with stones of different sizes. This technique allowed the construction of wider and 
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taller albarradas. Complex walls have been recorded in Coba, Chen Cedral, and Buena Vista 

(Freidel and Sabloff 1984). 

On the east coast, areas demarcated with prehistoric albarradas are reported as having a 

mean area of 3,893 m² in Xamanha, 4,152 m² in San Gervasio, and 3,425 m² in Xcaret (Goñi 

1993; Sierra Sosa 1991; Silva and Hernandez 1991). Smaller lots, about 800 m², were reported 

from Mayapan (Smith 1962; Bullard 1954), whereas larger lots, about 5000 m², have been 

reported at Coba (Folan et al 1983). Demarcated lots within settlement areas appear to increase 

in size from the site core to the periphery (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:87). Based on this pattern, 

lots near centers were interpreted as residential and lots located in peripheral areas as rural 

agricultural plots (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:88). Subsequent analysis of demarcated lots at the 

sites of Xamanha, San Gervasio, and Coba does not confirm the proposed pattern and 

interpretation. In these sites, no difference is evident in the size of lots located near civic centers 

and lots located on the peripheries (Fletcher and Kintz 1983; Goñi 1993:190). In addition, more 

than 50 % of the lots mapped within settlement areas in Xamanha and San Gervasio do not have 

domestic structures (Goñi 1991:138,145).  

In northern Yucatan demarcated areas may be irregular, oval, or rectangular in shape with 

round or straight corners (Smith 1962, Silva and Hernandez 1991). However, on the east coast 

they are predominantly rectangular and distributed in a continuous pattern over large areas, 

forming a grid-like landscape structure. Moreover, on the east coast of the peninsula there are no 

access-ways or roads separating lots, and the wall system is contiguous (Goñi 1993; Silva and 

Hernandez 1991). This pattern contrasts with Classic sites in central Yucatan, such as 

Chunchucmil and Dzibilchaltun (Dahlin et al. 2005; Hutson et al. 2006; Kurjack 1974). In sites 

lacking these access ways or roads, human movement is limited and passage through these areas 
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probably occurred through small apertures in a labyrinth-like route through the wall system 

(Perez Rivas 1994:52). 

A number of interpretations have been offered for stone walls in the Maya lowlands. 

Complex walls have been interpreted as linear features or walkways (Fletcher 1978; Turner II 

1978:171), whereas the simple walls are more commonly interpreted as property boundaries 

(Goñi 1998:91). Generally, demarcated areas with remains of prehistoric structures or other 

indication of domestic activities are interpreted as houselots or solares, analogous to modern 

solares and functioning as the orchard-garden solar as discussed earlier in this chapter (Goñi 

1993; Sheets 1982). On the other hand, demarcated areas lacking evidence of domestic 

occupation are referred to as demarcated lots or parcels (predios) and thought to be used for 

cultivation or other production activities (Perez Rivas 1994:50).  

On the east coast of the peninsula, Miller (1982) identified vacant rectangular parcels of 

approximately 10,000 m² that often have a well or chultun excavated in a corner. He suggested 

these parcels were probably used for intensive agriculture, with the water source serving for pot 

irrigation (Miller 1982:7). Similar interpretations of demarcated lots as agricultural fields have 

been proposed for lots in Cozumel located distant from settlement cores (Escalona Ramos 

1946:614; Freidel and Sabloff 1984; LePlongeon in Salisbury 1877:88; Marcus 1982). However, 

in Cozumel these lots were thought to have been used for swidden agriculture (Freidel and 

Sabloff 1984, Sierra 1991). 

Stone walls on the east coast of the peninsula have been interpreted as terraces and/or dams 

for the conservation of soils and water (Barrera 1977:28-31; Fletcher 1983:92-93) and/or to 

provide shade to small plants while serving to support cultivated vines. In addition, it is 

suggested that the cultivation of noncontiguous fields may have been used to accelerate natural 
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forest regeneration and prevent pest invasion in a cultivated plot surrounded by non-cultivated 

fields (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:87-88; Sierra 1991). However, regardless of the emphasis on the 

agricultural function of demarcated lots, the functional purpose of stone walls for cultivation is 

poorly investigated. 

Summary 

 A close examination of traditional agricultural strategies used by contemporary Maya 

farmers and the evidence of more intensive methods of agriculture employed in the past clearly 

indicate that Postclassic Maya farmers were not restricted to a long-fallow swidden system of 

agriculture, as once was thought. Strategies for the farming of milpas, orchards, gardens, and 

apiaries were adapted to local microenvironmental conditions and the distribution of land 

resources in the Maya lowlands. However, as mentioned above, these farming strategies were 

also influenced by social and economic institutions in which the farmers participated. 

This chapter presented contemporary and prehistoric farming strategies in the area as a 

comparative basis for the functional analysis of settlement features in Postclassic Buena Vista. It 

is my contention that long-distance trade in the area during the Postclassic period produced a 

demand on communities for the production of marketable commodities. Therefore, local agrarian 

practices in Buena Vista likely adapted to these regional commercial demands by employing all 

or some of the agrarian methods described in this chapter that were specifically suited to the 

local microenvironmental conditions. However, these strategies are specific adaptations to 

microenvironments heterogeneously distributed in the Yucatan Peninsula and in Cozumel in 

particular. Therefore, in order to conduct the analysis of settlement features and identify specific 

adaptations in Buena Vista, it is useful to summarize what is known about prehistoric farming in 

the site and the local ecological substrate of these strategies. 
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In Chapter 4 I describe the site of Buena Vista, focusing on environmental and cultural-

historical aspects that potentially affected the organization of agrarian production at the site 

during the Postclassic period (A.D. 1250-1518). The chapter also presents a summary of what is 

known about prehistoric farming on the island based on previous archaeological investigations 

and ethnohistorical data from Cozumel. Chapter 4 describes in detail the Buena Vista settlement 

core and main settlement features in the area likely used for agricultural production during the 

Postclassic period. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE SETTLEMENT AGROECOLOGICAL CONTEXT OF POSTCLASSIC BUENA VISTA 

Introduction 

Chapter 4 presents relevant information to understand the settlement agroecology of Buena 

Vista. First, I describe the ecological setting of southern Cozumel focusing on environmental and 

physiographic aspects in the Buena Vista landscape that may be determinant for the 

implementation of farming activities in the site. Then I present historic information describing 

agrarian practices and main crops produced in Cozumel during early Spanish contact and 

colonial times. Likewise, late nineteenth and early twentieth century observations of early 

explorers visiting Cozumel are presented where relevant to assess agrarian production and 

farming strategies in this study. The chapter concludes with a description of the settlement 

pattern of previously mapped structures in Buena Vista dating to the Postclassic period and a 

discussion of the occupation history of the site. Cultural links between Buena Vista and other 

sites in Cozumel and northern Yucatan are explored as a background to the field study and data 

analysis.  

The site of Buena Vista is situated in southeastern Cozumel approximately 19 km 

southeast of the main city of San Miguel de Cozumel (central UTM coordinates: Zone 16, 

506227 Easting, 2247436 Northing). The site core is located on a limestone ridge approximately 

1.5 km inland from the windward coast of the island (Figure 4-1). The area is characterized by an 

irregular surface of low broken ridges and flatlands that slopes in a southeast direction towards 

low depression areas located near the coast line (Davidson 1967). Most of the site settlement 

core is within the limits of the modern cattle ranch of Buena Vista. In the following discussion, I 

contextualize the site of Buena Vista within the natural and cultural landscape of Cozumel.  
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Figure 4-1.  Aerial photograph showing the location of Buena Vista (INEGI 2000) 

The Ecological Setting 

 Cozumel is located 16 km off the northeastern coast of the Yucatan peninsula in the 

modern state of Quintana Roo, Mexico (Figure 4-2). It is the easternmost extension of Mexican 

territory into the Caribbean Sea. The channel separating Cozumel from the mainland, known as 

the Canal of Cozumel, is an approximately 1000 m deep channel, with south-to-north currents 

reaching a speed of up to four knots (Davidson 1975:49). The island measures approximately 43 

km in length and about 17 km in width, covering an area of approximately 392 km².  It has a 

northeast-southwest orientation.  
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Cozumel Island is part of the Caribbean Reef physiographic district of the Atlantic-Gulf 

Coastal Plain province. The Caribbean Reef district includes all barrier and fringing reefs, coral 

heads, and atoll formations on the east coast of the Yucatan Peninsula from Zapotillos Cay in 

southern Belize to Isla Cancun in northern Quintana Roo (Wilson 1980:7) (see Figure 4-2).  

 

Figure 4-2. State of Quintan Roo, Mexico (SCT 1999).  
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Geologically, Cozumel is part of the Carrillo Puerto geological formation that includes 

most of the state of Quintana Roo (Figure 4-2) (Escobar 1986:27). The Carrillo Puerto formation 

is a limestone platform of coralline origin composed primarily of calcite and dolomite (Davidson 

1967:4; Wilson 1980:7). The upper stratum is a surface, hard limestone layer sometimes covered 

by a few centimeters of soil; underlying this compact limestone is a layer of white to yellow 

permeable marl known locally as sascab. Below this marl is the limestone bedrock (Duch 

1988:40-43).  

Important in the formation of localized microenvironments in the island and for 

agricultural practices in these geologic areas, is the process that occurs when limestone rock is 

exposed to ground or rainwater and the calcium is made soluble and carried off. This process 

causes breaks and faults in the natural topography, where soils and sediments carried from slopes 

and more elevated areas accumulate. This natural process is known as the karst process, and the 

resulting land forms as karst landforms (Sweeting 1973:1-9). 

Cozumel Karst Landforms 

Availability of fresh water and cultivable land greatly affect the location of agrarian 

settlements and the development of agricultural practices (Chisholm 1979; Stone 1996; Turner II 

and Harrison 1978). Cozumel exhibits a typical karstic landscape characterized by irregular 

distribution of uneven landforms and underground water systems (Figure 4-3).  

 Karst processes prevent the formation of surface rivers because rain water percolates to 

the water table through joints and bedding planes in the limestone, creating underground rivers 

and cavities. Natural wells, known in Yucatan as cenotes, are created when the roof above these 

cavities collapses under its own weight and the water table is exposed. Often the roof above 

these cavities collapses but does not reach the water table, forming a sinkhole depression known 

as rejollada (Lutgens and Tarbuck 1995:205-206).  In Cozumel, freshwater is accessible only  
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Figure 4-3. Cozumel elevation and main geological formations (Davidson, 1967:7) (Courtesy of 
the Harvard/Arizona Cozumel Archaeological Project). 
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through cenotes or through man-drilled wells. The water table is approximately 5 m deep from 

the surface along the coast and at about 10 m deep in the central part of the island. The most 

common type of cenote in Cozumel is a little water spring located inside small caves or beneath 

grotto-like formations. The southeast portion of the island near Buena Vista is reported as an area 

of numerous cenotes (Davidson, 1967:51-52). 

Additional but seasonal sources of freshwater in Cozumel are aguadas and sartenejas. 

Sartenejas are small cavities in the surface limestone that retain small quantities of rainwater for 

a short period of time before evaporation. On the other hand, aguadas are clay soil depressions in 

low terrains that accumulate rainwater during the rainy season (see Chapter 3). Some of these 

aguadas can hold water for several months before evaporating. In Cozumel, aguadas are usually 

dry during the last months of the dry season (February-May) (Davidson 1967:17; INE 1998:18). 

Two small aguadas are located near the coast, approximately 2 km southeast of Buena Vista’s 

central plaza.  

There are two lagoon systems in Cozumel located at both ends of the island. Lagunas de 

Colombia is at the south end and Rio de la Plata at the north. Both lagoon systems have been 

reported as having remains of prehistoric structures at their edges or on small islands in their 

interiors (Callaghan 1979). The water in these lagoons is brackish and not suitable for human 

consumption or agricultural use (Davidson 1975:51; INE 1998:19-23), however, these water 

deposits may have been used prehistorically for salt production during the dry season (Freidel 

1976:381; Piña Chan 1978:40; Sierra 1920:7). Buena Vista is located about 6 km north of the 

Lagunas de Colombia (Figure 4-1). 

 Cozumel karstic topography is characterized by an irregular distribution of rejolladas, 

low depressions (aguadas), and shallow breaks in the surface limestone, locally known as 
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huayás, and natural cave openings that sometimes display evidence of having been used as 

limestone quarries or sascaberas (Wilson 1980:7). Rejolladas, huayás and natural caves are 

abundant in the area surrounding Buena Vista (Davidson 1967:51). In addition, surface 

movement due to torrential rainfall and high evaporation patterns on the island have produced an 

irregular landscape of uneven ridges and interspersed gullies (Sweeting 1973:69-71, 270-296). 

Cozumel is characterized by low relief; however ridge chains, known locally as altillos, are 

conspicuous formations in the island topography and a prominent feature of Buena Vista’s 

natural landscape. Altillos reach a maximum natural elevation of 16 m AMSL in the Buena Vista 

area (Davidson 1967:6). 

Soils and Vegetation 

The uneven topography and irregular distribution of karst landforms in Cozumel greatly 

affect the formation and distribution of cultivable soil. The National Institute of Geography and 

Statistics of Mexico (INEGI) identified four main soil associations on the island at a 1:250,000 

scale, consisting of the Rendzina-Lithosol-Cambisol chromic zone (E+l+Bc/2) which dominates 

most of the island, the Solonchac ortic-Regosol calcaric zone (Zo+Rc/1), the Solonchac gleyic-

Gleysol mollic zone (Zg+Gm/2), and the Gleysol mollic zone (Gm/2) (INEGI 1984) (Figure 4-4) 

(Table 4-1). Identifying the distribution of specific soils in Buena Vista at a finer resolution was 

an important part of this study. The results of which are presented in Chapter 6.  

The Rendzina-Lithosol-Cambisol chromic soil association (E+I+Bc/2) covers most of the 

island’s surface. These are poorly developed soils in flat terrains and ridges. Rendzinas (E) are 

soils about 30 to 50 cm in depth of variable agricultural potential, with color ranging from 

reddish-brown to dark-brown and black. Black Rendzinas are known locally as booxluums and 

pusluums.  These soils are commonly located on the tops of ridges, with dark-brown Rendzinas 

(Chichluums) occupying areas at the bases of these ridges. Reddish-brown Rendzinas, locally  
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Figure 4-4. Distribution of soil associations in Cozumel: Rendzina-Lithosol-Cambisol chromic 
(E+l+Bc/2), Solonchac ortic-Regosol calcaric (Zo+Rc/1), Solonchac gleyic-Gleysol 
mollic (Zg+Gm/2), and Gleysol mollic (Gm/2) (INEGI 1984). 

known as Ekluums, form on flat areas contiguous to dark brown Rendzinas (Duch 1988:344-

349). All Rendzinas are stony soils of medium structure with high proportions of calcite and 

varying amounts of organic material. Black Rendzinas are rich in organic material and have a 
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high capacity for moisture retention. These are the best agricultural soils in Cozumel. Red and 

brown Rendzinas are low in organic material, but they are often employed for horticulture and 

tree cropping (Duch 1988:350, 387).  

Table 4-1. Classification of Cozumel’s soils. 
FAO/UNESCO¹ USDA*  Maya Name 
Lithosol Lithic ustorthent Tzekel 
Gleysols Eutric halustert Akalche 
Black Rendzina Cumulic xerirendoll Booxluum 
Reddish-Brown Rendzina Vertic xerirentoll Ekluum 
Black Rendzina Cumulic ustirendoll Pusluum 
Dark Brown Rendzina Lithic xerirendoll Chichluum 
Solonchacs Salic Great Group unknown 

* United States Department of Agriculture; ¹Food and Agriculture Organization/United Nations 

 Lithosols (I) are very shallow stony soils of flat terrains, known locally as tzekeles. These 

soils have an average depth of 10 cm or less and have abundant limestone outcrops. Tzekeles 

present strong restrictions for cultivation, but on the Yucatan Peninsula, they are often used for 

planting seasonal shallow-root plants (Duch 1988:399-344). Finally, Cambisols chromic (Bc/2), 

known locally as Akalches, is a brown to red stony clayey soil, about 30 cm in depth, of 

moderate structure and low content of organic material. Cambisols are often associated with red 

and brown Rendzinas and have a similar agricultural capacity (Duch 1988:351-356). 

The Rendzina-Lithosol-Cambisol chromic zone has natural vegetation classified as 

medium-stature sub-deciduous forest, with trees reaching 20 to 25 m in height and having a 

circumference of more than one meter. Common species in this zone include chicozapote 

(Manilkara zapota), ramon (Brosimum alicastrum), Kopo (Ficus tecolutensis), tsalam (Lysiloma 

latisiliquum), cedro (Cedrella odorata), jabin (Piscidia piscipula), yaaxnik (Vitex gaumeri) and 

chaka (Bursera simaruba), with an understory including species such as chichibe (Sida acuta), 
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piñuelas (Morinda yucatanensis), kanam (Hamelia patens), and makulam (Piper yucatanensis) 

(Flores 1992:21).  

The Solonchac ortic-Regosol calcaric soil association (The Zo+Rc/1) covers a strip of land 

on the southern coast of the island including the brackish Lagunas de Colombia. Ortic 

Solonchacs (Zo) are fine sandy soils with a high content of sodium and low concentration of 

organic material. In general, solonchacs are very poorly drained soils not suitable for agricultural 

use (Duch 1988:334-339). Likewise, calcaric Regosols are sandy soils with a high content of 

calcium, unsuited for agricultural use (Duch 1988:327-328). The natural vegetation on solonchac 

soils is mangrove with common species including red mangrove (Rhizophora mangle), white 

mangrove (Avicennia germinans), kanche (Conocarpus erectus) and tsal kokom (Laguncularia 

racemosa). On Regosol (Rc/1) areas associated with Manglar, common species are chaka 

(Bursera simaruba), chechen (Metopium brownie), koopte (Cordia sebestena) and ferns 

(Acrostichum aureum) (Flores 1992:22). Common species in Sand dune Regosols are chakte 

(Caesalpinia crista), saladillo (Batis maritima), chakmol (Alternanthera ramosissima), and 

pakam (Opuntia stricta). 

 The Solonchac gleyic-Gleysol mollic (The Zg+Gm/2) soil association covers the north 

coast of the island including the Lagoons of Rio de la Plata, but excluding a strip of land on the 

north point covered by Rendzina-Lithosol-Cambisol soils. Gleyic Solonchacs (Zg) are very 

poorly drained yellowish soils characterized by shallow swampy areas next to the coast. Like 

ortic Solonchac, gleyic Solonchac is a salty soil unsuitable for agriculture (Duch 1988:334-339). 

Gleysol mollic (Gm/2) soils are associated with gleyic solonchacs in the north coast and they 

cover a small portion in the central part of the east coast. Gleysols are hydric clayey soils located 

in low depressions that hold water during the rainy season (Duch 1988:371-379). As mentioned 
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before, Solonchacs have a natural mangrove vegetation. Gleysols sustain vegetations of reeds 

and palms including pojpuj (Typha angustifolia), tasiste (Acoelorrhapte wrightii) and chit 

(Trinax radiate). Gleysols are poorly suited for agriculture without implementation of effective 

drainage systems.  

Rainfall, Climate and Fauna 

  Cozumel climate is classified in the Koppen system as wet-warm climate (Am) 

characterized by abundant summer rains and a clearly distinguishable dry winter period. 

Temperature on the island averages 25ºC during most of the year with a drop down to 20ºC 

during the winter months (INE 1998:24).  

 The island receives annual precipitation of approximately 1,500 mm, but rainfall is 

irregular throughout the year with a double maximum period, May-June and September-October. 

Average monthly precipitation is 197 mm, separated by a two-month period of localized hot spot 

rains averaging 130 mm per month. From November to February rains are associated with strong 

north winds that cause a sudden drop of temperature and a two-or-three day period of overcast 

skies. Rainfall during these months averages 100 mm. March and April are the driest months of 

the year with a mean precipitation of 47 mm (INEGI 1994). In addition to the irregular rain 

pattern throughout the year, rains in the area vary from year to year, with some years receiving 

abundant rains and others characterized as drought or dry years (Sheets 1992).   

 Cozumel is on the track of tropical hurricanes originating in the south Atlantic. Hurricane 

season is from July to November, with a high probability of hitting the island during August and 

September (INE 1998). Hurricanes often produce heavy rains and strong winds reaching speeds 

over 180 km/h that cause long-lasting damage to the ecological communities of the Yucatan 

Peninsula (Boose et al. 2003; Davidson 1975:55; Whigham et al. 2003). Strong winds and 
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hurricanes are a menace for cultivated plants and have been a frequent cause of crop loss in the 

area (Allen et al. 2003; Whigham et al. 2003). 

Cozumel is rich in faunal resources that were available for the prehispanic inhabitants of 

the island.  The natural fauna is composed of 136 species of mammals, amphibians, birds, and 

reptiles including 26 species that are considered endemic to the island (INE 1998:31).  Large 

terrestrial species include peccary (Tajacu nanus), gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus); Agouti 

(Agouti paca), opossum (Didelphis marsupialis), raccoon (Procyon pygmaeus), grey iguana 

(Ctenosaura similis), green iguana (Iguana iguana) and coati (Nasua nelsoni). Bird species 

include ducks (e.g. Cairina moschata), flamingos (Phoenicopterus ruber), and curassow (Crax 

rubra griscomi). Large aquatic species are crocodile (Crocodylus acutus), manati (Trichechus 

manatus manatus), and a number of sea turtles, dolphins and shark species. In addition, a large 

number of bony fish species live in the coralline reefs surrounding the island (INE 1998:31-36). 

Historic Farming in Cozumel 

After describing the ecological characteristics of the study area and giving a general view 

of the agricultural potential of zones having different soil resources, I now turn to available 

historic information on agrarian activities in Cozumel. In this section, I emphasize information 

on principal crops observed to have been produced on the island, and some details on the 

location of cultivation parcels and methods for farming. Although the exact location where crops 

mentioned in the historical account was not documented, it is possible that some of the crops 

mentioned were produced in Buena Vista. 

Early Spanish Contact Information  

The fleet commanded by Juan de Grijalva was the first known Spanish expedition to land 

in Cozumel on May 3, 1518. The early sixteenth-century Mayas living on the island did not fight 

the intruders. After an initial retreat into the interior of the island, they welcomed the Spaniards 
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and re-supplied their expedition with fresh water and local products (Díaz del Castillo in Garcia 

1956; Wagner 1942a). Given the strategic position of Cozumel between Cuba and the mainland, 

the island became a favored supply stop for Spanish conquistadors in route to Mexico and 

Yucatan, who often provided descriptions of the products they obtained from the island and 

some insights into the production strategies of local farmers. 

Grijalva’s expedition reported receiving in Cozumel supplies of fresh water, gourds of 

honey, maize, fruits, and turkeys. Part of the crew walked into a village with concave paved 

roads and houses whose bottom half consisted of built stone walls and the top half of pole and 

daub with thatched palm roofs (Garcia 1971:286 [1858]). They observed all the houses in this 

village were located inside lots demarcated with stone walls and surrounded by an abundance of 

fruit trees (Wagner 1942b:48). In this village, they also observed corn fields and a great number 

of fishing nets (Cervantes de Salazar 1914:65; Garcia 1956:18). In addition, large apiaries with 

hundreds of wooden beehives were observed on the island (Garcia 1971:286 [1858]; Wagner 

1942b:50). 

In February 1519 Hernan Cortés’s expedition landed in Cozumel on their way to central 

Mexico. They reported receiving abundant supplies of maize, fruits, and fish, and obtained 

cotton cloths and low-grade gold from the natives (Cervantes de Salazar 1914:108-109; Garcia 

1956:40-48). In his account of Cortés’s expedition, López de Gomara (2000) mentioned the 

existence of three towns on the island and a total population of about 2,000 people. He also noted 

the farming of many maize fields and tree orchards, dogs raised for human consumption, and 

numerous bee apiaries. Cozumel apiaries were described by López de Gomara as large structures 

holding more than 1,000 beehives (López de Gomara 2000:67-68).  
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Cervantes de Salazar (1914) differs from López de Gomara in the number of towns and 

population described for the island. He reported the existence of five towns and a population of 

5,000 people. Cervantes de Salazar attributed this large population to polygynous practices in 

Cozumel. In addition, he reported this large population subsisted through intensive maize 

cultivation, specialized fishing practices, raising of turkeys and other poultry, and careful 

cultivation of the land inside natural hollows and breaks in the rocky surface (Cervantes de 

Salazar 1914:124). 

Francisco de Montejo, the ultimate conquistador of Yucatan, landed in Cozumel in 1527 

during his first attempt to colonize Yucatan (Chamberlain 1948:35). He received supplies similar 

to those given to other Spaniards, from Naum Pat, the halach winic (chief) of the island, who 

also served as his emissary to prepare the way to the mainland and later occupation of the 

Yucatan Peninsula (Chamberlain 1948:49; Clendinnen 1987:21). 

The island of Cozumel was first given in encomienda to Francisco de Montejo, who later 

gave the encomienda of the island to Juan Nuñez. In the tax list of 1549, Cozumel is listed with 

220 tributaries and still under the encomienda of Juan Nuñez (Gates 1978:143). The people of 

Cozumel paid annually to their encomendero three fanegas of maize, half a fanega of beans, 160 

turkeys, one arroba of honey, eight arrobas of beewax, six fanegas of salt, six arrobas of fish, 

and 220 cotton mantas (Roys et al. 1940:7). Most of these products were likely produced on the 

island. 

By 1565 Cozumel was the encomienda of Diego de Contreras, who received an annual 

tribute of 420 cotton mantas (Roys et al. 1940:10-11). In 1579 Contreras described the island as 

a very fertile land yielding two crops of maize a year and very suitable for tree-cropping of 

several native and European species (Garza 1983:189). In 1570, Father Cristobal Asensio stayed 
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five months on the island. Asensio reported the existence of two towns, Santa Maria Oycib and 

San Miguel Xamancab, and made a census of the people living in both towns. Important to note 

is that oycib means beewax in Maya language, whereas Xamancab means the northern beehive. 

Father Asensio reported a total population of 143 married couples living in Cozumel (Roys 

1957:154), and described the island as a very fertile land producing three crops of maize a year. 

Beekeeping and fishing were the main productive activities observed by Asensio on the island at 

this time (Roys et al. 1940:28). 

Juan de Contreras died in 1606 and his encomienda transferred to his son, Juan de 

Contreras y Sigüenza. Contreras y Sigüenza died prior to 1610 and the Cozumel encomienda 

became vacant (Roys et al. 1940:12). The last colonial notice of population living in Cozumel is 

given in a residencia document filed by the Interim governor of Yucatan, Frutos De Delgado and 

signed in Santa Maria Oycib and San Miguel Xamancab in 1673. Shortly after the residencia 

document was signed, the island was probably abandoned. A map of the Yucatan peninsula made 

in 1766 that includes the island of Cozumel and other islands, shows no population on the island 

during this period (Roys et al. 1940:10). 

Observations of 19th-Century Antiquarians and Travelers 

In1842 John L. Stephens and Fredrick Catherwood traveled to Cozumel and found the 

island deserted. Stephens described the ruins of a small cotton plantation built some years before 

by Don Vicente Albino, resident of El Cuyo, Yucatan. He also described a prehispanic tower 

structure and the remains of a Spanish Church (Antochiw and Dachary 1991:323; Stephens 

1962:236-246; Vivas 2008:61).  

The 1847 Yucatec war, known as the Caste War (Reed 1964), forced some people to 

escape fighting and they fled from the Yucatan Peninsula to Cozumel. In 1849 the town of San 

Miguel, named after San Miguel Xamancab was officially established with a population of 307 
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adults. El Cedral, formerly Santa Maria Oycib was repopulated soon after (Antochiw 1998:24-

32; Vivas 2008:70-77). In 1851, Mr. James Kennedy visited the island and looted a number of 

ruins of unknown location, opening several tombs and collecting a number of artifacts (Lothrop 

1924:159). 

French explorer Dr. Augustus Le Plongeon visited Cozumel in 1877. He described the 

remains of stone arches and other structures, and excavated some of the ruins. Le Plongeon is the 

first explorer to note the existence of a large system of stone walls demarcating the island into 

small parcels, and he suggested their possible agricultural use. He described the island as a very 

fertile land planted in cacao trees, bananas, yams, sweet potatoes, tobacco, pineapples, and other 

tropical fruits. He also noted an abundance of wild honey beehives and copal trees (Salisbury, 

1877:87-88).  

William Holmes explored Cozumel in 1895. He visited the towns of El Cedral, San 

Miguel, and the ruins of Miramar located one mile north of San Miguel. Holmes made sketch 

maps of a small structure in San Miguel and recorded two stone arches in El Cedral. He also 

photographed one structure in Miramar with a front-carved column of a pregnant woman, 

probably representing the goddess Ixchel, believed to have been the principal deity of Cozumel 

at the time of Spanish contact (Holmes 1895:64-69). In 1885 naturalist N. B. Miller visited San 

Miguel and El Cedral, describing the village of El Cedral and adjacent Maya ruins. He noted the 

existence of the stone arches later reported by Holmes, and he photographed a structure located 

at the edges of the village. He also observed the abundance of corn, pineapples, and citrus in the 

area (Miller 1885)  

British explorers Arnold Channing and Frederick Frost explored Cozumel in 1908. They 

visited San Miguel, where they noted looting and the dismantling of nearby ruins (Channing and 
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Frost 1909:169). They later visited El Cedral and also explored the ruins of San Benito (known 

today as San Gervasio) and made sketch maps of some structures. They noted the existence of a 

large system of stone walls throughout the island that they interpreted as concentric defensive 

walls, probably built to protect the sanctuary of the main deity of prehispanic Cozumel, that they 

thought was located somewhere in the center of the island. They also observed crops of tobacco 

and cotton on the island (Channing and Frost 1909:170-184). 

In 1920 a number of tombs in the interior of the island were looted by Prince William of 

Sweden, who described the ruins of a large structure enclosed in a lot delimited by a circular wall 

(Lothrop 1924:158). Gregory Mason and Herbert Spinden’s expedition to Mexico and Central 

America visited Cozumel in 1926, exploring several sites near the south and north points of the 

island including, La Expedición, Cinco Manos, El Real, El Castillo and Cinco Puertas (Mason 

1927, 1940) (see Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-5).  

20th-Century Archaeological Investigations at Buena Vista 

In this section, I present a brief history of archaeological research in Cozumel emphasizing 

what previous studies demonstrated about settlement patterns and chronology of occupation in 

the island and Buena Vista in particular. The section concludes with specific details of what is 

known about the settlement composition and arrangement of structures in Postclassic Buena 

Vista.  

Previous Research in the Site 

  A scientific expedition sponsored by the Mexican government was organized in 1937 by 

Luis Rosado Vega in order to obtain a systematic record of the ruins of Quintana Roo (Escalona 

Ramos 1946; Fernandez 1945; Noguera 1940). During this expedition, 14 archaeological sites 

were recorded in Cozumel, including El Real, Cinco Puertas, El Cactus, El Caracol, El Cedral, 

Aguada Grande, Las Grecas (or Cinco Manos), El Observatorio, Nohna, San Severo, San 
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Gervasio, La Expedición, Miramar, and San Miguel (Fernández 1945) (Figure 4-5). Several 

standing structures were recorded and sketched during this project, including a single five-door 

structure known as cinco Puertas situated on the coast immediately east of Buena Vista 

(Escalona Ramos 1946). Eduardo Noguera (1940) conducted the analysis of pottery from surface 

collections of this expedition. During this project, Escalona Ramos noted the existence of large 

stone walls demarcating large areas of the island. He thought these fields were the relics of 

intensively cultivated parcels and artificial water ponds (Escalona Ramos 1946:551). 

As part of the early 1950s Quintana Roo archaeological survey project sponsored by the 

Carnegie Institution of Washington, William Sanders (1955, 1960) conducted the first systematic 

excavations at 12 archaeological sites on the island in order to obtain comparative ceramic 

material and create a regional ceramic sequence of Cozumel and the Yucatan east coast. Sites 

excavated were; Arrecife, Aguada Grande, San Gervasio, El Cedral, Punta Islote, Las Grecas, 

Punta Molas, El Real and Janan. Ceramic surface collection was conducted in San Miguel, 

Celarain 1, and Celarain 2 (Sanders 1960:193-107). During his excavations, Sanders noted the 

existence of the large systems of walls on the island inferring a possible agricultural function; 

however, he believed the walls were probably built after Spanish contact (Sanders 1955).    

Geographer William Davidson (1967) explored the island in 1965, reporting the existence 

of 21 archaeological sites, some of which were previously unreported. Davidson’s newly 

recorded sites were Santo Tomás at the north of the island, and Yokob, San Clemente, Tres 

Palomas and Buena Vista in the south. Davidson noted numerous stone walls demarcating the 

land, but he did not provide any functional interpretation of the extensive wall system (Davidson 

1967:38). He described Buena Vista as the largest complex of prehispanic ruins on the island. He 

reported 37 structures in varying stages of deterioration at the site core and the isolated structure  
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Figure 4-5. Map of archaeological sites in Cozumel (after Freidel and Sabloff 1984:4) (see Table 
4-2 for site names). 
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Table 4-2. List of archaeological sites in Cozumel. 
Main Sites Single Structures Single Structures Single Structures 
1 San Gervasio 10 Faro Site 20 Dos Cocos 30 Miramar 
2 San Miguel 11 Throne Site 21 Punta Morena 31 Niko site 
3 Buena Vista 12 Arrecife 22 Throne Site 32 Sacbe shrine II 
4 El Cedral  13 Santo Tomas 23 Punta Chiquero 33 Sacbe Shrine III 
Secondary Sites 14 Janan I 24 Cinco Puertas 34 Sacbe Shrine I 
5 Eleven Mounds 15 Castillo Real 25 Caracol  
6 Aguada Grande 16 Castillo West 26 Celarain II Historic Hacienda 
7 Zuuk 17 Vista del Mar 27 Celarain I 35 Columbia 
8 Chen Cedral  18 Ixlapac 28 San Francisco  
9 La Expedición 19 La Palma 29 Al Kanab Site  

 

of Cinco Puertas at the coast. Davidson also mentioned the existence of several caves and 

cenotes in the vicinity of the site core (Davidson 1967:51). 

 The Harvard-Arizona 1972-1973 Cozumel Archaeological Project (HAP), directed by 

Jeremy Sabloff and William Rathje, is to date the largest archaeological project conducted on the 

island. This project focused on the investigation of the role of Cozumel as a commercial port 

participating in the long-distance Postclassic trade system (Rathje and Sabloff 1973, 1975, 1977, 

1978). HAP documented 35 archaeological sites on the island, ranging from single structures to 

large settlement areas. The project focused on the mapping of site centers and excavation of 

principal structures. Results of these investigations have been partially published (Freidel and 

Sabloff 1984; Sabloff and Rathje 1975). This project also yielded data for a number of theses and 

doctoral dissertations focusing on the analysis of specific archaeological material, including 

faunal (Hamblin 1975), ceramics (Connor 1983), settlement patterns (Freidel 1976), non-ceramic 

artifacts (Phillips 1979a), functional analysis of structures (Leventhal 1974), and historical 

patterns of land property (Sabloff 1977). 

HAP investigated eight population centers on the island including Buena Vista, and based 

on aerial photograph analysis and ground observations, described the extensive system of stone 
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walls demarcating most of the island surface. A sample of the wall system was included on maps 

of investigated settlement areas. Population centers investigated during this project included 

Chen Cedral, Zuuk, San Miguel, El Cedral, Aguada Grande, La Expedición, San Gervasio, and 

Buena Vista. The previously recorded sites of Santa Rita, San Severo, Observatorio, and Nohna, 

located in the north central part of the island, were reinterpreted during this project as 

components of the large settlement zone of San Gervasio (Freidel and Sabloff 1984; Sabloff and 

Rathje 1975). Preliminary pottery analysis indicated a long history of occupation of the island 

from the Preclassic period (300 B.C.-A.D. 300) to early colonial times. However, the apogee of 

the island, when most of the standing structures were constructed and the extensive system of 

land demarcation operated, was deemed to be during the Postclassic Period (A.D. 1200-1518) 

(Connor 1975, 1983).   

In 1979 the Mexican Institute of Anthropology and History (INAH) excavated and 

preserved a number of structures on the southern coast of the island, including the ruins of El 

Caracol and other small structures (Callaghan 1979; Schavelzon 1985). Most of the pottery 

recovered during those excavations indicated a Postclassic construction and occupation of these 

coastal structures (Robles 1986a:10).  

From 1980 to 1982, INAH archaeologist Fernando Robles led an investigation and 

restoration program at the site of San Gervasio (Robles 1986a, 1986b). The project included 

extensive excavation of several structures and investigation of the paved causeway system 

linking San Gervasio with other sites on the island. Detailed excavations and analysis of pottery 

and architectural styles in San Gervasio allowed for a better chronology of that site and the other 

sites in the island in general, basically confirming a principal period of development and 

construction of most standing structures during the Postclassic period. A total of 3.12 km², 
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including areas of monumental and domestic occupation, were mapped in San Gervasio. 

Mapping included the extensive system of stone walls demarcating most of the site area which, 

in turn, was considered contemporaneous with the main Postclassic occupation of the site. 

Summaries of the 1980-1981 Cozumel project have been published by INAH (Robles 1986a, 

1986b) and analysis of materials was the subject of four theses studying site settlement patterns 

(Sierra 1991), architecture styles (Vargas 1992), ceramic chronology (Peraza 1993), and mollusk 

consumption (Roche 1992). 

Demetrio Ramirez and Maria A. Azcarate conducted excavations and restoration of 

structures in San Gervasio during 1996 and 1997 (Azcarate and Ramirez 2000; Ramirez and 

Azcarate 2000, 2002). They excavated and restored the Ramonal and the Mayapan monumental 

groups. The Ramonal group is considered the earliest construction in San Gervasio, dating to the 

Early Classic period (A.D. 300-600) (Azcarate and Ramirez 2000). The Mayapan group is dated 

to the Late Postclassic period (A.D. 1200-1518) (Ramirez and Azcarate 2000). 

In 2001, plans to expand the modern peripheral road of Cozumel motivated a survey within 

the right of way along the road and the limestone quarry providing fill material for road 

construction.  INAH archaeologists Manuel E. Perez Rivas and Maria Flores Hernandez 

conducted the survey, including a strip of land 40-60 m wide along the 55 km of the peripheral 

road and the quarry located at Km 14 of the peripheral road. Several transects within the survey 

corridor were found to have stone walls delineating land parcels (Flores and Perez 2002; Perez 

and Flores 2002).  

The Buena Vista Settlement  

 Buena Vista is the largest known site in the south of Cozumel. It is situated in a strategic 

position for the exploitation of a variety of natural resources. The site is located on the east coast 

of the island with access to coralline fish species and close to the southern lagoons with an 
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abundance of aquatic resources (INE 1998). The land where the site is situated is considered by 

modern farmers to be one of the richest agricultural areas on the island (Sabloff 1975:40, 1977). 

Buena Vista is relatively isolated from competing settlement centers. San Gervasio, the 

largest settlement on the island, is about 18 km to the north, and El Cedral, the closest settlement, 

is approximately 7 km to the west (see Figure 4-6). No sacbe or prehistoric land route connecting 

Buena Vista with other centers has been identified to date. 

The site core is formed by a group of small platforms built on top of a massive main 

platform formed by the artificial raising and leveling of a natural ridge. The massive platform 

covers an area of approximately 7 hectares and has a maximum elevation of about 7 m above 

ground level. On the top of this platform, small platforms of varying shape and size are nucleated 

in a random pattern. Some of these platforms have vestiges of masonry buildings, whereas others 

were probably used to support perishable structures. Identifiable structures on the main platform 

include one small masonry religious building, four single-room benched structures, seven 

circular structures, and wall fragments of several rectangular structures (Freidel and Sabloff 

1984:169; Sabloff and Freidel 1975:397-398) (Figure 4.6).  

At the northern end of the main platform, a higher platform was built to support a formal 

plaza group consisting of two colonnaded structures, a rectangular L-benched perishable 

structure, two large side-benched domestic structures and a central altar (Sabloff and Freidel 

1975:398) (Figure 4.6). A short distance from the main platform, there are four shrine groups, 

two of them connected by sacbeoob with the main platform as well as several small platforms 

and structures scattered in moderate density to the south, east, and west of the main complex. 

These outlying structures are interspersed with an extensive network of field walls that extends 

beyond previously surveyed areas (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:168) (Figure 4.7) 
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Figure 4-6. Buena Vista central core area (Rathje and Phillips 1975: Appendix) (Courtesy of the Harvard/Arizona Cozumel 
Archaeological Project). 
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In general terms, three different types of stone walls have been noted forming the wall 

network at Buena Vista (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:84-90). The simplest and most common type 

is a single line of dry-laid stone boulders and slabs to a height of about 1 m. The second type 

consists of two or more lines of boulders to a height of about 1.5 m. The last type was 

constructed in a more elaborate way by raising two parallel lines of roughly shaped slabs and 

filling the interspersed space with rubble and gravel; this type of wall sometimes has ramps 

running from the top of the wall to ground level. In addition to the three types of walls described 

above, long rectangular platforms about 2 m wide and as long as 100 m were observed aligned to 

the wall system and interconnected by walls of the simple type. The largest types of walls 

usually occur in combination with simple walls in a single lot (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:86-87). 

Investigation of the wall system, focusing on the relationship between different types of walls, 

other settlement features, and microenvironmental variability in the landscape, was a main goal 

of my research in Buena Vista and a guiding factor in the survey presented in this study. 

Previous excavations in Buena Vista of the main platform and the southern group of 

shrines (Rathje and Phillips 1975:77-87) (Figure 4-7: structures 1, 20, 21, 32, 30) revealed a 

major occupation of the site beginning in the Late Classic period and continuing during the 

Postclassic period, when most of the wall systems were probably in use (Connor 1975, 1983). 

These excavations provided preliminary material to assess the chronology of the site and identify 

social and economic patterns at the site during the Postclassic period.  

Buena Vista in the Context of Cozumel Culture History  

What is known about the different periods of occupation and cultural development of the 

prehistoric Mayas of Cozumel and Buena Vista in particular, is mainly based on detailed 
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Figure 4-7. Buena Vista central settlement zone (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:168) (Courtesy of the Harvard/Arizona C.A.P.)
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excavations in San Gervasio and limited sampling from the rest of the island. This section 

presents a brief description of the prehispanic cultural sequence of Cozumel. Although this study 

focused on the site of Buena Vista during the Postclassic period, this broader discussion of 

chronology is important for placing the site in the larger temporal and cultural context of 

precolumbian Cozumel. The cultural chronology of the island is based on previous architectural 

and ceramic analyses from San Gervasio (Robles 1986a, 1986b) (Table 4-3). Ceramic complexes 

and dates are those from Peraza (1991, 1996), incorporating a possible Late Preclassic period as 

argued by Connors (1983) and Sanders (1960). Architectural styles and their cultural sequence 

follow the study of Vargas (1992). 

Table 4-3. Cultural chronology of Cozumel (Peraza 1991). 
Period Dates Ceramic complex Architectural style 
Late Preclassic 
 

300 B.C– A.D. 
300 Palancar   N.A. 

 
Early Classic 
 

A.D. 300/400 - 
600 Litoral Cochuah Peten Provincial 

 
Late Classic A.D. 600 - 1000 Ribera Cehpech San Gervasio 

Terminal Classic A.D. 1000 - 1200 
 
Arrecife Sotuta-Hocaba Chichen Provincial 

Postclassic A.D. 1200 - 1650 Costa Tases Costa Oriental CZM 
 
Late Preclassic (300 B.C. – A.D. 300) 

Although still a matter of controversy, Cozumel was probably first occupied during the 

Late Preclassic by Maya groups coming from the mainland who manufactured a type of pottery 

closely related with tzakol traditions of the southern lowlands and defined locally as the Palancar 

ceramic complex (Connor 1975:115-116, 1983; Sanders 1960). Connor (1983) described this 

pottery as a coarse unslipped ceramic associated with polychrome southern lowland-like wares. 

Preliminary analysis of this material determined a likely Late Preclassic period of manufacture. 

(Connor 1975:118; Gregory 1975:104; Rathje and Sabloff 1973:86).  
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However, this type of pottery is scarce on the island. Small samples of sherds were 

reported from San Gervasio, El Cedral, San Miguel, and Buena Vista (Connor 1983:56-84, 

Freidel and Sabloff 1984:163-166). Contrary to the early interpretations of a Preclassic 

occupation of Cozumel, analysis of a larger ceramic collection from San Gervasio found no 

evidence of Preclassic ceramics in this assemblage (Peraza 1993, 1996). Some of the ceramic 

types once considered as diagnostic of Preclassic occupation were assigned by Peraza into the 

Litoral Cochuah complex (A.D 300/400 to 600), considered part of the Early Classic assemblage 

(Peraza 1993:52-80). Although confirmation of a Preclassic occupation in Buena Vista is still 

pending, there was probably an incipient occupation of the island during this period.  

Early Classic (A.D. 300/400 – 600) 

Litoral Cochuah ceramics, resembling pottery manufactured at the mainland sites of Coba, 

and Xelha, are markers of Early Classic occupation in Cozumel (Peraza 1993:52-80). During this 

period, population increased and masonry architecture first appeared on the island. 

In San Gervasio the El Ramonal monumental group which is the only monumental group 

in the island dates from this period and was constructed in a style referred to locally as Petén 

Provincial (Vargas 1992). Petén Provincial style resembles the style used in the construction of 

monumental architecture in southern lowland sites such as Tikal and Caracol (Vargas 1992). 

This style is characterized by masonry structures made with finely cut and well fitted stones, 

often employing a vaulted corbeled roof. The facade of these structures was usually decorated 

with stone geometric designs. Peten-style structures were frequently constructed above 

acropolis-like platforms made of large retainer stone slabs holding a fill of small rocks. Platforms 

were finished with a cover of stucco (Vargas 1992:239). Sierra Sosa (1991) interpreted the 

construction of only one monumental group on the island as evidence for the existence of an 
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island-wide central authority capable of pulling labor from all communities on the island for the 

construction of the El Ramonal group (Sierra 1991:144-145).   

Population growth during this period is evidenced by the construction of three large 

agglutinated groups of domestic structures in the vicinity of the El Ramonal monumental group 

in San Gervasio.  Sierra Sosa (1991) interpreted these groups of domestic structures as the loci of 

extended families and argued for a social organization based on the extended family as the basic 

social unit (Sierra 1991:137-145). Population also increased in other sites on the island, 

including San Miguel, Buena Vista, and El Cedral, where ceramics from this period are 

abundant; however there is no evidence of monumental architecture in these settlements that 

dates to this period. On the northeast coast, the sites of La Expedición and Zuuk have evidence 

of settlement by small groups during this period (Connor 1983:326-329).  

Sierra Sosa argued that although the elite group living in San Gervasio was able to pull 

labor from other parts of the island for the construction of El Ramonal, that authority was not 

coercive, and groups dispersed on the island were likely independent and self-sufficient, 

extended families with an economy based on agriculture, hunting and fishing (Sierra 1991:142). 

Excavation in the site core of Buena Vista yielded some cochuah ceramics dated to this period 

(Connors 1983: 463). 

Late Classic (A.D. 600-1000) 

This period is marked by the appearance of a local variety of Cehpech pottery similar to 

pottery traditions from Coba and east coast sites. Peraza (1993) classified these local varieties of 

Cehpech pottery as the Ribera-Cehpech complex of San Gervasio and dated it from A.D. 600 to 

1000 (Peraza 1993:394-399).  

During this period, the El Ramonal group was abandoned, and one relatively smaller but 

still monumental group, known as Murcielagos, was constructed east of El Ramonal. This group 
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was constructed using a different style of architecture, characterized by rectangular structures 

with two or more rooms built with fine cut veneer stones, however, smaller than those employed 

in Petén Provincial structures (Vargas 1992:242-243). Vargas (1992) named this new style of 

architecture the San Gervasio style.  

In addition to changes in construction styles, a change in population size is evident in the 

proliferation of new structures adjacent to residential groups established during the previous 

period near El Ramonal. Likewise, new and larger groups of domestic structures were 

constructed in the immediate vicinity of the Murcielagos group (Vargas 1992:244). 

On the south side of the island, a monumental group was built in El Cedral west of Buena 

Vista. Structures in El Cedral are similar to Puuc style structures from northwest Yucatan 

(Freidel and Sabloff 1984:164-165; Vargas 1992:244). Previous excavations in Buena Vista 

identified fine cut veneer stones reused in the filling of Postclassic platforms, indicating the 

presence of early Puuc-style architecture at the site as well (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:169). 

The abandonment of the monumental group of El Ramonal during this period and the 

contemporary erection of two new monumental groups in different parts of the island are 

interpreted as evidence of the end of the island-wide hegemony of San Gervasio and the 

emergence of two competing regional communities on the island (Sierra 1991: 154; Vargas 

1992:245). Excavations in Buena Vista yielded a number of pottery sherds dated to this period 

similar to eastern cehpech pottery styles from Coba in the mainland (Connor 1983:463; Robles 

1990) 

Terminal Classic (A.D 1000-1200) 

During the Terminal Classic, contemporary Chichen Itza style ceramics are the dominant 

ware in Cozumel. Peraza (1993) labeled this ceramic assemblage as the Arrecife Sotuta-Hocaba 

complex. During this period, most of the population of San Gervasio lived in dispersed dwellings 
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around a large aguada situated on the southwest part of the settlement (Sierra 1991:157). The 

monumental Murcielagos group has evidence of occupation during this period, but no new 

structure was added to its original design. Construction in San Gervasio focused on the central 

part of the site where a large plaza and a number of architectural groups surrounding it were 

built. Structures built during this period have architectural features similar to structures of 

Chichen Itza in central Yucatan, but on a more modest scale.  

Vargas (1992) classified this architectural style on the island, which resembles Chichen 

Itza style, as Chichen Provincial style. This style is characterized by the use of multi-room 

structures, colonnaded halls, stairs with balustrades, talud-tablero platforms, talud ramps, and 

paved roads (sacbes) connecting groups of structures. The primary masonry technique includes 

the use of small, well-cut stones covered with a layer of stucco (Vargas 1992:245-246). 

Chichen Provincial architecture is the typical construction style used in a number of 

structures and groups of structures found in other sites on the island. These include the shrine 

group of Aguada Grande, the plaza groups of La Expedición and Chen Cedral, and several 

structures in El Cedral and Buena Vista, where large quantities of Sotuta-Hocaba pottery were 

recovered. The development of Chichen style architecture and the abundance of Chichen-like 

pottery in Cozumel during this period is interpreted as evidence of occupation of the island by 

people from Chichen Itza, and in turn, a more active participation in the commercial system 

associated with that site (Connor 1983; Freidel and Sabloff 1984; Peraza 1993; Phillips 1979; 

Sierra 1991; Vargas 1992). A large proportion of the ceramics recovered from Buena Vista were 

hocaba-sotuta ceramics in the style of Chichen Itza (Connor 1983:463). 

Postclassic (A.D. 1200-1518) 

Cozumel reached its maximum occupation and development during this period. Most 

structures constructed early in the Chichen Provincial and San Gervasio styles were modified 
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and several new structures were built using a regional architectural style known locally as 

Cozumel Costa Oriental (Vargas 1992). Costa Oriental architecture is the characteristic style of 

this period in sites situated along the Yucatan east coast across from Cozumel, e.g. at Tulum 

(Lothrop 1924). The dominant pottery style on the island is a variety of red wares also similar to 

pottery styles found in Tulum and other sites on the coast across from the island. Peraza (1993) 

classified the Postclassic pottery of Cozumel as the Costa Tases complex (Peraza 1993:402-404).  

The typical characteristic of the Costa Oriental style architecture is the presence of smaller 

structures than in previous periods and the construction of these structures using coarse cut 

stones covered with a thick layer of stucco. East Coast structures in Cozumel include colonnaded 

buildings, round platforms supporting masonry temples, tandem-room structures often with 

interior and/or exterior benches, small structures with interior altars or thrones, masonry arches, 

regional paved roads, and colonnaded halls. Roofs can be flat, vaulted, or a mix of both forms. 

The exterior of structures was usually decorated with friezes, cornices, moldings, and sculptures, 

and painted with blue, red, or black colors. Interiors were often decorated with murals (Vargas 

1992:253-268). The largest number of identified sherds excavated in Buena Vista belong to the 

Costa Tases style, but with a high proportion of local varieties (Connors 1983:463). 

Postclassic Buena Vista 

As mentioned in Chapter 1 the site of Buena Vista is characterized by Freidel and Sabloff 

(1984:174) as a large dispersed community with a nucleated core. The site core is believed to 

have been occupied by only a few extended families, and most of the space above the main core 

platform was used to support perishable storage facilities employed for long-distance 

commercial activities. The dispersed population is thought to have been specialized in the 

production of agrarian products that were brought to the center of the settlement for exchange 

and tribute (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:174).  
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Although the use of the site core as a large storage area is not proven, the organization of 

agrarian activities in the area is supported by the complex management of land resources 

evidenced by the stone wall system dividing up the local landscape. Aerial observations indicate 

that the wall network covers most of the area around Buena Vista, excluding only a strip of land 

about 200 m along the coast line and a corridor approximately 2 km wide between El Cedral and 

Buena Vista (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:86; Sierra 1991:189).  

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the importance of fishing, beekeeping, arboriculture, 

cultivation of corn and cotton, salt production, and domestication of  turkeys and dogs in 

Cozumel was noted in Spanish accounts from contact and colonial times (Cervantes de Salazar 

1914; Garcia 1956; Roys 1957; Roys et al. 1940, Wagner 1942b). Analysis of artifacts excavated 

in Buena Vista supports the practice of net-fishing and beekeeping at the site (Phillips 1979:86, 

114), and the spinning of cotton also probably grown in the area (Phillips 1979a:64-70). 

Likewise, faunal material from the site indicates the predominant consumption of marine 

resources and supports the possible domestication of dogs and turkeys at the site (Hamblin 

1984:167). 

Summary   

In this chapter I presented the general ecological setting of Cozumel, noting the resources 

available to ancient Mayas inhabiting the island. I paid special attention to land resources and 

environmental factors affecting the practice of farming activities across the island and I pointed 

to the need of fine-grained studies to assess the specific land resources available for ancient 

farmers living in Buena Vista. Likewise, I presented data on principal crops and farming 

practices, reported in historical documents and late nineteenth and early twentieth century 

explorations, aiming to demonstrate the diversity of products probably cultivated in the study 

area. Then I focused on the cultural background of Cozumel and Buena Vista in particular. 
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Previous archaeological investigations conducted in Cozumel indicate the island reached its 

largest occupation and greatest complexity during the Postclassic period and it was integrated 

into regional networks of exchange. Buena Vista had a substantial population during this period. 

The site core was probably occupied only by a small elite group with most of the population 

likely occupied in farming activities in the vicinity of the site center and beyond. 

 I argued that the great importance of long-distance trade during the Postclassic period 

likely stimulated the production of agrarian commodities in Buena Vista for export. Although 

direct evidence for crops and cultivation is sparse and not well preserved in the archaeological 

record, the demarcation systems presented in the site and the local landscape give the land a 

particular structure and form that can be studied to understand the organization of agrarian 

strategies as they adapted to the realities of the terrain and the requirements of farming (Miller 

and Gleason 1994:1-23).  

The demarcated landscape of Buena Vista can be investigated within its environmental 

context by combining methods employed in traditional archaeological settlement pattern and 

environmental studies. The results must be framed within the context of the larger economic 

system operating during the Postclassic period throughout Mesoamerica. In the next chapter I 

present the research methods employed in the Buena Vista Cozumel Archaeological Project 

(BVCAP). The chapter includes detailed background information of the site settlement pattern 

reported in previous archaeological studies of the site, and a justification of the survey design 

and sampling and mapping methods.   
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CHAPTER 5 
THE BUENA VISTA COZUMEL ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROJECT   

Introduction 

In this chapter, I describe the design and implementation of the Buena Vista Cozumel 

Archaeological Project (BVCAP).  First, I present a summary of previous archaeological 

settlement research in Buena Vista, followed by the results of the reconnaissance feasibility 

assessment conducted in Buena Vista prior to design and implementation of the BVCAP.  

Results of the feasibility assessment provided key information to help design sampling strategies 

and select field procedures employed in this study. The chapter concludes with a description of 

the sampling design and the survey and mapping methods implemented in this study.   

Previous Research in Buena Vista 

As mentioned in chapter 4, geographer William Davidson (1967) first reported the site of 

Buena Vista as the largest prehistoric settlement in southern Cozumel. Davidson reported 37 

structures in varying stages of preservation in the site core. Likewise, he noted the existence of a 

large number of small caves and cenotes in the surrounding area. Davidson also reported the 

presence of numerous stone walls demarcating the entire local landscape to an unknown distance 

from the site core (Davidson 1967:51). 

During the early 1970s the Harvard-Arizona project (HAP), directed by Jeremy Sabloff 

and William Rathje (Rathje and Sabloff 1973, 1975, 1977, 1978), explored and excavated Buena 

Vista.  Initial occupation of the site was dated to the Early Classic period (A.D 300-600); but, the 

largest occupation in Buena Vista, when most of the standing structures were in use and the site 

reached its maximum extension, was dated to the Postclassic period (A.D. 1200-1518) (Freidel 

and Sabloff 1984:168).  
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The HAP elaborated a settlement map of a large portion of the site core area (see Figure 4-

6) and sketched the location of a number of structures situated near the settlement core (see 

Figure 4-7) (Rathje and Phillips 1975:77-87). Explorations in Buena Vista also reported a 

number of sinkholes, cenotes, caves and lime quarries near the site core, and an extensive 

network of stone walls extending in all directions from the site center; however the topographic 

and wall features were not mapped during this project (Freidel and Sabloff 1984). 

As mentioned in chapter 1, stone walls demarcating large areas of the island into small 

parcels, were reported by a number of early scholars who explored Cozumel (Davidson 1967; 

Escalona Ramos 1946; Sanders 1960). However, analysis of aerial photographs and extensive 

survey and reconnaissance survey of the whole island conducted during the HAP allowed 

identification of the extension of the wall system as covering almost three quarters of the total 

surface of the island (Freidel and Sabloff: 1984:84). Likewise, important differences were noted 

in the elaboration of walls across the island. For instance, in Buena Vista the system of walls was 

noted as being more elaborate and diverse than in other parts of the island (Freidel and Sabloff 

1984:84-90). 

 Three principal forms of walls were noted in Buena Vista by the HAP.  The simplest and 

most common type is a single line of dry-laid stone boulders and slabs to a height of about 1 m. 

The second type consists of two or more lines of boulders to a height of about 1.5 m. The last 

type was constructed in a more elaborated way by raising two parallel lines of roughly shaped 

slabs and filling the interspersed space with rubble and gravel; this type of wall sometimes has 

ramps running from the top of the wall to ground level. In addition to the three types of walls 

described above, long rectangular platforms about 2 m wide and as long as 100 m were observed 
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aligned to the wall system and interconnected by walls of the simple type (Freidel and Sabloff 

1984:86-87).  

Consequently, the wall system in the vicinity of Buena Vista was reported by the HAP as 

presenting a combination of large elaborated walls mixed with simple walls. This combination 

was observed as occurring in apparently random fashion within single lots and throughout the 

settlement zone (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:86). Likewise, the HAP reported that in Cozumel 

some demarcated lots enclosed the remains of domestic structures, but a large number of these 

lots present no evidence of structural remains. The HAP also found significant variation in the 

size of demarcated lots.  Lots within communities were observed as being about a tenth of a 

hectare in area, whereas lots in the peripheries were noted as larger than those within 

communities, with an average area of approximately one hectare (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:88). 

The small size of demarcated lots within communities, in contrast to large lots in peripheral areas 

and an apparent predominance of lots enclosing structures near settlement centers suggested to 

the HAP investigators that demarcated lots within the settlement were predominantly houselots, 

and lots in the peripheries were employed as agricultural fields (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:89). 

In general terms the HAP described the site of Buena Vista as a large dispersed settlement 

with a nucleated core. However, their study focused on mapping and test excavations of the 

nucleated core area and immediate adjacent areas. The settlement core is situated approximately 

1.5 km inland from the southeastern coast of the island above a natural elevation that extends for 

several kilometers in a northwesterly direction. The site core is composed of a group of small 

platforms built on top of a massive main platform formed by the artificial raising and leveling of 

the natural elevation. The massive platform, covering an area of approximately 7 hectares, 

supports a number of small platforms of varying shape and size; some of these small platforms 
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have vestiges of masonry buildings, whereas others were probably used to support perishable 

structures. Identifiable structures on the main platform include a small masonry religious 

building, four single-room benched structures, seven circular beekeeping structures, and wall 

fragments of several rectangular structures. In addition, on the north end of the main platform a 

higher platform was built to support a formal plaza group consisting of two colonnaded 

structures, a rectangular L-benched perishable structure, two large side-benched domestic 

structures, and a central altar (Sabloff and Freidel 1975:398) (Figure 4-6).  

 Although, the main platform extends to the east for about 80 m, only one domestic group 

was identified east of the formal plaza group; the rest of the platform has no standing evidence of 

structures (Figure 4-7). Beyond the main platform a number of small platforms and masonry 

structures were sketch mapped. About 70 m south of the main platform, a group of four 

rectangular and square structures lay on the top of a large platform (Figure 4-7:20); this platform 

is connected to the main platform and to an adjacent masonry structure by a narrow elevated 

paved road (sacbe) (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:103). To the north a group of two structures is 

located approximately 200 m from the main platform (Figure 4-7:23, 24). This group is 

composed of a small masonry structure and a two-story pyramidal stair-platform with a two-

roomed colonnaded structure on the top (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:101). 

Dispersed in the immediate vicinity of the main platform four more masonry structures 

were recorded (Figure 4-7: 18, 21, 22, 27). One is situated about 200 m south of the southern 

outlying group of structures mentioned above (18), one is nearly 350 m east of the southern end 

of the main platform (21), one is about 40 m east of the northern end of the platform (22), and 

the last is situated approximately 100 m west of the north portion of main platform (27). In 
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addition, nine small platforms were recorded west of the central part of the main platform 

(Figure 4-7).  

In summary, previous research in Buena Vista focused on the central part of the settlement, 

providing only general information on settlement patterns in areas around the settlement core. 

However, identification of a complex system of stone walls demarcating large extensions of the 

site, and the recognition of beekeeping structures within the site core, suggested the existence of 

a complex system of land management, probably directly linked to the organization of farming 

activities in the site during its last period of occupation (Davidson 1966; Freidel and Sabloff 

1984:12, 33, 84-90; Rathje and Phillips 1975:78-79; Wallace 1978). 

Preliminary Site Reconnaissance 

During the summer of 2002, I visited the site to conduct a preliminary ground 

reconnaissance to assess the feasibility of investigating Postclassic agrarian production systems 

at Buena Vista.  My preliminary study was funded by the National Council of Science and 

Technology of Mexico (CONACyT).  

The site of Buena Vista is located partially within the modern cattle ranch of Buena Vista, 

which gives its name to the archaeological site. Access to the site is via an unpaved road going 

from the island coastal road to the ranch headquarters, located approximately 1 km inland. From 

the ranch headquarters, the site’s central area can be accessed by following approximately 2 km 

of walking trails. The ranch of Buena Vista is owned by the Villanueva family, which has been 

using the land for cattle ranching and agriculture for several years.  

Recently the ranch of Buena Vista has been transformed into a horse-riding tourist 

attraction, offering tours to the archaeological site and adjacent areas. This relatively recent 

development of the ranch has negatively affected the preservation of the northeastern portion of 

the archaeological site, which has been traversed by several horse trails along which a number of 
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modern structures and prehispanic replicas have been constructed for touristic attraction, 

sometimes reusing stones of ancient structures in modern constructions.  

Despite these modern modifications which occur mostly in the northeastern portion of the 

site, my pedestrian reconnaissance in areas south, east and west of the site core confirmed the 

presence of large portions of preserved stone walls and other settlement features. Stone walls 

were noted as varying in form and size across the settlement area, but no clear pattern to this 

variation was noted. Reconnaissance in the site central core revealed a number of horse trails 

running across the main site platform and around the formal plaza at the northern end of the main 

platform (Figure 4-6).  Standing structures in the core area were in a very poor state of 

preservation, some of them showing clear evidence of looting. Additionally, there has been 

substantial modification of the southeastern part of the main platform, where a number of 

modern structures were constructed for touristic attraction.  

Significant variability in local topography, vegetation, and soil resources was noted in 

different zones of the site. Although in general terms the area does not have abrupt changes in 

local topography, a clear contrast was observed between a wetland zone located southeast of the 

settlement, a low vegetation zone to the northeast, and high and dense vegetation zones 

northwest and southwest of the site core. In addition, a number of rejolladas, huayás, caves, and 

natural ridges were observed in different zones of the settlement. Some of these karstic features 

present evidence of having been recently modified for tourist attractions. Notwithstanding 

contrasting environmental zones in the settlement area, stone walls were observed throughout the 

site, demarcating lots across different environmental zones, including caves and rejolladas. 

During the preliminary reconnaissance, different levels of preservation of archaeological 

remains were noted in different environmental areas of the site.  A sampling strategy that 
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incorporates sampling of areas of low vegetation northeast of the settlement core with sampling 

of areas of wetland in the southeast and areas of dense vegetation to the west was considered 

optimal to assess different land resources in the area and to investigate how the resources were 

managed and used for agrarian production during the Postclassic period. The distribution of 

demarcated lots and other settlement features in areas of diverse agricultural capability can be 

analyzed as an indication of the nature and intensity of agrarian activities in these zones. 

The Buena Vista Cozumel Archaeological Project (BVCAP) 

From early June to late August 2003, the Buena Vista Cozumel Archaeological Project 

(BVCAP), under the direction of the author of this dissertation, was implemented to collect data 

to evaluate the nature of farming strategies at the site. This project was sponsored by the 

Foundation for the Advancement of Mesoamerican Studies, Inc. (FAMSI), with complementary 

funding from CONACYT.  The project was authorized by the Mexican Institute of Anthropology 

and History (INAH), and access to the property was granted by the owner of the ranch of Buena 

Vista, Mr. Ramon Villanueva Marrufo. 

The main objective of the BVCAP was to investigate the nature and intensity of agrarian 

production at the site during the Postclassic period, in order to understand how long-distance 

commercial systems operating during that period affected local farming settlements and how 

ancient communities adapted their production strategies in response to regional market demands. 

Mapping and survey in Buena Vista was conducted by a crew of six people, including University 

of Yucatan archaeologist Carlos Cortes Aviles, who served as field surveyor, four local 

technicians and myself as field director.  

The field research incorporated survey and mapping of archaeological settlement features 

as well as mapping of karstic features and systematic observations of local topography, soil, and 

vegetation patterns that permit the identification and delimitation of microenvironmental zones 
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within the survey area. In addition, research in Buena Vista included preliminary evaluation of 

soil resources in identified microenvironmental zones in order to estimate agricultural capability 

and categorize land resources in the area.  

 

Figure 5-1. Approximate limits of the survey area (aerial photograph: Google Earth, 2009). 

Delimitation of the full extent of the settlement of Buena Vista was not an objective of this 

project. Research was restricted to an area of the site that could be realistically investigated 

within the time and budget constraints of this study. In particular, this study emphasized survey 

documentation of the infield area associated with the site core. Following the OGIFOF model 

described in Chapter 2, this infield area is believed to be the principal focus of farming 

intensification in agrarian communities. Based on the initial ground reconnaissance, a feasible 

Buena Vista, Cozumel 
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area surrounding the site core, covering 4 km² of the settlement was selected for a sampling 

survey of agricultural features and microenvironmental zones (Figure 5-1).  

Sampling Design 

The strategy for sampling in Buena Vista was designed to obtain a representative sample 

of demarcated lots and other settlement features within different microenvironmental zones in 

the area, and at the same time assess spatial socio-cultural variables likely affecting the 

organization of farming strategies in the site. Therefore, it was important that sampling of the 

selected 4 km²-quadrant survey area include sampling of the distribution of settlement features in 

different microenvironmental zones, including areas close to the site core as well as areas at 

different distances from the core. This was done in order to assess how proximity to the site core 

may impact the size of demarcated lots, and to evaluate previous observations at other sites on 

the island that indicate demarcated areas close to site cores are smaller than lots located at their 

peripheries (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:87-88).  

Since the distribution of microenvironmental zones within the survey area was relatively 

unknown, it was necessary to employ a combination of survey methods designed to obtain a 

representative sample of cultural features and document microenvironmental variability within 

the sampling universe.  Therefore, survey in Buena Vista was divided into two phases (Figure 5-

2). The first phase consisted of a systematic sample of four, 1-km-long transects oriented to the 

cardinal directions from the site core to its periphery. This was supplemented with ten parallel 2-

km-long transects, oriented east-west and systematically distributed at 200 m intervals within the 

sampling universe.  Two 2-km-long transects, oriented north-south, were also laid at the east and 

west edges of the sampling universe to delimit the boundaries of the survey area. This sampling 

strategy allows documenting changes in the concentric zonation of settlement patterning, as well 
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as systematic recording of environmental changes in the landscape. This strategy also permits the 

systematic and objective documentation of microenvironmental diversity within the survey area. 

 

Figure 5-2. Schematic representation showing the location of transects and selected survey areas 
in the Buena Vista study area. 

The second phase consisted of a judgmental nonprobabilistic stratified sample based on the 

distribution of four microenvironmental zones identified during the first phase of the survey. 

Approximately four hectares were selected within each microenvironmental zone for full 

coverage survey in order to obtain a fine-grained sample of demarcated lots and other settlement 

features in each zone. This phase also included systematic survey of the site core and adjacent 
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areas in order to find all structures previously recorded by the HAP in the 1970s and mapping of 

rejolladas, caves, and cenotes observed during preliminary reconnaissance in this zone of the 

site. 

Unexpected environmental inconsistencies occurring during the course of this project 

resulted in the modification of the designed sampling strategy and the extension of the sampling 

universe to a total of 5.76 km². The principal modification to the field strategy occurred when 

reaching the wetland zone located in southeast portion of the study area.  Initially, dry conditions 

in the wetland zone facilitated survey of this part of the site; however, heavy precipitation during 

the field season flooded the wetland, making it difficult and sometimes impossible to survey in 

this zone. Therefore, to facilitate inclusion of important natural and cultural features in this zone 

and at the same time preserve the quadrant design of the study area, east-west parallel transects 

were extended 50 m to the east to a total length of 2050 m (Figure 5-2).  Consequently, the area 

surveyed within transects increased to about 2.9 km². At the end of the field season, 

approximately 50 % of the total 5.76 km² sampling universe was surveyed and mapped.  

Survey and Mapping Strategies 

Survey and mapping strategies implemented in this project were divided into four main 

tasks: 1) establishment of transect control lines and quadrants, 2) survey and mapping of 

transects, 3) survey and mapping of selected areas within microenvironmental zones, and 4) 

survey of the site center. 

Establishing of transect control lines and quadrants 

The establishment of transect control lines was essential to set up a control system to aid in 

recording the exact location of settlement and biophysical features within the survey area. The 

control lines divided the sampling universe into four quadrants to create a spatial index and 

nomenclature for identifying recorded features. The site grid originated from a central datum 
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established in the southeast corner of the rectangular altar situated on the center of the main plaza 

complex (Figure 5-3).  

 

Figure 5-3. Datum location, Buena Vista central plaza (Drawing: Freidel and Sabloff 1984:98) 
(Courtesy of the Harvard/Arizona Cozumel Archaeological Project). 

The datum location was recorded with a DataGrid Mk-2 Differential Global Positioning 

System unit (DGPS) in UTM coordinates, including elevation data (Figure 5-4); then, a Sunnto 

sighting compass and tape measure were utilized to establish the north-south and east-west 

baseline quadrant axes for the sampling universe. From the central datum, baselines were 

established 1 km to the east and 1 km to the west; similarly, baselines were also placed extending 

1 km to the north and 1 km to the south.  

From the datum, a path or brecha was cut through vegetation as the baselines progressed. 

Brightly painted control stakes were set at 50-m intervals along the baselines and labeled with 

the respective distance from the datum for control and reference. The north-south baselines and 
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the baseline extending to the west were 1000 m from the datum. However, as mentioned above, 

the southeastern part of the survey area was partially flooded at the time of this survey; therefore, 

it was necessary to further extend the east baseline 50 m to a total length of 1050 m.  

 

Figure 5-4. Differential global positioning system unit (DGPS) used in the BVCAP. 

Dense forest within the survey area precluded the recording of continuous reference points 

using the DGPS unit. However, the UTM coordinates of the terminal end points of all were 

record with a GPS unit, which established the corners and boundaries of the quadrants. An 

important aspect of data recording in this survey includes elevation and changes of karstic 

features and vegetation; this information was essential in delineating the distribution of diverse 

microenvironments in the survey area. Topographic changes were recorded using a Brunton 

pocket transit as a hand level, working from the known datum elevation along each baseline 

(Figure 5-5). Records were noted in a field book including surface topography, karstic features, 
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type of vegetation, canopy height, density of the understory, and general notes on the distribution 

of settlement features.  

 

Figure 5-5. Example of survey baseline in Buena Vista. 

After setting the north-south and east-west baseline transects, four more transects were 

established to set the limits of the sampling universe following the same methods described 

above. Transects delimiting the west and east boundaries of the sampling universe were 2 km 

long, whereas transects delimiting southern and northern limits of the sampling universe were 

2.05 km long from the extension of the eastern baseline, due to flooding in the area, as 

previously discussed. As a result, the sampling universe was divided into four quadrants -

northeast, northwest, southeast and southwest- originating from the central datum point. 

Eight east-west transects were surveyed in 200-m intervals, using the same methods 

described above. A total of 28.55 km of transects were surveyed during this project. 
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Survey and mapping of transects 

Following the establishment of baselines and delimiting of the sampling universe, an area 

of approximately 50-m on each side of all baselines was surveyed, including 50-m beyond the 

terminal endpoint of the baselines. All observable settlement and karstic features within the 

survey transect were mapped and recorded from the nearest control stake. An important part of 

the survey was recording representative samples of complete demarcated lots and associated 

karstic and settlement features. In some cases, the 50-m distance from the transect baselines was 

slightly extended to complete documentation of demarcated lots (Figure 5-6). 

Settlement features were registered by compass bearing and tape measuring from the 

nearest control stake. All measurements were taken as accurately as possible considering field 

conditions, surface visibility and preservation of existing structures. When preservation allowed 

formal identification of these structures, their dimensions were recorded, including length, width, 

and height. Additionally, GPS coordinates were recorded in the centers of these structures. Stone 

walls were tape measured, first recording standing height and width and then compass bearing 

direction and measurement of their observable length. When possible, the entire wall system 

demarcating a lot was recorded. Karstic features including rejolladas, huayás, cenotes, and caves 

were also registered by compass bearing and tape measurement from the nearest control stake, 

and their dimensions were recorded, including diameter and depth from surface level. 

All documented features were sketched at a 1:1,000 scale on graph paper including 

information of measurements and bearings and general notes on topographic changes, karstic 

features, vegetation patterns, modern structures, fences, roads, trails, surface archaeological 

artifacts, and other general observations (Figure 5-6). Special emphasis was given to note 

observable topographic changes in the landscape. When abrupt topographic changes were 
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observed, they were marked on the sketch map and a GPS control point was taken to geo-

reference their location. 

 

 
Figure 5-6. Example of survey transect (scale of graph paper1:1000). 
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Diagnostic archaeological artifacts observed on the surface during this survey were 

sketched on graph paper, photographed, and left in situ. No artifact collection was conducted 

during this project. 

Survey and mapping of selected areas within microenvironmental zones 

The transect surveys generated basic information on the distribution of natural resources 

within the study area, permitting identification of four microenvironmental zones that varied in 

topographic characteristics and vegetation communities: the akalche, the tzekel, the broken 

ridges and the upland zones described in detail in Chapter 6. During the Phase II portion of the 

survey, approximately four hectares were selected in each microenvironmental zone for full 

coverage survey and mapping. Selection was based on whether areas were readily accessible and 

had well preserved settlement features. These areas were almost totally cleared of vegetation to 

improve visibility and facilitate mapping. 

The mapping methods include the initial setting of a datum at the center of each selected 

area and establishment of control north-south and east-west baselines from the central datum. 

This datum was carefully referenced to the main datum at the center of the sampling universe.  

Brightly painted control stakes were set every 25 m along the transect baselines for recording the 

exact location of all karstic and settlement features in these areas. 

Mapping followed the same methods employed for the recording of features along main 

transects, using a Brunton pocket transit and metric tape to register stone walls, standing 

structures, and karstic features in these areas. Additionally, a sample of representative structures 

in these areas was selected for sketch drawing at a scale of 1:50 (Figure 5-7). The geographic 

UTM coordinates of these structures and elevations were documented with a DGPS unit.  
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Figure 5-7. Example of plan and profile drawing of settlement feature (scale of graph paper 
1:50). 

Survey of the site center 

Systematic survey of the central area of Buena Vista was conducted following published 

maps of the site created by the 1970s Harvard-Arizona Project, including a map of the site 

central core (Figure 4-6) (Sabloff and Rathje 1975) and a map of the site center including 

structures in the immediate vicinity of the site core (Figure 4-7) (Freidel and Sabloff 1984). The 

map of the central core contains a detailed and accurate recording of about seven hectares, 

including main monumental masonry structures, small stone structures, large platforms and a 

number of stone walls. Survey in this area found most of the main structures represented in the 

map, however, in a poor state of preservation. 
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Survey in areas adjacent to the central core found some of the masonry structures east of 

the core; however, most of the structures in the west area were not encountered as marked on the 

map, but in other locations in the area. Likewise, a number of rejolladas caves and cenotes were 

observed directly adjacent to recorded masonry structures, but had not been recorded on the 

existing map. Field investigations at the site central area focused on correcting inconsistencies in 

existing maps and registering any archaeological structures that were not recorded in these maps.  

In addition, biophysical and topographic karstic features were recorded in order to include this 

environmental information in the final map. 

The map of the site central core, including platform, masonry structures, and other 

settlement features was digitized using AutoCAD software to incorporate this information in the 

final map of Buena Vista (Appendix E).  Masonry structures in the immediate proximity of the 

central core were recorded to the nearest stake base line using meter tape and compass. 

Similarly, karstic features were recorded, including measurements of depth and diameter. In 

addition, the UTM coordinates of all masonry structures and karstic features were recorded using 

a DGPS unit (Figure5-4). 

Map Elaboration, Representation and Nomenclature 

Creation of the map of Buena Vista resulting from this project progressed with field 

investigations.  After data were gathered during a day of field work, field records were digitized 

in the field lab using AutoCAD 2002 software. As mentioned previously, the sampling universe 

was divided into four main quadrants, each quadrant with an approximate area of 1,440,000 m². 

Quadrants were identified by their cardinal location as the northeast (ne), northwest (nw), 

southeast (se), and southwest (sw) quadrant. These quadrants were subdivided into a grid of 200 

x 200 m squares.  These squares are identified by roman numerals along the horizontal axis and 

capital letters along the vertical axis. 
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Structures are represented on the map (Appendix E) in conventional geometric forms using 

regular polygons that enclose the total area occupied by the structure. Structures, walls and 

foundations are represented with continuous black lines. Masonry structures and elevated 

platforms are distinguished as nested geometric polygons. Simple stone walls are represented 

with punctuated lines and complex walls with double dark lines.  

The nomenclature employed to label and identify demarcated lots and other archaeological 

features is divided into three parts. The first part of the label indicates the main quadrant location 

(ne, nw, se, or nw), and the second part indicates the location within the quadrant based on 

identification of 200 x 200 m squares (identified by capital letter and roman numeral). The third 

part of the label is a sequential number assigned to the feature during the course of field 

mapping.  For example, structure SW-FV-11 is structure number 11 located in square FV of the 

southwestern quadrant. 

Preliminary Soil Testing 

An additional objective of surveying microenvironmental zones in Buena Vista was to 

collect soil samples to assess agricultural capability within different zones. Soil sampling and 

analysis was conducted under the direction of Dr. Francisco Bautista Zuñiga, soil expert of 

University of Yucatan (UADY) in Merida. 

 Basic methods of soil sampling consisted of excavation of 1 x 0.5 m test units to the 

bedrock (Figure 5-8).  This was done to expose soil profiles and collect undisturbed samples 

from each soil horizon within the profile walls. Profiles were described and drawn in the field 

(Appendix B). Samples of each horizon were transported to the laboratory for further 

identification and analysis. Location of soil sampling units was recorded in UTM coordinates 

using a GPS unit. 
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Figure 5-8. Sample of soil profile recorded in Buena Vista. 

Summary 

One obstacle to understanding the nature and intensity of ancient agrarian production 

systems and land management strategies in Cozumel is the misinterpretation that environments 

on the island are homogeneous. However, apparent microenvironmental diversity in Buena Vista 

was observed in early investigations and noted during preliminary reconnaissance of the site. 

Therefore, the primary research goal of the BVCAP was the investigation and documentation of 

environmental variability in the local landscape and recording of a sample of settlement features 

in different microenvironmental zones. Together, these data will be analyzed in the next chapters 

in order to investigate how land management strategies and agrarian production systems vary in 

localized microenvironments of the site. 

The BVCAP focused on sampling an area of 5.76 km² centered on the site core deemed to 

represent the infield area of this agrarian community and the most likely focus of agrarian 
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intensification (Alexander 1999; Killion 1992; McAnany 1995:74; Tourtellot 1993). 

Microenvironmental diversity in this area was recorded, and limited soil sampling was 

implemented to assess agricultural capability in different microenvironmental zones. Likewise, 

approximately 50% of the sampling area was surveyed and mapped. 

The sample includes a survey of 28.55 km of 100-m wide transects delimiting the research 

area and running in an east-west direction at 200-m intervals within this delimited area. In 

addition, approximately four hectares were mapped in identified microenvironmental zones, and 

about ten hectares previously mapped in the site center were supplemented with karstic features 

and added to the total sample. In sum, the sample documented changes in the concentric zonation 

of settlement patterning, as well as systematic recording of environmental changes in the 

landscape and settlement distribution within microenvironmental zones. 

The sample is considered sufficient to analyze the nature and intensity of agrarian 

strategies in the infield area of the site and to test previous observations of the direct correlation 

between demarcated lot size and distance from site centers. In addition, the sample provides 

enough data to evaluate the correlation between lot size and the intensity of agrarian practices 

near residential areas as proposed by the OGIFOF model described in Chapter 2. 

 In Chapter 6, I present the results of the survey and mapping in Buena Vista, including a 

detailed description of karstic features and settlement structures and demarcated lots recorded in 

the study area. That chapter also includes functional interpretations of structures and a 

description and delimitation of microenvironmental zones in the area. The resulting maps of 

Buena Vista are presented in Appendix E and complete catalogs of demarcated lots, settlement 

and karstic features are presented in Appendices A, C, and D. 
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CHAPTER 6 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SETTLEMENT SURVEY RESULTS 

Introduction 

As mentioned in the introductory Chapter, research in Postclassic Buena Vista focused on 

investigating patterns of agrarian land use and farming production strategies in an area 

characterized by an irregular distribution of land resources. Therefore, a primary goal of the 

Buena Vista Cozumel Archaeological Project (BVCAP) was to define the nature and extension 

of microenvironmental variation within the infield zone of the site, and then investigate the 

settlement evidence of land management strategies and farming production systems in zones of 

different agricultural potential.  

As detailed in the previous Chapter, the BVCAP focused on a study area of approximately 

5.76 km² centered in the site core and viewed as the agricultural infield zone of the site. About 

50% of the study area was systematically surveyed. Changes in local topography, karstic terrain 

features, vegetation patterns, and preliminary evaluation of soil resources were documented in 

order to define the nature and extension of microenvironmental zones in the site and to evaluate 

land resources in the study area. Likewise, settlement features including stone walls, domestic 

and public structures, and other agrarian features were recorded in order to investigate land 

management strategies and agrarian production systems. 

This Chapter presents the results of the BVCAP survey having to do with environmental 

zones and settlement features. In the first part of the chapter, I present the microenvironmental 

zones identified at the site, including the description and number of local karstic features, such as 

rejolladas, huayás and cenotes found in each zone. Environmental data recorded during the 

BVCAP allowed the identification of four microenvironmental zones in the infield area of the 

site. The distribution and extension of microenvironmental zones were established with the aid of 
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aerial photographs and interpolating true field data into non-surveyed areas of the site employing 

the GIS software Arcview 8.1. Analysis of limited soil samples collected on karstic features and 

different microenvironmental zones, together with general observations of vegetation patterns 

and topographic changes allowed a preliminary assessment of land resources in the study area 

that is presented at the end of this part of the chapter. 

The second part of the chapter presents the settlement data recorded during the BVCAP, 

including description of structures and other settlement features, and the functional interpretation 

of structures based on metric and morphological analysis. Functional analysis follows previous 

studies of Postclassic settlements in Cozumel and the Yucatecan east coast. Demarcated lots are 

presented for analytical purposes as a separate category of settlement features. The latter portion 

of the second part of the Chapter presents the general characteristics of demarcated lots, 

including demarcation techniques, and variations in form and sizes of lots. The analysis of 

demarcated lots within their microenvironmental context and interpretations of their agrarian 

function is presented in Chapter 7. The resulting maps of the BVCAP are found in Appendix E 

and the catalogs of demarcated lots, settlement and karstic features are presented in Appendices 

A, C and D. Soil profiles are presented in Appendix B. 

The Natural Local Landscape  

The BVCAP mapped karstic features and systematically recorded variations in local 

topography, soil, and vegetation patterns that permit the identification and delimitation of 

microenvironmental zones within the survey area. In addition, we conducted a preliminary 

evaluation of soil resources in the area in order to estimate agricultural capability. 

As mentioned above, four microenvironmental zones were identified within the study area: 

the Akalche zone, the Broken Ridges zone, the Upland zone, and the Tzekel zone. In addition, 

three main types of karstic features in the area with important implications for the agricultural 
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use of microenvironmental zones were recorded during this survey. Below I describe these three 

karstic features -rejolladas, cenotes, and huayás. Then I present the microenvironmental zones in 

the study area and the distribution of karstic features within different microenvironmental zones.  

Karstic Features 

In Buena Vista, a large number of karstic features were documented including rejolladas, 

huayás, and cenotes. Although sartenejas are also abundant in the study area, these are small 

features that hold water for only a short period of time and were not considered in this study (see 

Chapter 4). Likewise, two aguadas are located near Buena Vista and were probably important 

sources of water for the site population; however, these aguadas are located to the south, out of 

the study area and were not investigated during this project (see Figure 4-1). 

The importance of karstic features for cultivation in northern Yucatan has been noted in a 

number of previous studies (see Kepecs and Boucher 1996; Gomez-Pompa 1991; Gomez-Pompa 

et al. 1990). Rejolladas and huayás provide important areas for cultivation, whereas cenotes are 

important sources of fresh water. In this study, the spatial distribution and concentration of 

karstic features were considered important to evaluate land resources in Buena Vista.  

Table 6-1. Karstic features in Buena Vista, Cozumel. 
Karstic 
Features Count Min. Area* Max. Area Mean area Median Range 

Std. 
Dev. 

Rejolladas 55 5.61 3261.23 369.87 181.3 3255.62 561.13
Huayás 56 12.87 5978.34 393.46 159.5 5965.47 924.71
Cenotes 11 — — — — — — 
Total 122             
* Area in square meters 

Table 6.1 lists the number of rejolladas, huayás and cenotes documented in the Buena 

Vista study area, providing general statistics of dimensions of rejolladas and huayás. A complete 

list of these karstic features is presented in Appendix A, including perimeter and area 
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calculations of each recorded feature and their location in UTM coordinates. Appendix E shows 

the resulting map of the site including these karstic features. 

Rejolladas 

A total of 55 rejolladas were documented in Buena Vista. Rejolladas are of varying 

dimensions in the site, the largest with an area of 3261.23 m² and the smallest with an area of 

5.61 m². Depth of rejolladas is approximately three meters on average; Buena Vista’s rejolladas 

are shallower than rejolladas in northern Yucatan, where these features have been reported as 

deep as 40 m (Gomez-Pompa et al. 1990:251) (Figure 6-1). Most of the rejolladas in Buena 

Vista were demarcated with stone walls restricting access and protecting the interior of these 

features. 

 

Figure 6-1. Interior of rejollada in Buena Vista, Cozumel. 
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Rejolladas are spatially concentrated in the immediate area surrounding the site core; they 

are clearly distinguishable in the landscape by the concentration of large and green vegetation, 

even at the end of the dry season when all vegetation around them looks drier.  

The side-walls of rejolladas sometimes posses cave-like open cavities to the underground 

that are small and shallow. On certain occasions they reach the water table, forming a cenote. 

Some of these small caves in the sides of rejolladas were enlarged to obtain white marl (sascab) 

employed to make stucco and plaster used in construction; these marl quarries are known as 

sascaberas, features further described in the section of special archaeological features. Although 

cenotes and sascaberas inside rejolladas had an additional use as water sources and/or lime 

quarries, I assess their importance for farming based in the cultivable land available inside these 

features. The 55 rejolladas recorded in Buena Vista provide approximately 20,343 m² of 

cultivable area. 

Huayás 

 

Figure 6-2. Interior of huayá in Buena Vista, Cozumel. 
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Shallow breaks in the surface limestone, known locally as huayás, are mostly distributed in 

the eastern portion of the study area (Figure 6-2). They average 50 cm in depth and their areas 

vary from 12.87 m² to 5978.34 m², with an average of 393.46 m². Fifty-six huayás were mapped 

in Buena Vista. Huayás were not protected with stone walls as single features like rejolladas. 

They are usually located in the interior of demarcated lots as parts of a larger parcel. The total 

cultivable surface area provided by huayás in Buena Vista adds up 22,034 m². 

Cenotes 

 

Figure 6-3. Cenote in Buena Vista, Cozumel. 

Cenotes in Buena Vista are in general small grotto-like features on surface level (Figure 6-

3); however, some of these cenotes are situated inside small caves with only a narrow surface 

aperture or in the bottom of rejolladas. Small caves containing cenotes are on average two or 

three meters deep. Rejolladas with cenotes are of the regular type described above. Most cenotes 

documented in this study were located in the central and western portion of the study area. 
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Significantly, some cenotes are located adjacent to masonry structures in the central part of the 

site. A total of eleven cenotes were recorded within the survey area. 

Microenvironmental Zones 

Environmental information compiled during the BVCAP provides us with a close 

approximation of the environmental conditions occurring during the Postclassic period in the 

site. However, it is important to take into account that environmental studies in the southeast 

portion of the Yucatan peninsula indicate an increase in precipitation and higher sea levels 

beginning at the end of the late Classic period (A.D. 900) and continuing throughout the 

Postclassic period (McKillop 2005:138). These higher hydrologic conditions probably decreased 

in the mid-to-late 1500s as indicated by hydrologic changes recorded in lake sediments from 

western Yucatan (Hodell et al. 2005). Consequently, it is possible that sea levels and the 

freshwater table in Cozumel were higher during the Postclassic period, and likewise those 

seasonal wetlands and other low areas in Buena Vista were probably permanently inundated or 

retained rainwater for longer periods.  

These environmental data are central to this study because the contemporary environment 

surrounding the site is an indication of the resources that were available for Postclassic Maya 

farmers in Buena Vista. The abundance or scarcity of these resources, including cultivable soils 

and water for agriculture, influenced how Maya farmers adapted their agrarian strategies and 

production systems to local environmental constraints. 

The Buena Vista infield area contained a great variety of topographic features and 

vegetation communities. Based on the dominant vegetation, soil associations, and main 

topographic characteristics, I informally classified the study area into four microenvironmental 

zones, as noted above: the akalche zone, the tzekel zone, the broken ridges zone, and the upland 
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zone (Figures 6-4 and 6-5). Local changes in microenvironmental conditions are apparently 

associated with distance from the coastline. Although the island presents no sharp variation in  

altitude, the lower areas are located close to the coast with elevation rising slowly towards the 

center of the island (Figure 6-4). The higher ridge in the survey area supporting the site core is 

situated about 1.5 km inland from the coast, and it has a maximum elevation of approximately 18 

m above sea level (masl), contrasting with an elevation of 8 to 9 masl near the coast line. While 

these changes in elevation are relatively small, they play a significant role in defining vegetation 

patterns, soil resources, and hydrology in the area. Figure 6-4 presents a schematic, non-scaled 

cross section of the study area showing the location of microenvironmental zones in relation to 

the coastline and changes in elevation and vegetation patterns. 

 

Figure 6-4. Schematic cross section of the study area. 

Below, I present the methods and results of microenvironmental mapping in Buena Vista 

and the description of delimited microenvironmental zones, including dominant vegetation, soil 

association, topographic characteristics and main karstic features in each zone. In addition, I 

present the results of preliminary assessment of land resources in the area. 

Mapping of microenvironmental zones 

The basic system employed for recording microenvironmental variability within the study 

area consisted of field-book noting of changes in topography, dominant vegetation, drainage 

patterns, and soil associations. During the field survey we recorded the UTM coordinates of  
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these changes in environmental characteristics, including estimating changes in elevation with 

the aid of a Garmin GPS unit and elevation data from the nearest stake on the base line.  

In the field laboratory, we downloaded these point data into a Microsoft Excel spread-

sheet. Then, using GIS software (Arcmap 8.1), I created a preliminary digital elevation model 

(DEM) from these data.  This preliminary elevation model and the original point data were 

overlaid on a fine-resolution aerial photograph of the survey area as a base to create a polygon 

shape layer representing the distribution and estimated limits of the four microenvironmental 

zones identified in the study area (Figure 6-5). Table 6-2 shows the total area covered by each 

microenvironmental zone in square meters and the proportion of the total surveyed area occupied 

by each microenvironmental zone. 

Table 6-2. Area of microenvironmental zones in Buena Vista, Cozumel. 
Zone  Area m² Proportion
Akalche 749,780 13% 
Tzekel 865,920 15% 
Broken Ridges 2,240,000 39% 
Uplands 1,904,300 33% 
Total 5,760,000 100% 
 

Importantly, although each identified microenvironmental zone has its own environmental 

characteristics and differs significantly from adjacent microenvironments, the transitions 

between microenvironmental zones are not sharp boundaries as schematically represented in 

Figure 6-5. Changes from one microenvironment to the next takes place gradually, creating 

transitional zones (ecotones) that have characteristics of all adjacent microenvironments. 

However, in this study, establishing clear limits between microenvironmental zones permitted 
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the relative assessment of available land resources in the area and the analysis of agrarian land 

use and agrarian production systems in their microenvironmental context.  

 

Figure 6-5. Microenvironmental zones in Buena Vista, Cozumel. 
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The akalche zone 

The akalche microenvironmental zone lies at the southeastern corner of the overall project 

area covering approximately 749,780 m², representing 13 % of the area under study (Figure 6-5). 

This area is located near the coastline and extends toward a group of aguadas situated 

approximately 600 m south of the study area. This is the lowest area of the site with an average 

elevation of 6 to 7 masl. Generally, topography in this zone is flat; however, a number of low 

ridges from the broken ridges zone adjacent to the northwest (Figure 6-5) extend into this area 

and create a broken surface in the northern portion of this zone characterized by low ridges 

separated by shallow areas or troughs. In addition, 20 huayás and 3 shallow rejolladas were 

documented in the southern portion of this zone. No cenotes were found in this zone of the study 

area (Figure 6-6). 

 

Figure 6-6. Akalche zone during the dry season. 
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The dominant soils in this zone are gleysol soils typical of low depression areas; gleysols 

are hydric reddish soils with a high content of clays that saturate quickly during the rainy season. 

Generally, areas of gleysol soils are flooded during the rainy season and dry out at the end of the 

dry season (Duch 1988:371-379). Vegetation is low, thorny semi-deciduous forest with trees 

with a maximum height of about 10 m. Common tree species documented in this zone were 

black poisonwood or chechen (Metopium brownei), sakboob (Coccoloba cozumelensis), tsalam 

(Lysiloma latisiliquum), wild cotton (Gossypium hirsutum), tasiste palm (Acoellorraphe 

wrightii), chit palm (Thrinax radiate), guano palm (Sabal yapa) and calabash tree (Crescentia 

cujete).  

This zone was probably optimal for seasonal cultivation without great labor investment at 

the beginning of the rainy season. However, for year-round cultivation, the poor drainage 

capacity of the soil requires labor-intensive work to control flooding during the rainy season 

and/or to irrigate the land during the dry season.  

The broken ridges zone 

The broken ridges zone is defined by an irregular topography of intercalated low steep 

ridges (Figure 6-7) known locally as holums or altillos separated by broad shallow areas or 

troughs (Figure 6-8). Ridges are approximately two meters high and their width generally varies 

from about 50 m to 80 m; but the large ridge where the site core is located is about 200 m wide. 

Shallow areas separating ridges are also regularly 40 m to 60 m wide; but the shallow area east 

of the site core extends for about 300 m. The broken ridges zone covers an area of approximately 

2,240,000 m² in the central part of the study area.  The chain of ridges cuts through the study 

area following an approximately north-south orientation paralleling the coastline, located about 

1000 m from the first ridge (Figure 6-5). The broken ridge zone covers 39 % of the research area. 
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The largest number of huayás, cenotes and rejolladas in Buena Vista is concentrated in the 

low area east of the core platform; rejolladas in this area have the largest dimensions compared 

to other parts of the site. A total of 46 rejolladas, 6 cenotes, and 16 huayás were recorded in this 

zone.  

 

Figure 6-7. Top of a ridge in the broken ridges zone. 

Vegetation patterns in this area vary significantly between dominant medium-stature semi-

evergreen forest vegetation within rejolladas and ridge tops, and a low to medium deciduous 

forest in troughs and huayás. Mixed hardwoods, including ramón (Brosimum alicastrum), kopo 

(Ficus tecolutensis), chicozapote (Manilkara zapota), and palo de corcho (Annona glabra) are 

common species in rejolladas and ridge tops (Figure 6-7). On the other hand, katzin (Acacia 

gaumeri), gumbolimbo or chaka (Bursera simaruba), sakyab (Gliricidia septium), flor de mayo 

(Plumeria), and jabin (Piscidia piscipula) are common in troughs (Figure 6-8). Vegetation in 

huayás is composed of medium thorny species with a dense understory of low bushes. 
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Drainage in this zone is good in general, but slow within huayás, which retain water for a 

short period after a heavy rain. During heavy rains, water and sediments may wash off the ridges 

into intervening troughs, huayás, and rejolladas where fertile colluvial deposits accumulate. 

Permanent cultivation on ridge tops is possible only if infrastructure is created to prevent soil 

loss or to facilitate drainage. While soil in the intervening spaces between ridges is shallow and 

limited rejolladas and huayás offer a great potential for permanent cultivation.  

 

Figure 6-8. Troughs between ridges on the broken ridge zone. 

The tzekel zone 

The tzekel zone is located in the northeastern portion of the research quadrant covering an 

area approximately 865,920 m², representing 15 % of the study area (Figure 6-5). The zone is 

characterized by relatively plain topography that slopes gently in the southeast direction towards 

the akalche zone. Soils in this zone are stony, well drained and very shallow, with a large 

number of limestone outcrops throughout the area (Figure 6-9). Sixteen huayás, two small 

rejolladas, and one cenote were documented in this zone.  
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Vegetation in the tzekel zone is low-stature dry-deciduous forest with trees ranging from 

10 m to 15 m high. Common trees in this zone are gumbolimbo or chaka (Bursera simaruba), 

katzin (Acacia gaumeri), tzizilche (Gymnopodium floribundum), guarumo (Cecropia peltata), 

jabin (Piscidia piscipula), kanche (Conocarpus erectus), cactus (Opuntia stricta), and nopals 

(Nopalea cochenilifera). 

 

Figure 6.9. Limestone outcrops on the tzekel zone. 

The upland zone 

The upland zone covers 1,904, 300 m² along the western limits of the study area, 

representing 33 % of the overall area investigated.  This zone begins about 1600 m from the 

coastline and is characterized by an irregular patchy terrain formed by large outcrop areas, steep 

gradients and shallow areas where soils eroding from upper areas are deposited. Generally, soils 

in this zone are well drained, but they are very shallow and stony on gradients; however, they are 

significantly deeper and richer in organic material in depression areas. The zone presents a low 
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number of karstic features, only four rejolladas, four huayás, and four cenotes were documented 

in this zone.  

Vegetation in this zone is dominated by tall hardwoods reaching heights of approximately 

50-m. Some of the tall hardwood trees growing in this zone are chicozapote (Manilkara zapota), 

ramón (Brosimum alicastrum), Yaaxnik (Vitex gaumeri), guarumo (Cecropia peltata), katzin 

(Acacia gaumeri), and jabin (Piscidia piscipula). Davidson (1966:30) defined vegetation in this 

area as the only true rain-forest in Cozumel (Figure 6-10). 

 

Figure 6-10.  Vegetation on the upland zone. 

The upland zone is seen to have a moderate production potential. The patchy distribution 

of productive soils in relatively low areas surrounded by steep gradients susceptible to soil loss 

requires the construction of retention features. In addition, the well drained soils and the lack of 

large permanent sources of water make irrigation difficult during the dry season. 
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Assessment of Land Resources 

In this study, analysis of farming systems and land management strategies in Postclassic 

Buena Vista followed an agroecological approach. As mentioned in Chapter 2, under an 

agroecological approach, farming systems are seen as cultural adaptations to local environmental 

conditions, affected by local and regional social systems in which the group participates. 

Therefore, in order to understand how land resources were administered and the nature of 

farming systems in Buena Vista, it is necessary to assess the agricultural potential of land 

resources in different microenvironmental zones to understand how land limitations were 

overcome in each zone. 

Preliminary assessment of land resources in Buena Vista focused on the analysis of land 

capability in different microenvironmental zones. Land capability is defined here as the potential 

agricultural productivity under hand cultivation. Important aspects considered to assess land 

productivity in this study were: 1) topography, 2) drainage, 3) soil depth, 4) soil structure, and 5) 

general soil fertility. These aspects were estimated based on vegetation and topographic data 

collected during the survey, and limited analysis of soil samples collected from selected areas of 

the site (Table 6-3) (for a similar, but more detailed analysis of archaeological soil resources see 

Fedick 1996:107-131).  

Six different areas of the site with distinctive soils were selected for sampling: 1) the 

akalche zone, 2) the tzekel zone, 3) the interior of rejolladas, 4) the interior of huayás, 5) the 

ridge tops, and 6) chichluum soil, which is the dominant soil in the upland zone. Soils collected 

in these areas are presented in Table 6-3 employing the local Maya classification and loosely 

using the USDA soil taxonomy (1975) and the FAO-UNESCO soil classification system (1974).  
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Table 6-3. Classification of soils in Buena Vista, Cozumel. 
Maya Classification Collection Area USDA* FAO/UNESCO¹ 
Tzekel Tzekel zone Lithic ustorthent Lithosol 
Akalche Akalche zone Eutric halustert Gleysols 

Booxluum Rejolladas 
Cumulic 
xerirendoll Black Rendzina 

Ekluum Huayás Vertic xerirentoll Reddish-Brown Rendzina 

Pusluum Ridge tops 
Cumulic 
ustirendoll Black Rendzina 

Chichluum Upland zone Lithic xerirendoll Dark Brown Rendzina 
    
* United States Department of Agriculture; ¹Food and Agriculture Organization/United Nations 

Characteristics of collected soil profiles are summarized in Table 6-4, and schematic 

profile drawings are presented in Appendix B. 

In order to assess the potential for agricultural production in different microenvironmental 

zones of the site, I first estimated the relative agricultural capability of the six soil types 

identified and sampled. Then, based on the presence of different soil types in each 

microenvironmental zone, the overall agricultural potential in each zone was estimated loosely 

following Fedick (1996). Soil agricultural capability was evaluated considering the pros and cons 

for farming, under a system of hand agriculture (e.g., slash and burn) and rain irrigation, imposed 

by varied topography, drainage, soil depth, soil structure, and general soil fertility. For 

comparative purposes, the relative qualities of these aspects were scored in a three-value system, 

where higher values represent high agricultural potential and lower values represent the lower 

potential.  

Limitations offered by natural topography were estimated considering the slope gradient. 

Flat terrains are easy to cultivate and require less labor to maintain soil fertility, whereas steep 

slopes facilitate soil runoff to lower areas, requiring the construction of retaining structures. 

Slope gradient was scored as high (1), medium (2), and low (3).   
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Table 6-4. Summary of soil profiles. 
Soil Type Horizon Depth (cm) Color (Munsell OM) Texture Structure Consistence Observations 
Tzekel A1 0 - 4 10YR2/1 gravelly loam crumbly very friable limestone 
 A2 4 - 7 10YR2/2 gravelly loam crumbly friable limestone 
Akalche A1 0 - 4 10YR4/2 silty clay granular friable roots 
 A2 4 - 7 10YR3/2 silt loam granular firm moist 
 A-B 7 - 19 5YR5/4 silty clay granular sticky moist 
 B 19 - 36 5YR5/6 silty clay subangular blocky sticky wet 
Booxluum A1 0 - 5 7.5YR2.5/1 loam granular friable roots 
 A2 5 - 17 2.5YR2.5/1 loam granular friable limestone 
 A-C 17 - 47 2.5YR3/1 loam subangular blocky friable limestone 
 Cg 47 - 60 7.5YR2.5/2 silty clay loam subangular blocky firm gravel 
 C 60 - 84 7.5YR3/2 clay loam angular blocky firm gravel 
Ekluum A 0 - 8 7.5YR2.5/3 loam granular firm roots 
 A-B 8 - 25 7.5YR2.5/3 clay loam granular firm limestone 
 B 25 - 60 7.5YR3/2 clay loam granular friable limestone 
Pusluum A1 0 - 6 7.5YR2.5/1 loam granular friable roots 
 A2 6 - 18 2.5YR2.5/1 gravely loam subangular blocky friable gravel 
 C 18 - 50 2.5YR3/1 gravely loam subangular blocky friable gravel 
Chichluum A 0 - 7 7.5YR2.5/1 loam granular friable roots 
 A-C 7 - 27 2.5YR3/1 gravelly loam granular friable gravel 
 C 27 - 46 7.5YR2.5/2 gravelly loam granular friable limestone 
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The drainage capacity of soils offers certain limitations for cultivation; good drainage is 

required for cultivation of most crops with a poor resistance to flooding. Soil drainage capacity 

was estimated by evaluating soil texture. Clayey soils have a very low rate of drainage, whereas 

silt and loamy soils drain better. Drainage was scored as clay (1), loam (2), and silt (3).  

Soil depth is one of the most important factors for crop growth because it provides the base 

for effective root development. Depth was scored as poor (1) for shallow soils less than 20 cm 

deep, medium (2) for a regular depth between 20 and 50 cm, and good (3) for soils more than 50 

cm deep. Soil structure was evaluated as an indication of soil workability under hand cultivation. 

A granular soil facilitates cultivation and root development whereas, subangular blocky and 

crumbly soils negatively affect root development and plant growing. Therefore soils with a 

granular structure were scored as high capability soils (3), followed by subangular blocky soils 

(2) and crumbly soils (1).  

Fertility is the most difficult soil property to evaluate, as it requires chemical analysis to 

assess the presence of essential nutrients and elements necessary for effective plant development. 

We were unable to conduct chemical analysis of soil samples during this project. However, soil 

fertility was loosely estimated by the size and density of observed vegetation in areas containing 

these soils. Thus, soils with tall vegetation and several vegetative stories were ranked as soils  

Table 6-5. Land capability ranking of soils in Buena Vista. 
Soil type topography drainage workability root zone fertility Total Score 
Tzekel 2 3 1 1 1 8 
Akalche 3 1 2 2 2 10 
Booxluum 3 3 3 3 3 15 
Ekluum 3 2 3 3 2 13 
Pusluum 1 3 2 2 3 11 
Chichluum 2 3 3 3 3 14 
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with a high fertility (3). A moderate fertility (2) was assigned to soils with a lower vegetation, 

and a low fertility (1) to soils with scarce vegetation. 

Table 6-5 presents the total scores of the relative agricultural capability of soils under hand 

cultivation in the area. The booxluum soils within rejolladas are the best soils in the area 

followed by chichluum upland soils and ekluum soils deposited in huayás. Ridge top puusluum 

soils are most difficult to cultivate due to the steep sloping from ridge tops to the bottoms of 

troughs. Likewise, akalche soils offer many problems for cultivation, primarily their poor 

drainage and workability. Tzekel soils are the poorest soils in the area. Even when their relatively 

flat topography and good drainage offers some advantages, their shallowness and dryness present 

serious difficulties for most crops; however, plants adapted to shallow soils can be cultivated in 

these areas.  

Table 6-6 presents a relative ranking of the potential for agricultural production in each 

microenvironmental zone of the study area. The ranking of these zones is based on the 

predominant soils and the density of rejolladas and huayás in each. The akalche zone has the 

lowest ranked land capability in the study area. Notwithstanding the location of some large 

huayás in this area, the predominant poorly drained gleysol soils put heavy constraints for 

cultivation of crops in this area, due to their high clay content and resulting poor drainage. In 

addition, the proximity of the akalche zone to the coast leads to a high content of marine salt in 

the water that floods this area and later permeates into the soil, increasing its salinity.   

The tzekel zone is ranked class III. The shallow and very fast draining lithosol soils 

dominating this zone provide little space for root development and poor water access for plants; 

however, some crops adapted to dry conditions and shallow soils could be cultivated in this area. 

In addition, the number of huayás documented in this zone provides areas highly suitable for 
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cultivation. The upland zone was ranked as the second most suitable land for cultivation in the 

site. The dominant lithic xerirendoll soil in this zone is a rich organic and humid soil with 

abundant limestone gravel that facilitates drainage. Vegetation is abundant, indicating good 

fertility and enough space for root development. Some small rejolladas and huayás in this area 

provide additional planting surfaces. 

Table 6-6. Land capability ranking of microenvironmental zones. 
Microenvironmental Zone Land Capability Class 
Tzekel class III 
Akalche class IV 
Broken Ridges class I 
Uplands class II 
   

 
Following my land capability assessment, the broken ridges zone has the highest capability 

for hand cultivation in Buena Vista (Table 6-6). Large rejolladas and huayás are concentrated in 

this zone, providing large areas of thick organic soil, excellent drainage, and high soil fertility. In 

addition, deep and fertile black rendzinas dominate the areas on ridge tops; however, cultivation 

of ridge tops requires the implementation of soil retention structures in order to prevent soil 

runoff after cutting natural vegetation. Cultivation in the troughs separating ridges is also very 

suitable, but it is also necessary to build dikes to stop soil runoff to lower areas during heavy 

rains when these troughs become natural drainage channels.  

Settlement Features 

Following my presentation and assessment of the natural land resources in Buena Vista, I 

now turn to present the archaeological settlement features documented by the BVCAP. 

Settlement features in Buena Vista were divided for presentation and analysis into two main 

types: archaeological structures and demarcated lots. The type “archaeological structure” refers 

to all manmade structures built to be used in domestic, production, or any public activity. 
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Demarcated lots are also by definition archaeological structures and they are not physically 

separate from other settlement features but on the contrary they enclosed a number of 

archaeological features. However, as I explain below, I find it useful to present and analyze 

demarcated lots as independent units of analysis.  

The BVCAP documented a total of 540 archaeological structures and 229 demarcated lots 

within the study survey area. In addition, a number of artifacts, including 19 metates, 1 carved 

monolith, and several stone disks were documented in association with settlement features. After 

a review of existing classifications of structures employed in previous settlement pattern studies 

conducted in Cozumel (Freidel and Sabloff 1984; Sierra 1991, Vargas 1992), and a preliminary 

analysis of the settlement data recorded in this study, I present a classification system similar to 

that employed by Sierra (1991) but adapted to the nature of my settlement sample. 

Archaeological Structures 

Archaeological structures were assigned to different classes and variants of classes based 

on general characteristics and attributes of these features. Attributes and characteristics 

considered in this classification were: a) form or planview geometric shape; b) construction, 

including materials and constructive techniques; c) composition, including main architectural 

features forming part of the feature, such as benches, stairs, interior walls, etc.; and d) dimension 

or total occupied area. Functional and cultural interpretations of archaeological structures in this 

study are based on previous identifications and analyses of similar features in Cozumel (Freidel 

and Sabloff 1982; Sierra 1991, Vargas 1992) and other contemporary sites on the mainland 

across from the island (Goñi 1998; Silva and Hernandez 1991; Perez 1994).  

Archaeological features in a class share similar characteristics in construction, form and 

composition, and have a determinate size range. Five different classes of features were defined in 
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Table 6-7. Archaeological features in Buena Vista, Cozumel. 
Class Variant Totals
Masonry Tem ple 9 
Platforms Substructure  33 
 Substructures with ramp 3 
Semiperishable Single access 31 
 Bench access 19 
Perishables Foundations 11 
 Bases 260 
 Bases with ramp 3 
Special Features Wall-Ramps 3 
 Apiaries 36 
 Sacbes 6 
 Chultunes 4 
 Sascaberas 2 
 Carved Wells 120 
Total Number of Features 540 

 
Buena Vista including masonry structures, platforms, perishable structures, semiperishable 

structures, and a general class of special features including miscellaneous features of variant 

characteristics such as sacbes, apiaries, ramps, sascaberas, chultunes, and wells. These classes 

were then subdivided into variants based on significant differences within classes, which can be 

easily distinguished but do not represent differences sufficient to justify their assignment into 

new classes. The different variants of classes are presented in Table 6-7.  

As mentioned above a total of 540 archaeological structures were documented in Buena 

Vista.  A complete catalog of these archaeological features is presented in Appendix D, including 

their geographical UTM coordinates, map nomenclature, form, perimeter, area, volume and 

height for each measured structure. The archaeological map of the study area showing all 

recorded archaeological features is presented in Appendix E. Below I present descriptions of the 

five classes. 
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Masonry structures 

 

Figure 6-11. Archaeological structures: A) temples; B) substructure; C) substructure with ramp; 
D) semiperishable with bench access. 

Masonry structures in Buena Vista are mainly single-room structures completely built of 

limestone and plaster. This type of feature was observed only in the site’s central area. These 

structures have been interpreted as public temples or shrines (Freidel and Sabloff 1984:40-42; 

Vargas 1992:206-213). They are in a bad state of preservation; all of them have been severely 

looted. These structures were built on platforms and have access stairways to the building 

doorway. Most of them have only parts of the walls preserved and no roof; however, structure 

SEBII173, located east of the main core platform, has a preserved stone beveled roof with 

exterior molded cornice. In addition, some T-shaped merlon-like stones, probably used to 

decorate the frieze of this structure, were found dispersed in the immediate vicinity. Figure 6-11-
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A shows structure NEAII368, one of the largest two-story temples in Buena Vista occupying a 

total area of 737 m². This temple, located about 300 m north of the main core platform, has a 

narrow paved road or sacbe running from the stairway of the structure towards a rejollada 

located about 35m south from the structure. Likewise structure SEBII173, mentioned above, has 

two sacbes running from the temple to rejolladas located 5 m and 80 m from the structure, 

respectively. 

A total of nine masonry structures were interpreted as possible temples or shrines in Buena 

Vista, including the two structures mentioned above and structures SWAI118, NEAII369, 

SEAI199, NWAII241, NWAII248, SWBI84, and SECI164 (see Appendices D and E). 

Platforms 

The majority of structures documented in Buena Vista are stone elevated areas ranging 

from small low structures of a few meters diameter and less than a meter high to higher 

structures of one to two meters above ground level and occupying large surface areas. Natural 

breaks on the sizes of these structures were not continuous, but divisible into two groups, which 

corresponded to single bases for perishable structures, including structures with a maximum area 

of 60 m², and platforms occupying an area larger than 60 m². Bases are discussed below under 

the perishable structures class; here I focus on platforms larger than 60 m². Platforms were built 

with stone retaining walls filled with limestone boulders, gravel, and even rubble from earlier 

constructions. 

Freidel and Sabloff (1984), following Smith’s (1962) work in Postclassic Mayapan in 

central Yucatan, classified all raised platforms at Buena Vista as substructures, differentiating 

between single platforms that supported a group of perishable or masonry structures, and large 

terraces or amorphous raised areas that supported single platforms and their superstructural 

remains. These scholars further subdivided the platform category based on the presence and 
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number of superstructural remains on their surfaces. The resulting types were group-platforms, 

or platforms supporting structures forming a plaza group, and agglutinated-platforms, or vacant 

platforms presenting only stone alignments, probably foundations of perishable structures 

(Freidel and Sabloff 1984:78). Consequently, the central elevated area constituting the core of 

Buena Vista was considered by them to be a single agglutinated platform and deemed 

comparable with other platforms in Cozumel. In this study, however, the seven-hectare massive 

agglutinated platform forming the core of the site is considered a unique feature. It is not 

considered in further analysis as a single structure, but all substructures above it are treated as 

individual platforms.  

Similar to Freidel and Sabloff (1984), Sierra (1991), in her settlement pattern study in San 

Gervasio, Cozumel, classified large raised areas as basamentos or bases. She made a distinction 

between simple basamentos with no vestiges of superstructures, basamentos with superstructures 

and composite basamentos formed by two or more small adjacent platforms (Sierra 1991:34-69). 

What is constant in both Sierra’s and Freidel and Sabloff’s studies is the interpretation of 

platforms as supporting structures for domestic or public structures.  

A total of 36 platforms were documented in the site by the BVCAP. The smallest of these 

platforms has a raised surface area of 64 m² and the largest 1,445 m². Elevation of these 

platforms ranges from 0.30 m to 3.50 m above ground level. Thirty-three of these platforms were 

classified as substructures and three as substructures with ramp. In planview the forms of 

platforms are rectangular, circular, or irregular. Figure 6-11-B shows structure SWDII55 as an 

example of an irregular platform without superstructural remains, and Figure 6-11-C shows 

structure NECV275, which is also a vacant platform, but with an attached ramp running from the 

top of the platform to ground level. 
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Only two of the 36 platforms recorded at the site have superstructural remains. Structure 

NWAI250 is the main quadrant substructure at the north end of the core agglutinated platform 

supporting the only plaza group in the site (see Figure 5-3). Structure SWBI81, located 

approximately 100 m south of the elevated main core area, is connected to the main core by an 

elevated sacbe; this structure supports one large structure and four small rectangular altars. 

Freidel and Sabloff (1984:169) interpreted NWAI250 as the elite administrative plaza of the site 

formed by two public buildings and three elite residences, whereas SWBI81 was interpreted as a 

religious shrine group. 

The majority of recorded platforms without superstructural remains were most probably 

used to support perishable domestic structures or groups of domestic structures. Other examples 

of platforms documented in Buena Vista include structures SWCVI71, NWAII240, SEAI201, 

SWAII92, SWAII245, SWAI117, SWBI85, and SWAVI86 (see appendices D and E).  

Semiperishable structures 

Semiperishable structures are structures with walls built partially with stone boulders and 

stucco and likely roofed with perishable materials. Most of the semiperishable structures in 

Buena Vista conserve only part of the walls. They were built atop low platforms about 0.30 m 

high. The form of these structures is delineated above the low platform by lines of boulders and 

vestiges of benches and altars. Most semiperishable structures are rectangular, but size, 

composition, and number of rooms vary.  

 Semiperishable structures were classified into variants based mainly on form and 

dimension, following previous identifications of similar structures in other sites on Cozumel 

(Freidel and Sabloff 1984; Sierra Sosa 1991). Two variants of semiperishable structures were 

identified by the BVCAP: 1) Small, single-room rectangular or quadrangular structures classified 

as single access structures; and 2) large, rectangular structures with evidence of being divided 
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into two or more rooms, classified as bench-access structures because most of them have 

vestiges of large benched areas in their fronts. 

Thirty-one single-access, semiperishable structures were registered in Buena Vista, three of 

them quadrangular and the rest rectangular. Size varied from 18.83 m² to 149.77 m². Some of 

these structures have evidence of an L-shaped or C-shaped bench area attached to the back and 

end walls. Figure 6-12-A shows an example of a single access C-shape bench structure; other 

structures in this variant are SWBVI77, SWEV29, NEAIII360, NEAIII189, NEAV354, and 

NEAVI339 (Appendices D and E). Based on their form and dimensions these structures were 

interpreted as residential structures (see Freidel and Sabloff 1984:19-21). 

Twenty-nine structures were identified as bench access semiperishable structures. These 

are large rectangular structures with evidence of a bench front area and a back room with an altar 

attached to the back wall. Similar structures in Cozumel have been identified as tandem plan 

dwellings like the typical simple dwelling identified by Smith (1962) in Mayapan (see Freidel 

1981:315-323; Sierra Sosa 1991:76-82). Tandem plan dwellings consist of a front and a back 

room divided by a medial wall across the length of the house, with one or two doors to access the 

back room. Front rooms used to be open with benches on both sides of the doorway to access the 

back room and often a small altar attached to the back wall of the back room. Two or more poles 

were placed in line with the medial wall to help support a thatched roof (Smith 1962:217). 

These large rectangular structures vary in area from 65 m² to 359 m². Figure 6-11-D shows 

an example of a bench access structure in Buena Vista. Other structures of this variant are 

SWCI73, SWCI74, SEAVI179, SEAVI176, NEBVI169, NWEV213, NEAVI344, and NEBV313 

(Appendices D and E). 
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Perishable structures 

Perishable structures are structures built completely from perishable materials; these 

structures were built atop small substructures or some times at ground level. Perishable structures 

were classified into three variants as distinguished by their: 1) foundations, 2) bases, and 3) bases 

with ramp. 

 

Figure 6-12. Archaeological features: A) semiperishable with single access; B) perishable 
foundations; C) perishable bases; D) perishable base with ramp. 

Foundations are lines of boulders at ground level enclosing circular or polygonal areas 

ranging from 25 m² to 57 m². Stone boulders are about 30 cm in diameter; no apparent access to 

the structure is distinguishable. Most documented foundations are rectangular, while a few are 

circular. A total of 11 foundations were documented in Buena Vista. Figure 6-12-B shows an 
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example of two foundations as registered in the map, other examples are structures SEAVI175, 

NEBV317, NECIV287, NEEIV263, and NWEV210 (Appendix D). 

Bases are elevated features with an elevation ranging from 30 cm to 1.50 m and covering 

areas from 0.67 m² to 58 m². Bases larger then 18 m² were probably substructures supporting 

perishable dwellings, whereas bases smaller than 18 m² probably supported ancillary structures 

such as kitchens, poultry pens, storage rooms, etc. 

A total of 264 base features were registered in Buena Vista, 133 with an area smaller than 

18 m² and 131 larger than 18 m². Bases have four different planview forms, including 

quadrangular, rectangular, circular, or irregular polygons; however, circular is the predominant 

base form in Buena Vista. 

Two variants of bases were documented at the site. One is the regular base described above 

and the other the base with ramp, characterized by a long ramp feature going from the top of the 

base to ground level. Ramps are about 1.5 m wide and as long as 4 m. Three bases with ramps 

were documented, including SEAIII188, NECIV281 and NEBI337 (see Appendix D). Figure 6-

12-C shows a rectangular base and a circular base, and Figure 6-12-D is a circular base with 

ramp. Some other structures classified as bases are SWAIV90, SEAVI177, NEBV301, 

NWAII242, SEFV132, and NEBV305. 

Special features 

Archaeological features of particular characteristics not classified in other types were 

classified as special features. Variants of special features are distinguished by miscellaneous 

criteria some of them of special significance in assessing agrarian activities in the site. The 

variants of special features are apiaries, carved wells, sacbes, chultunes, wall-ramps, and 

sascaberas. 
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Apiaries 

Beekeeping structures were identified by an unusual concentration of circular stone disks 

in the interior of these structures. Stone disks are 12 cm in diameter in average and two to three 

centimeters wide (see Figure 6-13).  

Identification of these structures as apiaries was first suggested in a seminal paper by 

Wallace (1978) who noted similarities between stone disks found in the interior of these 

structures and stone disks used by traditional Maya beekeepers to close the ends of hollow tree 

logs employed as beehives for local bees (Batún 2005). Thereafter, a number of archaeologists 

have documented more of these structures in Cozumel (Flores Hernández and Pérez Rivas 2002; 

Pérez Rivas and Flores Hernández 2002; Sierra Sosa 1991:110-115) and other sites in the 

mainland across from the island (Goñi 1998:103-108; Terrones 1990, 1994). A total of 36 

structures were identified as apiaries in Buena Vista, most of them located in the broken ridges 

zone and in the upland zone. 

 

Figure 6-13. Circular stone disks used as beehive’s caps. 
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Structures identified as apiaries have two basic forms: circular and semicircular. Circular 

structures are the most common form of apiaries in the site. These are dry-laid masonry walled 

structures with a diameter ranging from 7 m to 20 m. Walls have an elevation between 1 m and 

1.5 m and a thickness of about 1 m. Sometimes these walls are composed of inner and outer 

retaining walls built with roughly shaped limestone blocks or slabs, and with a hearting of rubble 

and gravel (Figure 6-14). 

 

Figure 6-14. Circular apiary. 

Some circular apiaries have a low parapet about 1 m wide and 50-cm high running around 

the outside. Also, a number of apiaries have in their interior one low rectangular altar-like 

platform approximately 2 m by 1.7 m, and one or two barrel-shaped stones 50 cm long and 20 

cm in diameter on average. The low platforms have vestiges of stucco plaster. Most circular 

apiaries have no entrances; only two, located above the central agglutinated platform, have 

openings and one has a small square room attached. These circular structures were found isolated 
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or in groups, and sometimes attached to other structures, such as platforms and demarcation 

walls.  

Semicircular apiaries are dry-masonry walls built with the same technique used in circular 

structures, but in the form of half a circle. These apiaries do not have outside parapets or central 

altars like circular structures do. Most semicircular apiaries have a masonry wall located in the 

open part of the half circle enclosing the area where stone disks were located. On occasion 

semicircular apiaries are attached to large platforms as a C-shaped attachment. These structures 

were found isolated or in clusters with circular apiaries (see Appendix D). 

Carved Wells 

 

Figure 6-15. Well carved in lime stone showing carving marks on sides and stone cap inside. 

Buena Vista wells were excavated directly into the limestone in a cylinder-like shape. 

Wells are about 50 cm in diameter and, their walls show the marks of tools employed for carving 

the limestone. Some of these wells have large stone disks in their interiors, probably used to 
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close the well and protect them from intrusions. Observable depth was about 1 m to 1.5 m, but 

they are now obstructed by dirt. In some cases standing water was observed in the bottom of 

these wells (Figure 6-15).  

Most of the wells in Buena Vista have no surface protection. Only a few are ridged by 

boulders, giving them the appearance of mere rock piles. A total of 120 wells were registered in 

the site, the majority located in the upland zone, the zone most distant from the coast. Wells are 

mostly located in demarcated lots showing no vestiges of other archaeological features. 

Sacbes 

 

Figure 6-16. Sacbe 6 in direction to a rejollada. 

Sacbes are paved paths or roads found within Maya sites connecting different 

archaeological features, occasionally intersite sacbes connect different communities (Figure 6-
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16). In Buena Vista six intrasite sacbes were documented during survey. All of them were 

located in the broken ridges zone around the core agglutinated platform (Appendices D and E). 

Of the six sacbe 1 and 2 have similar characteristics. Sacbe 1 is about 100 m long and 1.5 

m wide. Elevated approximately 1.5 m from ground level it links structure SWBI81 with the core 

agglutinated platform. Construction techniques consist of two retaining walls of stone boulders 

and filling of stone and gravel. Sacbe 2 is similar to Sacbe 1, but is only 18 m long, connecting 

structure SWBI81 with a small temple to the south (see map in Appendix E). 

Sacbe 3 connects structure NWAII248 with the core agglutinated platform. It is about 66 m 

long and 1.5 m wide. Sacbe 3 is at ground level, but demarcated by stone walls formed by stone 

boulders up to 1.5 m high. 

Sacbes 4, 5 and 6 have the same construction technique, consisting of two retaining lines 

of stone boulders situated 1.5 m apart and a fill of gravel stone. These sacbes are elevated only 

about 30 cm from ground level. Sacbe 4 links structure NEAII368 with a rejollada located 30 m 

to the south. Sacbe 5 is a sacbe segment, 40 m long, located in the periphery of the agglutinated 

core platform. This sacbe is oriented in a north-south direction, but it was not possible to identify 

its origin or ending. Sacbe 6 is a 110 m long sacbe beginning at structure SEBIII 173 and going 

to a rejollada located a few meters west of the structure. At the edge of the rejollada, sacbe 6 

turns to the north towards another rejollada, where it stops (see map in Appendix E). 

Chultunes 

Chultunes in Buena Vista are small underground storage pits carved into platforms with 

their interiors covered with plaster (stucco). They have a cylindrical shape, and measure about 2 

m deep and 1.30 m in diameter with a smaller mouth about 50 cm in diameter. Four chultunes 

were documented in Buena Vista, all of them located in the broken ridges zone. 
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Figure 6-17. Chultun on Buena Vista’s central plaza. 

Chultun 1 is situated in the center of the rectangular structure located at the west side of the 

central plaza, on the north end of the agglutinated platform (see Figure 5-3); chultun 2 is about 

20 m west of structure SWAI116 in the agglutinated core platforms; chultun 3 is also in the core 

agglutinated platform, approximately 6 m east of structure NEAI371 and chultun 4 is in the 

largest temple in Buena Vista, structure NEAII368 (see Figure 6-11-A).  A list of chultunes 

found in Buena Vista and their locations in UTM coordinates is presented in Appendix D. 

Wall-Ramps 

Wall-Ramps are features of rectangular form attached to demarcation walls. They appear 

to have functioned as access to the tops of walls. Ramps were built with retaining walls and 

gravel fill; however, due to the collapse of most of the walls, ramps are difficult to distinguish 

without excavation. We mapped only a small sample of these features on the better preserved 

walls. Three ramps were documented at structures NEBV314, NWCV224 and SWDV48. Two of 
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them were located in the broken ridges zone and one in the tzekel zone. Appendix D shows 

location of these features with UTM coordinates.  

Sascaberas 

 

Figure 6-18. Large sascabera showing carved columns left to prevent collapses. 

Sascaberas are quarries of white marl that, when mixed with lime, produce the plaster 

(stucco) employed in prehispanic constructions. Sascaberas have the form of horizontal caves, of 

variable extension, carved in the walls of rejolladas. Most of the rejolladas observed in Buena 

Vista have evidence in their walls of having been quarried. However two of them have large 

sascaberas with columns left to support the cap rock roof (see figure 6-18). Evidence of the 

marks of carving tools used to extract the marl was observed in the walls of these sascaberas. 

Figure 6-18 shows the largest sascabera observed in Buena Vista, located about 100 m 

east of the agglutinated core platform (see map in Appendix E). The other large sascabera is 
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located next to structure SEAI199 located atop the agglutinated platform and identified as a 

temple. This last sascabera has bench features carved in the back wall and a staircase leading 

from the surface down to the interior of the sascabera, probably indicating a ritual use associated 

with the surface temple (see Sabloff and Freidel 1984:173). UTM coordinates of the location of 

these two sascaberas is provided in Appendix D. 

Demarcated Lots 

As mentioned in the introductory chapters, the largest construction work implemented in 

Cozumel and Buena Vista in particular during the Postclassic period (A.D. 1200-1518), was a 

large and continuous wall demarcation system covering most of the island surface. In Buena 

Vista, large portions of this wall system are still standing, demarcating the land into discrete 

parcels of different size and form. Previous research in the site indicated a great diversity in the 

form, construction technique and size of walls demarcating these parcels.  

As noted above, structures were distinguished from demarcated lots. The demarcated lot 

was the basic analytical unit employed in this study to analyze the infield agrarian landscape at 

Buena Vista. The BVCAP documented a sample of 229 complete demarcated lots and 388 

additional fragments of demarcation wall ranging from 5 m to 50-m long. The complete catalog 

of structures and demarcated lots is presented in Appendices C and D and the map showing all 

features is included in Appendix E. The catalog of demarcated lots includes the central 

geographic UTM coordinates of each lot, their map quadrant location, general information on 

their form and construction technique, measurements of their perimeters and areas, and the 

number and type of karstic and settlement features enclosed in each lot.  

During the mapping process a great diversity was documented on the form and size of 

demarcated lots and also on the settlement and natural features within demarcated parcels; 

however, the form and construction technique employed on a large sample of walls was more 
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difficult to determinate without excavation of these features. In this section, I present the general 

categories identified on the form of demarcated lots and I illustrate the range of variation on their 

dimensions. Likewise, I present the distinct techniques of construction observed in various 

segments of the wall system and how the majority of walls were documented in this study. The 

analysis of the distribution of archaeological structures within lots is presented in Chapter 7 as 

part of the analysis of archaeological features in their microenvironmental context. 

Forms 

One of the first characteristics of demarcated lots in Buena Vista showing great variation is 

their planview-form. Generally, based on their planview-form, lots in Buena Vista were 

classified into four general categories: 1) rectangular lots, 2) trapezoid lots, 3) irregular non-

convex lots, and 4) non-angular lots. Figure 6-19 shows not-scaled drawings of the different 

forms of lots documented in Buena Vista. From the total sample of 229 demarcated lots, 37 were 

classified as rectangular lots (Figure 6-19-A), 76 as trapezoid lots (Figure 6-19-B), 48 as 

irregular non-convex lots (Figure 6-19-D), and 68 as non-angular lots (Figure 6-19-C). 

Rectangular lots have a very regular rectangular form. They are usually oriented 

approximately 30º NE parallel to the coast line. The majority of these lots are vacant showing no 

evidence of archaeological structures. Rectangular lots have an average area of 3907 m² with the 

largest lot having an area of 8700 m² and the smallest an area of 377 m².  On the other hand, 

trapezoid lots are very irregular in form. Sometimes one of the segments is much longer than 

their parallel and the lot takes a quasi-triangular form. These lots enclosed an average area of 

2950 m². The largest trapezoid lot encloses an area of approximately 11,000 m², whereas the 

smallest encloses only an area of 424 m². 
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Figure 6-19.  Form of demarcated lots: A) rectangular; B) trapezoid; C) non-angular; D) irregular 
non-convex (not on scale). 

Irregular non-convex lots have a very irregular geometric form, looking as if an extension 

was made to an original irregular or rectangular lot with the intention of including adjacent 

patches of land. On average these irregular lots enclosed an area of 3700 m², but the largest of 

these lots demarcates an area of 11,400 m². 

Non-angular lots are the smallest type of lots in the sample. They have no intersection of 

walls, but a continuous wall enclosing an irregular area that apparently extends to incorporate 

complete karstic features into their enclosed area. Non-angular lots measures in average 1400 m², 

but small non-angular lots of approximately 200 m² were recorded. The largest lot of this form 

encloses an area of 4200 m². 
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Dimensions 
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Figure 6-20.  Bar graphs of demarcated lots by area intervals. 

As noted above, demarcated lots in Buena Vista have a large range of variability in their 

dimensions. The smallest recorded lot demarcates an area of approximately 190 m², whereas the 

largest lot encloses an area of about 11,400 m².  A bar graph showing five natural breaks on the 

area data of all documented lots (Figure 6-20) separated the data into five discrete intervals: 1) 

70 lots smaller than 1378 m²; 2) 67 lots with areas form 1378 m² to 2685 m²; 3) 46 lots with 

areas from 2686 m² to 4207 m²; 4) 28 lots with areas from 4208 m² to 6250; and 5) lots with 

areas larger than 6250 m². In general, 60% of lots in the sample have an area smaller than 2,685 

m², and 32% of the lots measured less than 6,250 m². Only 8% of lots in the sample have an area 

larger than 6,250 m². 

Number 
of lots 

Range of size in m² 
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Construction Techniques 

 

Figure 6-21.  Schematic representation of wall variants in Buena Vista: A and B simple walls 
variants; C and D complex walls variants. 

Demarcation walls in Buena Vista were built by piling up limestone boulders and slabs, 

without employing any cement or stucco, the spaces between large stones filled with smaller 

stones and gravels to stabilize the vertical structure. Limestone boulders are about 40x20x15 cm 

in size whereas small slabs are approximately 30x20x8 cm. Walls in Buena Vista occur in 

various states of decay throughout the site. Some portions of the wall system look well preserved 

and extend continuously over large areas of the site, but the majority of walls have decayed to 

low ridges of rubble. In addition, walls located near the modern ranch house and cattle corrals 

display the greatest decay and lack of continuity. In this area, large portions of the wall system 

were probably reused to build the modern structures of the ranch and the albarradas of corrals 

and roadways.  
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Despite the relative lack of continuity and preservation of the wall system as a unit, the 

diversity of systems employed in wall construction was evident in well preserved wall fragments 

in various parts of the site and in areas of continuous walls that covered most of the areas distant 

from the modern ranch. As mentioned in Chapter 4, three main types of stone walls were 

observed in previous investigation of Buena Vista (Freidel and Sabloff 1984): 1) walls of the 

simplest and most common type built of a single line of dry-laid stone boulders and small slabs 

to a height of about 1 m (Figure 6-21-A), 2) walls consisting of two or more lines of boulders to 

a height of about 1.5 m. (Figure 6-21-B), and 3) the complex type constructed in a more 

elaborated way by raising two parallel lines of roughly shaped slabs and filling the interior space 

with rubble and gravel (Figure 6-21-C).  

During the BVCAP, large segments of wall system were observed with walls having the 

general characteristics mentioned above. In addition, a number of structures were observed 

attached to complex walls, the most common was a type of parapet forming a walking space 

along one side of complex walls (Figure 6-21-D). Other structures observed attached to complex 

walls were stone ramps running from the top of large walls to surface level, one of these ramps 

was documented in the northeast quadrant (QNE) at the tzekel selected area and two in the 

uplands southwest quadrant (QSW). Also, some complex walls create large elevated continuous 

areas that may be used as walkways across adjacent lots, but not across different areas because 

these complex lots intersect with simple single-lined walls more difficult to walk above them. 

Likewise, some of the intersections of complex walls create large elevated flat areas that were 

probably used to support small perishable structures. 

As mentioned above, the wall system in Buena Vista has been preserved poorly in many 

parts of the site, however wall fragments indicate a high heterogeneity in their form and 
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construction technique. Identification and classification of poorly preserved wall fragments into 

forms and styles recognized in well preserved fragments may be speculative without excavation, 

even in adjacent walls. Therefore, during the mapping process, a decision was taken in the field 

to register walls as either simple walls, formed by a single line of boulder or/and slabs, or 

complex walls that look like wide stone ridges. Of the 388 wall fragments recorded in the site, 

314 were simple walls and 74 were complex walls; likewise, of the 229 completely demarcated 

lots, 132 were completely demarcated with simple walls, 14 were completely demarcated with 

complex walls and 83 were demarcated with a mix of complex and simple walls. 

Although the real heterogeneity of walls in the site is significantly misrepresented by using 

only two general categories, the presence of one specific type of wall or a combination of various 

types, together with the analysis of other characteristics of these walls on their ecological 

context,  provides the necessary information for the preliminary functional interpretations 

presented in Chapter 7. 

Summary 

The primary goal of this study was to investigate the archaeological settlement evidence of 

land management strategies and farming production systems in zones of different agricultural 

potential within the infield zone of Buena Vista. Therefore, the objectives of the BVCAP were to 

define the nature and extension of microenvironmental variation within the infield zone of the 

site, and then document a representative sample of settlement features in different environmental 

zones. This chapter was divided into two main sections presenting separately the environmental 

and the settlement data documented during the BVCAP. 

The first section presented the four microenvironmental zones identified in the site, 

including detailed descriptions of general topography, vegetation, karstic features, and soil 

resources in each microenvironment. The distribution and extension of each zone within the 
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study area was established and an analysis of land resources by zone was conducted based on 

limited soil sampling and general observations of vegetation patterns and topographic changes in 

the local landscape. The agricultural capability of land resources in the area is highly variable, 

with zones of high agricultural potential requiring minor labor investment to make them 

productive, such as the upland areas, while areas requiring some infrastructure to prevent soil 

loss are in the broken ridges area, and areas requiring major labor investment to make them 

productive are in the tzekel and the akalche zones.  

The second section of the chapter presented the settlement data recorded during the 

BVCAP, including description of structures and other settlement features and the functional 

interpretation of structures based on metric and morphological analysis. Demarcated lots were 

also presented as a separate category of settlement feature, focusing on illustrating the great 

variability in the size, form, and construction technique of demarcated lots in the study area.  

In the next chapter, I use the data provided here to present an analysis of the distribution 

and structure of archaeological structures and demarcated lots in their microenvironmental 

context, in order to identify agrarian land use patterns and farming strategies within the infield 

area of the site.  
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CHAPTER 7 
THE INFIELD AGRARIAN SETTLEMENT  

Introduction 

In the previous Chapter, I presented the results of the BVCAP, focusing first on 

demonstrating the environmental diversity of the local landscape and how this environmental 

diversity is structured in the “infield area” of the site. Then I conducted an assessment of the 

potential for agricultural production in different microenvironmental zones in the local 

landscape. This assessment provides the data necessary to understand the nature of cultivable 

land resources available in the site and the constraints for cultivation that have to be overcome in 

order to bring some marginal lands into agricultural production. Chapter 6 also presented a 

description of the various classes and variants of archaeological structures documented during 

the BVCAP and provided preliminary general interpretations of their function. The chapter 

concluded by presenting the demarcated lot as the basic analytical unit to analyze the nature and 

intensity of agrarian practices in Buena Vista. An overview of the diversity of construction of 

demarcation walls and the variations in size and form of demarcated lots was also presented.  

In this Chapter, I first identify two main variations in the function of demarcated lots in 

Buena Vista; lots were used either as houselots or cultivable parcels. Then I examine the 

distribution of houselots, cultivable parcels and other agrarian facilities identified by the BVCAP 

in different microenvironmental zones. Preliminary assessment of land resources presented in 

Chapter 6 indicated that the discrete microenvironmental zones in Buena Vista contained a 

variety of “patchy” land resources requiring different labor investments to make them 

productive. In order to identify how these “patchy” resources were used for farming, I analyze 

the construction technique, form and size of demarcated lots in each zone and provide a 

functional interpretation based on their ecological context and their association with other 
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agrarian facilities. Then, in the second section of this chapter, I present an analysis of residential 

variation in the site, focusing on comparing the organization of residential groups in different 

microenvironmental zones. The size and structure of residential groups is considered in this 

study a direct indication of the size of task groups probably working in agrarian activities in 

adjacent fields, or in other words, the potential labor for farming available in each residential 

group. Therefore, the size of residential groups may be an indication of the intensity or extensity 

of farming in adjacent fields that will be further discussed in Chapter 8 when comparing these 

data with the OGIFOF model.  

Solares and Cultivable Fields 

 As discussed in Chapter 6, the demarcated lot is the basic unit of analysis employed in this 

study to investigate Postclassic farming strategies and patterns of agrarian land use in Buena 

Vista. Agroecological analysis of form, size, construction technique, and internal structure of a 

sample of demarcated lots that were completely mapped during the BVCAP provide primary 

data for a functional evaluation of these features in their microenvironmental contexts. 

Complementary information is provided by a large number of archaeological features 

documented in the interior of the demarcated lots that were not completely mapped.  

Demarcated lots were first separated for the analysis into two general classes based on the 

presence of residential structures or dwellings within them. Archaeological structures occupying 

a minimum area of 18 m² were considered residential structures, with the exception of masonry 

structures identified as public buildings. This minimum residential area is a compromise between 

studies suggesting the use of larger areas to identify Maya residences (Ashmore 1981:41) and 

studies identifying residential structures with smaller areas (Liendo 2002:73; Robichaux 

1995:182). Demarcated lots enclosing one or more residential structures were considered 

houselots or solares whereas lots without residential structures were interpreted as fixed 
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cultivable fields. Analysis of demarcation technique, form, dimension, and structure of solares 

and cultivable fields in different microenvironmental zones allowed the identification of 

localized farming strategies and patterns of agrarian land use in the site.  

Comparative studies based on extensive excavations in the interior of lots with residential 

structures and in the interior of vacant lots in the site of Xamanha located on the mainland across 

from Cozumel (Perez 1994) demonstrated a great difference in the density of archaeological 

materials and chemical signatures on soil samples recovered from different lots. Lots with 

structural remains yielded a high density of artifacts and high levels of phosphates and 

carbonates near residences, whereas “vacant” lots lacking residences yielded very few artifacts 

but some concentrations of carbonates and phosphates associated with concentrations of marine 

shells, probably used to fertilize this demarcated area.  

A total of 86 lots enclosing a minimum of one residential structure were identified as 

solares out of the 229 lots documented in Buena Vista. The remaining 143 lots containing no 

evidence of structural remains were considered cultivable fields. Overall, 38% of the sample of 

demarcated lots are solares and 62% are cultivable fields, a pattern close to having two 

cultivable fields for each solar. However, this pattern varies significantly when calculated 

separately for each zone. Table 7-1 shows the number of solares and cultivable fields 

documented in the four microenvironmental zones identified at Buena Vista and the ratio of 

solares and fields in each zone. 

The uplands and akalche zones presented the lowest ratios of solares to cultivable fields in 

the same area, indicating that a high ratio of demarcated lots in these zones was exclusively used 

for farming activities. On the other hand, the tzekel zone has less than one cultivable field for 

each solar, indicating a concentration of residential areas in this zone and less areas exclusively 
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for agricultural use. The broken ridges zone presents a distribution of solares and cultivable 

fields close to the overall ratio for the site with a little more than one cultivable field for each 

solar, presenting an approximately equal number of houselots and cultivable lots.   

Table 7-1.  Solares and cultivable fields by microenvironmental zone. 
Zone Solares Cultivable Fields Total Solares to Fields Ratio 
Tzekel 26 13 39 1:0.50 
Akalche 3 13 16 1:4.33 
Broken 
Ridges 44 65 109 1:1.48 
Uplands 13 52 65 1:4.00 
Totals 86 143 229  

 
Next, in order to identify the diversity of farming strategies and evaluate patterns of 

agrarian land use in Buena Vista, I present an agroecological functional analysis of demarcated 

lots and other agrarian facilities in different microenvironmental zones, including apiaries, wall 

segments, carved wells and wall ramps.  

Demarcated Lots and other Agrarian Facilities 

In Chapter 6, I presented the various forms and construction techniques observed in 

demarcating walls and also showed the range of variability in size and form of demarcated lots. 

Now I focus on the description and analysis of that variability in each microenvironmental zone. 

A complete catalog of documented lots, including their geographical UTM coordinates, map 

label, microenvironmental zone of location, number of structures, karstic features, and principal 

characteristics of the lot is presented in Appendix C. Appendix B presents the catalog of 

archaeological features including apiaries, wall-ramps, and carved wells discussed in this section, 

while Appendix E shows the complete map from the BVCAP. 

Of the 229 lots mapped completely in Buena Vista, 16 were mapped in the akalche zone, 

39 in the tzekel zone, 109 in the broken ridges, and 65 in the uplands (Table 7-1). In addition, of 
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the 388 documented wall fragments, 56 were mapped in the akalche zone, 21 in the tzekel zone, 

164 in the broken ridges, and 147 in the uplands.  

A total of 36 apiaries were recorded in the site: 18 in the broken ridges zone, 17 in the 

uplands zone, and one in the tzekel zone. Although it is possible that a large number of wall 

ramps were attached to large complex walls, only three were documented during this study, two 

located in the upland zone and one in the tzekel zone. A large number of carved wells were 

documented in Buena Vista. Of 120 wells total, 99 were found in the uplands, 18 in the broken 

ridges, and 7 in the akalche zone (Table 7-2). 

Table 7-2.  Summary of agrarian facilities by microenvironmental zone. 
Agrarian Facilities Akalche Broken Ridges Tzekel Upland Totals 
Complete lots 16 109 39 65 229 
Simple wall fragments 42 113 14 145 314 
Complex wall fragments 14 51 7 2 74 
Wall ramps   1 2 3 
Apiaries  18 1 17 36 
Carved wells 7 14  99 120 
TOTALS 79 305 62 330 776 

 
Comparative analysis of the size of lots in each microenvironmental zone was conducted 

by first calculating the mean, median, and standard deviation of the area of documented lots in 

each zone. Table 7-3 presents the resulting descriptive statistics, and Figure 7-1 shows a 

comparison of the mean, median, and standard deviation of the area of lots in each zone.  

The akalche zone and the uplands have the lowest coefficient of variation, indicating a low 

diversity of the size of lots in these two zones. On the other hand the tzekel zone and the broken 

ridges have large coeffients of variation indicating a greater variability in the size of lots than 

that found on the akalche and uplands zone.   

Means and medians of lot size in each zone indicate that, in general terms, the tzekel zone 

has the smallest size lots in the sample with a mean of 1,771 m², followed by lots in the broken 
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ridges zone with a mean of 2,306 m². On average, lots in the akalche zone are larger than in the 

tzekel and the broken ridges zone with a mean of 3,260 m². The uplands have the largest 

recorded lots in the site with an average of 3,680 m². The largest lot in the sample was recorded 

in the uplands enclosing an area of 11,055 m², while the smallest lot was documented in the 

broken ridges, demarcating an area of 187 m². I now discuss the characteristics of the lots in each 

zone and indicate special feature patterns indicating agrarian function. 

Table 7-3.  Descriptive statistics of lots area by microenvironmental zone. 

Zone Count Min Area  Max Area  Mean Median Std. Dev.  
Coef. of 
Variation

 

Tzekel 39 377.17 8604.53 1771.16 1550.45 1430.10 0.81 
Akalche 16 723.21 7017.02 3267.82 3413.84 1573.62 0.48 
Broken 
Ridges 109 187.19 11403.78 2306.22 1840.06 1859.26 

 
0.81 

Uplands 65 424.28 11055.50 3988.12 3682.98 2230.25 0.56 
  229         

*Area calculated in square meters 
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Figure 7-1.  Line graph contrasting means, medians and standard deviations of lots area in   

distinct microenvironmental zones. 
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Lots in the Akalche Zone 

Sixteen demarcated lots were documented in the akalche zone. The majority of these lots 

are located at the southern limits of the study area in a zone dominated by large huayás and 

depressions that were totally inundated after the first summer rains during the 2003 field season. 

Of these lots, three were identified as solares and 13 as cultivable fields (Table 7-4). 

Table 7-4.  Demarcated lots in the akalche zone 
Type of Lot Technique Form Number Sum Percent 
Solares Sim ple walls Rectangular 1   
  Trapezoid 2 3 19% 
Cultivable Fields Simple walls Rectangular 6   
  Trapezoid 5   

  
Irregular 
non-convex 1   

 Mix walls Trapezoid 1 13 81% 
TOTAL       16 100% 

 
The solares documented in this zone are located in an area of somewhat elevated outcrops 

situated at the southeastern limits of the study area (Figure 7-2). In addition, a number of isolated 

circular mounds, probably the supporting platforms of small residences, were recorded in the 

central part of this zone. These mounds are usually located on the top of low ridges that are an 

extension into the central part of the low akalche area of the chain of ridges characterizing the 

broken ridges zone. Overall, the density of residencies is very low in the akalche zone. 

Of the sample of complete lots documented in the akalche zone, the majority were 

rectangular or trapezoidal lots demarcated with simple walls and enclosing an average area of 

3414 m² (Table 7-4). The largest lot in this zone was a cultivable field recorded in the 

southwestern limits of the southeastern quadrant (QSE) that demarcated an area of 7017 m² (see 

Appendix E: QSE-EI-76). Comparisons of the average size of cultivable fields to the average 

size of solares shows a tendency of larger areas to be used for cultivable fields, with an average 

area of 3477 m² in contrast to solares with an average area of 2363 m².  
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Most of the completely mapped lots in this zone are large wetland bottom fields. As 

mentioned above, the solares documented in this area are large solares at the edge of the wetland  

 

Figure 7-2. Demarcated lots at the south limits of the akalche zone. 

fields, some of them with carved wells probably to provide fresh water for human consumption. 

This pattern of large solares with larger adjacent wetland fields, is the most common pattern in 

the southern limits of the akalche zone (Figure 7-2). 

In the northern part of the akalche zone, demarcated lots present a different pattern than 

in the southern limits. Although no complete lot was documented in the northern part of this 

zone, the strategic location of 14 fragments of complex walls demarcating lots also indicates two 

types of special agrarian functions. First, a number of complex walls were built parallel to the 
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edge of the low ridges as supporting embankments to create box terraces at the tops of these 

ridges, similar to box terraces reported in northwestern Belize (Dunning and Beach 1994; Kunen, 

2003) and described in Chapter 3. 

 

Figure 7-3. Wetland fields at the northern akalche zone. 

The second agrarian function identified consists of several complex and simple walls 

constructed perpendicular to the troughs formed between low ridges or at the edge of the 

wetlands. These walls probably worked as small dams or dikes used to control and retain water 

and sediments running down from more elevated areas, similar to those reported in the Yalahau 

region of northeastern Yucatán (Fedick 2004) and also described in Chapter 3. These dikes 

demarcate areas probably used for wetland farming or recessional cultivation. In sum, the 
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general pattern in the northern wetlands is characterized by small box terraced solares built at the 

top of low ridges with associated adjacent wetland diked fields built in low akalche trough areas 

(Figure 7-3). 

Lots in the Tzekel Zone 

 

Figure 7-4.  Demarcated lots at the center of the tzekel zone. 

Demarcated lots in the tzekel zone contrast significantly with lots in the akalche zone. In 

the tzekel zone, we recorded 26 solares and 13 cultivable fields, most of them in an area selected 

for full survey coverage at the center of the zone. This area is typical of the zone, characterized 

by a flat rocky terrain containing a high density of huayás (Figure 7-4).   

The majority of lots in the tzekel zone were demarcated with massive complex walls 

combined with simple walls, and they have a predominantly non-angular form. Significantly, 
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some fragments of complex walls in this zone are walls of variant D illustrated in Figure 6-19, 

with parapets that were probably used as walkways at the edges of these lots. Only three lots 

were completely demarcated by complex walls and six completely demarcated with simple 

walls. Lots demarcated only with simple walls were found at the border of the tzekel zone and 

the broken ridge zone, and they are more characteristic of this adjacent zone. Table 7-5 

summarizes the characteristics of solares and cultivable fields in the tzekel zone 

Table 7-5.  Demarcated lots in the tzekel zone. 
Type of Lot Technique Form Number Sum Percent
Solares Simple walls Non-angular 1   
  Rectangular 1   
  Trapezoid 1   
 Com plex walls Non-angular 1   
 Mix walls Non-angular 20   
  Trapezoid 1   
  Irregular non-convex 1 26 67%
Cultivable Fields Complex walls Non-angular 2   
 Sim ple walls Trapezoid 3   
 Mix walls Non-angular 7   
  Irregular non-convex 1 13 33%
TOTAL       39 100%

 
Demarcated lots in the tzekel zone are significantly smaller than lots in other areas of the 

site. Seventy-five percent of lots recorded in this zone measure less than 2000 m², an area that 

contrasts with the larger areas demarcated in the akalche zone. The average size of solares in this 

zone also differs significantly from the average size of cultivable fields in this zone and from 

fields in other zones. In this zone, solares are larger than associated fields, with an average area 

of 1935 m², which contrasts with an average area of 1444 m² in cultivable fields. 

Important to understanding agrarian practices in this zone is the fact that it contrasts to 

complex walls in the akalche zone where their function as embankments or dikes can be 

identified, the function of complex walls in the tzekel zone is unclear. Large walls in the tzekel 
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zone do not retain soil or control water flow. Large walls in this area demarcate flat rocky terrain 

and small huayás. A probable function of complex walls in this zone is as windbreaks to protect 

delicate crops from high wind damage; this function has also been proposed for large walls in the 

Río Bec region on the Yucatan mainland (Turner 1983:91). This probable function is justified by 

the proximity of this zone to the coastline and also supported by the lack of vegetation in this 

area functioning as natural windbreaks against the strong winds blowing from the east. The 

windward side of the island is also often hit by hurricanes and tropical storms.  

The majority of lots enclosed by complex walls in this zone include relatively small 

huayás that contain rich productive soils; however, most of the enclosed land consists of shallow 

soils where only some adapted vegetation can grow. These lots may have been used to cultivate 

delicate shallow rooting crops needing protection from strong winds and natural pests. The 

walking spaces at the edge of the large walls may have facilitated circulation in these areas 

without disturbance of planting surfaces. In sum, the pattern of solares and cultivable field in the 

tzekel zone is one of medium-size, wind-protected solares, some of them with adjacent small 

wind-protected cultivable fields, probably cultivating huayás gardens and special crops growing 

in shallow soils. 

Lots in the Uplands Zone 

The upland zone covers most of the northwest quadrant (QNW) and approximately a third 

of the southwestern quadrant (QSW) at the southwest corner of the study area. Sixty-five lots 

were completely mapped in this zone, including 13 solares and 52 cultivable fields. The large 

majority of these lots were demarcated with simple walls and most of the wall fragments 

recorded were simple walls, type A in Figure 6-21.  Significantly, some walls encountered in this 

zone are of type B, built with a big slab base and small slabs and boulders piled above the slab. 

Often only the big slab is now standing demarcating the field. The simplest type of wall (type A) 
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was documented everywhere in the zone, whereas the slab based walls (type B) were observed at 

the edge of abrupt topographic changes in the undulating terrain created by rising rock outcrops 

and natural breaks in the terrain. 

 

Figure 7-5.  Uplands demarcated lots in the northeastern corner of the study area (QNW). 

Lots in the uplands are the largest lots in the study area, with only a small difference 

between the average size of 3963 m² in solares and 4088 m² in cultivable fields. However, the 

very high standard deviation (Table 7-3) indicates high variability. Significantly, the ratio of 

solares and cultivable fields in this zone is about 4 cultivable fields for each solar, indicating a 

primary use of this zone for agrarian production (Figure 7-5). In addition, 99 carved wells were 

recorded in this zone sometimes in clusters of two or more wells in a single lot.  
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Table 7-6.  Demarcated lots in the uplands zone. 
Type of Lot Technique Form Number Sum Percent
Solares Simple walls Rectangular 1   
  Trapezoid 8   
  Irregular non-convex 3   
 Mix walls Trapezoid 1 13 20%
Cultivable Fields Simple walls Rectangular 11   
  Trapezoid 33   
  Irregular non-convex 7   
 Mix walls Rectangular 1 52 80%
TOTAL       65 100%

 
As summarized in Table 7-6, there is significant variability in the form of solares and 

cultivable fields in this zone. Although the majority of lots have a regular rectangular or 

trapezoidal form (Figure 7-5), several lots in the sample have a very irregular form (see Figure 6-

19-D), probably as a consequence of including specific land patches and/or karstic features into a 

regular demarcated lot.  

Irregular lots are more common in the southern portion of the uplands, where 15 out of 17 

apiaries documented in the entire zone were located. The other two apiaries were found near the 

northwestern limits of the broken ridges zone. Likewise, carved wells are more common in the 

northern part of the uplands, whereas the southern portion has only a few wells but a number of 

small cenotes, often found in association with groups of apiaries. 

Two similar patterns of solares and cultivable fields are distinguished in the uplands. On 

the north side, large solares are associated with at least four adjacent fields. Most of these fields 

have one or more carved wells, probably providing water for pot-irrigation in a form similar to 

that observed by Kirkby (1973) in Oaxaca Mexico (Flannery et al. 1967; Kirkby 1973) (Figure 7-

5). The uplands have some of the most fertile soils in the area where vegetation growth is dense 

and tall, and includes several species of fruit and shade trees (see Chapter 6). The agrarian 
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pattern in this zone can be defined as one of large orchard/garden solares and associated pot-

irrigation fields. 

 

Figure 7-6.  Demarcated lots and apiaries in the southern uplands. 

In the southern portion of the uplands demarcated fields are also larger than in other parts 

of the site, the difference being that here there is a tendency to find solares enclosing single 

apiaries or groups of apiaries. Usually these solares and apiaries are surrounded by several 

cultivable fields in a pattern that suggests a careful management of adjacent vegetation resources 

to provide flowering species to feed the bees. These apiaries are similar to the tolche system 

described in Chapter 3 (see also Batún 2005; Flores and Ucan, 1983; Remmers and Koeijer 
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1992). Figure 7-6 shows one of these solares adjacent to a group of apiaries at the western limits 

of the southwestern quadrant (QSW) in the southern uplands. 

Each of the circular apiary-structures in the lots could have housed at least one A-shaped 

wooden structure like the ones used by modern stingless-bee keepers in northern Yucatán 

(Weaver and Weaver 1981). In each of these A-shaped structures, at least 100 traditional hollow-

trunk beehives can easily be piled (Terán and Rasmussen 1994:268). The apiary in Figure 7-6 

probably housed a minimum of 700 beehives, and these bees fed within a radius of 500-600 m 

around their hives (Chemas and Rico 1991). Consequently, the cultivable fields in this zone were 

probably used as bee-garden fields and the solares as orchard/garden beekeeping solares. 

Cultivation fields may be used for shifting maize cultivation, having one or two of the fields 

around apiaries under maize cultivation and the others left in fallow (Batún 2005). The different 

stages of vegetation regeneration in fallow fields may provide the bees with a diversity of 

flowering plants probably blossoming during different seasons. Also, the corn tassel may be a 

supplemental source of food for the bees during the dry flowering season (Chemas and Rico 

1991). In sum, the pattern in the southern uplands is one of extensive beekeeping in solares or 

adjacent fields and gardening of flowering species in shifting infields. 

Lots in the Broken Ridges Zone 

The broken ridges zone occupies the largest extension of the survey area, beginning in the 

central part at the northern boundary and going across the entire study area down to the southern 

end. The terrain in this zone is very irregular, with a combination of ridges and low areas of 

various extents. In addition, a large number of rejolladas and abrupt limestone outcrops rise to 

create a very irregular distribution of land resources. Nonetheless, this zone has the highest 

concentration of good cultivable soils in Buena Vista, as discussed in Chapter 6. Consequently, 

the pattern of solares and cultivable fields is very diverse in this zone. Out of a sample of 109 
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lots completely mapped in this zone, 44 were identified as solares and 65 as cultivable fields. 

Likewise, of the 109 lots, 49 were demarcated with simple walls, 11 with complex walls, and 49 

with a combination of complex and simple walls.  

Table 7-7.  Demarcated lots in the broken ridges zone. 
Type of Lot Technique Form Number Sum Percent
Solares Simple walls Rectangular 4   
  Trapezoid 2   
  Irregular non-convex 14   
 Mix walls Rectangular 3   
  Trapezoid 10   
  Irregular non-convex 3   
  Non-angular 8 44 40
Cultivable Fields Simple walls Rectangular 5   
  Trapezoid 9   
  Irregular non-convex 11   
  Non-angular 4   
 Com plex walls Non-angular 11   
 Mix walls Rectangular 3   
  Irregular non-convex 7   
  Non-angular 15 65 60
TOTAL       109 100

 
The main difference in demarcation technique between solares and cultivable fields in this 

zone is that all 11 lots completely demarcated with complex walls are cultivable fields. 

Otherwise, fields and solares have a similar pattern of demarcation technique with a combination 

of lots demarcated with complex and simple walls and lots demarcated only with simple walls 

(Table 7-7).  

The form of lots in this zone also has a lot of variation, with both solares and cultivable 

fields appearing in all the lot forms documented in this study, and with no apparent difference 

between solares and fields (Figure 7-7). Cultivable fields are somewhat larger than solares in 

this zone, with an average size of solares being 2052 m² and an average size of cultivable fields 
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being 2682 m². However, the standard deviation is very high, indicating a lot of variability in lot 

size in this zone (Table 7-3). 

 

Figure 7-7.  Demarcated lots in the northern broken ridges. 

The high heterogeneity in the form, size, and construction techniques of demarcated lots in 

this zone is directly related to the irregular terrain in this area, which shows some differences in 

the northern, central, and southern portions of the broken ridges. The northern portion is 

characterized by a combination of complex walls demarcating box terraced solares at the top of 

elevated areas and having adjacent beekeeping solares, bee gardens, and/or  pot-irrigation fields 

(Figure 7-7). 
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Figure 7-8.  Demarcated lots in the central eastern limits of the broken ridge zone. 

The central part of the broken ridges is characterized by wide ridges and wider flat areas 

between the ridges, with abundant rejolladas and huayás. The central site core and most of the 

masonry structures documented in the site are located in this part of the broken ridges zone. 

Wide ridges are demarcated with a combination of simple and complex walls, forming box 

terraced solares and box terraced fields. The majority include large huayás and rejolladas 

(Figure 7-8). 

The wide flat area east of the main platform has the largest concentration of rejolladas in 

the site. This area has been heavily affected by the ranching activities and more recently, by the 
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construction of a horse riding tourist route running across it. Most of the ancient walls have been 

removed and used in modern walls and constructions.  

 

Figure 7-9.  Flat area east of the site central core in the broken ridges zone. 
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However, some standing walls and masonry structures indicate a specialized use of this 

area for cultivation in rejolladas, probably of cacao orchards as described in Chapter 3 (see also 

Gomez Pompa et al. 1990), and box terraced garden solares and box terraced fields on the top of 

ridges (Figure7-9). Evidence of the cultivation of rejolladas in the site is indicated by the 

demarcation of these features with stone walls that collapsed into these features, or were sacked 

and now look like simple stone alignments demarcating these rejolladas.  

 

Figure 7-10.  Broken ridges area west of the site central core. 

A different pattern of cultivable fields and solares is observed in the area west of the site 

central core.  In this area beekeeping solares and bee garden fields, including box terraced 
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gardens, are common (Figure 7-10). Demarcated lots in this area are large, similar to lots in the 

upland beekeeping zone. 

 

Figure 7-11.  Demarcated lots in the southern broken ridges. 

The last pattern of solares and cultivable fields observed in the broken ridges zone is in the 

southern section of this zone, in the eastern half of the southwest quadrant (QSW). In this area, 

characterized by an undulating high terrain of broken narrow ridges, lots are predominantly 

demarcated by complex walls enclosing small solares and a few cultivable fields. The pattern 

looks similar to that in the tzekel area, with the difference that in this area, complex walls are 

embankments forming box terraces of non-angular form (Figure 7-11). Some lots enclose huayás 

or rejolladas as part of the entire lot but the majority forms only cultivable surfaces. 

Unsurveyed Area 
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Consequently, the agrarian pattern in this area consisted of box terraced garden solares some of 

them with associated box terraced fields. 

The analysis in this section of the characteristics of demarcated lots and other agrarian 

facilities in their microenvironmental context presented a plausible interpretation of the 

technological function of stone walls in different contexts and the overall farming strategy 

implemented in houselots and cultivable parcels in each zone. The following section presents the 

analysis of archaeological structures identified by the BVCAP, focusing on the distribution and 

arrangement of residential groups in each zone.  

Distribution of Archaeological Structures 

In this section, I first present the general distribution of archaeological structures mapped 

by the BVCAP and not considered in the previous section as agrarian facilities, but instead 

having a residential or special function, such as administrative or religious buildings, domestic 

ancillary structures, sacbes and sascaberas. Then, I focus on the analysis of the distribution and 

grouping of residential structures in each microenvironmental zone. The size and structure of 

residential groups is considered, in this study, to be a direct indication of the size of task groups 

probably working in agrarian activities in adjacent fields, or in other words, the potential labor 

available for farming in each residential group. Therefore, the structure of residential groups may 

be an indication of the intensity or extensity of farming in adjacent fields.  

The correlation between residential groups and farming strategies, in each zone identified 

in the previous section, will be further discussed in Chapter 8 when comparing these data with 

the OGIFOF model. By focusing on comparing the organization of residential groups in different 

microenvironmental zones, I aim to understand the nature and intensity of farming activities in 

each of the zones structuring the local landscape. Table 7-8 summarizes the categories and 
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variants of archaeological structures documented during the BVCAP excluding the agrarian 

facilities discussed above. 

Table 7-8.  Summary of archaeological structures. 
Categories Archaeolog ical Structures Number Sums 
Ritual Tem ples (shrines) 9 9 
Residential  Platforms 26  
 Platform s/Ramps 3  
 Semiperishable single access 31  
 Semiperishable bench access 19  
 Perishable foundations 11  
 Perishable bases > 18 m² 137  
 Perishable bases/ramp > 18 m² 2 229 
Ancillary Features Perishable bases < 18 m² 132  
 Sascaberas 2  
 Chultunes 4  
 Sacbes 6 144 
Total   382 382 

 
A total of 229 structures were classified as having a residential function based on their 

dimensions and similarities with other structures excavated in Cozumel and other sites at the east 

coast of Yucatán. Of these structures, 29 were identified as platforms covering an area larger 

than 60 m², providing space to support more than one structure. 50 structures were identified as 

semiperishable single structures with an area larger than 18 m², and 150 were identified as bases 

or foundations of single perishable structures larger than 18 m² but smaller than 60 m². The 

sample also includes 9 ritual masonry structures and 144 ancillary features, including 132 bases 

for perishable structures smaller than 18 m² and 12 special features.  

Small mounds referred to in the archaeological literature of the area as chich mounds are 

identified in this study as the bases of ancillary perishable structures. They cover an area smaller 

than 18 m² and are considered too small to support a residential structure (Ashmore 1981:40-41). 

In general these structures have been interpreted as supporting perishable constructions serving a 

number of domestic functions, including storage houses, animal pens, poultry coops, altars, and 
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kitchens, among other interpretations (Sabloff and Tourtellot 1991:13). No specific function can 

be determined without excavation of these settlement features. However, as discussed in Chapter 

2, the presence and number of these structures can provide some indications of the diversity of 

auxiliary agrarian activities that took place within demarcated lots (Alexander 1999:91-93). 

Now looking at the counts of structures by environmental zone, of the 382 structures 

documented in the study area, 104 were found in the uplands zone, 99 in the tzekel zone, 161 in 

the broken ridges zone, and 18 in the akalche zone. Table 7-9 summarizes the classes and 

variants of structures documented in each microenvironmental zone. 

Table 7-9.  Archaeological structures by microenvironmental zone 
Class Variant Akalche B. Ridges Tzekel Upland Totals
Masonry Tem ples  9  9
Platforms Substructures 1 17 1 7 26
 Substructures with ramp 2 1 3
Semiperishables Single access  7 18 6 31
 Bench access  4 9 6 19
Perishables Foundations  4 7 11
 Bases > 18 m² 11 57 37 32 137
 Bases/ramp > 18 m²  1 1  2
Special features P. bases < 18 m² 6 54 27 45 132
Features Sacbes  6  6
 Chultunes  4  4
 Sascaberas  2  2
Totals   18 161 99 104 382

 
 Significantly, all documented masonry structures, sacbes, sascaberas, chultunes and the 

majority of large platforms were found in the broken ridges zone at the central core of the site, 

indicating the special function and use of this area, whereas the other zones are more 

homogeneous in their variants of structures. Likewise, 42% of all structures were recorded in the 

broken ridges zone, whereas only 5% came from the akalche zone, 26% from the tzekel zone, 
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and 27% from the uplands. Below, I focus on the analysis of the distribution and grouping of 

residential structures in Buena Vista.  

Distribution and Grouping of Residential Structures 

As mentioned above, of 229 demarcated lots completely mapped during the BVCAP, only 

86 lots have evidence of residential structures. Therefore, in order to identify the arrangement 

and grouping of these structures in zones where different forms of cultivation were implemented, 

and evaluate the size of task groups in each zone, I analyzed the total sample of residential 

structures documented in the site rather than only structures within completely mapped lots. As 

detailed above, the size and structure of residential groups is considered in this study to be a 

direct indication of the size of task groups working in associated agrarian activities, that is, larger 

residential groups are assumed to have housed more members and engaged in correspondingly 

high labor-demanding strategies, whereas smaller residential groups manifest smaller task groups 

working in less labor-demanding activities. 

As indicated in Table 7-8, of a total of 382 archaeological structures mapped by the 

BVCAP, 229 were identified as probably having a residential function. In Chapter 6 I described 

the main characteristic of the seven variants of residential structures identified in the site. The 

distribution of these variants of structures in each microenvironmental zone indicates that the 

tzekel zone has the largest variation of residences in Buena Vista, with seven different variants. 

The uplands zone presents six variants of residences, whereas the broken ridge zone has only 

five variants. The akalche zone has the lowest variability in the site with only two variants of 

residential structures (Figure 7-12). Likewise, the density of residences varies significantly from 

one zone to the other. A large contrast is observed between the tzekel and the akalche zone. The 

tzekel zone has a density of one residence every 1.2 hectares, whereas the akalche zone has only 

a density of one residence every 6.25 hectares. The broken ridges and the uplands have a more 
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regular distribution with one residence every 2.36 hectares in the broken ridges zone and one 

residence every 3.22 in the uplands. Although this density is calculated based on a sample and 

not on a full coverage of each zone, it provides an idea of the general tendency and pattern 

between different zones. 

The variants of residential structures documented in the site were classified into four types 

of residential groups (Figure 7-13), similar to the classification previously employed in northern 

Belize Maya sites (Kunen 2004; Levi 1996, 2002). The classes include: 1) isolates - single 

semiperishable structures or bases for perishable structures; 2) paired groups - groups consisting 

of two structures that may have abutted or only shared spatial proximity; 3) platform groups - 

two or more structures sitting atop a sub-structural platform; and 4) composite groups - 

heterogeneous groups of structures formed by any combination of semiperishable structures, 

single bases for single perishable structures, and/or large platforms. 

 

Figure 7-12.  Distribution of residential structures by microenvironmental zone 
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A preliminary visual identification of the different types of residential groups in the site 

was conducted by assessing the clustering of residences in the site map. The cluster of residences 

was delineated by calculating the density of these structures with the aid of the spatial analyst 

tool in Arcview 3.2.  

 

Figure 7-13.  Residential groups in Buena Vista, Cozumel 

In a GIS density calculation, the spatial analyst tool spreads point-values out over a 

surface. The magnitude at each sample location (points on the map) is distributed throughout a 

selected radius, and a density value is calculated for each cell on the output map. When the cells 

in the radius area of points overlap, a higher value is assigned; therefore, the resulting map is a 

representation of density values in which the density at each location reflects the concentration of 
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points in the surrounding area (see Wheatley and Gillings 2002:186-187). For this analysis the 

location of each residential structure in the map was represented by a point and the radius was set 

at 50 m. 

The resulting map is presented in Appendix E. Although the clustering of structures in the 

resulting map did not result in a grouping of structures matching the different types of residential 

groups defined above, it facilitates the identification of these types at different resolution scales. 

Below, I describe the observed residential pattern in the areas of diverse farming strategies 

identified in the first section of this chapter. 

Residential groups in the akalche zone 

Two patterns of residential structures grouping can be identified in the akalche zone. These 

forms of grouping seem to be related to the different farming strategies practiced in this area. In 

the southern akalche area, characterized by large solares associated with several wetland fields, 

three paired groups of rectangular bases were documented. Paired groups in this area are 

enclosed in the same solar, with each structure separated by less than 20 m from the other. 

Paired groups usually have one ancillary structure in the same solar (Appendix E-9) 

In contrast to the southern border of the akalche zone, in the northern part of this zone 

where box terrace solares were built atop low ridges associated with wetland diked fields in 

troughs areas, only isolated circular bases and no ancillary structures were found within box 

terrace solares (Appendix E-9). Although the sample of structures is small in the akalche zone, 

the difference between the southern and the northern residential pattern is clearly discernible. 

Residential groups in the tzekel zone 

In the tzekel zone, the grouping of residential structures within wind-protected solares is 

dominated by isolated circular bases, some of them with one ancillary structure. A few solares in 

this area have paired circular bases or paired circular bases and rectangular semiperishable 
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structures, but isolated structures are more common. Significantly, three large composite groups 

were documented in this area, composed of large rectangular semiperishable benched structures. 

Given the small size of solares in this area, the density of structures is very high and the 

grouping pattern is difficult to interpret. If demarcated solares are considered as independent 

units, they can be interpreted as isolated, paired groups, and composite groups as described 

above; however the GIS density analysis based only on the proximity of residential structures to 

each other shows a pattern of large composite groups (Appendix E-7).  

Residential groups in the uplands zone 

The uplands zone presents different groups in its northern and southern portions. In the 

north, characterized by large orchard/garden solares and associated large pot-irrigation fields, the 

pattern is of large (e.g. NW-EV-213 [284 m²]) or medium sized (e.g. NW-FIV-2007 [55 m²]) 

isolated, rectangular, semiperishable, benched structures or paired groups of medium size, 

rectangular, benched structures, the majority of them with no associated ancillary structures 

(Appendix E-8). 

In the southern part of the zone, characterized by bee-garden fields and orchard/gardens 

beekeeping solares, residential structures are isolated, medium sized, rectangular, semiperishable 

structures with one or two associated ancillary structures, or small platform groups (e.g. SW-FV-

10 [71 m²]) with four to six associated ancillary apiary structures (Appendix E-10). 

Residential groups in the broken ridges zone 

The broken ridges zone has a very heterogeneous pattern of residential groupings, as 

various farming strategies were implemented in different parts of the zone. The northern portion, 

characterized by a combination of complex walls demarcating box terrace solares atop ridges 

and beekeeping solares associated with bee garden fields and/or pot-irrigation fields, has 
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predominantly paired groups of circular bases or rectangular semiperishable structures. Some of 

these groups have one associated ancillary structure (Appendix E-7). 

The east central part of the broken ridges, where box terrace fields and solares were built 

at the top of ridges, is dominated by isolated, rectangular, semiperishable, benched structures, 

most of them with one associated ancillary structure.  On the other hand, in the large flat area 

east of the central site core, where abundant rejolladas were probably used as cacao orchards, 

there are no residential structures, but only isolated masonry temples in close proximity to 

rejolladas and sometimes having sacbes connecting the temple with the rejollada (e.g. NE-AII-

368, SE-AI-199, SE-BIII-173) (Appendices E-7 and E-9).  

The west central part of this zone, where large beekeeping solares and box terrace solares 

are associated with bee garden fields and box terrace gardens, has a residential pattern 

characterized by large composite groups formed by small platform groups and bases for single 

perishable structures near apiaries and bee gardens, whereas box terrace solares have isolated 

circular bases for perishable structures (Appendix E-8). Finally, in the southern portion of this 

zone, the residential pattern associated with the box terrace garden solares and associated box 

terraces is characterized by small composite groups formed by medium-sized platform groups 

(e.g. SW-DIII-53 [150 m²]) and one associated base for a single perishable structure; and by 

paired groups of bases for perishable structures. Some of these paired and composite groups have 

one associated ancillary structure (Appendix E-10). 

Summary 

Analysis of demarcated lots and other settlement features in their microenvironmental 

context allows the identification of a variety of farming strategies in the Buena Vista infield area. 

The patchy distribution of varied land resources in southern Cozumel led to the creation of a 

heterogeneous farming landscape in the infield area of the site during the Postclassic period.   
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The agroecological functional analysis of demarcated lots and other agrarian facilities in 

different microenvironmental zones of the site identified twelve different agrarian strategies in 

the study area, including seven classes of cultivable fields: 1) wetland bottom fields, 2) wetland 

diked fields, 3) wind protected fields, 4) pot irrigation fields, 5) box terrace fields,  6) bee garden 

fields, and 7) orchard rejolladas; and five classes of solares: 1) large garden solares, 2) box 

terrace solares, 3) wind protected solares, 4) large orchard garden solares, and 5) orchard/garden 

beekeeping solares. 

Likewise, the different areas where these agrarian strategies were implemented present 

different patterns of residential grouping, indicating that different numbers of farmers were 

probably involved in the production activities in adjacent fields.  Isolated and paired groups are 

most common in the tzekel and upland zones where large cultivable fields outnumber the solares; 

whereas composite groups and platforms forms are present in densely populated areas 

characterized by small solares and small cultivable fields. 

In Chapter 8, I further discuss data presented in this chapter, in order to delineate the 

patterns of agrarian land use in each microenvironment based on the combination of their 

agrarian strategies and their residential patterns. In addition, I examine and interpret how 

intensive agrarian production may have been implemented in each zone, by comparing the 

OGIFOF model presented in Chapter 2 against the infield settlement data. The local landscape 

agrarian system is interpreted with the aid of general agroecological theory presented in Chapter 

2 and specific information on local agroecologies derived from information presented in Chapter 

3. 
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CHAPTER 8 
AGRARIAN LAND USE PATTERNS AT BUENA VISTA 

Introduction 

This study began with the thesis that settlement patterns in the site of Buena Vista indicate 

that the Postclassic Cozumel Maya, motivated by high regional commercial demands, intensified 

local agrarian production through extensive landscape modification, adapting a diversity of 

agrarian strategies to the irregular distribution of cultivable soils and local environmental 

conditions. In the previous three chapters, I presented data characterizing the residential, agrarian 

and microenvironmental pattern of the BVCAP study area. I delineated the main 

microenvironmental zones, described the spatial arrangement of settlement features in each zone, 

and provided a general functional interpretation for the various classes of agrarian and residential 

features in the study area. This study area, which I call the local landscape, I interpret as the 

infield area of the Postclassic agrarian community of Buena Vista.  

In this chapter, I present interpretations based on those data of agrarian production 

systems, land management strategies, and the organization of agrarian labor for each specific 

zone of diverse agricultural potential in the local landscape.  I further compare these 

interpretations to the expectations of the Orchard-Garden-Infield-Outfield (OGIFOF) model 

presented in Chapter 2.  Taking into account that the OGIFOF model rests on specific 

agroecological and social conditions not occurring everywhere, deviations from this model are 

interpreted with the aid of general agroecological theory presented in Chapter 2 and specifics on 

local agroecologies derived from data presented in Chapters 3 and 4. Finally, I concluded with a 

general interpretation of the nature and intensity of agrarian production in different 

microenvironments zones and at the scale of the agrarian community. The analysis of these data 

allows me to present an interpretation of how Buena Vista, a Postclassic Maya community in 
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southern Cozumel, adapted land use patterns and production strategies in response to market 

demands generated by the regional commercial systems in which Cozumel participated. 

The OGIFOF Model and the Local Landscape 

As presented in Chapter 2, the Orchard-Garden-Infield-Outfield (OGIFOF) model rests on 

important agroecological and social conditions to explain the structure of agrarian communities 

based on the spatial economics of agriculture. To reiterate, the main assumption is that farmers 

generally locate their most labor-demanding sites of cultivation as close to the residence as 

possible in order to minimize labor efforts and thus maximize agricultural returns. Therefore, on 

a single farm the labor intensity with which land is cultivated will decline as the distance from 

the houselot increases, resulting in an idealized settlement pattern of individual houselots within 

concentric zones of land defined by decreasing intensity of use. Likewise, since farmers will, 

whenever possible, settle on the best agricultural lands, the most intensively cultivated plots near 

residences will also be those of the highest agricultural capability, allowing more marginal lands 

to be used less intensively.  

More specifically, the OGIFOF model involves three main spatial components having 

different patterns of agrarian land use. 1) Relatively small plots of land immediately adjacent to 

residences are used for orchard and gardens. They are cultivated in a labor-intensive manner, 

including frequent practices of manuring, irrigation and weeding, which are more easily done in 

proximity to the house. 2) Infields surrounding residences are cultivated in an intensive form, 

often requiring substantial landscape modification such as terraces, dams, or irrigation and 

drainage systems. 3) More distant fields are cultivated in a more extensive form employing long 

fallow swidden systems. Individual farmsteads often cultivated a houselot orchard garden, one 

infield parcel and one or two outfield parcels (Killion 1992). Diversification of field location and 
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farming technique in this manner serves as a strategy of risk minimization in the event of crop 

failure (Kunen 2001).  

In an evolutionary perspective, the OGIFOF model, similar to Boserup’s intensification 

theory (Boserup 1965, 1984), holds that in situations of low population density, farmers prefer 

extensive shifting cultivation systems in order to exert the minimum effort possible to meet their 

needs, resulting in a dispersion of individual households wherever agricultural land is available. 

However, when population levels increase and the landscape becomes more crowded, farmers 

establish permanent settlements and stratify available territory into zones of differential use. 

Cultivable lands close to settlements or infields are cultivated intensively, employing short 

fallow systems, and lands along the periphery of settlement areas or outfields are cultivated using 

long fallow systems. Finally, in a third stage of increasing population density, cultivation of 

fields close to residences increases in intensity, while extensive farming of outfields diminishes, 

leading to denucleation of the settlement area. Homesteads disperse, and the resulting pattern is 

one of individual farms situated in the midst of intensively farmed infields (Stone 1996).  Thus, 

increasing production demands leads to fragmentation of the settlement area into constituent 

parts, resulting in the scattering of individual farms to be nearer to their infields in order to 

minimize travel and labor efforts and maximize agricultural returns. 

Importantly, the OGIFOF model was developed to explain the spatial organization of 

agriculture in a homogeneous landscape, which the Maya lowlands and, Cozumel in particular, 

clearly is not. As pointed out by Kunen (2001:237), what may be abstracted from the idealized 

model is that an agricultural system tailored to local microenvironmental conditions will 

emphasize intensive agriculture in lands most conducive to heavy use, with less intensive 

production on more marginal lands.  Therefore, in conditions of a homogeneous distribution of 
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agricultural lands, farmers may follow the idealized OGIFOF model, resulting in a pattern of 

dispersed individual small homesteads situated in the midst of intensively farmed infields. 

However, the heterogeneous distribution of land resources may result in the creation of nucleated 

settlement relying on the extensive cultivation of dispersed outfields located at different 

distances from the settlement core. Likewise, the distribution of land resources may also affect 

the form in which agricultural tasks are organized, the size and distribution of task groups and 

the distribution and size of residential structures.  A homogeneous distribution of farming land 

motivates the constitution of independent small task groups, often nuclear families, probably 

dwelling in a single residence. On the other hand, greater heterogeneity of land resources 

motivates the constitution of large task groups, usually extended families that require larger 

residences or a greater number of them in a spatial cluster (Alexander 2000:365-366). 

Finally, the reliance of individual homesteads on intensive infield or extensive outfield 

agriculture has a measurable effect on the overall size of houselots. Large houselots result from 

the need for ample staging areas for agricultural or other production activities conducted on 

intensively cultivated infields, whereas small houselots result when occupants of those 

residences derive most of the their agrarian production from extensively cultivated outfields 

(Alexander 2000: 368; Killion 1992:132). Significantly, farming communities in heterogeneous 

landscapes, where individual farmsteads have unequal access to land resources, may present 

differences of land use between two or more segments of the same community (Killion 

1992:148).  

With these conditions and consequences in mind, I now turn to the analysis of 

environmental and settlement data in Buena Vista and in each microenvironmental zone 

identified in the site, with the goal of comparing these data against the idealized OGIFOF model. 
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Deviations from the model are explained and interpreted with the aid of general agroecological 

theory, local and regional agroecological information, and ethnohistorical data from agrarian 

production in Cozumel during the early colonial period. 

The strategic location of Buena Vista in the southeastern part of Cozumel provided 

prehispanic local farmers easy access to some of the best agricultural lands of the island (Sabloff 

1977) and to permanent sources of fresh water in perennial aguadas and a number of cenotes in 

the area. At the same time, it facilitated access to a diversity of aquatic resources from the east 

coast and from the brackish lagoons in the southern end of the island. In addition the high rain 

forest vegetation in the southeastern part of the island (Davidson 1967) housed a number of 

animal species that were consumed by the ancient inhabitants of the site (Hamblin 1984). 

However, a major constraint for agriculture in the area is also its proximity to the windward 

coast that exposed the site to constant strong winds and seasonal hurricanes. In addition, as 

detailed in Chapter 6, the nature and patchy distribution of land resources in the area presents 

special challenges for cultivation due to the irregular distribution of rejolladas, huayás, wetlands, 

broken ridges and dry lands in the local landscape.  

During the Postclassic period, approximately 75 percent of the surface of Cozumel was 

demarcated by a system of stone walls, including the site of Buena Vista and most of the 

southeastern portion of the island.  However, this extensive demarcation of most of the land 

available in Cozumel was not a response to a large increase in local population. Instead it was 

apparently motivated by farmers’ participation in the regional commercial system characterizing 

Postclassic Mesoamerica (as described by Freidel and Sabloff 1984; Smith and Berdan 2003). 

The Postclassic community of Buena Vista was extended around the elevated platform 

supporting the site’s central monumental plaza and additional related structures. Beyond this 
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platform, stone walls demarcated houselots and cultivable parcels across the different 

microenvironmental zones characterizing the site. The size and form of the demarcated parcels 

and the constructive technique of walls vary across the site along with the number and 

characteristics of residential and other structures within houselots. The total population living in 

the central area of Buena Vista and its local landscape during the Postclassic period was 

calculated as 2380 inhabitants. This number is based on an estimation of about 476 residential 

structures in the total study area, together with the general archaeological assumption in the 

Maya area of at least 5 persons living in each structure (see Ashmore 1981:65-66; also Culbert 

and Rice 1990). Although my survey covered only about 55 % of the study area and documented 

a total of 238 residential structures, I multiplied 238 residences by 2 to roughly estimate 

residences on unsurveyed areas. Overall, 2380 inhabitants in an area of about 5 km² represent a 

density of 476 persons per square kilometer, a moderate density for lowland Maya sites (Culbert 

and Rice 1990) and probably not presenting major demographic pressure for subsistence 

resources in Cozumel. 

Below, I compare the characteristics of houselots and demarcated parcels in each 

microenvironmental zone documented in Buena Vista (see Chapter 7 for a description of each) 

employing the OGIFOF model of agrarian settlements, seeking to evaluate the nature and 

intensity of farming strategies in each zone and at the community level, and to assess the 

agrarian responses of local farmers to Postclassic market demands. At the conclusion of each 

discussion, I compare my results to expectations of the OGIFOF model. 

The Akalche Zone 

Agricultural Techniques and Residential Patterns 

The akalche is the zone of lowest elevation in Buena Vista, covering the southeast corner 

of the study area. This is a nearly flat area with a smooth gradient in a southeast direction 
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towards a group of aguadas situated about 1600 m from the site center (see Figure 6.5). Poorly 

drained gleysol soils in this zone retain rainwater for several months after the rainy season and 

then dry out at the end of the dry season. Although the akalche zone is generally a  flat area with 

a large number of shallow huayás and limestone outcrops, a number of low ridges extending  

from the adjacent broken ridges zone create a broken terrain in the northern portion of this zone 

characterized by narrow low ridges separated by shallow areas or troughs.  

Generally, the akalche zone has the lowest ranked land cultivability in the study area. The 

predominant poorly drained gleysol soils put heavy constraints on cultivation in this area due to 

their high clay content. In addition, proximity to the coast exposes the area to strong winds that 

blow marine salt sediments which permeate the soils, increasing their acidity and limiting their 

agricultural capacity. In spite of the limitations for cultivation in this zone, crops adapted to 

acidic soils and resistant to flooding conditions may be cultivated during the rainy season, and a 

dry season crop may be cultivated before the zone completely dries out. However, for year-round 

cultivation in this zone, it is necessary to construct engineering devices to control water 

movement and soil loss. 

Demarcation techniques, cultivable parcels and residential areas in the akalche zone can be 

characterized into two different types. Although most stone walls in low depression areas are 

single-lined walls, areas of limestone outcrops in the southern part of the zone and the zone of 

low ridges in the northern portion were differentially used and demarcated. 

In the north, regular-sized houselots were demarcated on ridge tops, often employing wide 

stone walls on the edges. These walls worked as retaining walls and created a box-terrace surface 

in these elevated areas where houses were built and probably gardens and orchards were labor-

intensively cultivated. Troughs adjacent to these terrace areas were demarcated with single lined 
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walls, functioning as dikes to control the flow of water and at the same time retain water in these 

areas, forming enclosed wetland parcels (see Fedick 2004). During the wet season, these parcels 

provided a source of organic material that could have been collected to fertilize gardens and 

orchards on ridge tops. Likewise, the lime content of the stone walls demarcating the area helped 

to increase the alkalinity of soil in this zone. Thus, wetland parcels may have been employed for 

the cultivation of crops adapted to acidic conditions and resistant to wet environments, such as 

cotton (Gossipyum hisutum) (Campos and Varona 1960:5) and dry season maize (Wilk 1997:99). 

Terrace solares in this area looked like islands in the middle of two troughs, where an intensive 

cultivation of orchard and gardens may have been sustained by fertilizing the terrace parcels with 

organic material collected from adjacent wetland troughs. 

On the southern portion of the akalche zone, large houselots were situated on relatively 

high-ground areas where limestone outcrops are abundant. Houselots in these areas were not 

terraced but only demarcated with single-lined walls. Cultivation was apparently focused on the 

adjacent seasonal wetland, which was demarcated into large cultivable bottom fields, probably 

for dry season maize and cotton cultivation. Most of the demarcated fields documented in this 

area are rectangular or trapezoidal parcels with an average area of 3414 m². These are some of 

the largest parcels in the study area. 

Overall, the density of residences is very low in the akalche zone. Of the total sample of 

demarcated lots mapped in this area, only one each of five documented lots have evidence of 

residential structures. However, different residential patterns are observed in the north and south 

part of this zone. The southern akalche area is characterized by a residential pattern consisting of 

large solares enclosing groups of paired semiperishable rectangular structures. These rectangular 

structures are situated about 20 m apart, leaving a clear area in between the two structures. On 
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the other hand, the northern part of the zone is typified by isolated circular bases, probably for 

perishable residential structures situated on the middle of ridge top terraces. Although the sample 

of structures is small in the akalche zone, the difference between the southern and the northern 

residential pattern is clearly discernible. Isolated perishable structures on ridge tops most 

probably housed a small nuclear family, whereas in the southern part a larger family group may 

have been housed in the two rectangular structures. These different forms of residential 

arrangement seem to be related to the labor necessary for farming in both areas and the relative 

location of houselots with respect to other productive options.  

Cultivation of orchards and gardens in terrace solares on ridge tops is labor intensive, but 

such labor demands small inputs of manpower with more or less continuous attention, involving 

tasks such as weeding and probably fertilizing terraces with night soil and organic material 

collected from the adjacent wet parcels. This type of labor may be provided by one or two adults 

living in the single residence built on these solares (see Netting 1965:424). On the other hand, in 

the southern part of the akalches, a larger group of persons may have been necessary to 

extensively cultivate dry season crops in the large bottom fields located in this area. The 

emphasis may have been on working large areas in a shorter time, before the beginning of the 

rainy season, rather than the year-round care necessary for cultivation in terraces (see Netting 

1965:424; also Wilk 1997:99) 

Comparison with the OGIFOF Model 

As mentioned above, the akalche zone is the zone with the lowest land capability in the 

area.  This zone requires significant modification or landesque capital investment to be 

cultivated. According to the OGIFOF model, marginal lands such as the akalche zone are often 

non-extensively cultivated. Farmers living in these areas focus production on extensive shifting 

cultivation of outfields, but they may alternatively shift to other productive activities and 
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specialize in the production of marketable artifacts such as stone tools or pottery (Killion 

1992:119-149). The OGIFOF model suggests that when outfields are the focus of extensive 

agriculture, the resulting settlement pattern may be one of dispersed groups of structures housing 

multifamily groups that may provide the large task groups necessary to provide the labor for 

extensive shifting cultivation (Killion 1992, see also Netting 1965). Likewise, individual 

houselots are small because no space is necessary in the houselot for preparatory activities, 

which are conducted in distant outfields (Alexander 2000; Killion 1992, Stone 1996).  

Contradicting the OGIFOF model expectations that farmers who settle in poor lands 

should focus on distant outfield agriculture in situations of moderate population density, in 

Buena Vista the akalche zone was intensively terraced, and dikes were constructed to control the 

flow of rainwater in the area, indicating the implementation of a fixed intensive system of 

cultivation. Also, single residences and paired groups were established on terrace solares in the 

northern part of the zone and in raised outcrop areas in the southern part, indicating the 

predominance of small social groups as the basic residential unit in the area. These residential 

groups are more consistent with small task groups necessary for intensive agricultural activities 

in houselot gardens and infields than with outfield cultivation.  

Cultivation in the akalche area was fixed and intensively implemented in intensive 

orchard-gardens solares on ridge tops and in wet fields located in low areas including huayas 

and troughs. Intensive and constant labor necessary to cultivate and fertilize orchard gardens, 

using organic material accumulated in wet troughs, may have been effectively supplied by the 

small farming groups occupying the single and paired residences identified in these areas. The 

low areas may also have been cultivated intensively, however, taking into account that intensive 

cultivation of maize in these areas may have been possible only during the dry season and that 
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dry-maize cultivation does not require the intensive form of agriculture often practiced in infield 

areas (Wilk 1997). The carefully demarcated dike-fields in the akalche low areas that extend far 

beyond the limits of this survey project may have been used more intensively for the cultivation 

of water-tolerant crops that are also tolerant to saline, clayed soils. I think the akalche low areas 

were most probably used for intensive cultivation of cotton (Gossypium hirsutum), which can 

grow in soils with high clay content that retain water for long periods and can also tolerate 

salinity without affecting its productivity. In addition, cotton cultivation does not require large 

task groups but rather a constant supply of small group labor throughout the cultivation cycle for 

planting, weeding, cutting branches, and final harvesting (Campos and Varona 1960). Wild 

cotton is still growing in Cozumel, although intensive cultivation of this crop is no longer 

practiced on the island (Téllez Valdés 1989). 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, during the late sixteenth Century the Cozumel Mayas paid 

tribute to their encomenderos in cotton mantas and other products of the island (Roys et al 1940). 

Likewise, the cultivation of cotton in southern Cozumel was observed by early European 

explorers visiting the island (Channing and Frost 1909). Cotton mantas were one of the most 

important exports from the Yucatán Peninsula prior to European arrival (Piña Chan 1978). The 

probable cultivation of marketable cotton in the akalche area explains why this area was 

intensively demarcated and dikes were constructed to control the flow of water during heavy 

rains to protect tree roots and soil washing. In addition, the constitution of small task groups and 

the size of houselots in the area is consistent with the labor and space necessary for infield 

cultivation and associated preparatory activities. 
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The Tzekel Zone 

Agricultural Techniques and Residential Patterns 

The tzekel zone is located in the northeastern portion of the study area. The zone is 

characterized by a relative plain topography that slopes gently in a southeast direction towards 

the akalche zone to about 500 m from the coast line. To the west, the tzekel area reached the first 

ridges of the broken ridge zone located approximately 700 m from the site center. Soils in this 

zone are very well drained, shallow and stony in an area of abundant limestone outcrops and 

shallow huayás. Generally this zone has a low capability for cultivation due to the lack of deep 

soil that precludes optimal plant root development. Only crops adapted to dry and scanty soil 

conditions can be cultivated in this zone. However, deeper soils that accumulate in the interior of 

huayás within this zone present excellent, but limited space for the cultivation of crops and 

gardens. 

In spite of its poor conditions for agricultural development, the tzekel zone presents the 

largest landesque capital investment in Buena Vista. The entire area was demarcated with a 

combination of single-lined and massive stone walls, some of them as large as 2 m high and 2 m 

wide.  These massive walls were not constructed for terracing or to control water circulation as 

in the akalche zone; instead, their orientations indicate that they were built to protect small 

cultivable areas from seasonal hurricanes and constant strong winds blowing from the windward 

east coast of the island. These windbreaks may have been used to prevent soil erosion and to 

protect shallow-root fragile plants cultivated in the interior of these parcels. Additionally, some 

of these massive walls were built with an attached elevated walkway along their edges that 

permitted circulation in these parcels, avoiding direct walking on cultivable spaces. 

Demarcated lots in the tzekel zone are smaller than lots in other parts of the site. Cultivable 

parcels have an average area of 1444 m² and houselots an area of about 2000 m². Also, the 
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number of houselots in this zone is larger than in other parts of the site, with a ratio of one 

cultivable parcel for every two houselots. This combination of smaller parcels and a large 

number of houselots produces a pattern of nucleation not observed in other areas of Buena Vista.  

There is a lot of variation in the type and arrangement of residential structures within 

houselots in this zone. The majority of houselots have a single circular base that probably 

supported a small perishable residence, but a few lots have paired residences or a residential 

circular base and a smaller circular base most probably used to support an ancillary domestic 

structure. Houselots with paired residences have either two circular bases or a circular base and a 

rectangular foundation used for a semiperishable structure.  

Significantly three large composite groups were documented in this zone. Composite 

groups are often integrated by a large rectangular semiperishable benched structure, one or two 

smaller rectangular structures and a few smaller circular bases. Overall the density of structures 

is very high in this zone, and the proximity between houselots and residences makes it difficult 

to identify how different residential groups integrated into larger units. Considering houselots as 

basic analytical units, the organizations of agrarian tasks in the tzekel zone may have been based 

on the available labor housed in each isolated structure, paired group, or composite group. 

Cultivation in the tzekel zone may be labor intensive in orchard-garden solares and in 

associated infield parcels when available. The labor necessary may have been provided by small 

nuclear family groups working in different short labor-demanding activities scheduled along the 

cultivation cycle (Netting 1965). Although the initial construction of massive walls in this area 

would have required a high labor investment, such work may have been provided by small task 

groups working for longer periods. After construction of the walls, labor for cultivation in these 
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areas may have been less intensive, but constant depending on the agroecological needs of 

selected crops.  

Comparison with the OGIFOF Model 

 The location of the tzekel zone on relatively high ground and the existence in this area of 

a number of huayas containing deposits of rich organic soils result in an overall land capability 

better than that in the akalche zone. However, the major problem in this zone is the proximity to 

the coast and the lack of soil depth for root development for most of the surface area with the 

exception of the interior of huayas. Therefore, intensive cultivation is only possible by 

implementing significant landesque capital investment. Similarly to the akalche zone, the 

OGIFOF model expectations indicate that marginal lands such as the tzekel zone are not often 

the focus of intensive cultivation. Farmers living in these areas may have focused on cultivation 

of outfields or they may have worked in other productive activities. Therefore, the expected 

settlement pattern when farmers focus on extensive outfield agriculture is dispersed, with large 

residential groups housing large task groups to provide the hard and time restricted labor 

demands of shifting cultivation (Netting 1965:425). Likewise, houselots may be small because 

preparatory activities for cultivation are not conducted in the houselot but in distant outfields. 

Again, the settlement pattern observed in the tzekel zone does not follow the OGIFOF 

model expectations for farmers settling in poor agricultural lands. Although the presence in this 

zone of large composite residential groups indicates the existence of large task groups, probably 

working in extensive outfield cultivation, the demarcation and occupation of most of the local 

landscape left no space where outfields could be established. On the other hand, the massive 

construction of stone walls in this area indicates a focus on intensive agricultural practices within 

small houselots and small infields. Cultivation of these parcels requires constant, but not 

intensive labor that can be provided by small task groups. Isolated residential structures within 
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some of these houselots may have housed the necessary labor to cultivate them and small 

adjacent infields. 

The presence of large composite groups in the tzekel zone may be explained if these groups 

actually worked in other productive activities. Taking into account that the tzekel zone is located 

near the coast, an alternative occupation for people living here may have been fishing. If this is 

the case, a focus on fishing activities may result in a settlement pattern similar to that for 

extensive outfield agriculture, consisting of large composite groups occupying relatively small 

residential areas. The intensive practices of fishing in prehispanic Cozumel were observed by 

Spaniards first landing on the island (Cervantes de Salazar 1914:65; Diaz del Castillo in Garcia 

1956; Wagner 1942a) and are also indicated by the large amount of fish and other marine species 

remains recovered from previous excavations in Buena Vista (Hamblin 1975, 1984). 

In addition to fishing activities practiced by large task groups living in the tzekel zone, 

small task groups inhabiting single residential structures within small houselots, some of them 

with adjacent small infields, may have focused on the cultivation of fragile crops not requiring 

deep soil for root development. Plants lacking deep roots cultivated in these areas would have 

been protected from the damage of strong winds by the massive walls enclosing these parcels. 

Cultivation of maize in these parcels was likely possible within huayás that provide enough root 

space for the development of this plant, but huayás may also have been used for cultivation of 

home gardens.  

During my survey of these areas, prickly pear opuntia cactus (Opuntia ficus-indica) was 

observed growing wild within these shallow soil parcels. Opuntia plants are the natural host of 

cochineal insects (Dactylopius coccus) that produce the red pigment employed in prehispanic 

Mesoamerica to dye cotton (Donkin 1977). Opuntia plants for cochineal production were 
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traditionally cultivated in home gardens where the constant labor required by this activity can be 

facilitated. The opuntia plant can be grown in soils notably deficient in nutrients, benefiting from 

the application of wood ash and houseyard refuse (Donkin 1977:13). I believe cultivation of 

opuntia plants and cochineal production in these plants may have been the primary farming 

activity conducted in the small parcels demarcated with massive walls in the tzekel area. The 

constant labor necessary for this activity would have been provided by the small group, probably 

a nuclear family, living in the isolated residential structure within these lots. In addition, the 

monumental walls serving as windbreaks would have protected the fragile opuntia plant but 

more importantly, the delicate dye-producing cochineal insects hosted on these plants. 

The Uplands Zone 

Agricultural Techniques and Residential Patterns 

Within the boundaries of the study area, the upland zone occupies an irregular strip along 

the western limits. However, this zone actually covers a large area paralleling the coast line that 

starts about 1600 m from the coast and extends several kilometers towards the center of the 

island. The uplands zone is characterized by a patchy terrain dominated by high areas of rock 

outcrops and large low areas that accumulate soils eroding from upper terrains. The zone follows 

the gradual gradient of the island towards the coast with interspersed steep gradients at the edge 

of low areas and depressions. Soils in high areas are stony and shallow, but in low areas they are 

deep and rich in organic material. Soil drainage is excellent throughout the zone. The high 

fertility of soil in the uplands is indicated by the moisterforest vegetation type dominating this 

zone. Overall four rejolladas, four huayás and four cenotes were documented in this zone 

indicating the regularity of huayás and rejolladas throughout the study area and the 

concentration of cenotes in this part of the site. Similar to other microenvironments of Buena 
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Vista, the major problem for cultivation in the uplands is soil erosion, which is complicated in 

this zone by excessive drainage.  

The majority of stone walls demarcating lots in the upland zone are single-lined. However, 

single-lined walls and large walls constructed with a base formed by large slabs were constructed 

at the edge of steep gradients along the undulating terrain. These slab base walls were used to 

stop soil erosion and to hold rain water and moisture for longer periods inside cultivable lots. 

Lots in the uplands are the largest lots in the study area, with the largest lot demarcating an area 

averaging 4088 m², which is more than double the area of lots in the dry tzekel zone. Also, in 

contrast to the tzekel zone, the ratio of solares and cultivable fields in this zone is nearly four 

cultivable fields for each solar, indicating a primary use of this zone for agrarian production. 

Although most of these lots have a regular rectangular or trapezoid form, a number of lots have a 

very irregular form resulting from the attempt to include specific land patches or depressions 

within an otherwise regularly demarcated lot. Irregularly demarcated lots are more common in 

the southern portion of the zone. Overall, the pattern of many large cultivable fields and a few 

large houselots indicates a preference to use most of the land for cultivation. 

A marked difference between the intensity of cultivation implemented in the southern and 

northern portions of the mapped upland zone is evidenced by the existence of a large number of 

carved wells and a limited number of apiaries in the northern part of the zone, in contrast to few 

wells and a significant amount of apiaries clustered near cenotes in the southern part. The high 

capability soils present in this zone improved with the terracing system, wich stopped soil 

erosion and retained moisture during the rainy season, and may have made the entire upland zone 

highly suitable for the intensive cultivation of rainfed crops. However, the large number of 

carved wells in the southern part of the zone indicates the possibility of a more permanent and 
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intensive form of cultivation, employing a system of pot irrigation (Flannery et al. 1967; Kirkby 

1973). Wells may have provided water for irrigation during the dry season and guaranteed the 

supply of water in the absence of good precipitation during the rainy season, permitting a more 

intensive and permanent cultivation in these lots.  Therefore, cultivation in the northern uplands 

may have been fixed, permanent, and intensive in orchard-garden solares and high-performance 

sustainable milpas. 

In the southern portion of the uplands, there are not as many carved wells as in the north, 

but there are large numbers of circular apiaries located within or adjacent to houselots. Apiaries 

were often built in groups where a large number of beehives could be stacked, indicating the 

importance and magnitude of beekeeping in this zone. These groups of apiaries are often 

surrounded by many large cultivable parcels and they are distributed evenly, approximately 500 

m apart. 

As mentioned in Chapter 6, beekeeping at the scale represented by the number of apiaries 

recorded in this zone is not a supplementary activity, but most probably it was the principal 

activity of farmers living in this zone. These beekeepers were fully aware of the importance of a 

good supply of flowering species for bee production and probably paid attention to the careful 

management of adjacent vegetation resources. Considering that native bee species feed in a 

radius of 500 - 600 m, the even distribution of apiaries in the area would have avoided 

competition between bees from different apiaries for the same flowering species (Chemas and 

Rico 1991). Also, a system of shifting cultivation of maize at parcels surrounding apiaries, which 

keeps one or two parcels under cultivation each season while other parcels are on fallow, may 

result in a pattern of surrounding parcels with vegetation at different stages of regrowth and 

consequently with a variety of flowering plants blossoming at different seasons (Batun 2005; 
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Flores and Ucan, 1983; Remmers and Koeijer 1992). Maize fields may also have been useful to 

feed bees with corn tassels, which usually grow during a time of low plant flowering in northern 

Yucatán (Chemas and Rico 1991). Generally, the practice of beekeeping requires relative light, 

but continuous labor throughout the year (Ewell and Merril-Sands 1987). I think that beekeeping 

was the principal activity of farmers in the southern uplands, centered in large orchard-gardens 

beekeeping solares, with adjacent cultivable fields used for shifting milpas and bee-gardens. 

Residential patterns are also different between the northern and southern uplands. In the 

north the predominant pattern consisted of a single large rectangular semiperishable structure or 

paired groups of smaller rectangular semiperishable structures. In the south, the pattern is of 

isolated medium rectangular semiperishable structures or small residential platforms probably 

supporting one or two small perishable structures. Thus, residential groups were larger in the 

south than in the north, indicating the availability of larger labor groups to work in the southern, 

intensively cultivated, high-performance milpas than in the northern beekeeping solares that do 

not require large amounts of labor at the same time, but constant tending throughout the year. 

Comparison with the OGIFOF Model 

The high soil capability for cultivation in the upland zone offers general conditions for the 

implementation of intensive forms of cultivation in this area of the site. The main problems for 

agriculture here are risk of soil erosion once the land is cleared of vegetation, excessive drainage, 

and unpredictability of rainfall. Therefore, certain landesque capital was necessary in order to 

implement an intensive agricultural system in this zone. The OGIFOF model expectations 

indicate that intensive cultivation systems are often implemented in rich agricultural lands, with 

farmers living in these areas implementing intensive agriculture in adjacent infields. The 

expected settlement pattern may be dispersed farmsteads, with residents living in the middle of 

their intensively cultivated fields. The residential pattern may be small groups big enough to 
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house the labor necessary for constant tending of adjacent fields. Likewise, houselots may be 

large enough to provide the necessary space for preparatory farming activities near residences.  

The settlement pattern in the northern part of the zone follows the OGIFOF expectations, 

with some modifications. Whereas cultivation was actually focused on near infields that were 

terraced and supplemented with carved wells for pot irrigation, residential groups are larger than 

expected and they probably housed labor groups larger than those necessary for cultivation of a 

small number of infields for household subsistence. Considering the large number of cultivable 

parcels for each houselot in this zone and the large labor groups in each houselot, the pattern 

corresponds to a more intensive form of production than for household subsistence. Cultivation 

of maize in this zone may have provided a surplus to supply other households not producing 

enough maize to cover their own needs. 

On the other hand, in the southern part of the uplands, the pattern of small residential 

groups does not correspond to an intensive cultivation of near infields, but to a more constant 

tending of apiaries and a less intensive cultivation of adjacent infields. The demarcation of a 

large number of infields in this area seems to be a means to control a larger territory, where 

vegetation regrowth can be managed to provide flowering vegetation for beekeeping. In other 

words, it was a system of fallow management rather than an intensive system of cultivation that 

required only small task groups. 

The Broken Ridges Zone 

Agricultural Techniques and Residential Patterns 

The broken ridges zone covers a large irregular terrain located in the central part of the 

study area. The main feature of this zone is an intercalated chain of ridges and troughs running 

parallel to the coastline. The ridge zone begins approximately 1000 m from the coastline and 

ends about 1600 m inland where the highest ground becomes more level. Most ridges are 
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approximately 2 m high and their width generally varies from about 50 m to 80 m, whereas 

troughs have an average width of 40 m to 60 m. The largest ridge in this zone is located in the 

center of the study area and was apparently modified and expanded to support the site’s central 

plaza and other structures that form the site core area. This ridge is about 300 m in its widest 

part, and it is located in the middle of two wide flat areas separating the large ridge from the 

nearest ridge to the west and east. These wide flat areas extend for about 400 m and become 

narrow troughs north and south of the central part. Overall, the broken ridges zone has the largest 

number of huayás, cenotes, and rejolladas documented in Buena Vista. Rejolladas are 

remarkably concentrated at the site core area east of the largest central ridge. 

Broadly, the broken ridges zone has the highest capability for cultivation within the study 

area. The several rejolladas and huayás in this zone provide areas where rich organic soil is 

accumulated and cultivation can be intensively implemented without major modifications. Ridge 

tops contain deposits of deep dark rendzina soils of high agricultural capability. However, as in 

other zones of the site, there is a risk of soil erosion that requires the construction of auxiliary 

structures to retain soils in place. Troughs have soil of good agricultural capability, although 

relatively shallower than soils on ridge tops and soils in rejolladas or huayás. The main problem 

for cultivation in troughs is soil erosion due to the gradual inclination of the terrain towards the 

low akalche zone. During heavy rains troughs become natural drainage channels, carrying water 

from most elevated areas of the site. Therefore, cultivation in these areas requires the 

construction of dams to check runoff and concentrate soil and water resources in trapping areas. 

In addition to the variety of soil resources in this zone, its strategic location in an ecotone 

between the akalche, tzekel and upland zones provide settlements in this zone adjacent access to 

additional natural resources and farming options. 
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Stone walls demarcating lots in the broken ridges zone are large walls, standing about one 

meter high and one meter wide and single-lined walls. However, even though only two types of 

stone walls were constructed in this zone, they combine in different patterns directly related with 

the irregular nature of the terrain and their function. Ridge tops in the northern and southern parts 

of the zone were generally demarcated employing a combination of single-lined and large walls. 

Large walls were built at the edges of hill tops in order to stop soil erosion, whereas single-lined 

walls were built to divide ridge tops into smaller lots. The resulting pattern is one of demarcated, 

flat cultivable parcels along ridge tops, known as box terraces (Dunning and Beach 1994; Fedick 

1994). On the other hand, adjacent narrow troughs were demarcated with single-lined walls 

functioning as check dams stopping soil runoff and enclosing planting surfaces; these are known 

as cross-channel terraces or weir terraces (Dunning and Beach 1994; Kunen 2001). The 

difference between the northern and southern section of the broken ridges zone is mainly due to 

their location bordering two different zones. The southern broken ridges border the akalche zone 

to the east, and the lowest part of the uplands to the west. On the other hand, the northern broken 

ridges abut the tzekel zone to the east, and the highest ground of the upland zone to the west.  

As a result of their location, the southern and northern broken ridges share some of the 

settlement characteristics of adjacent areas. In the northern broken ridges, lots are predominantly 

box-terrace houselots atop narrow ridges with adjacent low areas demarcated into large lots, 

some of them with apiaries. A combination of beekeeping in orchard-garden solares, silviculture 

in bee gardens, and intensive cultivation in pot-irrigated fields may have been practiced in this 

area. In a different way, lots in the southern broken ridges zone are relatively smaller than in the 

north, and most of them are demarcated with complex walls. The high irregularity of the terrain 

in this area results in a predominance of small box terraces, some of them with residential 
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structures. Consequently the agrarian pattern may have consisted of box-terrace orchard-garden 

solares, intensively cultivated terraces, and probably wetland cultivation in adjacent akalche 

fields. 

The wall demarcation system in the central part of the zone follows the pattern of large 

retaining walls used for box terraces in narrow ridges, but here they were built along the edge of 

the large ridge, forming a massive terrace area which was demarcated into smaller parcels by 

single-lined walls. Similarly, the large low flat areas east and west of the ridge were demarcated 

into smaller parcels using single-lined walls. In addition to the great variability in demarcation 

technique employed throughout the zone, the size of lots also is quite varied, with a tendency for 

houselots smaller than cultivable parcels in the entire zone. 

The high heterogeneity in construction technique, form, and size of demarcated lots across 

this zone is directly related to the irregular topography, the distribution of natural depressions 

and the proximity of different parts of the zone to other microenvironmental zones.  The primary 

differences are notably between the north, central, and southern parts of the zone.  

At the central part of the zone, the large terrace area atop the ridge supported a number of 

smaller platforms, probably used as a base for residential structures and some dispersed circular 

structures identified as apiaries. The only elite plaza group mapped in Buena Vista was 

constructed at the northern end of this terrace area. Although walls in this area have been 

severely altered over time, it is possible to observe the foundations of single-lined walls to 

demarcate the area atop the ridge into small lots, most of them residential lots. Apparently no 

cultivation of this area was possible because most of the surface was paved and plastered (Rathje 

and Phillips 1975).  
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The low area east of the main platform has the largest concentration of rejolladas in Buena 

Vista. This area has been heavily affected by long-term modern ranching activities in the site and 

more recently by the construction of a horse-riding tourist route going across this area. Most of 

the stones originally used in ancient walls have been removed and reused in modern walls and 

limerock roads. Only a few fragments of ancient walls were mapped in this area, some of them 

situated around the edge of large rejolladas. Also, large rocks that were probably part of the 

walls enclosing these depressions were noted to have collapsed into the interior of these 

rejolladas. The systematic demarcation of rejolladas indicates the importance of these cultivable 

spaces and suggests a specialized use of rejolladas in this area. As mentioned in Chapter 3, 

rejolladas were used in northern Yucatán during prehispanic times for the cultivation of cacao 

trees (Boucher and Kepecs 1996). The rich organic soils and microclimatic conditions inside 

rejolladas provide the optimal conditions for the development of cacao trees in the Yucatán 

Peninsula (Gomez Pompa et al. 1990; Muhs et al. 1985). Given the high social value of cacao in 

prehispanic Mesoamerica, cultivation in the rejolladas could have been a prestige enterprise in 

this part of the site (Millon 1955).  

Farther east from the site core, at the limits of the broken ridge zone, box terraces were 

demarcated atop narrow ridges and cross-channel terraces on adjacent troughs. The resulting 

pattern reflects orchard-garden solares atop ridges, with adjacent cultivable box terraces and 

cross-channel terraces. A different agrarian pattern is observed in the low flat area west of the 

central terrace area. This area is occupied by a large number of apiaries enclosed in large single-

lined demarcated lots associated with some small demarcated rejolladas and box terraces in 

elevated areas. The settlement pattern in this area looks similar to the southern upland zone. 
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Residential patterns and the associated labor available in different parts of the broken 

ridges would have been very diverse. Residences in the northern broken ridges are 

predominantly paired groups formed by circular bases of perishable structures or rectangular 

foundations of semiperishable constructions. These residential groups probably housed medium-

sized labor groups cultivating adjacent pot-irrigated fields and working in beekeeping activities. 

In contrast, the southern part of the broken ridges likely had larger labor groups housed in groups 

of residential platforms and adjacent circular bases or medium-sized labor groups housed in 

paired perishable structures. A large labor force may have been used in the intensive cultivation 

of box terraces and akalche fields. 

The distribution of residences in the central part is also as diverse as the evidence of 

different agrarian activities. In the large flat area east of the central site core, where abundant 

rejolladas were probably used to cultivate cacao trees, there are no residential structures, but 

only isolated masonry temples constructed next to rejolladas. Most of these structures are 

connected to the rejollada by a narrow, paved sacbe. East of this area, at the limits of the broken 

ridges, residences are predominantly single rectangular semiperishable structures constructed 

within box terraces. The labor groups living in this part of the zone may have been small 

household groups. 

West of the central site core, where the tending of bees may have been an important 

activity, large composite groups formed by small platform groups and the base of a single 

perishable structure in large houselots may have housed large labor groups, whereas isolated 

circular bases constructed in small box terraces probably housed only small labor groups. 

Comparison with the OGIFOF Model 

Generally, the broken ridges zone has the highest land capability in Buena Vista, with a 

high potential for intensive agricultural practices. The problems for permanent cultivation in this 
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zone are similar to problems in other zones of the site, including soil erosion and the lack of a 

permanent water supply. Although this problem varies somewhat in different parts of the zone, 

all of those parts need obtrusive works to create permanent planting surfaces. Therefore, as in the 

fertile upland zone, the OGIFOF model expectations for the broken ridges is the implementation 

of intensive systems of production in infield areas adjacent to intensive cultivated orchard-

gardens. The expected settlement pattern would be dispersed houselots situated in the middle of 

intensive cultivated infields. The preferred residential pattern would be small residential groups 

housing small labor groups, providing the necessary task group for intensive constant work in 

adjacent infields. As well, houselots could have been large enough to provide the necessary 

space for preparatory farming activities near residences.  

As mentioned above, settlement in this zone varies in the north, south, and central parts, 

providing some indications of the nature and intensity of agrarian activities in each. In the 

northern and southern parts of the zone, as well as in the central core and west of the central 

core, there was a tendency for organization in large residential groups. These groups do not 

correspond to independent nuclear families cultivating their adjacent infields or tending their 

apiaries and bee gardens, but to larger groups diversifying production in multiple cultivated 

fields. However, the ratio of houselots and cultivable parcels in this zone is only just shy of two 

cultivable parcels for each houselot. The size of groups in this area can be explained if these 

groups were also cultivating nearby fields in adjacent zones. In the southern part, they may have 

cultivated nearby fields in the akalche zone, whereas in the northern part, large upland fields 

may have been cultivated by labor groups living atop terrace ridges, some of them cultivating 

their orchard-garden solares, tending their apiaries, and rotating cultivation in large upland fields 
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as bee gardens and milpas. A diversifying strategy such as this seems to be the most productive 

strategy for large groups living in ecotones having access to a diversity of land resources. 

The strategy for cultivation of rejolladas, probably planted with cacao trees west of the site 

core, is unclear. Most of these rejolladas are associated with ceremonial non-residential 

structures. However it is possible that cultivation of these depressions may have been done by 

people living in residences located above the site core platform. The nucleated pattern of 

residences on the core platform and the lack of cultivation spaces in this area indicate that people 

there were dedicated to economic activities other than direct agricultural production. Freidel and 

Sabloff (1984:174) suggested this area was probably the location of warehouses, and that people 

living there were working in storage tasks. Although this hypothesis cannot be totally rejected, 

the existence of apiaries in this large elevated area indicates beekeeping was an important 

activity practiced by the residents. However, the number of residents suggests labor groups 

larger than those necessary for beekeeping activities. It is likely that, these people cultivated 

other adjacent areas, including rejolladas west of the platform and large cultivable parcels to the 

east. In addition the large number of metates noted on this large platform (Rathje and Phillips 

1975:86) suggests the possibility of large-scale processing of agrarian products, but the nature of 

these processing tasks remains to be investigated. 

The Agrarian Community of Buena Vista 

The site of Buena Vista is characterized by a great microenvironmental diversity and 

access to rich agricultural lands and marine resources. This strategic position was amply 

exploited by Postclassic Maya farmers, who stratified the entire area into zones of diverse 

agrarian use, implementing a diversity of farming strategies. Altogether, the stone wall 

demarcation of the entire landscape represents a large landesque capital investment that may be 

interpreted as manifesting a strategy of intensification. However, as detailed above, some 
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farming strategies implemented in the site may seem more extensive than intensive, if an 

intensive strategy is defined as a strategy that increases efficiency, creating a greater 

concentration of production within fixed land parcels, and if production is primarily assumed to 

be production of subsistence crops such as maize (see Stone and Downum 1999). However, 

when ethnohistoric data concerning local agrarian production is considered, and it is realized that 

agrarian settlements were participating in larger economic systems such as regional trading, then 

production on lands poorly suited for subsistence production of maize must be assessed as 

potentially useful for cultivation of marketable agrarian commodities. In this case, production 

strategies must be analyzed in terms of their agroecological context. 

The large landesque capital invested in Buena Vista’s landscape was the result of careful 

management of all available land in the site and the selection of land suitable for the production 

of different trade products. Akalche wetlands were most probably demarcated for the production 

of cotton, which may have been cultivated by small task groups whose residences were situated 

in box-terrace, orchard-garden solares on high areas. The shallow tzekel areas were likely 

divided into small parcels, protected with massive windbreak walls to cultivate opuntia cactus for 

the production of cochineal dye used for coloring cotton fabrics. The large task groups living in 

the tzekel area may have been primarily occupied in the exploitation of marine resources from 

the coast, located a few hundred meters east of this area. 

Beekeeping was one of the most important activities at the site in areas situated at least 

1500 m from the coastline, which are also areas of rich agricultural potential for maize 

production. However these lands may have been cultivated only in an extensive shifting fashion, 

giving priority to the use of fallow areas with secondary growth flowering species necessary to 

maintain large-scale beekeeping activities. Cultivation in rejolladas, probably of cacao trees, 
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may have provided elite groups access to this luxury crop, as indicated by the spatial association 

of rejolladas to masonry-type public structures. 

Distant uplands with high agricultural capability were probably cultivated in a very 

intensive form of maize production in large parcels improved with carved wells, guaranteeing 

water supply in the event of rain scarcity. The uplands may have been used as the breadbasket of 

the site. Production in the broken ridges was highly diversified due to the strategic location of 

this zone in an ecotone area, with access to different land resources. Groups living in this zone 

were better positioned for the exploitation of several resources, which helps to explain the large 

number of structures in this zone and the organization of its inhabitants into larger task groups. 

In sum, during the Postclassic period, the agrarian community of Buena Vista, as a whole, 

intensified farming production by implementing a diversifying strategy that allocated production 

of varied trade and subsistence products in areas more suitable for their production. However, at 

the scale of the individual houselot, agrarian intensification was implemented by specializing in 

the production of selected crops better adapted to the particular land resources in different 

microenvironmental zones. Some of the occupants of these houselots implemented intensive 

strategies in infields or home gardens, whereas others implemented extensive shifting strategies 

in large demarcated parcels. Overall, the practice of specialized farming strategies at various 

houselots may have contributed effectively to a greater concentration of production for selected 

commodities at Buena Vista.  
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

My study began with the general thesis that increasing participation of local agrarian 

communities into regional commercial systems produces a need for greater production 

concentration that results in the implementation of intensive production systems (Graves et al 

1982; Netting et al 1989; Price et al 1977). My particular interest developed around how 

Prehispanic Maya agrarian communities intensified production as a response to surplus demands 

placed by the regional commercial systems characterizing Mesoamerica during the Postclassic 

period (Kepecs and Masson 2003; Smith and Berdan 2003). 

 As detailed in the introductory chapter, previous studies indicate that long-distance trade 

was one of the most important economic activities of Postclassic Yucatán (Gonzales and 

Andrews 1999; Kepecs 2003; MacKinnon 1989; Masson 2000; Peniche 1990; Rathje 1975; 

Sabloff 1977; Sabloff and Rathje 1975). The main commodities exported from this region to 

other parts of Mesoamerica were essentially agrarian products, including salt, cotton cloth, dyes, 

beeswax, and honey (Andrews 1983; Blom 1932; Piña Chan 1978). However, although the 

importance of long-distance exchange in the local economy has been fully demonstrated (Freidel 

and Sabloff 1984; Sabloff 1977; Rathje 1975; Smith and Berdan 2003), the form and scale in 

which agrarian commodities were produced is still poorly known. Therefore, I was interested in 

investigating the nature and intensity of agrarian production in a Postclassic farming community, 

a much less well known subject in Maya economics. I stressed that we could not fully understand 

the economy of Postclassic Yucatán until we investigated the nature and intensity of agrarian 

production in this region. My case study therefore, focused on an area that reached its highest 

development and population levels during the Postclassic period and has been recognized as an 
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important node in the long-distance Mesoamerican trade system of this period (Freidel and 

Sabloff 1984).    

In this study I investigated ways in which settlement pattern data offer insights into the 

nature and intensity of farming activities in agrarian communities. My study followed the 

premise that agrarian production systems are cultural adaptations resulting from the interplay 

between cultural selections of resource primacy, motivated by local and larger economic 

institutions in which the group participates (e.g. regional trade systems), but also from 

historically available technology and natural resource opportunities and limitations (Brookfield 

1975; Butzer 1982; Steward 1955). Therefore, it was my contention that understanding the 

relationship between land resources, farming technology, and cultural priorities is essential to 

understanding how ancient agrarian production systems operated. A settlement agroecological 

approach that combines methods and theories of settlement ecology, landscape ecology, and 

agroecology was best suited to investigate the nature and intensity of agrarian production in 

Buena Vista. 

Following this approach, I conducted survey and mapping at the site of Buena Vista in 

2003. The Buena Vista Cozumel Archaeological Project (BVCAP) was based on field methods 

and models I designed specifically to recover information on ancient farming systems. I 

employed a fine-grained research strategy focused on documenting microenvironmental 

variations and settlement distribution in the local landscape, including all evidence of ancient 

landscape modifications distributed in a total area of 5.2 km² centered in the site core. The results 

of my research, although based on preliminary surface archaeological data, contribute to the 

ongoing process of examining ancient Maya agriculture in empirical and theoretical terms.  
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The sampling methods in Buena Vista were designed to systematically survey the site from 

the central core in all directions to the peripheries in order to identify the distribution of zones of 

distinct agricultural capability. After these zones were identified, a larger sample of settlement 

pattern in each zone was investigated. The survey methods included GIS mapping of topographic 

(e.g. rejolladas, huayás, cenotes) and cultural features (e.g. walls, wells, apiaries, residential 

structures), and limited soil sampling to evaluate land capability. The whole-site survey provided 

empirical synchronic information on the full agroecological and social spectrum, a departure 

from previous surveys on the island which often focused exclusively on elite remains. Previous 

surveys in Buena Vista (Davidson 1967; Freidel and Sabloff 1984; Sabloff and Rahje 1975) were 

limited to the site monumental core and brief descriptions of adjacent areas. My data included 

coverage of a broader area, more detailed and accurate GIS mapping of topographic and 

settlement features, and a larger sample of land demarcation systems, residential structures, and 

demarcated lots. 

The analytical method focused on comparing the settlement pattern in identified 

microenvironmental zones to theoretical constructs based on assumptions about relationships 

between farming strategies, land resources, residential patterns, and labor organization. I 

employed a settlement ecological model know, as the Orchard-Garden Infield Outfield Model 

(OGIFOF) as a heuristic device to evaluate the nature and intensity of agrarian practices in the 

local landscape by examining the form and composition of residential areas. This model has been 

previously used in the study of other sites of Mesoamerican (e.g. Alexander 1999, 2000, 2005; 

Killion 1992; McAnany 1990, 1995; Tourtellot 1993), but in a different form than I did. Rather 

than looking for a goodness-of-fit between the OGIFOF model and the settlement data of Buena 

Vista, the material evidence discussed in my used of this model focused my attention on specific 
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variations in the composition and arrangement of residential areas thought to pertain when 

intensification, motivated by population growth, is known. These patterns were compared to 

residential patterns and the remains of intensive agrarian systems I mapped at the site of Buena 

Vista. The goal was to identify differences and similarities with the expected OGIFOF pattern 

with the differences needing assessment and explanation. In Chapter 3 I presented data on 

regional farming systems and general crop agroecologies together with current archaeological 

knowledge of intensification strategies in the Maya Lowlands. Likewise, in Chapter 4 I reviewed 

historical document that reported farming activities and principal crops produced in Cozumel 

during first Spanish contact and early colonial times. This agroecological information, combined 

with my preliminary assessment of land resources of the study area, helped me to interpret 

agrarian strategies in each microenvironmental zone of the site and propose a plausible 

interpretation of crops cultivated in each zone.  

Agrarian Responses to Market Demands 

The results of this study contribute to our understanding of how increasing demand for 

trade products affected agrarian land use patterns and the organization of farming activities in 

rural Maya communities. In the past typically, the economy of Postclassic Cozumel has been 

interpreted as relying heavily on trading activities in which all communities of the island were 

mainly involved  in providing different services and maintaining facilities for foreign merchants 

using the island as an independent port of trade (Freidel and Sabloff 1984; Sabloff and Rathje 

1975). Buena Vista has been largely interpreted within this perspective as the principal storage 

site of the island occupied with the maintenance of storage facilities (Freidel and Sabloff 

1984:167-175), although no conclusive evidence of storage structures or warehouses has been 

documented at the site.  
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In Chapter 1, I argued that this interpretation of Cozumel economics is incomplete and 

fails to fully represent the economic complexity of the island during the Postclassic period 

because it ignores the role of production in the local economy. Significantly, this interpretation 

ignores substantial archaeological evidence indicating a complex and extensive system of land 

management and agrarian production that covered most of the island’s surface and demarcated 

the entire landscape of Buena Vista.  The results of my study indicate that Buena Vista was 

actually an agrarian production community. The data and analysis demonstrate that local farmers 

intensified agrarian production by implementing a diversification strategy that stratified the local 

landscape into specialized production zones. My study therefore presents a case for Postclassic 

Maya agrarian communities as production specialists exploiting all available land resources for 

subsistence and commodity production, motivated by their participation in long-distance 

commercial systems. 

As this study demonstrates, the complex system of land demarcation in Buena Vista was 

not designed to protect storage facilities guarded at the site core, as suggested in previous site 

interpretations (Freidel and Sabloff 1984), but as detailed in Chapters 7 and 8, it accomplished 

different agricultural functions depending on microenvironmental context. Stone walls in Buena 

Vista functioned as dikes in the akalche wetland zone, windbreaks in the stony tzekel zone, box 

terraces atop ridges and high steep areas, and cross-channel terraces across troughs. Additionally, 

stone walls were used to demarcate and protect important farming areas such as rejolladas, 

huayás, orchard-garden solares, intensive cultivated milpas and apiaries and their adjacent bee 

gardens.  

The combination of gardening, tree cropping, beekeeping, intensive terrace farming, pot- 

irrigated fields, shifting cultivation in bee gardens, and possible cochineal production in cactus 
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gardens was a response to the particular combination of environmental resources available and 

cultural selection of productive priorities, in this case marketable products. The local landscape 

is extremely heterogeneous, containing not only the four basic environmental zones noted in this 

study but also great variability within each zone that results in a patchy distribution of land 

resources. Farmers in Buena Vista made use of this natural variability, not only for food 

production in intensive cultivated milpas and terraced solares and fields, but also with a special 

emphasis on the production of trade goods. Large tracts of land with the highest agricultural 

capability in the broken ridges, and the upland zones with a great potential for intensive maize 

production, were apparently cultivated in a shifting form with a special premium on maintaining 

flowering plants in fallow parcels for beekeeping. Likewise the largest landesque capital in the 

site was invested in lands poorly suitable for maize in the tzekel zone, probably used for 

cochineal production. Also, the careful management of large extensions of wetlands in the 

akalche zone that extend beyond the study area, together with the protection of rejolladas and 

huayás, are further indications of the importance of cultivation of these areas likely for cotton 

and cacao trees.  

The highly diversified suite of subsistence and commodity production strategies resulting 

from the patchy distribution of land resources in Buena Vista agrees with what Fedick (1996), 

following a landscape ecological perspective, called the ancient Maya managed mosaic. It also 

supports a multihabitat/multitechnology model of ancient Maya subsistence (Rice 1993) that is 

now recognized by a number of Maya scholars (Demarest 2004; Dunning 1996; Fedick 1996; 

Gomez-Pompa et al. 2003; Flannery 1982; Harrison and Turner 1978; Kunen 2003; Kepecs and 

Boucher 1996; Lohse 2001; McAnany 1995; Pohl 1990; Sanders 1977). However, the specific 

selection of crops and lands where intensive production systems were implemented in Buena 
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Vista demonstrate that there is not a direct relationship between high land capability and the 

practice of intensive agriculture. Particular forms of intensification are the result of different 

reasons motivating farmers to intensify production.  In Buena Vista, the market demands of 

specific commodities increased local farming options, and possibilities beyond farming for food 

production resulted in the adaptation of all available land for effective production of both trade 

and subsistence goods, with a premium on using large tracts of the best land resources in the area 

for the production of commodities. 

General Contributions 

This study contributes in at least three important ways to the investigation of ancient Maya 

economic systems. First, empirically it contributes a new and substantial set of archaeological 

data for a part of Cozumel that was not intensively investigated. Prior archaeological surveys in 

Cozumel provided preliminary chronological and settlement data of the principal inland site 

centers and isolated structures along the coast (Azcarate and Ramirez 2002; Freidel and Sabloff 

1984; Robles 1986a, 1986b; Sanders 1955, 1960). With the exception of the site of San 

Gervasio, for most of the sites of Cozumel, no complete maps or chronological data are 

available. During my survey in Buena Vista I revisited most of the previously mapped 

archaeological structures in the site center and added many new ones to the list, for a total of 540 

structures. In addition, 229 demarcated lots were completely mapped, the largest number of 

demarcated parcels documented in Cozumel.  

The whole site survey offered basic material data on the full social spectrum of this 

farming community, indicating a complex form of organization in the site that does not support 

the concentric zone model of Maya settlement and social organization previously thought 

applicable to Buena Vista and other sites of the island (Freidel and Sabloff 1984). In Buena Vista 

there is not an inverse relation between size of demarcated lots and proximity to the settlement 
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core, as assumed by a concentric settlement model, which assume small lots located near the 

center and larger lots in peripheral areas. Rather, large lots, with evidence of farming, are present 

adjacent to the site core and at different distances from the center, and smaller lots are found at 

the peripheries. In addition, surveys at different parts of the site documented that variations in the 

form, size, and arrangement of residential structures were more related to the organization of 

farming activities in different zones than to proximity to the site center. Taken together, lot size 

and residential patterns in Buena Vista indicated no great social differentiation among farmers at 

different zones of the site further contradicting the social aspects of the concentric zone model. 

With the exception of the sole masonry plaza in the site center, probably functioning as an 

administrative quarters, and the four masonry structure groups probably used for rituals, all other 

parts of the site have evidence of serving a diverse farming activities. 

In an effort to understand the spatial relationship between settlement pattern and the 

organization of farming activities in agrarian settlements, I elaborated the OGIFOF settlement-

agriculture model. Although some studies in Mesoamerica have found evidence supporting this 

model, I found it more useful to use the model as a heuristic device to examine agrarian 

settlements by incorporating information about local agroecology. In doing my analysis, I 

discovered that the model becomes richer and more informative as it becomes more 

agroecological. Using this theoretical and methodological approach, my study improves our 

understanding of variation in ancient agrarian settlement not only in relation to the distribution of 

cultivable land but also in relation to the social priorities motivating increased production. 

Overall, this study demonstrates the importance of considering alternative agrarian use of poor 

agricultural lands for the production of crops other than food staples. The intensive and extensive 

wall demarcation in Buena Vista, running across different microenvironments, presents standing 
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evidence that all available land in ancient sites may have been used for cultivation but the 

material evidence is probably gone.             

Finally, this study also contributes to anthropological theories of agriculture intensification 

by presenting a case of intensification as the result of farmers’ participation in regional trade 

systems. I utilized intensification theory as the conceptual framework to identify specific forms 

of intensification strategies at Buena Vista. As was reviewed in detail in Chapter 2, early views 

of agricultural intensification defined it as the natural outcome of population growth, measurable 

in terms of the frequency with which the land is cropped and/or left fallow, considering 

agricultural land use as a continuum from forest that is never cropped to land cropped at shorter 

intervals (Boserup 1965: 13). Although in recent years this definition has been rethought, a 

number of archaeologists (e.g. Baker 2007; Drennan 1988; Johnston 2003; Liendo 2002) still 

define intensification in terms of changes from simple to complex systems of production and 

identify the investment of landesque capital in fixed land (terraces, dams, ditches, raised fields) 

as modifications aiming to improve soil productivity and consequently as solid evidence of 

intensive cultivation systems. As this study demonstrates, intensification can also be motivated 

by reasons other than population growth, in this case for market participation. Likewise in order 

to understand how the whole intensification system operates, it has to be evaluated not only in 

fixed land plots but at the dimension of the local landscape considering the possibility of a 

variety of intensive strategies. In Buena Vista specialization in a myriad of locally adapted 

productive strategies, including intensive gardening, beekeeping, shifting cultivation in bee 

gardens, wetland cultivation, terracing, pot-irrigation milpas and cochineal production resulted in 

a diversified system, effectively increasing production of the local landscape. 
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Future Research 

Throughout this study I developed an understanding of the nature and intensity of agrarian 

practices in Buena Vista as the result of the participation of local Maya farmers in larger 

economic systems. Although this study is principally based on surface archaeological data, it 

provides substantial evidence for the organization of agrarian production at the site. However, 

like many interpretations of ancient activities based on preserved surface data, it is susceptible to 

challenges from competing theoretical perspectives. Future archaeological work, including 

extensive excavation, is recommended to confirm the utilization of intensive agricultural 

techniques at the site. Additionally, it would be informative to conduct a thorough excavation of 

the apiaries identified in this study to investigate how beekeeping was practiced in these places. 

Also, investigations on the social organization of production at the community and regional level 

are necessary to understand how products were moved from farmers into exchange networks, 

and if production was controlled by independent farmers residing in each zone or by the elite 

occupying the site central core. Some scholars (e.g. Fedick 1996; McAnany 1995) have noted 

that the patchy distribution of land resources in the Maya lowlands limited the ability of elite 

groups to control agrarian production, arguing that production was organized by independent 

groups of farmers. However in Cozumel and Buena Vista in particular, the large extension and 

regularity of the wall-network covering most available land may be an indication of elite groups 

controlling the entire island. Likewise, the absence of clear routes for circulation across the 

network of walls demarcating the site make it difficult to understand how the movement of 

people and farming products was organized across the site.  

In concluding this study, I reiterate that my survey results expand our knowledge of 

Postclassic Maya agrarian production systems and contribute to a better understanding of the 

economic system in general. However, further research is needed in order to understand the 
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participation of elite groups in the organization of local production and the distribution of goods 

within communities and into regional trade systems. 
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APPENDIX A 
LIST OF KARSTIC FEATURES 

Num Karstic Feature Area (m²) Perimeter (m) Easting¹ Northing¹ 
1 Rejollada 381.622 73.286 505820 2246829 
2 Rejollada 599.503 93.381 506203 2247094 
3 Rejollada 1122.046 133.777 506235 2247386 
4 Rejollada 2293.845 178.184 506271 2247295 
5 Rejollada 1208.108 124.357 506439 2247353 
6 Rejollada 68.488 30.401 506220 2247310 
7 Rejollada 158.880 48.212 506237 2247230 
8 Rejollada 125.202 42.116 505184 2247044 
9 Rejollada 7.710 11.243 506104 2247270 
10 Rejollada 19.315 17.314 506112 2247266 
11 Rejollada 183.101 51.281 506018 2247284 
12 Rejollada 44.955 24.663 505187 2247402 
13 Rejollada 136.186 42.033 505447 2246661 
14 Rejollada 25.491 18.761 506205 2246975 
15 Rejollada 24.242 18.320 506217 2246977 
16 Rejollada 1179.671 132.586 506364 2247446 
17 Rejollada 285.432 62.731 506484 2247451 
18 Rejollada 654.114 94.149 506558 2247393 
19 Rejollada 333.381 66.731 506625 2247311 
20 Rejollada 625.231 91.376 506631 2247441 
21 Rejollada 388.127 72.212 506627 2247486 
22 Rejollada 705.556 97.122 506599 2247565 
23 Rejollada 127.328 42.220 506393 2247631 
24 Rejollada 279.698 62.435 506380 2247603 
25 Rejollada 309.052 64.476 506398 2247666 
26 Rejollada 161.586 45.934 506472 2247648 
27 Rejollada 677.324 101.757 506360 2247859 
28 Rejollada 128.146 41.931 506402 2247856 
29 Rejollada 381.006 70.442 506409 2247814 
30 Rejollada 189.791 50.966 506351 2247742 
31 Rejollada 196.155 52.418 506300 2247707 
32 Rejollada 5.606 8.601 506334 2247741 
33 Rejollada 10.279 11.635 506338 2247736 
34 Rejollada 410.015 74.749 506545 2247822 
35 Rejollada 453.758 78.288 506526 2247736 
36 Rejollada 34.801 21.679 506513 2247834 
37 Rejollada 270.941 61.237 506543 2248100 
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38 Rejollada 443.863 77.672 506543 2247993 
39 Rejollada 3261.226 210.205 507161 2248371 
40 Rejollada 100.834 38.629 507093 2246663 
41 Rejollada 181.297 49.518 507140 2246663 
42 Rejollada 62.454 29.095 507220 2246816 
43 Rejollada 28.259 19.910 505743 2247751 
44 Rejollada 59.884 29.151 505731 2247632 
45 Rejollada 47.557 25.733 505876 2247614 
46 Rejollada 12.469 15.164 505903 2247660 
47 Rejollada 171.271 48.754 506707 2247704 
48 Rejollada 44.044 28.983 506713 2247672 
49 Rejollada 55.533 28.177 506709 2247656 
50 Rejollada 130.784 46.730 506708 2247629 
51 Rejollada 130.496 42.313 506682 2247588 
52 Rejollada 170.555 48.568 506685 2247573 
53 Rejollada 269.816 59.302 506707 2247601 
54 Rejollada 532.853 84.252 506709 2247838 
55 Rejollada 433.939 76.877 506769 2247854 
56 Huayá 308.543 63.116 506015 2246876 
57 Huayá 327.808 67.416 505755 2246857 
58 Huayá 123.668 41.790 506125 2246671 
59 Huayá 532.656 93.067 506207 2246709 
60 Huayá 123.447 43.195 506195 2246693 
61 Huayá 800.805 111.281 506215 2246665 
62 Huayá 49.453 27.734 506446 2246664 
63 Huayá 64.681 29.608 506471 2246664 
64 Huayá 94.659 36.497 506738 2246671 
65 Huayá 5978.342 361.916 506805 2246664 
66 Huayá 321.632 77.015 506869 2246614 
67 Huayá 32.662 21.714 506868 2246705 
68 Huayá 2016.394 208.689 506907 2246678 
69 Huayá 342.735 70.080 506996 2246685 
70 Huayá 86.341 35.069 507019 2246678 
71 Huayá 562.878 94.846 507037 2246684 
72 Huayá 747.731 116.298 507074 2246678 
73 Huayá 211.129 54.626 506227 2247136 
74 Huayá 267.044 60.935 506206 2247150 
75 Huayá 132.529 42.317 506181 2247184 
76 Huayá 226.140 56.492 506269 2247224 
77 Huayá 196.788 54.745 506281 2247207 
78 Huayá 418.531 75.368 506168 2247333 
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79 Huayá 179.511 50.852 505201 2246821 
80 Huayá 289.709 63.571 505143 2246739 
81 Huayá 81.122 33.501 505366 2246728 
82 Huayá 21.217 17.117 505364 2246710 
83 Huayá 3497.868 226.599 507365 2248187 
84 Huayá 171.289 55.065 507266 2247165 
85 Huayá 129.186 44.039 507237 2247130 
86 Huayá 184.388 49.632 507238 2247071 
87 Huayá 254.611 60.346 507260 2247061 
88 Huayá 159.463 48.140 507242 2246976 
89 Huayá 198.508 51.057 507239 2246753 
90 Huayá 12.870 13.474 507263 2246713 
91 Huayá 155.461 49.207 505832 2247656 
92 Huayá 280.272 62.049 505938 2247651 
93 Huayá 94.475 39.765 505906 2247640 
94 Huayá 41.860 24.414 506688 2247623 
95 Huayá 71.078 39.669 506668 2247568 
96 Huayá 440.573 81.185 506682 2247552 
97 Huayá 81.469 33.606 506695 2247723 
98 Huayá 14.520 14.024 506721 2247680 
99 Huayá 135.777 45.127 506891 2248100 
100 Huayá 103.633 38.371 506964 2248116 
101 Huayá 53.519 28.052 506997 2248112 
102 Huayá 262.951 69.893 507009 2248112 
103 Huayá 154.991 65.030 507005 2248130 
104 Huayá 185.026 79.008 507030 2248113 
105 Huayá 352.213 71.692 507021 2248064 
106 Huayá 41.208 23.959 506934 2248064 
107 Huayá 78.964 33.107 507030 2247984 
108 Huayá 53.755 31.381 507013 2247947 
109 Huayá 57.093 32.739 507017 2247929 
110 Huayá 158.543 59.718 507039 2247869 
111 Huayá 69.860 31.350 507107 2247931 
112 Cenote — — 505215 2247038 
113 Cenote — — 505248 2247048 
114 Cenote — — 505311 2247310 
115 Cenote — — 506447 2247851 
116 Cenote — — 507178 2248443 
117 Cenote — — 506065 2247665 
118 Cenote — — 506098 2247704 
119 Cenote — — 506080 2247765 
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120 Cenote — — 505883 2247681 
121 Cenote — — 506232 2248162 
122 Cenote — — 505912 2248018 
            
¹ Easting and Northing are in UTM coordinates, Zone 16 
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APPENDIX B 
SOIL PROFILES 

 

 

Figure B-1. Profile of Tzekel soil 

 

Figure B-2. Profile of Akalche soil 
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Figure B-3. Profile of Booxluum soil 

 

Figure B-4. Profile of Ekluum soil 
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Figure B-5. Profile of Pusluum soil 

 

 
 
Figure B-6. Profile of Chichluum soil 
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APPENDIX C 
LIST OF DEMARCATED LOTS  
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NUM LABEL X Y AREA (m²) D.C. (m) PRM. (m) FORM ZONE S W C A R H CW SW 
1 NE-CV-194 507051 2248102 1783.391 956.15 188.175 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 
2 NE-CV-193 507058 2248070 1550.451 948.97 161.105 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
3 NE-BV-191 507088 2248063 933.687 973.37 125.332 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
4 NE-BV-190 507046 2248038 1641.569 924.98 169.163 Non-angular Tzekel 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
5 NE-BV-188 507006 2248016 2055.141 879.33 174.309 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
6 NE-CV-192 506996 2248072 2528.858 894.62 227.522 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 
7 NE-CIV-225 506971 2248073 1322.931 871.91 156.242 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
8 NE-CIV-226 506941 2248093 1301.801 855.78 222.831 Non-angular Tzekel 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 
9 NE-BIV-180 506929 2248061 1895.624 829.55 176.532 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 
10 NE-BIV-179 506955 2248019 2000.448 834.19 174.171 Non-angular Tzekel 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
11 NE-BIV-177 506957 2247974 1827.793 817.39 196.503 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
12 NE-BIV-178 506924 2247976 1966.112 788.10 215.694 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
13 NE-BIV-175 506946 2247938 1102.720 794.58 143.137 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 
14 NE-BV-189 507006 2247981 588.661 865.68 98.949 Non-angular Tzekel 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
15 NE-BIV-176 506997 2247947 1723.369 845.41 161.843 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 
16 NE-BIV-174 506984 2247928 377.173 827.22 97.582 Rectangular Tzekel 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
17 NE-BIV-173 506967 2247917 711.658 807.67 135.204 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
18 NE-BIV-172 506936 2247909 473.445 775.48 100.108 Non-angular Tzekel 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
19 NE-BIV-168 506948 2247882 1699.786 779.09 169.850 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
20 NE-BIV-169 506906 2247900 1427.528 744.12 175.864 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
21 NE-BIV-170 506873 2247897 1158.390 712.37 125.395 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
22 NE-AIV-166 506932 2247850 712.331 755.38 104.739 Trapezoid Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
23 NE-BV-187 507068 2248007 4207.802 933.33 425.368 Non-angular Tzekel 7 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 
24 NE-BV-184 507032 2247953 1071.928 880.45 131.897 Non-angular Tzekel 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
25 NE-BV-185 507060 2247947 1378.901 905.04 158.140 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
26 NE-BV-186 507098 2247946 2029.707 941.23 181.263 Non-angular Tzekel 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 
27 NE-BV-183 507084 2247913 1034.363 918.57 147.085 Non-angular Tzekel 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
28 NE-BV-181 507027 2247900 2351.813 859.82 212.287 Non-angular Tzekel 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
29 NE-BIV-171 506988 2247897 794.045 821.44 113.222 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
30 NE-CIV-227 506966 2248118 1662.145 889.83 185.491 Non-angular Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 
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31 NE-AIV-167 506971 2247858 1967.294 795.57 217.720 Irregular non-convex Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
32 NE-CV-195 507005 2248132 2342.536 930.40 224.622 Non-angular Tzekel 4 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 
33 NE-BV-182 507073 2247888 1531.249 901.87 154.261 Irregular non-convex Tzekel 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
34 NE-AIV-165 506898 2247847 1961.214 722.00 171.744 Non-angular Tzekel 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
35 SW-DI-30 506093 2247034 1583.649 621.29 149.486 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
36 NE-BIII-161 506737 2247977 1246.205 649.58 172.749 Non-angular Broken Ridges 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
37 NE-BIII-162 506765 2247986 693.381 605.06 103.753 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
38 NE-BIII-160 506734 2247949 421.005 592.57 86.324 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
39 NE-BIII-159 506738 2247914 1840.057 564.24 172.414 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
40 NE-AIII-157 506729 2247861 1571.605 600.54 170.442 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0  0 0 2  2 
41 NE-AIII-158 506766 2247866 1855.065 534.10 169.193 Rectangular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 
42 NE-AIII-156 506704 2247842 1248.356 517.41 151.107 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 
43 NE-AIII-155 506688 2247837 479.667 498.03 89.247 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
44 SW-D1-31 506009 2247056 851.824 482.64 108.137 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
45 NE-AIII-154 506692 2247736 741.210 480.64 109.480 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 
46 NE-AIII-153 506680 2247709 767.212 502.82 109.488 Non-angular Broken Ridges 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
47 NE-AIII-146 506679 2247683 479.034 461.13 85.724 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
48 NE-AIII-147 506701 2247686 187.192 494.51 55.816 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
49 NE-AIII-145 506660 2247671 1094.999 515.12 144.566 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
50 SE-AIII-91 506693 2247658 2504.911 528.83 271.211 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 3 
51 SE-AIII-95 506713 2247629 693.112 483.37 106.491 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 
52 SE-AIII-94 506726 2247626 342.348 518.65 77.470 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
53 SE-AIII-96 506680 2247617 885.791 560.50 121.699 Non-angular Broken Ridges 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 
54 SE-AIII-97 506713 2247597 1281.953 508.99 173.256 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 2 
55 SE-AIII-93 506757 2247612 2049.749 529.20 186.857 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
56 NE-AIII-152 506706 2247710 538.204 544.86 102.779 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 
57 NE-AIII-151 506727 2247705 891.789 550.45 126.587 Rectangular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
58 NE-AIII-148 506744 2247680 385.679 570.74 76.203 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
59 SE-AIII-92 506749 2247651 1103.058 598.51 129.677 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
60 NE-AIII-149 506770 2247667 531.741 497.81 94.475 Rectangular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
61 NE-AIII-150 506797 2247676 906.402 150.81 119.242 Rectangular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
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62 SE-AIII-98 506689 2247578 367.946 92.77 81.139 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 
63 NW-AI-197 506164 2247814 1905.775 147.41 187.229 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
64 NE-AI-116 506214 2247759 399.009 181.88 83.262 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
65 NE-AI-117 506223 2247812 3853.700 235.48 247.933 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0  0 0 0  4 
66 NW-AI-198 506198 2247849 1929.268 254.21 189.267 Rectangular Broken Ridges 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
67 NW-BI-210 506193 2247902 661.740 276.91 106.085 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
68 NE-BI-119 506201 2247921 926.493 247.73 127.551 Rectangular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
69 NE-BI-120 506215 2247943 1085.903 316.86 133.634 Rectangular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
70 NE-BI-118 506233 2247912 2218.690 371.96 216.898 Rectangular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
71 NW-BI-211 506174 2247983 5123.047 455.34 301.942 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0  0 0 1  3 
72 NE-BI-121 506199 2248039 3012.026 516.26 223.222 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
73 NE-CI-122 506228 2248121 6851.523 526.83 350.987 Irregular non-convex Upland 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 4 
74 NE-CI123 506297 2248174 1374.429 560.99 149.034 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
75 NE-CI-124 506200 2248194 3452.576 598.92 239.426 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
76 NE-CI-125 506277 2248223 7290.336 658.99 360.704 Rectangular Upland 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 3 
77 NE-CI-126 506238 2248265 3739.005 764.88 259.156 Rectangular Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
78 NE-DI-127 506214 2248326 8732.887 820.90 384.121 Rectangular Upland 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 
79 NE-DI-128 506199 2248432 5343.120 830.63 297.416 Trapezoid Upland 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 
80 NE-EI-130 506229 2248487 3174.694 788.11 228.542 Trapezoid Upland 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 
81 NW-EI-215 506089 2248490 7080.475 788.26 332.498 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
82 NW-DI-213 506144 2248453 5006.951 851.29 292.751 Rectangular Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
83 NE-DI-129 506285 2248451 4345.104 890.25 260.824 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
84 NW-EI-216 506180 2248518 3478.138 953.73 234.836 Trapezoid Upland 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 
85 NW-EI-217 506119 2248554 5198.643 925.13 292.986 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
86 NW-EI-219 506141 2248619 4349.939 899.41 265.924 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
87 NW-EI-218 506192 2248592 4446.840 983.67 273.085 Trapezoid Upland 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 
88 NE-EI-131 506231 2248566 3190.257 1008.90 244.058 Rectangular Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
89 NE-EI-220 506093 2248645 3164.061 973.71 233.560 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
90 NW-FI-224 506195 2248676 7946.332 954.55 365.638 Rectangular Upland 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 4 
91 NE-EI-132 506268 2248638 4916.616 315.32 280.400 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
92 NW-EI-221 506043 2248609 6734.198 374.68 330.841 Rectangular Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
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93 SE-BI-88 506227 2247353 4133.710 491.54 254.346 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 
94 SE-BI-87 506281 2247301 6250.786 558.05 336.614 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 
95 SE-CI-86 506264 2247180 2050.132 612.52 173.429 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
96 SE-CI-85 506231 2247110 6405.281 630.86 429.898 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 
97 SE-DI-84 506248 2247056 2428.019 652.67 212.568 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0  0 0 0  4 
98 SE-DI-83 506210 2247036 1431.164 661.38 168.406 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
99 SW-DI-32 506183 2247015 1096.865 675.41 159.908 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
100 SE-DI-82 506220 2247006 1579.445 711.64 167.512 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
101 SW-D1-33 506179 2246992 1076.450 758.48 136.560 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
102 SE-DI-81 506203 2246955 1623.845 804.98 160.112 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 3 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 
103 SE-DI-80 506216 2246909 4182.038 830.94 300.436 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
104 SW-EI-25 506186 2246862 1335.943 848.88 153.149 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
105 SE-EI-79 506235 2246837 4834.491 951.37 325.297 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
106 SE-EI-78 506201 2246818 2685.608 974.19 198.332 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
107 SE-EI-76 506216 2246716 7017.023 981.04 369.690 Rectangular Akalche 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 5 
108 SE-EI-77 506247 2246694 2825.442 201.87 276.418 Rectangular Akalche 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 
109 SW-EI-24 506143 2246688 5090.338 147.91 285.643 Trapezoid Akalche 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 
110 NW-AII-199 505997 2247674 4503.710 115.02 266.751 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 
111 SW-AI-61 506052 2247650 2365.198 183.15 276.423 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
112 SW-AI-62 506089 2247634 5175.752 287.63 438.531 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 
113 SW-AI-60 506026 2247608 4427.337 364.05 319.416 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
114 SW-AII-59 505914 2247627 11403.778 361.69 478.293 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 6 0 0 1 2 2 0 4 
115 NW-AII-201 505835 2247674 2391.819 260.27 224.904 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 
116 SW-AII-58 505838 2247643 1318.571 378.96 164.921 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 
117 NW-AII-200 505943 2247711 5493.410 432.96 294.564 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
118 SW-AII-57 505823 2247617 3045.795 478.25 233.514 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 1 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 
119 NW-AIII-202 505768 2247704 4969.389 440.02 318.455 Irregular non-convex Upland 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
120 SW-AIII-56 505721 2247664 2137.674 491.16 199.478 Rectangular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
121 SW-AIII-55 505759 2247652 2818.601 432.38 223.012 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 
122 SW-AIII-53 505711 2247609 3236.425 539.53 250.818 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
123 SW-AIII-54 505772 2247600 2050.212 566.16 204.100 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 
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124 NW-AIII-203 505659 2247669 3382.776 636.28 259.882 Rectangular Upland 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
125 SW-AIII-52 505634 2247636 3460.457 669.86 256.767 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
126 NW-AIV-204 505563 2247692 6604.242 729.06 320.524 Trapezoid Upland 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 
127 SW-AIV-51 505530 2247641 3849.933 912.86 251.596 Trapezoid Upland 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 
128 NW-AIV-205 505470 2247695 6931.588 848.98 347.495 Rectangular Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
129 NW-AV-207 505286 2247688 3942.023 990.93 253.362 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
130 NW-AV-206 505350 2247664 3436.825 924.11 235.220 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
131 SW-AV-48 505208 2247660 5483.308 878.31 317.039 Rectangular Upland 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
132 SW-AV-49 505276 2247630 2300.568 1046.03 195.050 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
133 SW-AV-50 505322 2247614 3682.982 982.17 244.353 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
134 SW-AVI-46 505155 2247605 4082.521 969.03 269.820 Rectangular Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
135 SW-AV-47 505220 2247593 5924.698 705.07 311.331 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
136 NW-AV-208 505234 2247750 11055.503 700.17 426.507 Trapezoid Upland 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 
137 NE-CIII-164 506710 2248153 618.710 1484.85 113.499 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
138 NE-CIII-163 506715 2248140 917.164 1440.63 126.090 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
139 NE-FVI-142 507279 2248686 4805.360 1443.11 274.943 Trapezoid Tzekel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
140 NE-EVI-143 507256 2248646 828.296 1321.59 125.629 Trapezoid Tzekel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
141 NE-EVI-144 507239 2248668 589.524 1228.50 107.234 Trapezoid Tzekel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
142 NE-FV-141 507013 2248708 8604.530 1302.07 396.813 Rectangular Tzekel 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 
143 NE-EIV-228 506919 2248663 4813.507 1226.64 301.520 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 
144 NE-FIV-138 506952 2248729 3180.819 1197.03 224.838 Rectangular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
145 NE-FIV-137 506874 2248691 2413.998 1177.97 212.713 Rectangular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
146 NE-FIV-136 506821 2248690 7368.408 1185.99 359.754 Rectangular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
147 NE-EIV-139 506851 2248648 1316.603 1104.87 149.605 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
148 NE-EIV-140 506888 2248632 567.880 1025.51 104.179 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 
149 NE-FIII-134 506628 2248685 7182.481 1013.94 345.766 Rectangular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
150 NE-EII-135 506577 2248620 3797.095 1015.18 247.290 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
151 NE-FI-133 506341 2248671 5392.894 1152.97 297.744 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
152 NW-AV-209 505202 2247856 7292.782 1288.43 362.341 Trapezoid Upland 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
153 NW-DV-214 505228 2248289 3376.348 1005.93 248.286 Irregular non-convex Upland 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 
154 NW-EV-223 505226 2248512 3348.033 1060.82 236.309 Trapezoid Upland 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 
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155 SW-AV-44 505204 2247523 2548.045 1003.24 218.357 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 
156 SW-AVI-45 505146 2247536 3116.778 1020.73 227.488 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
157 SW-AV-43 505215 2247470 3108.249 1034.43 244.224 Rectangular Upland 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 
158 SW-BV-42 505206 2247430 4475.275 1059.93 291.657 Rectangular Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
159 SW-BV-39 505220 2247332 1775.701 1104.88 198.612 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
160 SW-BVI-38 505202 2247308 3796.571 1142.99 258.445 Trapezoid Upland 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
161 SW-CVI-37 505181 2247238 424.281 1200.70 109.118 Triangular Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
162 SW-CV-23 505195 2247120 465.294 1223.97 88.533 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
163 SW-CVI-18 505156 2247071 4113.112 1211.12 293.918 Irregular non-convex Upland 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 
164 SW-DVI-17 505155 2247028 2384.630 1162.74 216.698 Trapezoid Upland 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 
165 SW-DVI-16 505198 2246986 2592.626 1147.33 205.054 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
166 SW-DV-19 505205 2247064 1372.321 1177.87 147.002 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
167 SW-DV-20 505232 2247049 928.148 1136.54 134.472 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 4 
168 SW-DV-22 505220 2247013 1486.013 1272.55 207.038 Irregular non-convex Upland 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 5 
169 SW-DV-21 505256 2247033 506.379 1250.49 93.357 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
170 SW-DVI-15 505156 2246938 6918.805 1310.58 347.550 Irregular non-convex Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
171 SW-DV-14 505213 2246898 3337.943 1368.43 237.153 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
172 SW-EV-10 505216 2246800 3469.288 1358.14 244.751 Trapezoid Upland 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 
173 SW-EVI-2 505171 2246763 2875.089 1346.75 216.603 Trapezoid Upland 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
174 SW-EV-3 505210 2246736 1276.797 1394.79 144.621 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
175 SW-EV-4 505244 2246718 1150.780 1317.70 138.683 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
176 SW-EVI-1 505205 2246688 4683.816 1325.01 291.492 Irregular non-convex Upland 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 
177 SW-EV-5 505301 2246702 4054.372 1379.62 256.288 Trapezoid Upland 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
178 SW-FV-7 505347 2246652 8162.284 1257.01 397.411 Irregular non-convex Upland 10 0 0 1 0 1 0 5 
179 SW-FV-6 505269 2246648 4993.434 1181.48 311.185 Irregular non-convex Upland 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
180 SW-EIV-8 505440 2246665 3984.206 1120.44 276.747 Irregular non-convex Upland 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 
181 SW-FIV-9 505595 2246651 2294.656 1145.56 199.018 Trapezoid Upland 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
182 SE-EIII-107 506784 2246712 3620.360 1155.34 260.033 Rectangular Akalche 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
183 SE-FIII-106 506729 2246651 3207.321 1195.24 236.265 Rectangular Akalche 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 
184 SE-EIV-108 506817 2246691 3673.138 1233.52 259.670 Rectangular Akalche 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 
185 SE-EIV-109 506858 2246670 3908.220 1231.58 255.336 Rectangular Akalche 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 4 
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186 SE-FIV-111 506917 2246664 1635.762 1241.42 165.820 Trapezoid Akalche 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 
187 SE-EIV-112 506953 2246693 3955.783 1192.71 263.141 Irregular non-convex Akalche 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 4 
188 SE-FIV-110 506895 2246639 1439.674 1295.87 153.248 Trapezoid Akalche 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 
189 SE-FIII-105 506764 2246616 4798.128 1421.32 288.194 Rectangular Akalche 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 
190 SE-FV-113 507016 2246661 1927.845 1361.62 178.373 Trapezoid Akalche 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 4 
191 SE-EVI-114 507237 2246696 2738.772 255.24 215.605 Trapezoid Akalche 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 
192 SE-EVI-115 507236 2246784 3626.072 198.10 256.152 Trapezoid Akalche 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 4 

93 W-AI-71 06170 247413 215.433 20.36 41.746 regular non-convex roken Ridges 
194 SW-AI-70 506181 2247470 2811.488 190.16 212.732 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
195 SE-BI-89 506213 2247447 1880.443 189.47 220.169 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
196 SW-AI-68 506146 2247484 1770.017 221.45 221.689 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 
197 SW-AI-67 506118 2247496 2095.933 168.63 381.930 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
198 SW-AI-69 506123 2247459 616.536 128.16 145.814 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
199 SW-AI-65 506091 2247538 3846.220 134.13 363.237 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 
200 SW-AI-66 506148 2247549 3099.492 68.55 231.915 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
201 SE-AI-90 506209 2247533 4425.346 94.77 288.656 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
202 SW-AI-64 506173 2247604 4854.980 42.60 312.126 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
203 SW-AI-63 506127 2247606 1902.281 821.88 289.335 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
204 NW-AI-196 506157 2247670 5506.221 803.23 434.951 Irregular non-convex Broken Ridges 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 
205 SW-DI-28 506018 2246865 1461.306 814.50 141.793 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 
206 SW-DI-26 506108 2246869 594.287 846.46 91.265 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
207 SW-EI-27 506086 2246860 791.338 927.56 106.949 Non-angular Broken Ridges 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
208 SW-EII-29 505976 2246851 1307.960 934.65 137.246 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
209 SW-EIII-13 505763 2246848 1934.939 993.30 183.536 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 
210 SW-EIII-12 505722 2246863 781.107 901.35 110.779 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
211 SW-EIII-11 505641 2246845 1699.226 875.25 168.087 Rectangular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 
212 SW-BV-40 505386 2247278 1252.070 684.95 138.290 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
213 SW-BIV-41 505415 2247277 1005.406 592.42 129.386 Trapezoid Upland 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
214 SW-BIV-75 505546 2247461 2643.694 532.12 206.522 Trapezoid Upland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
215 SW-BIII-73 505739 2247294 1769.781 453.80 173.493 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
216 SW-BIII-72 505802 2247312 2307.159 758.75 188.685 Non-angular Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
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217 SW-BIII-74 505780 2247493 2266.121 730.23 193.782 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
218 SW-DIII-36 505779 2247035 1162.098 703.18 133.076 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
219 SW-DII-35 505819 2247043 1176.793 774.16 130.225 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
220 SW-DII-34 505896 2247032 1973.351 1026.40 164.837 Non-angular Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
221 SE-DI-100 506379 2246914 1903.840 668.39 181.050 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
222 SE-DIV-104 506857 2246879 723.211 713.98 108.699 Trapezoid Akalche 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
223 SE-DII-101 506476 2247059 1543.474 733.50 161.144 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 
224 SE-DII-102 506571 2247058 1598.678 838.71 164.300 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
225 SE-DII-103 506607 2247058 2098.018 406.36 182.014 Trapezoid Akalche 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
226 SE-AV-99 507014 2247469 1131.772 1067.70 131.220 Trapezoid Tzekel 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
227 NW-BI-212 506086 2248057 2103.286 326.70 190.580 Rectangular Broken Ridges 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 
228 NW-EIII-222 505784 2248651 843.154 640.19 121.586 Trapezoid Upland 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 
229 NW-AII-229 505909 2247817 1516.601 642.11 165.787 Trapezoid Broken Ridges 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 

PRM=perimeter; DC=distance from the center; S=number of structures in the lot; W=number of wells in the lot; C=number of cenotes 
in the lot; A=number of apiaries associated or within the lot; R=number of rejolladas in the lot; H=number of huayás in the lot; 
CW=number of sides demarcated by complex walls; SW=number of sites demarcated by simple walls. 
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Num Label X  Y Perimeter Area  Height Volume Form Env. Zone Class Variant AS AW AC AA AR AH AM A CH AB
1 SW - D I - 68 505344 2246656 16.426 21.47 0.60 12.88 circle Upland perishable base 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 SW - D I - 67 505343 2246601 16.091 20.603 0.70 14.42 circle Upland perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 SW - E I - 44 505333 2246599 16.557 21.815 0.60 13.09 circle Upland perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 SW - D I - 65 505315 2246661 14.164 13.213 0.40 5.29 irregular Upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 SW - E I - 43 505304 2246657 16.043 20.482 0.60 12.29 circle Upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 SW - E I - 46 505306 2246661 15.924 20.179 0.60 12.11 circle Upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 SW - D I - 62 505341 2246606 7.196 4.121 0.80 3.30 circle Upland perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 SW - D I - 60 505329 2246607 15.439 18.967 0.70 13.28 circle Upland perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 SW - D I - 59 505323 2246607 16.302 21.148 0.60 12.69 circle Upland perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 SW - D I - 66 505338 2246610 16.232 20.966 1.20 25.16 circle Upland perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 SW - E II - 42 505326 2246600 15.339 18.724 0.60 11.23 circle Upland perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 SW - E III - 39 505592 2246659 22.067 38.751 1.50 58.13 circle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 SW - E III - 37 505439 2246662 16.779 22.403 0.70 15.68 circle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
14 SW - E III - 38 505609 2246664 30.397 51.331 0.80 41.06 rectangle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 SW - C I - 75 505665 2246660 19.063 26.919 0.50 13.46 irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 SE - D I - 158 505770 2246642 18.262 26.537 0.80 21.23 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 SW - C I - 76 505722 2246658 29.679 43.827 1.50 65.74 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 SE - D I - 154 505878 2246656 15.239 15.434 0.40 6.17 irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 SW - C I - 73 505818 2246664 60.146 125.53 0.40 50.21 rectangle Broken Ridges semiperishable bch/access 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 SW - D I - 63 505157 2246746 34.288 70.209 0.60 42.13 rectangle Upland platform substructure 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 SW - D I - 61 505199 2246749 22.237 39.35 0.50 19.68 rectangle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 SW - D I - 58 505198 2246808 63.774 218.578 0.40 87.43 rectangle Upland platform substructure 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
23 SW - D I - 57 505202 2246773 16.417 21.447 0.50 10.72 circle Upland perishable base 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
24 SW - C I - 74 505356 2246682 35.671 64.975 0.40 25.99 rectangle Upland semiperishable bch/access 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
25 SW - D II - 54 505362 2246690 15.879 20.066 0.60 12.04 circle Upland perishable base 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
26 SW - D II - 55 505316 2246665 95.972 598.809 0.50 299.40 Irregular Upland platform substructure 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 SW - D II - 56 505329 2246677 16.597 21.919 0.40 8.77 circle Upland perishable base 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
28 SW - D III - 52 505204 2246794 17.12 23.323 1.10 25.66 circle Upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
29 SW - D III - 51 505202 2246851 48.8 140.425 0.40 56.17 rectangle Upland platform substructure 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
30 SW - D III - 50 505229 2246726 17.917 25.545 0.50 12.77 circle Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31 SW - D III - 53 505315 2246674 49.65 148.369 0.40 59.35 rectangle Upland platform substructure 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 SW - D IV - 49 505477 2246667 13.985 15.564 0.40 6.23 circle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
33 SW - D VI - 47 505563 2246683 46.199 133.384 0.40 53.35 square Upland platform substructure 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
34 SW - E V - 31 505562 2246673 22.966 41.973 0.40 16.79 circle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
35 SW - B IV - 79 505481 2246667 18.334 26.749 0.50 13.37 circle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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36 SW - A V - 87 505408 2246669 42.494 81.022 0.30 24.31 rectangle Upland semiperishable bch/access 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
37 SW - A V - 89 505772 2246851 15.976 15.835 0.35 5.54 square Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
38 SW - A VI - 86 505727 2246860 44.586 120.858 0.40 48.34 rectangle Upland platform substructure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
39 SW - B VI - 77 505790 2246828 18.771 18.835 0.40 7.53 rectangle Upland semiperishable sing/access 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
40 SW - C V - 72 505658 2246669 12.712 12.858 0.50 6.43 circle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
41 SW - B V - 78 505840 2246670 53.948 113.389 0.40 45.36 rectangle Upland semiperishable bch/access 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
42 SW - C VI - 70 505974 2246859 40.633 69.691 0.40 27.88 rectangle Upland platform subs/ramp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
43 SW - C VI - 69 506089 2246842 9.289 6.867 0.40 2.75 circle Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
44 SW - C VI - 71 506157 2246862 34.267 72.176 0.40 28.87 square Upland perishable substructure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
45 SW - E V - 28 506199 2246814 18.574 21.095 0.40 8.44 square Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
46 SW - E V - 29 506090 2246860 27.6 36.828 0.50 18.41 rectangle Upland semiperishable sing/access 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
47 SW - E V - 24 505129 2247048 24.286 46.936 0.70 32.86 circle Upland perishable base 1 0 2 7 1 0 1 0 0 
48 SW - E V - 25 505237 2247033 9.721 7.52 0.40 3.01 circle Upland perishable base 1 0 2 7 1 0 1 0 0 
49 SW - F V - 11 505474 2247052 11.843 11.162 0.40 4.46 circle Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
50 SW - E IV - 36 505714 2247031 14.386 16.468 0.40 6.59 circle Upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
51 SW - F IV - 13 505699 2247046 6.428 2.487 0.40 0.99 square Upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
52 SW - E IV - 33 505764 2247041 19.118 22.672 0.40 9.07 square Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
53 SW - E IV - 34 505755 2247055 22.78 32.008 0.40 12.80 rectangle Upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
54 SW - F IV - 12 505879 2247049 17.204 18.462 0.40 7.38 square Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
55 SW - F III - 14 505942 2247033 23.287 33.634 0.40 13.45 square Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
56 SW - F III - 15 505827 2247036 22.887 41.682 0.40 16.67 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
57 SW - E III - 40 506006 2247046 27.097 43.688 0.40 17.48 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
58 SW - F III - 17 506060 2247049 27.64 44.901 0.50 22.45 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
59 SW - F III - 16 506047 2246872 15.667 19.531 0.40 7.81 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
60 SW - F II - 19 506073 2246882 16.424 21.464 0.40 8.59 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
61 SW - E II - 41 506129 2247028 12.617 9.929 0.40 3.97 square Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
62 SW - F II - 18 506078 2246867 15.038 14.019 0.40 5.61 square Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
63 SW - F V - 6 506121 2247003 6.363 3.222 0.40 1.29 circle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
64 SW - F V - 5 506199 2246967 4.69 1.75 0.50 0.88 circle Upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
65 SW - F V - 4 506168 2246866 4.068 1.317 0.50 0.66 circle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
66 SW - E V - 26 506030 2246872 5.313 2.246 0.40 0.90 circle Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
67 SW - E V - 27 506116 2246872 9.422 4.527 0.50 2.26 rectangle Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
68 SW - F V - 1 506131 2246867 7.748 3.644 0.50 1.82 rectangle Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
69 SW - F V - 10 505185 2247218 34.681 70.713 0.50 35.36 rectangle Upland platform substructure 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
70 SW - F V - 9 505194 2247208 5.467 2.379 0.50 1.19 circle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
71 SW - F V - 8 505199 2247152 5.467 2.379 0.50 1.19 circle Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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72 SW - F V - 7 505205 2247239 4.987 1.979 0.40 0.79 circle Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
73 SW - F V - 3 506173 2247081 6.606 3.473 0.35 1.22 circle Upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
74 SW - F V - 2 506173 2247170 7.708 3.591 0.35 1.26 rectangle Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
75 SW - E IV - 32 506190 2247082 8.802 4.089 0.40 1.64 rectangle Upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
76 SW - E IV - 35 506192 2247120 3.4 0.92 0.35 0.32 circle Upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
77 SW - E VI - 20 505195 2247300 4.611 1.692 0.35 0.59 circle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
78 SW - E V - 30 505205 2247320 7.783 3.303 0.35 1.16 rectangle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
79 SW - E VI - 21 505424 2247282 7.012 3.913 0.40 1.57 circle Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
80 SW - E V - 23 506154 2247362 10.029 5.303 1.20 6.36 rectangle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
81 SW - E VI - 22 506051 2247311 7.875 4.935 0.50 2.47 circle Upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
82 SE - D I - 153 506158 2247437 19.468 25.841 0.35 9.04 square Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
83 SW - D I - 64 506164 2247395 11.985 9.192 1.00 9.19 Irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
84 SE - D I - 156 506033 2247274 12.455 9.379 1.50 14.07 Irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
85 SE - E I - 145 506148 2247408 7.757 3.606 0.50 1.80 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
86 SW - E I - 45 505158 2247495 11.527 10.574 0.50 5.29 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
87 SE - E I - 143 505205 2247658 18.1 26.069 0.35 9.12 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
88 SE - E I - 144 505204 2247663 18.595 27.515 0.40 11.01 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
89 SE - C I - 164 505242 2247664 142.559 610.354 2.00 1220.71 Irregular Broken Ridges Masonry temple 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
90 SW - B I - 84 505427 2247641 57.619 181.014 1.50 271.52 square Broken Ridges Masonry temple 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
91 SW - B I - 81 505754 2247664 142.544 1274.12 3.50 4459.42 Irregular Broken Ridges platform substructure 1 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 0 
92 SW - B I - 80 505974 2247605 50.014 147.102 0.50 73.55 Irregular Broken Ridges platform substructure 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
93 SW - A V - 88 505887 2247621 5.183 2.138 1.10 2.35 circle Upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
94 SE - F III - 135 505873 2247649 19.292 19.323 1.00 19.32 rectangle Akalche perishable base 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
95 SE - F III - 134 505851 2247618 11.803 8.68 0.90 7.81 square Akalche perishable base 0 0 0 6 0 1 0 0 0 
96 SE - E V - 140 505865 2247663 20.528 29.52 1.30 38.38 Irregular Akalche perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
97 SE - E V - 142 505804 2247652 19.617 24.78 1.00 24.78 Irregular Akalche perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
98 SE - F V - 133 505914 2247628 11.223 8.654 0.50 4.33 Irregular Akalche perishable base 5 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 
99 SE - F V - 132 505994 2247594 14.664 13.195 0.50 6.60 square Akalche perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
100 SE - E V - 141 505893 2247652 11.159 8.354 0.50 4.18 Irregular Akalche perishable base 5 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 
101 SE - F VI - 131 505953 2247647 8.111 4.099 0.50 2.05 square Akalche perishable base 5 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 
102 SE - A VI - 177 505917 2247639 12.275 9.414 0.40 3.77 square Tzekel perishable base 5 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 
103 SE - A VI - 178 506135 2247510 22.863 32.006 0.30 9.60 square Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
104 SE - A VI - 183 506160 2247541 16.458 21.553 0.40 8.62 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
105 SE - A VI - 182 506165 2247546 4.4 1.541 0.30 0.46 circle Tzekel perishable base 6 0 0 2 0 0 8 0 0 
106 SE - A VI - 181 506163 2247546 7.952 4.283 0.40 1.71 square Tzekel perishable base 6 0 0 2 0 0 8 0 0 
107 SE - A VI - 180 506165 2247559 15.13 12.415 0.30 3.72 rectangle Tzekel perishable base 6 0 0 2 0 0 8 0 0 
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108 SE - A VI - 179 506155 2247561 31.203 47.626 0.30 14.29 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable bch/access 6 0 0 2 0 0 8 0 0 
109 SE - A VI - 176 506168 2247578 41.373 102.501 0.30 30.75 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable bch/access 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
110 SE - B VI - 170 506177 2247603 23.932 35.06 0.50 17.53 square Tzekel perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
111 SE - B VI - 169 506110 2247512 74.981 283.299 0.30 84.99 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable bch/access 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
112 SE - B VI - 168 506111 2247572 60.479 215.517 0.40 86.21 Irregular Tzekel platform substructure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
113 SE - B VI - 167 506143 2247658 58.495 176.958 0.30 53.09 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable bch/access 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
114 SE - B VI - 166 506111 2247489 29.862 53.732 1.00 53.73 square Akalche perishable base 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
115 SE - B VI - 171 506095 2247507 35.188 65.058 1.00 65.06 Irregular Akalche platform substructure 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
116 SE - E VI - 138 506177 2247505 9.309 5.215 0.80 4.17 square Akalche perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
117 SE - E VI - 136 506152 2247591 20.311 26.63 0.50 13.32 square Akalche perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
118 SE - E VI - 139 506178 2247650 20.716 20.406 1.00 20.41 rectangle Akalche perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
119 SE - E VI - 137 506133 2247573 17.764 18.381 0.80 14.70 rectangle Akalche perishable base 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
120 SE - D IV - 146 506140 2247649 16.899 22.725 0.70 15.91 circle Akalche perishable base 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
121 SE - D II - 151 506145 2247649 25.781 52.892 0.40 21.16 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
122 SE - D III - 147 506199 2247616 11.167 9.923 0.50 4.96 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
123 SE - D II - 149 506151 2247661 17.5 24.369 0.50 12.18 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
124 SE - D I - 155 506109 2247548 25.542 51.915 0.40 20.77 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
125 SE - D I - 157 506160 2247559 24.487 47.715 0.40 19.09 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 5 0 0 2 0 0 8 0 0 
126 SE - C IV - 162 506178 2247542 25.654 52.369 0.40 20.95 circle Akalche perishable base 5 0 0 2 0 0 8 0 0 
127 SE - C IV - 163 506180 2247545 25.583 52.083 0.50 26.04 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 5 0 0 2 0 0 8 0 0 
128 SE - C I - 165 506125 2247626 18.927 28.506 0.60 17.10 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
129 SE - D II - 148 506122 2247623 20.344 32.935 0.50 16.47 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
130 SE - D II - 150 506012 2247636 11.033 9.687 0.50 4.84 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
131 SE - D II - 152 507237 2246663 20.658 33.96 0.40 13.58 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
132 SE - B II - 174 507128 2246663 21.119 35.491 0.50 17.75 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
133 SE - C IV - 161 507170 2246663 20.937 34.884 0.60 20.93 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
134 SE - C IV - 160 506626 2246656 19.31 29.673 0.80 23.74 circle Akalche perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
135 SE - A V - 186 506611 2246663 22.56 40.5 0.40 16.20 circle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
136 SE - B IV - 172 507252 2246740 19.473 30.175 0.40 12.07 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
137 NW - A I - 255 507255 2246711 23.638 33.712 0.50 16.86 square Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
138 NW - A I - 256 507255 2246808 22.121 25.866 0.50 12.93 Irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
139 NW - A I - 253 507259 2246701 27.796 48.847 0.40 19.54 Irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
140 SW - A I - 130 507197 2246668 32.061 45.035 0.50 22.52 square Broken Ridges perishable base 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
141 SW - A II - 99 507124 2246674 21.321 27.695 0.40 11.08 square Broken Ridges perishable base 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
142 SW - A II - 92 507169 2246678 38.092 89.619 0.40 35.85 square Broken Ridges platform substructure 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
143 SW - A II - 101 506241 2246821 44.881 124.696 0.40 49.88 square Broken Ridges platform substructure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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144 NW - A II - 247 506208 2246775 28.18 57.792 0.40 23.12 Irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
145 SW - A II - 102 506203 2246857 56.992 157.584 0.80 126.07 Irregular Broken Ridges platform substructure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
146 SW - A II - 98 506856 2246887 17.803 19.097 0.80 15.28 square Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
147 NW - A II - 241 506601 2246898 96.776 438.969 2.00 877.94 Irregular Broken Ridges Masonry temple 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
148 SW - A II - 93 506469 2247047 41.29 102.639 1.00 102.64 rectangle Broken Ridges platform substructure 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
149 NW - A II - 242 506501 2246927 13.661 11.574 0.90 10.42 square Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
150 SW - A II - 100 506481 2247044 25.346 39.971 0.40 15.99 square Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
151 SW - A II - 94 506592 2246907 14.738 13.257 0.40 5.30 Irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
152 SW - A II - 95 506571 2247058 19.913 23.93 0.50 11.97 Irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 
153 NW - A II - 246 506220 2246960 15.363 9.572 0.30 2.87 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
154 NW - A II - 244 506208 2247019 19.439 30.07 0.50 15.04 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
155 SW - A II - 96 506329 2246906 10.282 8.413 0.50 4.21 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
156 SW - A II - 97 506208 2246961 6.629 2.71 0.50 1.36 square Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
157 NW - A II - 248 506382 2246910 47.328 123.297 1.00 123.30 rectangle Broken Ridges Masonry temple 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
158 NW - A II - 249 506207 2247051 15.887 15.452 0.50 7.73 square Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
159 NW - A I - 250 507074 2247095 168.974 1445.89 2.00 2891.78 Irregular Broken Ridges platform substructure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
160 SW - A I - 118 506901 2247250 18.466 19.447 0.80 15.56 square Broken Ridges Masonry temple 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
161 NW - A I - 251 506820 2247231 15.051 18.026 0.50 9.01 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
162 SW - A I - 117 506901 2247094 38.337 91.059 0.70 63.74 square Broken Ridges platform substructure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
163 SE - A I - 200 506852 2247087 16.505 15.063 0.60 9.04 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
164 SW - A I - 116 506240 2247075 66.503 276.297 1.50 414.45 square Broken Ridges platform substructure 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 
165 SW - A I - 115 506321 2247091 22.425 31.273 0.40 12.51 square Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
166 SW - A I - 114 507254 2247301 58.835 217.982 0.40 87.19 square Broken Ridges platform substructure 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
167 SW - B I - 82 507244 2247315 32.764 63.166 0.30 18.95 rectangle Broken Ridges semiperishable sing/access 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
168 SW - B I - 83 507242 2247402 87.49 424.692 0.30 127.41 Irregular Broken Ridges platform substructure 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
169 SW - B I - 85 507245 2247430 43.385 106.672 0.30 32.00 rectangle Broken Ridges platform substructure 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
170 SW - A I - 110 507251 2247447 18.498 21.207 0.30 6.36 square Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
171 SE - A I - 201 507251 2247268 36.556 83.411 0.40 33.36 square Broken Ridges platform substructure 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
172 NE - A I - 371 506892 2247449 25.327 39.795 0.50 19.90 square Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
173 SE - A I - 199 506645 2247310 68.297 262.131 1.50 393.20 Irregular Broken Ridges Masonry temple 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
174 SE - A I - 198 506428 2247278 13.774 15.097 0.40 6.04 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
175 SE - A I - 197 507253 2247557 15.847 12.685 0.30 3.81 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
176 SW - A I - 109 507260 2247490 9.058 4.901 0.30 1.47 square Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
177 SE - A I - 196 507254 2247605 9.222 4.123 0.40 1.65 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
178 SE - A I - 195 507253 2247542 2.899 0.669 0.30 0.20 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
179 SW - A I - 108 507244 2247501 4.86 1.879 0.30 0.56 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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180 SW - A I - 107 507259 2247515 8.055 5.164 0.50 2.58 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
181 SW - A I - 106 507239 2247519 4.935 1.938 0.30 0.58 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
182 SW - A I - 105 507245 2247513 30.217 46.695 0.40 18.68 Irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
183 SW - A I - 104 507248 2247516 5.466 1.852 0.40 0.74 square Broken Ridges perishable base 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
184 SW - A I - 103 507076 2247660 5.611 2.506 0.30 0.75 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
185 SW - A I - 111 507125 2247661 8.394 5.607 0.30 1.68 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
186 SW - A I - 112 507011 2247465 10.004 7.964 0.40 3.19 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
187 SW - A I - 128 506659 2247651 5.878 2.749 0.40 1.10 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
188 SW - A I - 129 506752 2247655 12.573 9.858 0.40 3.94 square Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
189 SW - A I - 113 506758 2247625 29.872 35.726 0.30 10.72 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
190 SW - A I - 119 506693 2247620 19.021 20.587 0.30 6.18 Irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
191 SW - A I - 120 506616 2247664 10.711 6.567 0.40 2.63 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
192 SW - A I - 121 506687 2247614 4.269 1.103 0.30 0.33 square Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
193 SW - A I - 122 506673 2247664 6.177 1.326 0.40 0.53 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
194 SW - A I - 123 506671 2247594 4.391 1.196 0.50 0.60 square Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 
195 SW - A I - 124 506204 2247584 13.269 10.343 0.40 4.14 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
196 SW - A I - 125 506204 2247579 13.389 10.986 0.40 4.39 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
197 SW - A I - 126 506202 2247612 11.025 9.673 0.50 4.84 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
198 SW - A I - 127 506207 2247580 7.075 3.983 0.30 1.19 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
199 SE - B III - 173 506377 2247627 56.906 171.152 1.50 256.73 Irregular Broken Ridges Masonry temple 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
200 NW - A V - 233 506211 2247612 8.574 4.573 0.30 1.37 square Upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
201 NE - A II - 369 506269 2247656 29.054 52.664 0.50 26.33 square Broken Ridges Masonry temple 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
202 NE - A II - 368 505399 2248666 111.852 737.421 4.00 2949.68 Irregular Broken Ridges Masonry temple 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
203 SW - A III - 91 505394 2248665 31.704 53.682 0.30 16.10 rectangle Broken Ridges semiperishable sing/access 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
204 NW - A III - 235 505325 2248668 4.712 1.767 0.30 0.53 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
205 NW - A III - 237 505541 2248667 6.506 3.368 0.40 1.35 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
206 NW - A III - 238 505555 2248666 9.32 6.912 0.30 2.07 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
207 NW - A III - 239 505497 2248666 7.276 4.212 0.30 1.26 circle Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
208 NW - A III - 236 505609 2248665 36.534 106.21 0.30 31.86 circle Broken Ridges platform substructure 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
209 SW - A IV - 90 506050 2248669 12.508 9.169 0.30 2.75 square Upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
210 NE - A III - 360 505201 2248612 35.545 59.99 0.40 24.00 rectangle Broken Ridges semiperishable sing/access 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
211 SE - A III - 191 505202 2248633 16.214 20.92 0.30 6.28 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
212 SE - A III - 194 505310 2248664 8.874 4.915 0.30 1.47 square Broken Ridges perishable base 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
213 SE - A III - 192 505203 2248510 20.944 30.55 0.30 9.17 Irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
214 SE - A III - 190 505204 2248584 10.131 8.167 0.30 2.45 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
215 SE - A III - 189 505842 2248497 35.348 64.217 0.40 25.69 rectangle Broken Ridges semiperishable sing/access 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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216 SE - A III - 188 506032 2248495 17.951 16.327 0.40 6.53 circle Broken Ridges perishable base/ramp 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
217 NE - A III - 359 505196 2248327 8.09 5.207 0.40 2.08 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
218 NE - A III - 366 505206 2248358 19.142 29.159 0.30 8.75 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
219 NE - A III - 365 505203 2248400 36.706 70.159 0.30 21.05 rectangle Broken Ridges semiperishable sing/access 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
220 NE - A III - 364 505203 2248446 15.014 14.022 0.30 4.21 square Broken Ridges perishable base 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
221 NE - A III - 367 505445 2248275 14.144 13.367 0.30 4.01 Irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
222 NE - A III - 363 505427 2248267 6.615 3.482 0.40 1.39 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
223 NE - A III - 362 506198 2248448 4.331 1.493 0.40 0.60 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
224 SE - A III - 193 505203 2248210 22.237 18.706 0.50 9.35 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
225 SE - A III - 187 505201 2248171 15.627 7.772 0.30 2.33 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
226 NE - A IV - 356 505202 2248183 14.994 15.355 0.30 4.61 Irregular Tzekel perishable base 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
227 NE - A IV - 357 505678 2248254 34.446 61.478 0.30 18.44 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
228 SE - A V - 185 505773 2248240 36.311 70.256 0.30 21.08 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
229 SE - A V - 184 505195 2247887 21.134 27.508 0.30 8.25 square Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
230 NE - A V - 354 505288 2247875 29.332 51.945 0.30 15.58 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
231 NE - A V - 353 506177 2247898 13.609 11.371 0.50 5.69 square Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
232 NE - A VI - 339 506188 2247914 28.605 46.312 0.40 18.52 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
233 SE - A VI - 175 505204 2247716 20.072 25.041 0.30 7.51 square Tzekel perishable foundations 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
234 NE - B V - 317 505327 2247858 25.394 51.316 0.30 15.39 circle Tzekel perishable foundations 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
235 NE - B V - 316 505744 2247666 12.165 11.776 0.40 4.71 circle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
236 NE - B IV - 322 505671 2247667 16.921 22.785 0.40 9.11 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
237 NE - A IV - 358 505753 2247683 16.08 20.574 0.50 10.29 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
238 NE - A IV - 355 505725 2247671 34.326 59.777 0.40 23.91 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
239 NE - B IV - 327 505709 2247703 25.635 38.631 0.30 11.59 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
240 NE - B IV - 328 505948 2247806 18.396 26.929 0.40 10.77 circle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
241 NE - B IV - 330 505895 2247687 15.532 19.198 0.40 7.68 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
242 NE - B IV - 329 505840 2247676 7.971 5.056 0.60 3.03 circle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
243 NE - B IV - 326 505963 2247812 24.462 43.603 0.40 17.44 circle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
244 NE - B IV - 325 505829 2247705 17.378 24.03 0.40 9.61 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
245 NE - B IV - 324 505905 2247820 22.834 41.49 0.50 20.75 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
246 NE - B IV - 321 505906 2247679 14.753 17.319 0.50 8.66 circle Tzekel perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
247 NE - B IV - 320 505937 2247677 16.814 22.496 0.40 9.00 circle Tzekel perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
248 NE - B V - 311 505997 2247680 48.481 77.199 0.60 46.32 circle Tzekel platform subs/ramp 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
249 NE - B V - 310 505973 2247694 28.918 47.786 0.30 14.34 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
250 NE - B V - 309 506199 2247667 25.344 51.113 0.80 40.89 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
251 NE - B V - 308 506141 2247665 17.315 23.858 0.30 7.16 circle Tzekel perishable base 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
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252 NE - B V - 307 506177 2247862 9.616 7.359 0.40 2.94 circle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
253 NE - B V - 306 506033 2247690 29.53 54.236 0.40 21.69 square Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
254 NE - B V - 305 506048 2247771 15.109 13.689 0.30 4.11 square Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
255 NE - B V - 304 506076 2247715 17.161 18.397 0.30 5.52 square Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
256 NE - B V - 303 506075 2247700 16.029 20.446 0.40 8.18 circle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
257 NE - B V - 318 506967 2248684 92.023 359.126 0.40 143.65 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable bch/access 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
258 NE - B V - 315 506945 2248722 34.498 62.408 0.40 24.96 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
259 NE - B V - 301 506929 2248665 13.007 10.436 0.40 4.17 square Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
260 NE - B V - 300 506530 2248668 9.481 7.153 0.30 2.15 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
261 NE - B V - 299 506464 2248665 50.621 149.773 0.30 44.93 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
262 NE - B V - 298 506403 2248668 17.488 20.288 0.30 6.09 rectangle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
263 NE - B V - 297 506967 2248664 12.688 12.333 0.30 3.70 circle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
264 NE - B V - 302 506325 2248664 17.37 24.009 0.30 7.20 circle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
265 NE - B V - 312 506349 2248663 15.977 20.313 0.30 6.09 circle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
266 NE - C V - 280 506695 2248295 21.163 35.639 0.40 14.26 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
267 NE - C IV - 284 506616 2248339 27.74 43.536 0.40 17.41 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
268 NE - B V - 314 506559 2248341 6.137 1.829 0.40 0.70 rectangle Tzekel special feature ramp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
269 NE - C IV - 287 506205 2248346 17.913 18.99 0.40 7.60 rectangle Tzekel perishable foundations 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
270 NE - C IV - 283 507246 2248146 25.889 34.228 0.30 10.27 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
271 NE - C IV - 282 507247 2248077 22.335 39.697 0.50 19.85 circle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
272 NE - B IV - 319 507241 2248147 16.551 21.798 0.40 8.72 circle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
273 NE - C IV - 281 507250 2248065 26.552 35.318 0.50 17.66 circle Tzekel perishable base/ramp 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
274 NE - C IV - 285 507088 2248078 7.398 3.42 0.40 1.37 square Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
275 NE - C V - 275 507006 2248148 45.768 92.047 0.40 36.82 circle Tzekel platform subs/ramp 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
276 NE - C IV - 286 507058 2248082 11.908 11.282 0.30 3.38 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
277 NE - C V - 277 507015 2248128 8.708 6.034 0.40 2.41 circle Tzekel perishable base 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
278 NE - C V - 278 507004 2248128 18.398 26.935 0.40 10.77 circle Tzekel perishable base 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
279 NE - C V - 279 507051 2248111 22.023 38.594 0.50 19.30 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
280 NE - C V - 276 507004 2248070 11.057 9.729 0.40 3.89 circle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
281 NE - C V - 274 506961 2248122 17.637 24.753 0.40 9.90 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
282 NE - B VI - 292 506899 2248098 10.856 9.379 0.40 3.75 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
283 NE - B VI - 291 506923 2248088 7.145 3.654 0.40 1.46 square Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
284 NE - B VI - 293 506980 2248072 8.005 5.099 0.40 2.04 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
285 NE - B VI - 294 506924 2248126 11.73 10.948 0.50 5.47 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
286 NE - B VI - 295 506995 2248149 16.705 17.115 0.30 5.13 square Tzekel perishable base 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
287 NE - B VI - 296 506937 2248086 35.95 80.42 0.40 32.17 square Tzekel platform substructure 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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288 NE - C VI - 271 506722 2248160 22.597 30.077 0.40 12.03 rectangle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
289 NE - C VI - 273 506727 2248148 17.218 18.089 0.40 7.24 square Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
290 NE - C VI - 272 506296 2248182 13.647 14.82 0.40 5.93 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
291 NE - C VI - 270 507248 2247913 12.869 13.179 0.40 5.27 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
292 NE - F IV - 257 507246 2247887 26.361 55.296 0.40 22.12 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
293 NE - E IV - 263 507250 2247960 26.278 41.583 0.30 12.47 rectangle Tzekel perishable foundations 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
294 NE - F IV - 259 507255 2247950 25.124 50.229 0.40 20.09 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
295 NE - F IV - 258 507250 2248003 26.51 55.923 0.50 27.96 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
296 NE - F II - 260 507251 2248022 58.199 204.8 0.30 61.44 rectangle Broken Ridges semiperishable bch/access 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
297 NE - F II - 261 507038 2248053 43.7 91.795 0.30 27.54 rectangle Broken Ridges semiperishable sing/access 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
298 NE - F II - 262 507050 2248054 34.226 56.867 0.40 22.75 rectangle Broken Ridges semiperishable sing/access 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
299 NE - E I - 265 507061 2248025 73.411 327.89 0.30 98.37 rectangle Broken Ridges semiperishable bch/access 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
300 NE - E I - 264 507072 2248016 33.429 62.756 0.30 18.83 rectangle Broken Ridges semiperishable sing/access 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
301 NW - F I - 209 507070 2248024 29.475 43.738 0.30 13.12 rectangle upland perishable foundations 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
302 NW - F III - 208 507109 2248036 25.031 33.688 0.80 26.95 rectangle upland semiperishable sing/access 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
303 NW - F IV - 206 507089 2247997 23.515 35.997 0.30 10.80 rectangle upland perishable foundations 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
304 NW - F IV - 205 507081 2247987 14.166 13.961 0.40 5.58 Irregular upland perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
305 NW - F IV - 207 507102 2248015 30.633 54.644 0.40 21.86 rectangle upland semiperishable sing/access 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
306 NW - F V - 202 507043 2248030 16.231 16.627 0.40 6.65 Irregular upland perishable base 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
307 NW - F V - 203 507036 2247983 13.984 11.823 0.30 3.55 Irregular upland perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
308 NW - F V - 204 507066 2247935 24.035 32.668 0.30 9.80 rectangle upland perishable foundations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
309 NW - E V - 212 507101 2247934 23.798 33.99 0.30 10.20 rectangle upland perishable foundations 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
310 NW - E V - 211 507112 2247958 28.549 44.891 0.40 17.96 rectangle upland semiperishable sing/access 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
311 NW - E V - 210 507005 2248026 19.244 22.938 0.70 16.06 square upland perishable foundations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
312 NW - E V - 214 507124 2248030 22.275 30.681 0.40 12.27 square upland perishable foundations 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
313 NW - E V - 213 507114 2247879 75.933 283.687 0.30 85.11 rectangle upland semiperishable bch/access 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
314 NW - D V - 220 507016 2248047 32.714 57.294 0.30 17.19 rectangle upland perishable foundations 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
315 NW - D V - 219 507071 2247993 57.781 193.654 0.30 58.10 rectangle upland semiperishable bch/access 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
316 NW - D V - 218 507037 2247918 51.497 102.396 0.40 40.96 rectangle upland semiperishable bch/access 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
317 NW - D VI - 217 507019 2247911 11.981 10.287 0.30 3.09 Irregular upland perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
318 NW - C V - 225 507054 2247999 27.849 44.383 0.30 13.31 rectangle upland semiperishable sing/access 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
319 NW - C V - 226 506928 2248064 26.396 40.942 1.00 40.94 square upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
320 NW - C V - 224 506894 2248020 7.934 2.987 0.80 2.39 rectangle upland special feature ramp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
321 NW - B VI - 229 506997 2247949 22.488 32.217 0.60 19.33 irregular upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
322 NE - B I - 337 506993 2247900 25.011 33.598 0.70 23.52 square Broken Ridges perishable base/ramp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
323 NE - A I - 372 506871 2247891 7.786 3.16 0.80 2.53 Irregular Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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324 NW - A I - 252 506966 2247979 34.527 64.039 1.00 64.04 Irregular Broken Ridges platform substructure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
325 NW - B I - 231 506938 2247988 16.467 15.608 0.80 12.49 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
326 NW - B I - 232 506898 2247971 18.644 20.861 1.00 20.86 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
327 NE - B I - 338 506904 2247890 14.03 15.665 0.40 6.27 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
328 NE - B I - 336 506934 2247888 21.405 36.46 0.80 29.17 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
329 NE - C I - 290 506967 2247928 20.037 31.948 0.60 19.17 circle upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
330 NW - D I - 223 506951 2247934 25.478 51.655 0.80 41.32 circle upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
331 NE - D I - 269 506704 2248004 25.106 50.159 0.80 40.13 circle upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
332 NE - A VI - 346 506769 2247993 19.411 29.982 0.80 23.99 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
333 NE - A VI - 341 506762 2247957 67.46 283.425 0.80 226.74 square Tzekel platform substructure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
334 NE - A VI - 342 506733 2247967 31.749 54.872 0.40 21.95 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
335 NE - A VI - 343 506729 2247985 22.471 26.45 0.40 10.58 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
336 NE - A VI - 344 506226 2247916 81.438 253.179 0.50 126.59 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable bch/access 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
337 NE - A VI - 345 506201 2247866 25.477 42.526 0.40 17.01 rectangle Tzekel perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
338 NE - A VI - 340 506210 2247938 19.282 28.039 0.40 11.22 circle Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
339 NE - A V - 352 507210 2247666 27.802 45.697 0.30 13.71 rectangle Tzekel perishable base 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
340 NE - B V - 313 507287 2247847 68.83 272.018 0.40 108.81 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable bch/access 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
341 NE - A V - 351 507252 2247846 79.906 256.556 0.30 76.97 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable bch/access 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
342 NE - A V - 350 507280 2247837 40.539 102.656 0.30 30.80 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
343 NE - A V - 349 507278 2247853 46.845 92.012 0.30 27.60 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable bch/access 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
344 NE - A V - 348 507260 2247864 48.109 135.509 0.30 40.65 rectangle Tzekel semiperishable sing/access 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
345 NE - A V - 347 507206 2247857 10.297 7.448 0.30 2.23 Irregular Tzekel perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
346 NE - B IV - 323 507271 2247858 17.346 23.943 0.60 14.37 circle Tzekel perishable base 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
347 NE - A III - 361 507172 2247861 17.761 25.102 0.50 12.55 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
348 NE - B III - 331 507160 2247855 17.307 23.834 0.30 7.15 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
349 NE - B III - 332 507143 2247860 16.272 21.07 0.40 8.43 circle Tzekel perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
350 NE - B III - 334 507122 2247864 15.557 19.258 0.40 7.70 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
351 NE - B III - 333 507097 2247857 16.254 21.022 0.50 10.51 circle Tzekel perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
352 NE - B III - 335 507039 2247849 33.615 47.332 0.80 37.87 rectangle Broken Ridges perishable base 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
353 NE - C III - 288 507159 2247670 16.211 20.912 0.40 8.36 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
354 NE - C III - 289 507171 2247665 16.121 20.682 0.30 6.20 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
355 NE - D II - 268 506960 2247863 39.806 126.086 0.40 50.43 circle Broken Ridges platform substructure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
356 NE - D III - 267 506936 2247667 16.675 22.126 0.50 11.06 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
357 NE - D III - 266 506965 2247673 14.37 16.432 0.30 4.93 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
358 NE - A II - 370 506933 2247849 14.487 16.701 0.80 13.36 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
359 NW - A I - 254 506723 2247711 47.515 137.181 0.70 96.03 square Broken Ridges platform substructure 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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360 NW - A II - 245 506655 2247670 33.644 90.074 0.30 27.02 circle Broken Ridges platform substructure 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
361 NW - A II - 240 506701 2247856 32.277 82.9 0.80 66.32 circle Broken Ridges platform substructure 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
362 NW - A II - 243 506676 2247699 16.022 20.426 0.40 8.17 circle Broken Ridges perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
363 NW - A V - 234 506665 2247701 12.036 11.528 0.40 4.61 circle upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
364 NW - B V - 230 506775 2247666 10.716 9.138 0.30 2.74 circle upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
365 NW - C III - 227 506754 2247701 11.61 10.727 0.30 3.22 circle upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
366 NW - C III - 228 506738 2247737 9.122 6.621 0.50 3.31 circle upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
367 NW - D IV - 222 506775 2247686 9.377 6.997 0.40 2.80 circle upland perishable base 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
368 NW - D IV - 221 506468 2247843 10.853 9.373 0.50 4.69 circle upland perishable base 1 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 1 
369 NW - E II - 215 506508 2247857 10.089 8.101 0.80 6.48 circle upland perishable base 1 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 
370 NW - E I - 216 506582 2247668 9.345 6.949 0.60 4.17 circle upland perishable base 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
371 SE - C V - 159 506291 2247686 19.3 29.64 0.80 23.71 circle Akalche perishable base 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
372 SW - D V - 48 506212 2247858 7.524 2.788 0.50 1.39 rectangle upland special feature ramp 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
                                          
S=number of associated structures; W=number of associated wells; C=number of associated cenotes; A=number of associated apiaries; R=number 
of associated rejolladas; H=number of associated huayás; M=number of associated metates; CH=number of associated chultunes; B=number of 
associated sacbes
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APIARIES 
 
NUM LABEL AREA (m²) PERIMETER (m) X Y 
1 AP-SW-DVI-1 31.379 19.858 505173 2247014 
2 AP-SW-DV-2 60.625 27.602 505222 2247035 
3 AP-SW-DV-3 75.722 30.848 505225 2247026 
4 AP-SW-DV-4 53.246 25.868 505215 2247031 
5 AP-SW-DV-5 41.810 22.922 505208 2247035 
6 AP-SW-DV-6 46.105 24.070 505208 2247028 
7 AP-SW-DVI-7 43.068 23.264 505198 2247036 
8 AP-SW-EV-8 44.606 23.676 505210 2246684 
9 AP-SW-E5-9 90.796 33.779 505356 2246668 
10 AP-SW-AVI-10 171.823 46.468 505192 2247500 
11 AP-SW-AV-11 148.211 43.157 505206 2247470 
12 AP-SE-BI-12 165.989 50.397 506234 2247277 
13 AP-SW-AIII-13 28.550 18.941 505786 2247582 
14 AP-SW-AIII-14 59.844 27.423 505776 2247602 
15 AP-SW-AIII-15 46.668 24.217 505792 2247602 
16 AP-SW-AIII-16 56.221 26.580 505792 2247611 
17 AP-SW-AIII-17 54.903 26.267 505784 2247626 
18 AP-SW-AII-18 12.723 16.142 505804 2247609 
19 AP-NW-AII-19 42.962 25.339 505889 2247671 
20 AP-SW-AI-2 0 21.440 19.449 506007 2247637 
21 AP-SW-AI-2 1 39.570 22.299 506062 2247565 
22 AP-SW-AI-2 2 41.396 22.808 506075 2247536 
23 AP-SW-AI-2 3 33.360 20.475 506137 2247558 
24 AP-SW-AI-2 4 54.180 26.093 506149 2247545 
25 AP-SW-AI-2 5 45.049 23.793 506094 2247491 
26 AP-SW-AI-2 6 63.312 28.207 506141 2247464 
27 AP-NW-AI-2 7 31.291 19.830 506147 2247682 
28 AP-NE-FIV-28 129.484 40.338 506985 2248696 
29 AP-NE-CI-2 9 69.515 29.556 506209 2248103 
30 AP-NE-CI30 56.782 26.713 506208 2248111 
31 AP-NE-CI-3 1 68.650 29.372 506200 2248114 
32 AP-NE-CI-3 2 75.042 30.709 506199 2248104 
33 AP-NE-CI-3 3 52.765 25.750 506271 2248229 
34 AP-NE-CI-3 4 19.719 18.637 506262 2248232 
35 AP-NE-EIV-35 306.567 62.073 506896 2248604 
36 AP-NE-EIV-36 131.504 40.652 506873 2248617 
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CHULTUNS 
NUM X Y 
1 506188 2247679 
2 506145 2247502 
3 506301 2247686 
4 506466 2247836 
      

 
METATES 
NUM X Y 

1 506183 2247583 
2 506184 2247578 
3 506169 2247560 
4 506165 2247549 
5 506171 2247545 
6 506167 2247542 
7 506171 2247537 
8 506179 2247533 
9 506179 2247543 

10 506163 2247538 
11 506145 2247545 
12 506145 2247502 
13 506131 2247513 
14 506078 2247477 
15 506110 2247467 
16 506099 2247543 
17 506182 2247627 
18 506112 2247480 
19 505122 2247042 

      
 
 
 
MONOLITH 
NUM X Y 
1 506010 2247679 
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SACBES 
ID LENGT H (m) X Y 
S-1 104 506106 2247360 
S-2 18 506041 2247285 
S-3 66 506069 2247688 
S-4 30 506436 2247825 
S-5 40 506534 2247658 
S-6 110 506594 2247345 
        

 
SASCABERAS 
NUM X Y 
1 506358 2247444 
2 506379 2247604 
      

 
RAMPS 
NUM LABEL X Y AREA (m²) 
1 NEBV314 507016 2248047 1.83
2 NWCV224 505203 2248210 2.99
3 SW DV48 506212 2247858 2.79
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APPENDIX E 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MAPS 

 
 
Figure E-1. Map legend 
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Figure E-2. Northeastern quadrant Buena Vista, Cozumel 
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Figure E-3. Northwestern quadrant Buena Vista, Cozumel 
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Figure E-4. Southeastern quadrant Buena Vista, Cozumel 
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Figure E-5. Southwestern quadrant Buena Vista, Cozumel 
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Figure E-6. Clustering map legend 
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Figure E-7. Clusters in northeastern quadrant 
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Figure E-8. Clusters in northwestern quadrant 
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Figure E-9. Clusters in southeastern quadrant 
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Figure E-10. Clusters in southwestern quadrant 
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